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Ai miei fratelli...e ar ros io!

When the solution is simple, God is answering. Where the world eases to be
the s ene of our personal hopes and wishes, where we fa e it as free beings
admiring, asking and observing, there we enter the realm of Art and S ien e.
(A. Einstein)
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Introdu tion
A graph
verti es,

is an abstra t mathemati al representation of a set of obje ts,

alled

together with a pairwise relationship between su h obje ts, that is

represented by a

olle tion of

edges

onne ting pairs of verti es. Examples of

relationships among obje ts that are representable by a graph
in every eld, ranging from interpersonal relationships to
and from knowledge representation to bioinformati s. Of
to make su h a relationship

an be found

omputer networks
ourse, the best way

learly understandable is to visualize the graph so

that verti es and edges are easily re ognizable at human eye. Su h an issue is

Graph Drawing, whi h an be regarded as a
Graph Theory, Graph Algorithmi , and Computa-

addressed in the resear h eld of
ross between the areas of

tional Geometry.

In Graph Drawing, the most

ommon way to visualize a graph is to draw

ea h vertex as a point in the plane and ea h edge as a
orresponding points.
drawing of the

urve

onne ting the

The pla ement of the verti es in the plane and the

urves should be performed in su h a way that the resulting

drawing be ni e and readable, in the sense that the information des ribed by
the graph should be possibly understandable at a glan e. In order to obtain
the desired ni e and readable visualization, it is important to formalize the
aestheti

riteria that distinguish a good drawing from a bad one. Then,

the goal of Graph Drawing is to
drawings respe ting su h

The most natural aestheti
absen e of partial or
alled

planarity.

reate algorithms that automati ally produ e

riteria.
riterion that one

Another important

drawing a graph is the

an think of is probably the

omplete overlapping among verti es and edges, that is

area

riterion that one has to

onsider when

of the drawing, as a drawing with a small area

an

be better visualized inside a small s reen. Observe that, while planarity is a

property that a drawing may satisfy or not, the drawing area is a measure of
quality that an be used to ompare two drawings. Many other properties and
1

i

i
i

i
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quality measures

an be dened

with the possibility of

on erning the visualization of graphs, even

ombining some of them. However, the best drawing

of a graph might not exist, sin e drawings that are good in terms of a

ertain

riterium may be bad in terms of another.
It is interesting to observe that some of the aestheti

riteria of a drawing

of a graph only depend on its topologi al features, while other

riteria also

depend on the geometri al realization. For example, an important theorem in
Graph Drawing, known as

Fary's Theorem,

states that every graph admitting

a planar drawing also admits a planar drawing in whi h edges are represented
by straight-line segments. This implies that, in order to de ide whether a given
graph admits a planar drawing, it is possible to study whether su h a graph
admits a

planar embedding, that is, a

vertex that determines no topologi al
than

omputing the a tual

ir ular ordering of the edges around ea h
rossing in the indu ed drawing, rather

oordinates of the points representing the verti es.

On the other hand, given a graph with a xed embedding, dierent geometri al
realizations may lead to drawings with dierent area.
Several natural and interesting to study questions
erning the aestheti
When

an be formulated

on-

riteria dened for the graphi al representation of graphs.

onsidering a graph property, the rst, and probably most natural,

arising question is the one about the existen e of graphs satisfying su h a
property and of graphs not satisfying it. If both positive and negative instan es
exist, the problem
algorithmi

an then be studied either from a

point of view. In the former

ase, one

ombinatorial or from an
an ask for a relationship

between the satisability of su h a property and the stru ture of the graph.
Namely, it is interesting to understand whether there exists a family of graphs
su h that all and only the graphs belonging to it satisfy the desired property.
In the latter

ase, one

an ask for the

omputational

omplexity of the problem

of de iding whether a given graph satises the property.

Question 1

Given a property P , hara terize the family of graphs F su h that
a graph G admits a drawing (an embedding) satisfying P if and only if G ∈ F .

Question 2

Given a graph G and a property P , what is the time omplexity of
de iding whether G satises P ? Also, what is the time omplexity of omputing
the drawing (the embedding) of G satisfying P ?
Explanatory examples for the two problems

ome from the study of graph

planarity. Regarding Question 1, a fundamental theorem on graph planarity,
known as

Kuratowsky's theorem,

states that a graph is planar if and only if it

i

i
i

i
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does not

ontain any subgraph that is a subdivision of the

or of the

omplete bipartite graph

K3,3 .

omplete graph

K5

Con erning Question 2, several linear-

time planarity testing algorithms are known in the literature (see Se t. 1.2 for
a brief overview about planarity), so as some NP-hardness proofs related to
graph planarity, like the one

on erning the problem of nding the maximal

planar subgraph of a non-planar graph. Of
stri tly related, sin e a

ombinatorial

ourse, the two problems are often

hara terization for a

ertain property

may dire tly lead to a polynomial-time algorithm for testing it.
On the other hand, when

onsidering a parti ular measure of quality of a

drawing or of an embedding, the two most natural questions are

ertainly the

one asking for the optimal value of su h a measure among all the graphs of a
ertain family and the one asking for an e ient algorithm that optimizes su h
a measure for a given graph.

Question 3 Given a measure M and a family of graphs F , what is the optimal
value of M among all the graphs G ∈ F ?
Question 4

Given a graph G and a measure M , what is the time omplexity
of omputing a drawing (an embedding) of G that is optimal with respe t to M ?
For these two questions,

lear examples

the area-minimization problem.

an be found in the

ontext of

In fa t, many results are known in Graph

Drawing about lower-bounds and upper-bounds for the area needed to draw
several families of graphs under

ertain

onstraints, and su h upper-bounds are

generally obtained as a result of e ient drawing algorithms.
In this thesis we address and partially answer Questions 14 on several
lasses and types of graphs. We mainly deal with planar graphs and with graph
properties and measures that depend on the topology of the graph rather than
on its geometry. We propose algorithms for
drawings that satisfy

omputing planar embeddings or

ertain properties or that are optimal with respe t to

tain measures of quality. Also, we

onsider the same questions on

er-

simultaneous

graph drawing problems, that is, problems involving more than one graph, and
lustered graphs, that is, graphs where the verti es are grouped into lusters

on

by means of a hierar hi al stru ture.
Part I of this thesis deals with planar graphs and with the most

ommon

methods to des ribe and handle their planar embeddings.
In Chapter 1 we introdu e some preliminaries and denitions about planar
graphs, their embeddings, and their drawings.

i

i
i

i
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In Chapter 2 we introdu e basi

on epts about the

onne tivity of graphs

and we illustrate the main te hniques for des ribing and handling the embeddings of planar graphs, depending on their degree of
we

onsider

SPQR-trees, a data-stru

onne tivity. In parti ular,

ture des ribing the de omposition of a bi-

onne ted graph into its tri onne ted

omponents.

Part II deals with problems related to properties and quality measures of
planar graphs that only depend on their embedding.
In Chapter 3 we

onsider the problem of

omparing two dierent embed-

dings of the same graph in terms of the minimum number of elementary operations that have to be performed in order to turn one embedding into the
other. For this problem, that we
operations that

all

Topologi al Morphing,

we dene the basi

an be performed to transform an embedding, we show that the

problem is NP-hard for bi onne ted planar graphs, and we present polynomialtime algorithms for some more

onstrained

tra table algorithm for the general

ases that indu e a xed-parameter

ase.

In Chapter 4 we introdu e and solve a problem related to the
planarity testing and again related to the

lassi al

omparison between embeddings.

In fa t, given a planar embedding of a subgraph of a planar graph, we

on-

sider the problem of extending it to a planar embedding of the whole graph
while maintaining the embedding of the subgraph un hanged. Although many
polynomial-time solvable problems be ome harder when a partial solution is
xed in advan e, we show that this is not the
a

ase for planarity, as we des ribe

ombinatorial hara terization of the planar graphs that admit an embedding

extension and we present a linear-time testing algorithm.
In Chapter 5 we deal with the minimization of

ertain distan e measures

that des ribe the quality of a planar embedding. In parti ular, we study the
problem of nding a

depth

minimum-depth embedding

of a planar graph, where the

of an embedding is the maximum distan e of its internal fa es from the
4
external one. We present an O(n )-time algorithm, improving the best previous
5
bound, that was O(n log n), obtained by Biensto k and Monma [BM90℄.
In Part III of this thesis we deal with

greedy drawings

of graphs, i.e., draw-

ings of graphs satisfying a parti ular property that is dened in terms of geometri al distan es between verti es and is related to the ee tiveness of

routing

greedy

algorithms for sensor networks.

In Chapter 6 we give preliminary denitions on greedy drawings and we
show that every tri onne ted planar graph admits a greedy drawing, hen e
proving a

onje ture by Papadimitriou and Rataj za .

In Chapter 7 we

onsider area requirements of greedy drawings and we prove

that su h requirements

an be non-polynomial in the worst- ase, as we present

i

i
i

i
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greedy-drawable trees requiring exponential area in any greedy drawing.
Part IV deals with the simultaneous embedding of two graphs on the same
set of points on the plane.
In Chapter 8 we deal with the

geometri simultaneous embedding

problem,

in whi h both graphs are required to be drawn with straight-line edges. We
show that there exist a tree and a path that do not admit any of su h embeddings. This problem was the main open problem in the area, as it lls the
gap in the

ombinatorial

ting a geometri
two

hara terization of the pairs of graphs always admit-

simultaneous embedding. In fa t, it was already known that

aterpillars always admit su h embedding, while there exist two trees not

admitting any.
Part V deals with
are grouped into sets,

lustered graphs, a type of graphs in whi h the verti es
alled

lusters,

a

ording to a

ertain given hierar hy.

In Chapter 9, we give some preliminaries and denitions about
graphs and the problem of de iding whether a

planar drawing,

that is, a planar drawing in whi h some planarity

are required also for the graphi al representation of the
plexity of su h a problem is unknown in the general

lusters.

hara terizations and e ient algorithms for some parti ular
lustered graph

line

ontext, we show that every

c-planar

drawing in whi h

c-planar

c-planarity of

representation of the

om-

lasses of graphs.

lusters

an be split

lustered graphs ni ely.

lustered graph admits a straight-

lusters are represented by axis-parallel re tan-

gles. As the same result holds for any
state that the

The

c-planar.

In Chapter 10 we deal with the problem of drawing
In this

c-

onstraints

ase, while there exist

Also, we dene a generalization of the problem, in whi h
in order to make the

lustered

lustered graph admits a

onvex shape xed in advan e, we

an

lustered graphs is independent on the geometri al

lusters, so as Fary's Theorem states that the planarity

of graphs is independent on the geometri al representation of the edges.

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 1

Graph Preliminaries and
Denitions
In this

hapter, we introdu e some preliminaries and denitions about graphs,

their embeddings, and their drawings.
A reader who wants to assume more familiarity with the basi

on epts

about graphs, algorithms, and geometry, may refer to books on Graph Theory (e.g., [Har72, BM76, NC88, Die05℄), to books on Algorithms (e.g., [Eve79,
AHU83, CLRS01, GT02℄), and to books on Computational Geometry (e.g., [PS85,
Ede87, dvKOS00℄). Referen e books

ontaining detailed denitions, basi

epts, and most important results about Graph Drawing

on-

an also be useful and

interesting to read [DETT99, KW01, NR04℄.
The

hapter is organized as follows. In Se t. 1.1 we give basi

denitions

about graphs. In Se t. 1.2 we deal with planar graphs and planar embeddings;
in Se t. 1.3 we des ribe the main drawing

onventions used in Graph Drawing;

nally, in Se t. 1.4 we dene some interesting sub lasses of planar graphs.

1.1 Basi Denitions
graph G = (V, E) is omposed of a set V of verti es or nodes, and a multiset
of unordered pairs of verti es, alled edges or ar s. If the pairs of verti es
in E are ordered, G is a dire ted graph, also referred to as digraph. The graph
obtained from a digraph G by onsidering its edges without orientation is alled
the underlying graph of G. Given an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E , we say that u and v
are in ident to e (u and v are the end-verti es of e), and that e is in ident to

A

E

9

i

i
i

i
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CHAPTER 1.

and

GRAPH PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

adja ent if they are in ident to the
adja ent if they are in ident to the same vertex.
G = (V, E) is an edge (u, u) ∈ E . A set of multiple

v.

Also, we say that two verti es are

same edge, and two edges are
A self-loop in a graph
edges in a graph (V, E) is
u, v ∈ V . A graph is simple

a set of edges

if it

onne ting the same two verti es

ontains neither self-loops nor multiple edges.

In the following, unless otherwise spe ied, we always refer to simple graphs.

A graph G = (V, E) is omplete if for ea h pair of verti es u, v ∈ V , edge
(u, v) ∈ E . A graph is bipartite if V an be partitioned into two sets V1 and
V2 su h that for ea h edge (u, v) ∈ E , either u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 or vi e versa.
A graph G = (V, E) is bipartite if its vertex set V an be partitioned into two
subsets V1 and V2 so that every edge of E is in ident to a vertex of V1 and to
a vertex of V2 .
The degree of a vertex is the number of edges in ident to it. The degree of
a graph is the maximum among the degrees of its verti es.
′
′
′
′
A graph G = (V , E ) is a subgraph of a graph G = (V, E) if V ⊆ V and
′
′
′
′
′
E ⊆ E . We say that G = (V , E ) is indu ed by V if, for ea h edge (u, v) ∈ E
′
′
′
′
′
su h that u, v ∈ V , we have (u, v) ∈ E . Also, G = (V , E ) is a spanning
′
subgraph of G = (V, E) if it is a subgraph of G and V = V .
′
A subdivision of a graph G is a graph G that an be obtained by repla ing
ea h edge of G with a path of arbitrary length. The ontra tion of an edge
(u, v) onsists of the repla ement of u, v , and (u, v) with a single vertex w,
′
of ea h edge (u, z) with an edge (w, z), and of ea h edge (v, z ) with an edge
′
(w, z ). A minor of a graph G is any graph that an be obtained from G by a
sequen e of removals of verti es, removals of edges, and

ontra tions of edges.

1.2 Planar Graphs
In this se tion we give preliminaries and denitions about planar graphs.
A

drawing

of a graph is a mapping of ea h vertex to a distin t point of

the plane and of ea h edge to a simple open Jordan

urve between the points

to whi h the end-verti es of the edge have been mapped. A drawing is
if no two edges interse t ex ept, possibly, at

graph

is a graph admitting a planar drawing.

determines a
all the

ommon end-points.

of

v.

planar
planar

A planar drawing of a graph

ir ular ordering of the edges in ident to ea h vertex

rotation s heme

A

Two drawings of the same graph are

v , that we
equivalent

if they determine the same rotation s heme for ea h vertex. Fig. 1.1 shows two
equivalent drawings of a planar graph. A

embedding )

is an equivalen e

ombinatorial embedding

(or simply

lass of planar drawings. A planar drawing, or

i

i
i

i
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equivalently a

11

ombinatorial embedding, partitions the plane into topologi ally

onne ted regions
belongs to the

fa es.

alled

A vertex (an edge) is

in ident

to a fa e if it

y le delimiting the fa e. All the fa es are bounded by the

y le

outer fa e (or external fa e ).
The other fa es are alled internal fa es. A planar embedding hΓ, f i of a graph
G is omposed of an embedding Γ of G and of an outer fa e f of Γ. A plane
graph is a graph with a xed planar embedding.
delimiting them, ex ept for one fa e, that we

6

2

3

8

4

6

2

5

1

all

7

5
3

1

8

4

9

7

9

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Two equivalent planar drawings of a planar graph.

A plane graph is
are delimited by

maximal

(or equivalently is a

y les of three verti es.

triangulation )

A planar graph is

if all its fa es

maximal

if it

admits a planar embedding that determines a triangulation. A triangulation
is maximal in the sense that adding an edge to it yields a non-planar graph.
Maximal planar graphs are an important and deeply studied
graphs sin e any planar graph

edges

lass of planar

an be augmented to maximal by adding

dummy

to it and sin e triangulations, as the tri onne ted planar graphs, admit

exa tly one

ombinatorial embedding (a more detailed dis ussion about the

properties of highly- onne ted planar graphs is given in Se t. 2.1) and hen e
are often easier to deal with. A plane graph is

internally-triangulated

when all

its internal fa es have exa tly three in ident verti es.

dual graph of an embedded planar graph G has a vertex for ea h fa e of
(f, g) for ea h two fa es f and g of G sharing an edge. Fig. 1.2
shows an embedded planar graph and its dual graph. The dual graph of G only
depends on the embedding of G and not on the hoi e of the external fa e.
The

G

and an edge

Planarity
Planarity is

ommonly a

epted as the most important aestheti

riteria a

drawing should satisfy to be ni e and readable. In fa t, the absen e of partial or
omplete overlapping among the obje ts makes the drawing aestheti ally pleasant and easily readable by the human eye, and provides extremely high read-

i

i
i

i
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Figure 1.2: A planar graph, whose verti es are represented by bla k

ir les and

whose edges are represented by thi k lines, and its dual graph, whose verti es
are represented by white

ir les and whose edges are represented by dotted

lines.

ability of the

ombinatorial stru ture of the graph, as

onrmed by some

og-

nitive experiments in graph visualization [PCJ97, Pur00, PCA02, WPCM02℄.
See Fig. 1.3 for a

omparison between a non-planar and a planar drawing.

However, the great importan e of planar graphs, so in Graph Drawing as in
Graph Theory and Computational Geometry in general, also
many mathemati al,

6

2

2

5
7

3

1

1

8
4

Figure 1.3:

of the

7
8

(a) A non-planar drawing of a planar graph

G.

(b) A planar

ombinatorial and topologi al point of view, the rst important
hara terization given by Kuratowski [Kur30℄

stating that a graph is planar if and only if it

omplete graph

bipartite graph
Su h a

4

G.

From the

1930,

3

6

(b)

result about planar graphs is the
in

5

9

9
(a)

drawing of

omes from the

ombinatorial, and geometri al properties they exhibit.

K3,3

K5

ontains no subdivision

with ve verti es and no subdivision of the

omplete

with three verti es in ea h of the sets of the bipartition.

hara terization has been extended by Wagner, who stated that a graph

is planar if and only if it
planarity of a graph
Tarjan [HT74℄ in

ontains no

K5 -minor and no K3,3 -minor [Wag37℄.

The

an be tested in linear time, as rst shown by Hop roft and

1974.

Linear-time algorithms for testing the planarity of a

i

i
i

i
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graph are also presented, e.g., in [BL76, ET76, dR82, BM04, dFdMR06, HT08℄.
Also, su h testing algorithms
planar embeddings in the

an be suitably modied in order to

ompute

ase the test is positive. If an embedding of a graph

is xed, then linear time still su es to test if the embedding is planar [Kir88℄.
The fa t that the planarity testing, so as many other problems on planar graphs,
an be solved in linear time is due to another important mathemati al property
of planar graphs, stating that the number of edges of a planar graph is linear in
the number of its verti es. Namely, by the Euler's formula, we have
where

m

n-vertex

is the number of edges, in any

planar graph.

m ≤ 3n−6,

1.3 Drawing Conventions
When aiming at high readability of a drawing, another important issue that has
to be

onsidered on erns the geometri al representation of the edges and of the

fa es. Namely, planar drawings in whi h edges are represented by straight-line
segments (known as

straight-line drawings,

see Figs. 1.4(a) and ( )) happen to

be more readable than drawings in whi h edges are represented by poly-lines
(known as

poly-line drawings,

in whi h fa es are drawn as

see Fig. 1.4(b)) or general

urves, and drawings

onvex polygons (known as

onvex drawings,

Fig. 1.4( )) are more readable than drawings in whi h this is not the
Fig. 1.4(a)). Among the more used and studied drawing
mention

orthogonal drawings,

see

ase (see

onventions, we also

in whi h ea h edge is represented by a sequen e

of horizontal and verti al segments.

2
1

5
3

1
7

4

8

5
3

2

9

5

7
6

7

3

1

4

8
4

8

9

(a)
Figure 1.4:

6

2

6

(b)

9
( )

(a) A straight-line planar drawing of a planar graph

poly-line planar drawing of

Other drawing

G.

( ) A

onvex drawing of

G.

(b) A

G.

grid drawings,
upward drawings of di-

onventions that are worth to mention are the

in whi h verti es and bends have integer

oordinates,

graphs, in whi h ea h edge is represented by a
in the upward dire tion, and

urve monotoni ally-in reasing

proximity drawings,

in whi h given a denition

i

i
i

i
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proximity graph

of a set of points is the graph with a vertex

for ea h point of the set, and with an edge between two verti es if the

orre-

sponding points satisfy the proximity property. Then, a proximity drawing of

G su h that the proximity graph of the set of
G are drawn in D oin ides with G itself. An
example of proximity graphs is the Delaunay triangulation for a set P of points
in the plane, that is, a triangulation T su h that no point in P is inside the
ir ums ribed ir le of any triangle in T .
a graph

G

is a drawing

D

of

points on whi h the verti es of

The most studied and used drawing
drawings. Of

ourse su h a

in whi h edges

onvention is the one of straight-line

onvention is mu h more restri tive than the one

an have bends, and hen e many results that hold for poly-line

drawings do not hold for straight-line drawings. However, regarding planarity,
this is not the

ase. Indeed, a very important result, known as Fary's theo-

rem and independently proved by Wagner [Wag36℄, by Fary [Far48℄, and by
Stein [Ste51℄, states that a graph admits a straight-line planar drawing if and
only if it admits a planar drawing. This result shows that planarity does not
depend on the geometry used for representing the edges but it only depends
on the topologi al properties of the graph.
Some aestheti

riteria

an be dened to measure the quality of a drawing.

Among them, one of the most important is

ertainly the area o

upied by

the drawing, that is, the area of the smallest re tangle with sides parallel
to the

oordinate axes that

drawings

ontains all the drawing.

Of

ourse, small area

an not be obtained by simply s aling down the drawing, sin e some

resolution rules

have to be respe ted in the drawing for maintaining readability.

In parti ular, a minimum distan e, say one unit, between two elements (verti es
and edges) of the drawing has to be maintained. In order to respe t some of
su h rules, when dealing with area minimization problems, verti es are usually
pla ed on an integer grid, in su h a way that the minimum distan e between
any two of them is at least one grid unit. In this dire tion, it has been shown
in several papers that every n-vertex plane graph admits a planar straight-line
O(n2 ) area grid [dPP88, dPP90, S h90, CN98, ZH03, BFM07℄.

drawing on a

Further, a grid of quadrati

size is asymptoti ally the best possible for straight-

line planar drawings, sin e there exist planar graphs requiring su h an area in
any planar grid drawing [Val81, dPP90, FP07℄.

i

i
i

i
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1.4 Families of Planar Graphs
In this se tion we present preliminaries and denitions about some important
sub- lasses of planar graphs that will be used in the rest of the thesis.
A
two. A

y le is
tree is

hord

of a

edge

onne ted graph su h that ea h vertex has degree exa tly

a

onne ted a y li

path

Fig. 1.5(a)). A
of the

a

(i.e., not

ontaining any

y le) graph (see

is a tree su h that ea h vertex has degree at most two. A

y le (of a path) is an edge

y le (of the path).

leaf

A

onne ting two non- onse utive verti es

of a tree is a node of degree one.

is an edge in ident to a leaf. A

aterpillar

that removing all the leaves and all the leaf edges yields a path,
the

aterpillar, whose nodes and edges are

respe tively. A

star graph

A

leaf

(see Fig. 1.5(b)) is a tree su h

alled

spine nodes

spine of
spine edges,

alled

and

(see Fig. 1.5( )) is a tree su h that removing all the

leaves and all the leaf edges yields an isolated node,

alled

entral node.

r

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a) A tree rooted at a node

r.

( )

(b) A

aterpillar. ( ) A star graph.

rooted tree is a tree with one distinguished node,
depth of a node v is the length of the unique
edges omposing the path) between v and the root.
A

alled

root.

In a rooted

tree, the

path (i.e., the number

of

The

depth

of a rooted

tree is the maximum depth among all the verti es.
A

binary tree

most two

(a

ternary tree )

hildren (resp. three

is a rooted tree su h that ea h node has at

hildren). A tree is

ordered

if an order of the

hildren of ea h node (i.e., a planar embedding) is spe ied.
binary tree we distinguish the

left

u of a tree T are the subtrees
T.
outerplanar graph is a graph admitting

of a node

In an ordered

right hild of a node. The subtrees
of T rooted at u and not ontaining

and the

the root of
An

an

outerplanar embedding,

is, an embedding in whi h all the verti es are on the outer fa e.
ombinatorial point of view, an outerplanar graph is a graph that

K4 -minor and no K2,3 -minor (see Fig. 1.6 (a)).
A series-parallel graph is indu tively dened

that

From a

ontains no

as follows. An edge

(u, v)

is

i

i
i

i
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u=u=u
=...=uk
1 2

v=u
1 2
v=v k

u=u1
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: (a) An outerplanar graph. (b) A series

G1 , G2 , . . . , Gk
G1 , G2 , . . . , Gk

of series-parallel graphs.

v=v=v
=...=vk
1 2
( )

omposition of a sequen e

( ) A parallel

omposition of a set

of series-parallel graphs.

poles u and v . Denote by ui and vi the poles of
series omposition of a sequen e G1 , . . . , Gk of
series-parallel graphs, with k ≥ 2, is a series-parallel graph with poles u = u1
and v = vk su h that vi and ui+1 have been identied, for ea h i = 1, . . . , k − 1
(see Fig. 1.6 (b)). A parallel omposition of a set G1 , . . . , Gk of series-parallel
graphs, with k ≥ 2, is a series-parallel graph with poles u = u1 = · · · = uk and
v = v1 = · · · = vk (see Fig. 1.6 ( )). From a ombinatorial point of view, a
series-parallel graph is a graph that ontains no K4 -minor.
A Hamiltonian y le (path) in a graph G is a simple y le (resp. path) passing through all the verti es of G. A Hamiltonian graph is a graph ontaining
a series-parallel graph with
a series-parallel graph

a Hamiltonian

Gi .

A

y le.

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 2

De omposition of Planar Graphs
In this

hapter we study the problem of de omposing planar graphs into

ponents with higher degree of
tures that

an be used to deal with su h de omposition and to des ribe and

handle the embeddings of planar graphs.

trees,

om-

onne tivity and we present the main data stru -

a data stru ture that

In parti ular, we des ribe

SPQR-

an be used to represent and to e iently handle

all the embeddings of a bi onne ted planar graph.
The stru ture of the
denitions about
the degree of

hapter is as follows. In Se t. 2.1 we give some basi

onne tivity and about some properties that are depending on

onne tivity, while in Se t. 2.2 we dene the main data stru tures

to des ribe the de omposition into bi onne ted and tri onne ted

omponents,

with parti ular fo us on the SPQR-trees.

2.1 Conne tivity
G = (V, E) be a planar graph. We say that G is onne ted if, for ea h pair
u, v ∈ V , there exists a path onne ting u and v . More generally,
we say that G is k - onne ted if, for ea h pair of verti es u, v ∈ V , there exist k
disjoint paths onne ting u and v . Alternatively, we say that G is k - onne ted
if removing any k − 1 verti es leaves G onne ted; 3- onne ted, 2- onne ted,
and 1- onne ted graphs are also alled tri onne ted, bi onne ted, and simply
onne ted graphs, respe tively. A separating k -set is a set of k verti es whose
removal dis onne ts the graph. Separating 1-sets and separating 2-sets are
also alled utverti es and separation pairs, respe tively. Hen e, a onne ted
Let

of verti es

graph is bi onne ted if it has no

utverti es, and it is tri onne ted if it has
17

i

i
i

i
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The maximal bi onne ted subgraphs of a graph are its

blo ks, while the maximal tri onne ted subgraphs of a graph are its tri onne ted omponents. Ea h edge of G falls into a single blo k of G and into a
single tri onne ted

omponent, while

utverti es (resp., verti es belonging to

a separation pair) are shared by dierent blo ks (resp., by dierent separation

ut of a graph G = (V, E) is a partition if its verti es into two subsets
V2 . A utset of G is the set E ′ ⊆ E su h that (u, v) ∈ E ′ if and only
′
if u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2 . Observe that the removal of the edges of E from E
in reases the number of onne ted omponents of G.

pairs). A

V1

and

Conne tivity and Embeddings
In this subse tion we give some properties of planar graphs and planar embeddings that depend on the degree of

3-

First, observe that every

onne tivity of the graph.

onne ted planar graph admits two planar em-

beddings, whi h only dier for a ipping around their poles, that is, the list
of in ident edges around ea h vertex in the two embeddings are one the reversal of the other. Hen e, problems

on erning the resear h of a parti ular

embedding of a planar graph that are di ult for general planar graphs,
be e iently solved when the graph is tri onne ted.

an

This property strongly

motivates the study of problems on low- onne ted planar graphs in terms of
their de omposition into highly- onne ted
solved more easily on su h

omponents, as the problem

an be

omponents and then the problems turns into the

one of putting them together e iently. Examples of su h problems are the
subje t of the

hapters of the next part of this thesis.

Another important property regarding highly onne ted graphs is that every

4-

onne ted planar graph is Hamiltonian [Tut56℄ and the Hamiltonian y le

be found e iently. Observe that the problem of nding a Hamiltonian

an

y le in

a general planar graph, even if tri onne ted, is NP-hard [GJ79℄. Further, every
bi onne ted outerplanar graph

G

has exa tly one Hamiltonian

the one delimiting the fa e to whi h all the verti es of
outerplanar embedding of

G

y le, namely

are in ident in an

G.

2.2 Data Stru tures for Planar Graphs
In order to des ribe and e iently handle the de omposition of a
graph into bi onne ted
ne ted

onne ted

omponents and of a bi onne ted graph into tri on-

omponents, some e ient data stru tures have been dened.

i

i
i

i
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The data stru ture that

an be used to des ribe the de omposition of a

onne ted graph into its bi onne ted
(usually referred to as

19

omponents,

BC-tree ), was introdu
onne ted graph G is a

alled

blo k- utvertex tree

ed by Harary and Prins in [HP66℄.

T of a
tree ontaining a B-node for ea h
G and a C-node for ea h utvertex of G. Edges in T onne t ea h
B-node µ to the C-nodes asso iated with the utverti es belonging to the blo k
of µ. The BC-tree of G may be thought as rooted at a spe i blo k ν . The
number of nodes of T is equal to the number of blo ks plus the number of
utverti es, that is O(n), where n is the number of verti es of G. Fig. 2.1
The BC-tree
blo k of

shows a

onne ted planar graph and its blo k- utvertex tree, rooted at a blo k

B1 .

B1

B2

c1
B1

B3

B2

c1
B3
c2
B4

c2
B4
(a)
Figure 2.1:
rooted at

(a) A

(b)

onne ted planar graph and (b) its blo k- utvertex tree,

B1 .

The data stru ture that

an be used to des ribe the de omposition of a

bi onne ted graph into its tri onne ted

omponents,

alled

SPQR-tree,

introdu ed by Di Battista and Tamassia in [DT90, DT96b, DT96a℄.

was

In the

following we dene SPQR-trees, we give their main properties, and we des ribe how su h trees

an be used to represent and e iently handle all the

embeddings of a planar bi onne ted graph.

SPQR-Trees
SPQR-trees were introdu ed in [DT96b℄ to des ribe all the possible embeddings of bi onne ted planar graphs in a su

in t way and were used in various

situations when asking for planar embeddings with spe ial properties.
A graph is
graph. Let

G

st-bi onne tible

(s, t) to it yields a bi onne ted
split pair {u, v} of G is either
es. A maximal split omponent of

if adding edge

be an st-bi onne tible graph. A

a separation pair or a pair of adja ent verti

i

i
i

i
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with respe t to a split pair {u, v} (or, simply, a maximal split omponent
{u, v}) is either an edge (u, v) or a maximal subgraph G′ of G su h that G′
′
ontains u and v , and {u, v} is not a split pair of G . A vertex w 6= u, v belongs
to exa tly one maximal split omponent of {u, v}. We all split omponent of
{u, v} the union of any number of maximal split omponents of {u, v}.
In [DT96b℄, SPQR-trees were introdu ed as rooted at one edge of G, alled
referen e edge. However, they an also be viewed as unrooted, sin e a de om-

G

of

position starting from a dierent referen e edge would yield a tree with the
same stru ture. Here, in order to simplify the des ription of the

onstru tion

of SPQR-trees, we rst des ribe them as rooted trees and then we

omment on

the impli ations of

onsidering them as unrooted.

Rooted SPQR-Trees
Te

G, with respe t to a referen e
G indu ed by its split pairs. The
are of four types: S, P, Q, and R. Their onne tions are alled ar s,
in order to distinguish them from the edges of G.
Ea h node µ of Te has an asso iated st-bi onne tible multigraph, alled the
skeleton of µ and denoted by skel(µ). Skeleton skel(µ) shows how the hildren
of µ, represented by virtual edges, are arranged into µ. The virtual edge in
skel(µ) asso iated with a hild node ν , is alled the virtual edge of ν in skel(µ).
For ea h virtual edge ei of skel(µ), re ursively repla e ei with the skeleton
skel(µi ) of its orresponding hild µi . The subgraph of G that is obtained in
this way is the pertinent graph of µ and is denoted by pertinent(µ).
′ ′
Given a bi onne ted graph G and a referen e edge e = (u , v ), tree Te is
∗
re ursively dened as follows. At ea h step, a split omponent G , a pair of
∗
verti es {u, v}, and a node ν in Te are given. A node µ orresponding to G
is introdu ed in Te and atta hed to its parent ν . Verti es u and v arethe poles
of µ and denoted by u(µ) and v(µ), respe tively. The de omposition possibly
∗
re urs on some split omponents of G . At the beginning of the de omposition
∗
′ ′
G = G − {e}, {u, v} = {u , v }, and ν is a Q-node orresponding to e.

The rooted SPQR-tree

e, des
nodes of Te

edge

of a bi onne ted graph

ribes a re ursive de omposition of

Base Case:

If

G∗

onsists of exa tly one edge between
G∗ itself.

u

and

v,

then

µ

is a

Q-node whose skeleton is

Parallel Case:

G∗ is omposed of at least two maximal split omponents
G1 , . . . , Gk (k ≥ 2) of G with respe t to {u, v}, then µ is a P-node. Graph
skel(µ) onsists of k parallel virtual edges between u and v , denoted by
If

i

i
i

i
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e 1 , . . . , ek

and

tion re urs on
and with

Series Case:
G

µ
If

orresponding to

G1 , . . . , Gk ,

with

as parent node.

G∗

is

with respe t to

21

G1 , . . . , Gk , respe tively. The de omposi{u, v} as pair of verti es for every graph,

omposed of exa tly one maximal split omponent of
∗
and if G has utverti es c1 , . . . , ck−1 (k ≥ 2),

{u, v}

u to v , then µ is an S-node.
skel(µ) is the path e1 , . . . , ek , where virtual edge ei onne ts
ci−1 with ci (i = 2, . . . , k − 1), e1 onne ts u with c1 , and ek onne ts ck−1 with v . The de omposition re urs on the split omponents
orresponding to ea h of e1 , e2 , . . . , ek−1 , ek with µ as parent node, and
with {u, c1 }, {c1 , c2 }, . . . , {ck−2 , ck−1 }, {ck−1 , v} as pair of verti es, reappearing in this order on a path from
Graph

spe tively.

Rigid Case:

If none of the above

ases applies, the purpose of the de ompoG∗ into the minimum number of split

sition step is that of partitioning

omponents and re urring on ea h of them. We need some further de′
∗
nition. Given a maximal split omponent G of a split pair {s, t} of G ,
′
′
a vertex w ∈ G properly belongs to G if w 6= s, t. Given a split pair
{s, t} of G∗ , a maximal split omponent G′ of {s, t} is internal if neither
u nor v (the poles of G∗ ) properly belongs to G′ , external otherwise. A
maximal split pair {s, t} of G∗ is a split pair of G∗ that is not ontained
′ ′
into an internal maximal split omponent of any other split pair {s , t }
∗
∗
of G . Let {u1 , v1 }, . . . , {uk , vk } be the maximal split pairs of G (k ≥ 1)

i = 1, . . . , k , let Gi be the union of all the internal maximal split
{ui , vi }. Observe that ea h vertex of G∗ either properly
belongs to exa tly one Gi or belongs to some maximal split pair {ui , vi }.
∗
Node µ is an R-node. Graph skel(µ) is the graph obtained from G by
repla ing ea h subgraph Gi with the virtual edge ei between ui and vi .
The de omposition re urs on ea h Gi with µ as parent node and with
{ui , vi } as pair of verti es.
and, for

omponents of

For ea h node µ of Te , we add to skel(µ) the virtual edge (u, v) representing
′
the parent of µ in Te . We say that an edge e of G proje ts to a virtual edge
′′
′
e of skel(µ), for some node µ in Te , if e belongs to the pertinent graph of the
′′
node of Te orresponding to e . Fig. 2.2 depi ts a bi onne ted planar graph
and its SPQR-tree.

Property 2.1 Let C be a y le of G and let µ be any node of Te . Then, either
the edges of C belong to a single virtual edge of skel(µ), or they belong to a set

i

i
i

i
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S
P
P

R

S
R
R

S
R

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) A bi onne ted planar graph and (b) its SPQR-tree, rooted at
any Q-node adja ent to the R-node whose internal verti es are bla k.

The

skeletons of the internal R-nodes of the tree are represented inside the boxes.
The virtual edge representing the parent of a node

µ

in the skeleton of

µ

is

drawn as a dotted line.

of virtual edges that indu e a y le in
The SPQR-tree
nodes and

O(n)

Te

of a graph

G

skel(µ).
with

S-, P-, and R-nodes.

the skeletons stored at the nodes of

Te

n

verti es and

m

m

edges has

Q-

Also, the total number of verti es of
is

O(n).

Finally, SPQR-trees

an be

onstru ted and handled e iently. Namely, given a bi onne ted planar graph

G,

the SPQR-tree

Te

of

G

an be

omputed in linear time [GM00℄.

Unrooted SPQR-Trees
Now we des ribe how to modify
Trees

Te

and

T

Te

in order to have an unrooted tree

have the same nodes and ar s.

T.

They only dier in the

Te , with split pair {u, v} and
skel(µe ) to obtain skel(µ) in T .
Hen e, in an unrooted SPQR-tree T , an ar (µ, ν) identies two virtual
edges e(ν|µ) ∈ skel(µ) and e(µ|ν) ∈ skel(ν) that represent how the split omponent ν atta hes to skel(µ) and how the split omponent µ atta hes to
skel(ν), respe tively.
skeleton of their nodes.
parent

νe ,

Given a node

the virtual edge

(u, v)

µe

For unrooted SPQR-trees an equivalent
ned.

Namely, a

of

is added to

merge operation

on ept of pertinent graph is de-

of the skeletons of two adja ent nodes

µ

i

i
i

i
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and

ν

onsists of removing

identifying their

from

skel(µ)

and

e(µ|ν) from skel(ν) and
µ of T , the whole

orresponding end-verti es. Given a node

µ with its adja ent nodes. We
merging of T . If e(ν|µ) is a virtual edge of skel(µ), we
dene pertinent(µ, e(ν|µ)) as the subgraph obtained by removing e(ν|µ) and
re ursively merging µ with its adja ent nodes with the ex eption of ν . The
graph pertinent(µ, e(ν|µ)) dened on T
oin ides with the graph pertinent(µ)
dened on Te when ν is on the path from µ to the root of Te .
′
Observe that, two SPQR-trees Te′ and Te′′ , rooted at two dierent edges e
′′
and e of G, orrespond to the same unrooted tree T .
graph

G

e(ν|µ)

23

an be obtained by re ursively merging

all su h an operation

Using SPQR-Trees to Represent Planar Embeddings
Let

G

T

be a bi onne ted graph and let

be the SPQR-tree of

planar if and only if the skeletons of all the nodes of
The SPQR-tree

G.

T

G.

Graph

G

is

are planar [BDD00℄.

an be used to represent all the planar embeddings of

In fa t, suppose that one of the

of ea h node is

T

hosen. A

ombinatorial embeddings of the skeleton

ombinatorial embedding of

merging the skeletons of all the adja ent nodes of
embedding.

T

G

an be obtained by

while preserving their

Observe that:
(i) the skeleton of an S-node admits exa tly one

ombinatorial embedding

(ea h vertex has degree two);
(ii) the skeleton of a P-node admits as many

ombinatorial embeddings as

the number of permutations of its virtual edges; and
(iii) the skeleton of an R-node, whi h is tri onne ted, admits exa tly one
ombinatorial embedding up to a reversal of the adja en y lists of its
verti es.
Hen e, a

ombinatorial embedding

Γ of G is identied by spe

ifying for ea h

R-node one of its two possible embeddings and for ea h P-node a permutation
of its adja ent nodes, as des ribed in [BDD00℄. We have the following.

Property 2.2

A planar embedding of the skeleton of every node of T determines a planar embedding of G and vi e versa.
In order to represent the external fa e

f

in the SPQR-tree

T,

observe that

a fa e is uniquely identied by the set of edges in ident to it, with the only
ex eption, whi h

an be easily handled, of the

ase when

G

is a simple

y le.

i

i
i

i
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T
allo ation tree of f .
allo ation node of f . Figure 2.3

ombinatorial embedding

whose leaves are the Q-nodes in ident to
Ea h node of the allo ation tree of

f

f

is an

is

Γ,

the unique subtree of

alled the

shows examples of allo ation trees.

S
P
R

S

P

R
R

S
R

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) A bi onne ted planar graph
the two fa es of

G

G

and (b) the allo ation trees of

marked with a star.

skel(µ) there exists exa tly one fa e fµ
fµ will be transformed into f when
the merging of T is performed. We all fµ the representative of f in skel(µ).
In the following, we will denote by f both a fa e of Γ and its representative
fa e in the skeleton of one of its allo ation nodes. We say that f belongs to all
Let

µ be

an allo ation node of

that  orresponds to

f,

f.

In

in the sense that

its allo ation nodes. Observe that, if the graph is a simple

y le, it

ontains

only two fa es, whose allo ation tree is the whole SPQR-tree.
Therefore, a planar embedding
beling of

T.

hΓ, f i

an be represented by a suitable la-

Namely, ea h R-node is labeled with a Boolean value and ea h

P-node with the

ir ular ordering of its adja ent nodes. The external fa e

f

is

represented by its allo ation tree.
The following lemma shows the relationship between fa es belonging to
nodes that are adja ent in

T.

Lemma 2.1 Let µ and ν be two adja ent nodes of an SPQR-tree T of a graph
G with planar embedding hΓ, f i.

1. There are exa tly two fa es f ′ and f ′′ of Γ that belong both to µ and to
ν.
2. In

skel(µ)

(skel(ν)) f ′ and f ′′ share edge e(ν|µ) (e(µ|ν)).

i

i
i

i
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3. If µ (ν ) is not an S-node, then e(ν|µ) (e(µ|ν)) is the only edge shared by
f ′ and f ′′ in skel(µ) (skel(ν)).

Proof:

Observe that when merging the skeletons of

fa es

and

ν

the two fa es

e(ν|µ)

not share other fa es.
′
′′
Fa es f and f are represented in
to

µ

are identied with the two fa es in ident to e(µ|ν), and su h
′
′′
orrespond to the same fa es f and f of Γ. Also, skel(µ) and skel(ν) do

in ident to

e(ν|µ) (e(µ|ν)).

skel(µ) (skel(ν)) by the two fa es adja ent
µ, is an S-node, f ′ and f ′′ an also share

Only if a node, say

other edges further than
that are adja ent to

µ

e(ν|µ), that is, the virtual edges representing the nodes
T.
2

in

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 3

Topologi al Morphing of Planar
Graphs
In this

1

hapter

we analyze the relationships among dierent planar embed-

dings of the same graph and study how two planar embeddings
one into the other with the minimum number of elementary
serving the mental map of the user. We
in analogy with the well-known

all this problem

Geometri Morphing

studied how two planar drawings
minimum number of elementary

an be morphed

hanges, while pre-

Topologi al Morphing,

problem, in whi h it is

an be morphed one into the other with the
hanges.

First, we have to de ide whi h elementary

hanges are admitted in order

to preserve the mental map; then, we have to dene whi h operations better
des ribe su h

hanges; nally, we have to study the problem of minimizing the

number of these operations. We dene two operations for morphing embeddings that des ribe natural transformations and we show that the problem of
morphing embeddings with the minimum number of su h operations is NP-hard
for bi onne ted planar graphs.

Further, we give polynomial-time algorithms

for some restri ted versions of the problem and, based on su h algorithms, we
give a xed parameter tra table algorithm for the general

1 Part

of the work presented in this

ase.

hapter is a joint work with Pier Fran es o Cortese,

Giuseppe Di Battista, and Maurizio Patrignani, appeared in [ACBP08℄.

29
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i
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3.1 Introdu tion
A useful feature of a graph drawing editor is the possibility of sele ting a ertain
fa e of the drawing and promoting it to be the external fa e (for instan e,
see [dO℄). In order to preserve the mental map, the user would like the editor
to exe ute su h an operation with as few

hanges to the drawing as possible.

The above operation is just an example of a topologi al feature that would
be useful to have at disposal from an editor.

More generally, it would be

interesting to have an editor allowing the user to look at a drawing and to
spe ify in some way, e.g. pointing at verti es or edges, a new embedding. Su h
an embedding

ould be even requested at a more abstra t level, asking the

editor to go to one with minimum depth, or with minimum radius, et . Again,
the editor should transform the

urrent embedding into the new one smoothly,

i.e., with the minimum number of
A similar problem o

hanges.

urs when an editor has to geometri ally morph a

drawing into another one, spe ied in some way by the user, while keeping the
topology un hanged. In this

ase, the operations performed by the editor are

topology-preserving translations and s aling of obje ts. Again, the user would
like to see the minimum number of intermediate snapshots.
The existen e of a geometri
surprisingly long ago. In

1944,

morphing between two drawings was addressed
Cairns proved that between any two straight-

line drawings of a triangulation there exists a morph in whi h any intermediate
drawing is straight-line planar [Cai44℄.

This result was extended to general

planar graphs by Thomassen in 1983 [Tho83℄.

The rst algorithms to nd

su h morphings were proposed by Floater and Gotsman, in
gulations [FG99℄ and by Gotsman and Surazhsky, in
graphs [GS01℄. While the sear h for a geometri

2001,

1999,

for trian-

for general plane

straight-line morph between

two given drawings of a planar graph with a polynomial number of steps and
with a bounded size of the needed grid is still open, some re ent studies address the problem for the spe ial

ases of poly-line morphing [LP08℄, orthogonal

drawings [LPS06, BLS05℄, and arbitrary plane drawings [EKP03℄. See [Lub07℄
for a

omplete survey on this subje t.

We study the morphing between two drawings from the topologi al perspe tive and we

all it

topologi al morphing.

There are many ways to state

the problem, ranging from the family of graphs, to the admitted operations,
to their

ompleteness, to their ability to

apture

hanges that are natural for

the user, and to the metri s that distinguish a good morphing from a bad one.
In this work we make the following basi

hoi es.

i

i
i

i
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(b)

( )

(d)

Figure 3.1: A sequen e of ips and skips transforming a planar embedding.

1. We

onsider bi onne ted planar graphs, sin e this

lass of graphs is the

building blo k of several graph drawing methodologies.
2. We

onsider operations that move entire blo ks of the drawing, identied

by some
that is

onne tivity features, in one single step. Namely, using a term
ommon in planarity testing literature, we

that ips a
from the

all

ip

the operation

omponent around its split pair. Also, borrowing the term

ommon rope skipping game played by

hildren, we

all

skip

the

operation that moves the external fa e to a sele ted fa e by skipping an
entire

omponent without modifying the

ombinatorial embedding. More

formal denitions for the two operations will be given later.
3. We use the number of performed operations as the metri
morphings and we

to evaluate

onsider a topologi al morphing good if the editor

an perform it with few ips and skips. Intuitively, the fewer operations
are performed, the better the mental map of the user is preserved.
As an example, suppose that the graph is embedded as shown in Fig. 3.1(a)
and that the user would like to obtain the embedding in Fig. 3.1(d). A minimum
sequen e of operations that performs su h a morphing

onsists of ipping the

omponent separated by the square verti es of Fig. 3.1(a), then by skipping
the

omponent separated by the square verti es of Fig. 3.1(b), and nally by

skipping the edge separated by the square verti es of Fig. 3.1( ).

G be a bi onne ted planar graph and
hΓ, f i one of its ombinatorial embeddings Γ with f as external fa e.
that hΓ1 , f1 i is the urrent topology and that hΓ2 , f2 i represents a

We present the following results. Let
denote by
Suppose

target topology

hosen by the user.

In Se t. 3.3 we show that, if both ips

and skips are allowed, the general problem of morphing

hΓ1 , f1 i

into

hΓ2 , f2 i

i

i
i

i
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with the minimum number of ips and skips is NP- omplete.

Motivated by

su h a result we ta kle several restri ted problems. In Se t. 3.4 we give a linear
time algorithm to move the external fa e from
number of operation when

Γ1 = Γ2

show that the topologi al morphing problem
not

f1

to

f2

with the minimum

and only skips are allowed. In Se t. 3.5 we

ontain any parallel tri onne ted

an be e iently solved if

G does

omponents. In Se t. 3.6 we show that

the problem is xed-parameter tra table. Denitions and properties of basi
operations are in Se t. 3.2, while

on luding remarks are in Se t. 3.7.

3.2 Flip and Skip Operations
Let

G,

G

be a bi onne ted planar graph and let

where

Γ

is a

ombinatorial embedding and

hΓ, f i be a planar embedding
f is the external fa e.

In the following we formally dene the ip and skip operations, that

hΓ, f i and, as a onsequen e, the labeling of the
G representing hΓ, f i. Intuitively, a ip operation ips a

be used to modify

T

of

of
an

SPQR-tree
omponent

around its split pair, while a skip operation allows the external fa e to skip
an entire

omponent, promoting a new external fa e without modifying the

ombinatorial embedding.
First, we dene the ip operation with respe t to a planar embedding

of

G1 ,

but for

u

and by reversing the order of the edges of G1 in the
v . Fa e f ′ is determined as follows. If at least one
′
′
′
is not in f , then f = f . Otherwise, f is the unique fa e of Γ
and

adja en y lists of
out of

u

and

v

u

v,

and

ontaining both the edges belonging to
edges of

G1

T

hΓ, f i.

representing hΓ, f i.
i
Let {u, v} be a maximal split pair of G and let G1 , with i = 1 . . . q , be a
set of topologi ally ontiguous maximal split omponents of G w.r.t. {u, v}.
Sq i
i
Let G1 =
1 G1 be the subgraph of G obtained as the union of all the G1 . We
′
′
dene the ip operation on hΓ, f i with respe t to G1 : ip (hΓ, f i, G1 ) = hΓ , f i,
′
where Γ is obtained from Γ by reversing the adja en y lists of all the verti es
Se ond, we show how it modies the labeling of

not belonging to

f

and not belonging to

G1 ,

and some

f.

As an example, see the ip operation applied to the embedding of Fig. 3.1(a)
that yields the embedding of Fig. 3.1(b).
Now we show how the labeling of

f i, G1 ).

For ea h maximal split

T

ip (hΓ,
q , with
that perti-

is modied by a ip operation
Gi1 of G, with 1 ≤ i ≤

omponent

{u, v} ontained into G1 , onsider the node µi of T su h
nent (µi , e(νi |µi )) = Gi1 , where νi is a node adja ent to µi in T . Observe that
q > 1 implies that νi is the same P-node µP for ea h omponent Gi1 , whereas
respe t to

i

i
i

i
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implies that νs 6= νt for ea h 1 ≤ s, t ≤ q and s 6= t. Further, onsider
T1i of T rooted at µi and not ontaining νi . Then, when operation
ip (hΓ, f i, G1 ) = hΓ′ , f ′ i is performed, the labeling of T representing Γ′ is ob-

q=1

the subtree

T representing Γ by omplementing the Boolean
T1i , for ea h i = 1 . . . q , and, if q > 1, by reversing
the subsequen e orresponding to µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µq in the ir ular ordering of the
adja ent nodes of µP . If G1 ontains some edges belonging to f , then the new
′
external fa e f is obtained as previously des ribed and the new allo ation tree
tained from the labeling of

value of all the nodes of

must be evaluated a

ording to it.

With the intent of maintaining the mental map of the user, we add the
onstraint that a ip operation

ip (hΓ, f i, G1 )
f , be

tains all the edges of the external fa e

annot be performed if

of the entire external stru ture of the graph around an internal
undesirable from a

ip(f lip(hΓ, f i, G1 ), G1 )

Property 3.2

on-

omponent is

omprehension point of view.

The following properties des ribe three basi

Property 3.1

G1

ause we regard that a ipping

If G1 is a path, then

features of the ip operation.

= hΓ, f i.

ip(hΓ, f i, G1 )

= hΓ, f i.

Property 3.3

If G − G1 is a path, then ip(hΓ, f i, G1 ) = hΓ, f i, where Γ is
obtained from Γ by reversing the adja en y lists of all the verti es.
Let

Γ1

be a

ombinatorial embedding of

natorial embedding of

G.

sequen e of ip operations that leads from
to

hΓ2 , f2 i,

for a suitable

G

and let

Γ2

be a target

ombi-

It is easy to see that it is always possible to nd a

f 2 ∈ Γ2 .

linear number of operations and

hΓ1 , f1 i,

for an arbitrary

Also, su h a sequen e is

an be

f 1 ∈ Γ1 ,

omposed of a

omputed in linear time. In fa t, ip

operations allow both to arbitrarily permute the

ir ular list asso iated with

ea h P-node and to reverse the adja en y lists of the skeleton of ea h R-node.
We formalize this
Denote by

hΓ1 , f1 i,

on ept in the following lemma.

F (Γ1 , Γ2 )

for an arbitrary

the minimum number of ips to obtain

f 1 ∈ Γ1

and a suitable

f 2 ∈ Γ2 .

hΓ2 , f2 i

from

Lemma 3.1 For any two ombinatorial embeddings Γ1 and Γ2 of G we have
that F (Γ1 , Γ2 ) is O(n), where n is the number of verti es of G.
Proof:

Consider the labeling of the SPQR-tree of

G representing Γ1 .

It is easy

to nd a sequen e of ips su h that ea h ip either gives to an R-node the label
that it has in

Γ2

or pla es the neighbor of a P-node

µ

in its position in the

i

i
i

i
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Γ2 .

The statement follows from the fa t that the number

of nodes in the SPQR-Tree is
in

O(n)

and that ea h operation

an be performed

onstant time.

2

Now we dene the skip operation, whi h allows to modify the external
fa e of a planar embedding. As for the ip operation, we rst dene the skip

hΓ, f i and then we show how
T representing hΓ, f i.
Let G be a planar graph and let hΓ, f1 i be one of its planar embeddings.
Let {u, v} be a split pair of G in ident to f1 and to another fa e f2 ∈ Γ. Skip
is dened as follows: skip (hΓ, f1 i, f2 ) = hΓ, f2 i.
operation with respe t to a planar embedding
su h an operation modies the labeling of

As an example, see the skip operation applied to the embedding of Fig. 3.1(b)

that yields the embedding of Fig. 3.1( ).
When a skip operation is applied to a planar embedding

f′

{u, v} with f , Γ is not modied. Hen
labeling of the SPQR-tree T representing

sharing a split pair

only a ts on the

hΓ, f i

and a fa e

e, a skip operation

the urrent planar
′
urrent allo ation tree into the one of f .
′
Also, observe that a skip operation skip (hΓ, f i, f ) orresponds to the skip
′
of the virtual edge adja ent to both f and f in one of the skeletons that ontain
′
both f and f (see Lemma 2.1). Su h an observation is the main reason why

embedding by turning the

we permit the skip of an entire

omponent of the graph with a single operation.

hΓ, f1 i be a planar embedding of G and let f2 be any target internal
fa e of Γ. It is easy to see that it is always possible to nd a sequen e of skip
operations leading from hΓ, f1 i to hΓ, f2 i. Also, su h a sequen e is omposed
Let

of a linear number of operations and
sequen e of skips leading from
of

G

to

an be

f2

omputed in linear time. In fa t, a

an be obtained as a path on the dual

f1 and f2 . We formalize this on ept in the following lemma.
S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i) the minimum number of skips to obtain hΓ, f2 i

onne ting

Denote by
from

f1

hΓ, f1 i.

Lemma 3.2

Let hΓ, f1 i be a planar embedding of G. For any fa e f2 ∈ Γ, we
have that S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i) is O(n), where n is the number of verti es of G.

Proof:
Γ.

Consider the dual graph

A path in

D

D

of

G

when the

from the vertex representing

f1

ombinatorial embedding is

to the vertex representing

f2

f1

to

orresponds to a sequen e of skips whi h moves the external fa e from

f2 .

Hen e, the number of edges of

value of

G,

that is

S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i).

O(n),

is an upper bound on the

2
hΓ, f1 i of a
f2 ∈ Γ, S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i)

In Se t.3.4 we will show that, given a planar embedding
ne ted planar graph

G

and an internal fa e

bi onan be

i

i
i

i
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omputed in linear time.
Given two planar embeddings

hΓ1 , f1 i

and

hΓ2 , f2 i

of a graph

G,

one

ould

ask whi h is the minimum number of ip and skip operations for obtaining

hΓ2 , f2 i

hΓ1 , f1 i.

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i).
F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) an be found by rst performing all the ips needed to transform Γ1 into Γ2 , hen e obtaining a new
′
external fa e f1 whi h possibly oin ides with f1 , and then by applying an
′
optimal sequen e of skips to transform the resulting embedding hΓ2 , f1 i into
hΓ2 , f2 i. However, in Se t. 3.5 we will show that the obtained bound an be
from

We denote su h a number by

A trivial upper bound to

far from the optimum (see Fig. 3.5). Property 3.4 formalizes this upper bound.

Property 3.4
f1′

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) ≤ F(Γ1 , Γ2 ) + S(hΓ2 , f1′ i, hΓ2 , f2 i), where
is the external fa e obtained when omputing F (Γ1 , Γ2 ).

Lemma 3.3

For any two ombinatorial embeddings Γ1 , Γ2 and any two fa es
f1 ∈ Γ1 and f2 ∈ Γ2 , we have that F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) is O(n), where n is
the number of verti es of G.

Proof:

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) ≤ F(Γ1 , Γ2 )+S(hΓ2 , f1′ i, hΓ2 , f2 i).
F (Γ1 , Γ2 ) and S(hΓ2 , f1′ i, hΓ2 , f2 i)
3.1 and 3.2, respe tively.
2

By Property 3.4,

The statement follows from the fa t that both
are

O(n),

by Lemmata

3.3 NP-Completeness of the General Case
In this se tion we prove that, given a bi onne ted planar graph
of its planar embeddings

hΓ1 , f1 i

into

hΓ2 , f2 i

hΓ1 , f1 i

and

hΓ2 , f2 i,

G

and two

the problem of transforming

with the minimum number of ip and skip operations is

NP- omplete.

Lemma 3.4 Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph and let hΓ1 , f1 i and hΓ2 , f2 i
be two planar embeddings of G. The problem of omputing F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)
belongs to lass NP.
Proof:
at most

By Lemma 3.3, the transformation of

O(n)

steps, where

n

hΓ1 , f1 i

either a ip or a skip is performed. The number of split
ea h split pair separates
split pair, the number of

hΓ2 , f2 i requires
G. At ea h step,
2
pairs is O(n ), and

into

is the number of verti es of

O(n)

maximal split

omponents.

onse utive maximal split

Hen e, for ea h

omponents that

an be

i

i
i

i
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O(n2 ).

Therefore, a polynomial number of skip/ip opera-

an be performed at ea h of the

hΓ2 , f2 i.

A non-deterministi

O(n)

steps that transform

Turing ma hine

hΓ1 , f1 i

into

ould non-deterministi ally per-

form all the possible operations and he k, for ea h of the obtained embeddings,
if it

oin ides with

hΓ2 , f2 i.

2

In order to prove that the problem of
NP-hard, we introdu e a problem,

alled

omputing F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) is
Sorting by Reversals (SBR), whi h

has been deeply studied by the Computational Biology

ommunity.

σ = i1 , i2 , . . . , in of the rst n
positive integers 1, 2, . . . , n. A reversal operation on σ onsists of repla ing a
subsequen e ik , ik+1 , . . . , ik+h with the reversed subsequen e ik+h , ik+h−1 , . . . , ik .
The goal of the problem is to obtain the sorted sequen e 1, 2, . . . , n from σ with
An instan e of SBR is a linear permutation

the minimum number of reversal operations. Problem SBR
on

ir ular permutations, where the reversal operation

an be also dened

an be applied on

ir-

ular subsequen es, too. In [MWD00℄ and [SSL03℄ it has been shown that the
two problems are equivalent, while in [Cap97℄ Caprara showed that both the
problems are NP- omplete.

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph and let hΓ1 , f1 i and hΓ2 , f2 i
be two planar embeddings of G. The problem of omputing F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)
is NP- omplete.
Proof:

The proof is obtained by redu ing SBR to the problem of

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i).

Given an instan e

σ

of SBR, we

omputing

onstru t a bi on-

ne ted planar graph G and two embeddings hΓ1 , f1 i and hΓ2 , f2 i su h that
F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) is the minimum number of reversals that order σ .
Let σ = i1 , i2 , . . . , in be an instan e of SBR. In order to onstru t G, onsider a tri onne ted embedded graph with one fa e h at distan e n from the
external fa e f . Observe that O(n) verti es are su ient to build su h a graph.
Consider two arbitrary verti es u and v in ident to h. For ea h j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
reate a path pj with j internal verti es onne ting u and v . The order of su h
paths around u is pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pin in Γ1 and p1 , p2 , . . . , pn in Γ2 . An example is
given in Fig. 3.2, where the graph G orresponding to sequen e σ = 1, 3, 4, 2 is
shown.

F S(hΓ1 , f i, hΓ2 , f i) operations needed to
hΓ1 , f i into hΓ2 , f i an be mapped into the minimum sequen e of reversals that orders σ , and vi e versa. First, observe that F S(hΓ1 , f i, hΓ2 , f i) ≤
n. In fa t, the paths an be ordered with at most n ips, where the j -th
ip pla es pj at position j . Further, observe that, sin e fa e h is at disWe now prove that the sequen e of

transform

i

i
i

i
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u

v

Figure 3.2: The graph

tan e

n

G

σ = 1, 3, 4, 2.

orresponding to sequen e

from the external fa e, performing some skip operations to simplify

the ordering of the paths
to rea h

h

p 1 , . . . pn

would imply a sequen e of at least

and a sequen e of at least

n

skips to go ba k to

f.

minimum sequen e of ip and skip operations that transforms

hΓ2 , f i

does not

n

skips

Hen e, any

hΓ1 , f i

into

ontain any skip operations. Finally, observe that a ip oper-

ation on paths pik , pik+1 , . . . , pik+h orresponds to a reversal of a subsequen e
ik , ik+1 , . . . , ik+h and that, sin e ea h path pi orresponds to an S-node with
i + 1 adja ent Q-nodes, the labeling of the SPQR-tree is un hanged, ex ept
for the ordering of the adja ent nodes of the P-node indu ed by the split pair

{u, v}.

In order to prove that the

onstru tion of

G, hΓ1 , f i

and

hΓ2 , f i

an

O(n)

ver-

be performed in polynomial time, we observe that the tri onne ted embedded
graph with one fa e

h

at distan e

n

from the external fa e

ontains

ti es and that the total number of verti es of paths pj , with j = 1, 2, . . . , n, is
P
n
i=1 i = n(n − 1)/2. Hen e, the problem of omputing F S(hΓ1 , f i, hΓ2 , f i) is
NP-hard. Sin e Lemma 3.4 guarantees that the problem belongs to lass NP,
the statement follows.
Sin e the redu tion from SBR to the problem of determining

f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)

only relies on the

2
F S(hΓ1 ,

orresponden e between a reversal and a ip

and that skips are never performed, it is possible to use the same te hnique to

redu e SBR to the problem of determining
need to pla e verti es

u

and

v

F (Γ1 , Γ2 ).

In this

on a fa e that is at distan e

n

ase, we do not

from the external

fa e, sin e skip operations are not allowed.

i

i
i

i
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3.4 Linearity of the Case with Fixed Combinatorial
Embedding
Let

G

hΓ, f1 i

be a bi onne ted planar graph, and let

and

hΓ, f2 i

be two pla-

nar embeddings of

G.

S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i).

Fig. 3.3 shows an example of a shortest sequen e of skips

In this se tion, we show how to

ompute the value of

moving the external fa e of an embedded graph to a sele ted one.

(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

Figure 3.3: A sequen e of three skip operations moving the external fa e to the
fa e marked by a star. Square verti es represent the split pairs identifying the
omponents that are skipped at ea h of the steps.

First, we need to introdu e the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5

Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph and let T be the SPQR-tree
of G. Let hΓ, f1 i and hΓ, f2 i be two planar embeddings of G. If there exists an
R-node µ of T su h that skel(µ) ontains both f1 and f2 , then S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i)
is the length of the shortest path from f1 to f2 on the dual of skel(µ).

Proof:

First we remind that, sin e ea h pair of adja ent verti es in

orresponds to a split pair of

G,

the external fa e

skel (µ)

an be moved to an adja-

ent fa e of the skeleton with a single skip operation. Hen e, the length of a
shortest path on the dual graph of

S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i).

skel (µ)

from

f1

to

f2

is an upper bound for

In order to show that su h a length is also a lower bound,

it su es to observe that any path on the dual graph of

f2

has to traverse the fa es of
Let

T

be the SPQR-tree

Γ

leading from

f1

to

2
be the allo ation trees

f2 , respe tively. Based on the previous Lemma, we state that the
value of S = S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i) an be easily omputed when T1 ∩ T2 6= ∅.
Three sub ases have to be distinguished: T1 ∩ T2 = {µ}, T1 ∩ T2 = {µ, ν}, and
of

f1

skel (µ) from f1 to f2 .
of G and let T1 and T2

and

i

i
i

i
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T1 ∩ T2 = {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk }.

Conversely, the

ase

and will be analyzed in detail.

T1 ∩ T2 = ∅

is more

omplex

Case

T1 ∩ T2 = {µ}. In this ase µ is the only node of T whose skeleton
f1 and f2 . Observe that µ an not be an S-node, sin e otherwise
all the nodes of T adja ent to µ would be in T1 ∩ T2 . If µ is a P-node, sin e
a skip operation an move the external fa e from f1 to any fa e of skel (µ), we
have that S = 1. If µ is an R-node, by Lemma 3.5, S is the length of the
shortest path on the dual of skel (µ) from f1 to f2 .
Case T1 ∩ T2 = {µ, ν}. In this ase µ and ν are the only nodes of T whose
skeleton ontains both f1 and f2 . Hen e, they are adja ent in T and they an
not be both P-nodes. Then, by Lemma 2.1, f1 and f2 are adja ent both in
skel (µ) and in skel (ν) and therefore we have that S = 1. Observe that, as in
the previous ase, neither µ nor ν an be S-nodes.
Case T1 ∩T2 = {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk }, with k ≥ 3. As this ase is more involved,
ontains both

we treat it separately in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6

Let T1 and T2 be the allo ation trees of two fa es f1 and f2 of a
plane graph G, respe tively. If T1 ∩ T2 = T3 , where T3 = {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk } and
k ≥ 3, then T3 is a star graph whose entral node is an S-node.

Proof:

First, we show that the se ond node in ea h path of length 3 in

an S-node. Consider a path

and suppose, for a

T3

is

ontradi tion,

is not an S-node. By Lemma 2.1, the two adja ent nodes µa and µb
′
′′
fa,b
and fa,b and the two adja ent nodes µb and µc
′
′′
share exa tly two fa es fb,c and fb,c . Also, by Lemma 2.1, sin e µb is not an
′
′′
′
S-node, in skel (µb ) fa,b and fa,b share only virtual edge e(µa |µb ), while fb,c and
′′
fb,c share only virtual edge e(µc |µb ). Sin e e(µa |µb ) 6= e(µc |µb ), we have that
′
′′
′
′′
′
′′
′
′′
{fa,b
, fa,b
} 6= {fb,c
, fb,c
}; hen e |{fa,b
, fa,b
} ∩ {fb,c
, fb,c
}| ≤ 1, ontradi ting the
fa t that µa , µb , and µc share the two fa es f1 and f2 . Hen e, we on lude

that

µb

(µa , µb , µc ) in T3

share exa tly two fa es

that the se ond node of ea h path of length three in
Se ond, we show that
three nodes, it

T3

ontains at least a path of length

S-node. Suppose, by

ontradi tion, that

Sin e all the nodes of

T3

G,

a

ontradi tion. Hen e,

ea h path of length
at most

3;

hen e,

3

T3

T3

is an S-node.

T3

ν1

and

3,

T3

f1

ν2

and

f2

as

and

ν2 .

are adja ent in the SPQR-tree

νS

the se ond node is an S-node, ea h path in

νS

ν1

and ea h S-node has

ontains exa tly one S-node

is a star graph with

has at least

whose se ond node is an

ontains two S-nodes

share the two fa es

exa tly two fa es, the two S-nodes
of

T3

ontains exa tly one S-node. Sin e

entral node.

and, sin e in

T3

has length

2

i

i
i

i
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By Lemma 3.6 and by the fa t that
the same S-node, it follows that
In the

ase

T1 ∩ T2 = ∅,

the

f1

and

f2

are fa es of the skeleton of

S

is not trivial; however, we

S = 1.

omputation of

alled SkipOnly , to solve this problem. The

provide a linear time algorithm,

algorithm is des ribed below and its pseudo- ode is provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SkipOnly
Require: A bi onne ted
hΓ, f1 i

Ensure:

and

planar graph

G

hΓ, f2 i.

and two of its planar embeddings

The minimum length sequen e of

to obtain

hΓ, f2 i

from

hΓ, f1 i.

S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i)

skip operations

Prepo essing Phase
T

1:

Compute the SPQR-tree

2:

Compute the allo ation trees

Computation Phase

G
T1 and T2

of

of

f1

and

f2

sp (f1 , f2 ) between T1 and T2
Tra k (f1 , f2 )
shortest path on Tra k (f1 , f2 )

3:

Compute the skip path

4:

Constru t the tra k graph

5:

Compute the weighted

from

f1

to

f2

Exe ution Phase
6:

Perform the sequen e of skip operations on

G

that determined the weight

of the edges of the weighted shortest path. An horizontal edge
to a skip of a whole

omponent, while a verti al edge

shortest path on the dual of the skeleton of a

orresponds

orresponds to a

omponent.

T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. We all skip path the (unique) shortest path in T
T1 and any node of T2 (see Fig. 3.4(a)). We denote su h
a skip path by sp (f1 , f2 ).
Sin e a skip operation from a fa e of skel (µ) to a fa e of skel (ν) is admitted
only if µ and ν are adja ent in T , the following property holds.
Suppose

between any node of

Property 3.5

Any sequen e of skip operations moving the external fa e from
f1 to f2 traverses all the nodes of the skip path sp(f1 , f2 ) between T1 and T2 .
S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i) skips moving the exf1 to f2 , we dene a weighted tra k graph [BBF04℄ Tra k (f1 , f2 )
(see Fig. 3.4(b)). Nodes of Tra k (f1 , f2 ) orrespond to fa es of the skeletons
of the nodes in sp (f1 , f2 ). In parti ular, let sp (f1 , f2 ) = {µ1 , . . . µk } be the
In order to

ompute the sequen e of

ternal fa e from

i

i
i

i
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f1

R

1

4
1

L

f2
1

S

R

f2
1

0

0
1

L

f3

2

R

f3

2

2

R

0
1

L

f4
1

R

R

f4
1

f2
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) The skip path
(b) the

onne ting the allo ation trees of Fig. 2.3 and

orresponding weighted tra k graph.

skip path

onne ting a node

allo ation tree of

f2 .

µ1

of the allo ation tree of

Observe that

f1

f1

µk of the
skel (µ1 ), while f2

to a node

is the external fa e of

skel (µk ). Tra k graph Tra k (f1 , f2 ) ontains two nodes
f2 . Also, for ea h node µi ∈ sp(f1 , f2 ), i = 2, . . . , k ,
Tra k (f1 , f2 ) ontains two nodes fi l and fi r orresponding to the two fa es of
skel (µi ) adja ent to the virtual edge e(µi−1 |µi ) representing µi−1 in skel (µi ).
Note that su h fa es orrespond to the two fa es of skel (µi−1 ) adja ent to the
virtual edge e(µi |µi−1 ) representing µi in skel (µi−1 ).
Nodes of Tra k (f1 , f2 ) are assigned a leveling. The node orresponding to
f1 belongs to level 1, nodes fi l and fi r , for i = 2, . . . , k , belong to level i, and
the node orresponding to f2 belongs to level k + 1.
Edges of Tra k (f1 , f2 ) are of two types, horizontal edges and verti al edges.
is an internal fa e of
orresponding to

f1

and

Horizontal edges

onne t nodes of the same level, while verti al edges onne t
r
l
More pre isely, horizontal edges are (fi , fi ), for
l
r
l
r
i = 2, . . . , k , while verti al edges are (f1 , f2 ), (f1 , f2 ), (fk , f2 ), (fk , f2 ) and,
l
l
l
r
r
l
r
r
for i = 2, . . . , k − 1, (fi , fi+1 ), (fi , fi+1 ), (fi , fi+1 ), and (fi , fi+1 ).
′
′′
Edges of Tra k (f1 , f2 ) are weighted. The weight of an edge (f , f ) in

nodes of adja ent levels.

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

represents the number of skip operations needed to move the
f ′ to f ′′ . Horizontal edges (fi r , fi l ) are weighted 1. Su h a

external fa e from

weight represents the possibility to skip virtual edge

e(µi−1 |µi )

in

skel (µi )

to

i

i
i

i
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(or from

fi l

to

fi r ).

In order to assign a weight to the verti al edges,

onsider an edge

y

i+1
(fiyi , fi+1
),

yi , yi+1 ∈ {l, r}, spanning levels i and i + 1. If µi is a P-node, then the
0 if µi−1 and µi+1 are onse utive in the ir ular ordering of the nodes
adja ent to µi and yi 6= yi+1 , and it is 1 otherwise, sin e all the fa es of the
skeleton of a P-node are adja ent to the same split pair. If µi is an S-node,
then the weight is 0 if yi = yi+1 and is 1 otherwise, sin e only two fa es exist
in the skeleton of an S-node. Finally, if µi is an R-node, then the weight of
yi+1
yi+1
(fiyi , fi+1
) is the length of the shortest path from fiyi to fi+1
on the dual
r
l
of skel (µi ), where edge (fi , fi ) has been removed, be ause the possibility of
with

weight is

skipping su h an edge is already taken into a
(fi r , fi l ) of Tra k (f1 , f2 ).
We

ount by the horizontal edge

ompute a weighted shortest path from the node

to the node

orresponding to

f2

on

Tra k (f1 , f2 ).

that are traversed during su h a shortest path are the fa es
to be traversed when morphing

S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i)

hΓ, f1 i

into

hΓ, f2 i

f1
Tra k (f1 , f2 )
of G that have

orresponding to

The nodes of

with the minimum number

of steps. The sequen e of skips to be performed is given by

the operations that determined the weight of the edges of

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

that

are traversed by the weighted shortest path.

Theorem 3.2

Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph, and let hΓ, f1 i and hΓ, f2 i
be two planar embeddings of G. If only skip operations are allowed, then there
exists an algorithm to ompute S(hΓ, f1 i, hΓ, f2 i) in linear time.

Proof:

Apply Algorithm SkipOnly .

Consider the weighted shortest path

Tra k (f1 , f2 ) from f1 to f2 . Su h a path, by onstru tion, orresponds
to a sequen e s of skip operations that moves the external fa e of G from
f1 to f2 . Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there exists a sequen e s∗ of
∗
skips from f1 to f2 on G su h that |s | < |s|. Sin e, by Property 3.5, all
the nodes of sp (f1 , f2 ) have to be traversed when moving the external fa e
y
∗
from f1 to f2 , s traverses at least one fa e fi , with y ∈ {l, r}, for ea h node
µi ∈ sp(f1 , f2 ). Hen e, we have that su h fa es partition s∗ into |sp(f1 , f2 )|
y
j
y
∗
1
2
1
subsequen es si = {fi , xi , xi , . . . , xi , fi+1 }, where xi may possibly be the
other fa e in skel (µi ) adja ent to the virtual edge representing µi+1 , when
r
l
∗
the horizontal edge (fi , fi ) is traversed. Sin e, by hypothesis, |s | < |s|, there
y
j
y
y
y
∗
1
2
∗
exists a subsequen e si = {fi , xi , xi , . . . , xi , fi+1 } su h that |si | < w(fi , fi+1 ),
y
y
y
y
where w(fi , fi+1 ) is the weight of verti al edge (fi , fi+1 ).
y
y
If µi is a P-node or an S-node, then w(fi , fi+1 ) is either 0 or 1, depending
y
y
on the fa t that fi and fi+1 orrespond to the same fa e of G or not. Sin e
on

i

i
i

i
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y
∗
|s∗i | ≥ 0 and, if fiy 6= fi+1
, |si | ≥ 1, we have a ontradi tion in both the ases.
y
y
If µi is an R-node, then w(fi , fi+1 ) is the length of the shortest path bey
y
y
y
tween fi and fi+1 on the dual of skel (µi ). Sin e both fi and fi+1 belong to
skel (µi ) then, by Lemma 3.5, the length of su h a shortest path is the minimum
y
y
number of skip operations to move the external fa e from fi to fi+1 , whi h
y
y
∗
∗
ontradi ts the hypothesis that |si | < w(fi , fi+1 ) and, hen e, that |s | < |s|.
We now perform an analysis of the

SkipOnly . The SPQR-tree

T

omputational

omplexity of Algorithm

[DT96b℄ and its labeling

an be

omputed in

T2 and sp (f1 , f2 ) an be also easily
omputed in linear time. Also, graph Tra k (f1 , f2 ) is onstru ted by omputing
at most 4 shortest paths for ea h R-node in sp (f1 , f2 ); sin e the sum of the
number of virtual edges in the skeletons of nodes of T is O(n), we have that
Tra k (f1 , f2 ) an be omputed in linear time. Finally, the simple level-stru ture
of Tra k (f1 , f2 ) allows to ompute the weighted shortest path from f1 to f2 in
l
r
linear time. Namely, when onsidering a node fi+1 (fi+1 , respe tively) of level
i+1, we have already omputed the weighted shortest paths from f1 to nodes fil
r
l
r
and fi of level i. Also, for ea h of fi and fi , we have only two possibilities to get
l
r
to fi+1 (fi+1 , respe tively), that is, either by using the verti al edge onne ting
r
l
them or by using the verti al edge onne ting to fi+1 (fi+1 , respe tively) and
l
r
then traversing the horizontal edge (fi+1 , fi+1 ) of weight 1. Hen e, for ea h of
the two nodes of level i + 1, we perform a onstant number of omputations,
whi h proves the statement.
2
linear time. The allo ation trees

T1

and

3.5 Linearity of the Case without P-nodes
T does not ontain any P-nodes, the problem
F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) an be solved in linear time. For simpli ity,

In this se tion we show that, if
of

omputing

the algorithm des ribed in this se tion only

onsiders a subset of all the possible

µ, although a legitimate ip operation
might on ern the split omponents of any split pair of µ, we only onsider ip
operations on erning split omponents of maximal split pairs of µ. Intuitively,
this orresponds to ipping either a single neighbor ν of µ or all the neighbors
of µ ex ept for ν . At the end of the se tion we handle the general ase.
In order to ompute F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) when T does not ontain any
P-nodes, we rst assign a label in {turned, unturned} to ea h node µ of T ,
where the label assigned to a node µ indi ates whether some transformations
are needed on the skeleton of µ in order to obtain Γ2 from Γ1 , or not.

ip operations. Namely, given an S-node

i

i
i

i
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unturned.

•

If

µ

is a Q-node, it is labeled

•

If

µ

is an R-node, it is labeled

µ

in the two labelings representing

unturned if the Boolean value assigned to
Γ1 and Γ2 is the same, and turned

otherwise.

•

arbitrary label,

unturned (turned) if the majority of its
unturned (turned). In ase of a tie, we give µ an
unless µ is an internal node of the skip path sp. In this

µ

a label that is dierent from one of its adja ent nodes in

If

µ

is an S-node, it is labeled

adja ent R-nodes is
ase, we give

sp.

Observe that both of su h nodes are R-nodes, sin e two S-nodes

T

not be adja ent in

and Q-nodes

an not be in

sp,

an

be ause they do not

have any internal fa es.

Se ond, we suitably extend the labeling

T.

to the edges of

unturned.

e

If an edge

Otherwise,

e

{turned, unturned} from the nodes

is in ident to a Q-node, then it is labeled

is labeled

unturned (turned)

if its in ident nodes

have the same label (dierent labels).
Consider any edge

e = (µ, ν)

of

T.

G2 = pertinent(ν, e(µ|ν)), sin

G
G1 = pertinent(µ, e(ν|µ))

Su h an edge identies a split pair of

whi h, in its turn, identies two maximal split

omponents

T does not ontain any P-nodes. By deniG1 (resp. G2 ) is to hange the labels of all
the nodes of the subtree of T rooted at µ and not ontaining ν (resp. rooted at
ν and not ontaining µ). Hen e, e is the only edge of T whose label is hanged
by su h a ip operation. It follows that, if e is labeled as turned, any minimum
′
′
sequen e of ips that transforms Γ1 into Γ2 ontains either ip (hΓ , f i, G1 ) or
′′
′′
′
′′
′
′′
ip (hΓ , f i, G2 ), for some suitable Γ , Γ , f , and f . Hen e, the number of
turned edges of T orresponds to the minimum number of ips that must be
performed on Γ1 in order to obtain Γ2 .
and

e

tion, the ee t of performing a ip of

As in the xed

ombinatorial embedding

two allo ation trees

T1

and

T2

of

f1

trivial solution. In fa t, sin e in this
that

f1

and

f2

belong to

skel (µ),

and

f2

ase, when the interse tion of the
is non-empty, the problem has a

ase there exists at least one node

there is no ip that

µ

su h

an help to redu e the

number of skips. Hen e, the trivial algorithm that rst performs all the ips
to transform
external fa e

Γ1
f3

into
to

f2

Γ2

and then performs all the skips to move the obtained

uses

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)

operations.

When the interse tion of the two allo ation trees is empty, we have to take
into a

ount the fa t that a ip operation may modify the distan e between

any two fa es not belonging to the same skeleton, hen e modifying the number

i

i
i

i
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Therefore, in order to

onsider the

om-

ase in whi h ip and skip

operations are alternated.

hΓ1 , f1 i of Fig. 3.5(a)
Γ1 we have that f2 is
skips to rea h f2 from f1

Consider, for an example, the starting embedding
and the target embedding

hΓ2 , f2 i

of Fig. 3.5(b).

In

f1 , while in Γ2 the minimum number of
5 (observe that an example where the distan e is k an be easily onstru ted
by adding O(k) verti es and edges). Hen e, it would be possible to save 4
(in general, k − 1) skip operations by moving the external fa e to f2 before
performing the ips needed to transform Γ1 into Γ2 . On the other hand, su h
an operation would make the rigid omponent R4 not possible to be ipped,
sin e it would ontain all the edges of the new external fa e f2 . However,
when a ip operation of a omponent Ri , with 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, that involves R4 is
needed in order to obtain an embedding Γ∗ , it is possible to perform su h a
ip operation on the unique omponent Rj , with 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 and i 6= j , that
shares its split pair with Ri , so obtaining an embedding Γ∗ that is equal to Γ∗ ,
adja ent to
is

but for a reversal of the adja en y lists of all the verti es. Hen e, when all the
ips are performed, the
that either

Γ3 = Γ2

or

ombinatorial embedding

Γ3 = Γ2 ,

Γ3

that is obtained is su h

depending on the fa t that the number of ips

f2 is even or odd. In this example, 3 ips
Γ2 from Γ1 , that is, the ip of R2 , R3 , and
R4 , and hen e the nal embedding is Γ2 . In order to obtain Γ2 , it is possible
to perform a ip of the whole graph G around a simple edge e in ident to f2
sin e, by Property 3.3, we have that ip (hΓ2 , f2 i, G \ e) = hΓ2 , f2 i. Therefore,
involving the
involving

R4

omponent

ontaining

are needed to obtain

the total number of ip operations is equal to the number of ips needed to
transform

Γ1

into

Γ2

plus one. Hen e, the total number of operations that are

saved by rst moving the external fa e to
is

3

(in general, at least

f2

and then transforming

Γ1

into

Γ2

k − 2).

An analogous example where rst performing all the skips and then performing all the ips leads to a solution with a non-optimal number of operations
an be easily

onstru ted by

onsidering the embedding of Fig. 3.5(b) as the

starting one and the embedding of Fig. 3.5(a) as the target one.
Based on these observations, we propose an algorithm,
to

ompute

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)

any P-nodes.

when

T1 ∩ T2 = ∅

and

alled NoParallel,

T

does not

ontain

Su h an algorithm is similar to Algorithm SkipOnly and its

pseudo- ode is given in Algorithm 2. The main dieren e is on the assignment
of the weights to the edges of

Tra k (f1 , f2 ), whi

h have to take into a

ount the

possibility of alternating ips and skips in order to redu e the total number of
operations. Namely,

onsider two nodes

µi

and

µi+1

of the skip path

sp(f1 , f2 )

i

i
i

i
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R4

R4

R3

R3
R2

R2
R1

R1

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: An example of morphing in whi h it is possible to save

3 operations

by performing some skips before the ips.

whi h are adja ent through a turned edge e, and onsider a skip operation on
µi+1 . Su h an operation has the ee t of transferring the external fa e from
l
r
fi+1
to fi+1 , or vi e versa. The same ee t would be obtained by ipping
µi+1 with respe t to µi . Therefore, we set to 0 the weight of the horizontal
l
r
edge linking fi+1 to fi+1 in graph Tra k (f1 , f2 ) and we all short ut su h an
edge. Using a short ut in the shortest path from f1 to f2 orresponds to the
possibility of performing a ip in advan e to save a skip operation, while a
short ut that is not in the shortest path
performed at the end of the

orresponds to a ip that has to be

omputation.

First observe that all the ips that do not involve nodes on the skip path
an be performed independently at ea h step of the
these nodes will

omputation, sin e none of

ontain all the edges of the external fa e during the morphing.

We de ide to perform su h ips as the rst step of the algorithm.
Algorithm 1,
to

f2 .

ompute a weighted shortest path

First, perform the ip operations

on

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

As for
from

f1

orresponding to the short uts that

f1 . Se ond, perform all the
sp. Finally, perform the ip
operations orresponding to all the other turned edges (the short uts that are
not traversed by p), while the external fa e is f2 .

are traversed by
skip operations

p,

p

while the external fa e is still

orresponding to the edges of

Regarding the ips that are performed before the skips, we have to
the fa t that the weighted shortest path between

onsider

f1 and f2 on Tra k (f1 , f2 ) does

i

i
i

i
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not take into a

ount the label of the last node

Su h a matter is

onsidered in the

µk
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sp(f1 , f2 ).
F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) by

of the skip path

omputation of

suitably sele ting one of the weighted shortest paths, as follows.

µk

Suppose that

is labeled

weighted shortest path

p1

from

uts. If the ip operations

f1

advan e, while

Γ2 ,

a

f2

to

orresponding to su h short uts are performed in

µk

ends up with a

turned

weighted shortest path

p2

from

f1

to

f2

to save the last ip. Therefore, we

f2

is reversed an even

f2 .

However, in this

exists with the same

traversing an odd (even) number of short uts, using
to

µk

label. Hen e, in order

ording to Property 3.1, we would need to perform a nal ip

operation with respe t to any edge in ident to

f1

Also, suppose that a

uses an even (odd) number of short-

is the external fa e, the embedding of

(odd) number of times, i.e.,
to obtain

turned (unturned).

f1

p2

ase, if a

ost of

p1

and

would make it possible

ompute two weighted shortest paths from

using an even and an odd number of short uts, respe tively. Then, if

they have dierent

ost we

hoose the shorter one, while if they have the same

ost we sele t the one that makes the label of
su h ips have been performed,

µk

µk unturned.

an be labeled either

Hen e, when all of

turned or unturned.

Regarding the ips that are performed after all the skips, we re all that, in
order to preserve the mental map of the user, a ip operation on a

G1

is permitted only if

G1

Further, we observe that, if
must involve
and hen e

µk ,

whi h

does not

µk

is labeled

turned, then at least one of su

ontains all the edges of the

an not be ipped. However, in this

fa t that, when a ip operation of a
an embedding

Γ∗ ,

h ips

urrent external fa e

f2

ase, it is possible to exploit the

omponent

µ

is needed in order to obtain

it is possible to perform su h a ip operation on the unique

ν sharing its split pair with µ, obtaining an embedding Γ∗
Γ∗ , but for a reversal of the adja en y lists of all the verti es.

omponent
equal to

omponent

ontain all the edges of the external fa e.

that is

Hen e, when both the ips before the skips and the ones after the skips
ombinatorial embedding Γ3 that is obtained is su h that
Γ3 = Γ2 or Γ3 = Γ2 , depending on the fa t that the total number of ips
involving µk is even or odd. However, when Γ3 = Γ2 , it is possible to obtain
Γ2 by performing a ip of the entire graph G around one edge e in ident to f2 ,
sin e, by Property 3.3, we have that ip (hΓ2 , f2 i, G \ e) = hΓ2 , f2 i.

are performed, the
either

Finally observe that, if the two weighted shortest paths traversing an even

and an odd number of short uts, respe tively, have the same
ways possible to obtain

Γ2

at the end of the

performing the last ip of the whole graph around

Theorem 3.3

ost, it is al-

omputation without the need of

e.

Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph, and let hΓ1 , f1 i and hΓ2 , f2 i

i

i
i

i
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be two planar embeddings of G. Let T be the SPQR-tree of G. If T does not
ontain any P-nodes, then F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) an be omputed in linear time.

Proof:

Apply algorithm NoParallel.

G.

performed on

Let

Boolean value of all the nodes of a subtree of

T

s

be the number of operations

First observe that, sin e ea h ip operation modies the

T,

we have that only one edge of

has its label modied by this operation. Hen e, the number of ip operations

performed on

G

is greater than, or equal to, the number of

turned edges in T

plus (possibly) one ip of the whole graph that has to be performed at the end
of the

omputation (see Property 3.3).

First observe that the ips involving nodes that are not on the skip path
an not be saved by any skip operation, sin e moving the external fa e to these
nodes in order to save one ip would imply at least two unne essary skips, one
to rea h it and one to go ba k to the skip path. Hen e, all of su h ips have to
be performed at some point. Moreover, the nodes involved in these ips will
not

ontain all the edges of the external fa e at any step of the

and hen e they

omputation

an be performed as the rst step of the algorithm without

ae ting the optimality of the solution.
Consider an horizontal edge

unturned edge.
f1

and

nent

f2

of at most

1,

orresponding to

of weight

needed to restore the

unturned edges.

1,

that is,

orresponding to an

an redu e the skip-distan e between

it is not useful to perform a ip operation on a

e,

be ause in this

ompo-

ase another ip operation would be

ombinatorial embedding. Hen e, any optimal sequen e

of operations that morphs
the

e

Sin e any ip operation

Γ1

into

Γ2

must not

e = (fil , fir )

Consider an horizontal edge

ontain any ip operations on

of weight

0

(a short ut), that is,

turned edge, belonging to the suitably sele ted weighted
shortest path in Tra k (f1 , f2 ) from f1 to f2 . The fa t that the weighted shortest
orresponding to a

path traverses

e

means that, in the optimal sequen e of operations indu ed by

this path, a skip of the whole
to move the external fa e from

omponent orresponding to e would be needed
r
to fi , or vi e versa. However, if the ip orre-

fil

sponding to e, whi h is needed anyhow, is performed before the skips, the roles
l
r
of fi and fi are swit hed and hen e the skip of the omponent orresponding
to e is no longer needed, whi h results in saving one operation. Therefore, we
have that any optimal sequen e of operations must perform all the ip operations

orresponding to short uts that are traversed by the suitable sele ted

weighted shortest path before the skip operations involving su h omponents.
l
r
Consider an horizontal edge e = (fi , fi ) of weight 0 (a short ut), that
is,

orresponding to a

turned

edge, not belonging to the sele ted weighted

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 2 NoParallel
Require: A bi onne ted planar
hΓ1 , f1 i

Ensure:

and

graph

hΓ2 , f2 i.

G

49

and two of its planar embeddings

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i)
hΓ1 , f1 i.

The minimum length sequen e

operations to obtain

hΓ2 , f2 i

from

of ip and skip

Prepo essing Phase
1:

Compute the SPQR-tree

2:

Label the nodes of

3:

Label the nodes of

T

of

a

ording to

a

ording to

T
T

as

4:

Compute the allo ation trees

5:

Label the nodes of

6:

Label the edges of

7:

Compute the skip path

as

Computation Phase
8:

9:

11:
12:
13:

if

f1

and

f2 ,

sp (f1 , f2 )

between

T1

and

T2

f2 traversing an even and an
ost(peven ) < ost(podd ) then
p = peven
to

else
if

respe tively

ost(peven ) >
p = podd

ost(podd )

peven

and

podd

on

Tra k (f1 , f2 ) from

odd number of short uts, respe tively

then

else

15:

Sele t the one of

16:

unturned

18:

of

turned or unturned as des ribed in Se t. 3.5
turned or unturned as des ribed in Se t. 3.5

Compute two weighted shortest paths

14:

17:

Γ1
Γ2
T1 and T2

Constru t the tra k graph Tra k (f1 , f2 ), assigning weight 0 to an horizontal
l
r
edge (fi , fi ) if the edge of T onne ting µi and µi−1 is turned and weight
1 otherwise

f1

10:

G

T
T

p = peven

or

p = podd

that makes the label of

µk

end if
end if

Exe ution Phase
19:

Perform all the ips that do not involve nodes on the skip path

20:

Perform all the ips

21:

Perform all the skips
fa e from

22:

23:
24:
25:

f1

to

orresponding to the short uts traversed by
orresponding to the edges of

p

p

to move the external

f2

Perform all the ips

orresponding to the short uts not traversed by

the

ontaining all the edges in ident to

if

omponents not

label(µk )

== turned

then

Perform a skip of the whole graph around an edge in ident to

end if

p

on

f2
f2

i

i
i

i
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shortest path p in Tra k (f1 , f2 ). Suppose, by ontradi tion, that there exists
∗
a sequen e s of operations su h that e is ipped before the skips, and that
∗
|s | < |s|. Sin e s∗ ontains the same ip operations as s, then s∗ must ontain
a smaller number of skips. Hen e, whereas the external fa e must traverse all
∗
the nodes of sp (f1 , f2 ), by Property 3.5, sequen e s would identify a path in

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

that is shorter than

p,

whi h is a

ontradi tion. Therefore, we

have that any optimal sequen e of operations must perform all the ip operations

orresponding to short uts that are not traversed by the suitable sele ted

weighted shortest path after the skip operations involving su h

omponents.

Sin e a ip operation of the whole graph reverses the adja en y lists of
all the verti es but does not modify the number of

turned edges,

any optimal

sequen e will perform at most one of su h ips. Moreover, if two shortest paths
exist traversing an even and an odd number of short uts, respe tively, su h a
ip

an be saved by

hoosing the shortest path whi h ends with an

unturned

label on the last node of the skip path.
Finally, sin e ea h edge of

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

shortest path on the skeleton of the
no other sequen e of skips

is weighted with the length of the

orresponding

omponent, we have that

an outperform the one that is

omputed with Al-

gorithm NoParallel, when the savings permitted by the ips are
Hen e, we have that algorithm NoParallel omputes
The fa t that NoParallel

onsidered.

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i).

an be exe uted in linear time

an be shown

with the same argumentation presented in the proof of Theorem 3.2. In fa t, the
omputation of the two shortest paths traversing an even and an odd number
an be performed in linear time sin e, for ea h level i, we have to
l
r
hoi e for the two nodes fi and fi that is based on the hoi es made
l
r
for the two nodes fi−1 to fi−1 of level i − 1 and on the weight of the four edges
that onne t the verti es of the two levels, whi h results in a onstant number

of short uts
perform a

of operations for ea h level.

2

Now we show how to modify Algorithm NoParallel in order to handle the
general

ase in whi h a ip operation may

by any split pair of an S-node

µ.

on ern the split

Intuitively, this

µ with one single operation.

of an arbitrary number of

onse utive neighbors of

The idea is to relax the

onstraint that two S-nodes

the SPQR-tree of
of

G.

omponent indu ed

orresponds to allow the ip
an not be adja ent in

σi = ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νk
µ, we add an S-node µi
en y list of µ to the one of µi . The
the nodes on σi . The label of µ is

Namely, for any maximal sequen e

onse utive nodes with the same label adja ent to

adja ent to
label of

µi

µ

and move

σi

from the adja

is the same as the one of all

omputed as for Algorithm NoParallel.

i

i
i

i
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3.6 Fixed-Parameter Tra tability of the General Case
In Se t. 3.3, we showed that the problem of transforming

hΓ1 , f1 i

into

hΓ2 , f2 i
G

with the minimum number of ip and skip operations is NP- omplete when

is an arbitrary bi onne ted planar graph. In this se tion, we study the xedparameter tra tability of the problem when the stru ture of

G

is of limited

omplexity.

T be the SPQR-tree of a bi onne ted planar graph G and let hΓ1 , f1 i
hΓ2 , f2 i be two planar embeddings of G. We present an algorithm to ompute a sequen e of F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) ip and skip operations that trans2
k+h
forms hΓ1 , f1 i into hΓ2 , f2 i in O(n × 2
) time, where k and h are two parameters that des ribe the arrangement of the P-nodes of T and their relationships
Let

and

with the S-nodes.

We rst sket h out how to handle P-nodes, whi h are responsible for the NPhardness of the general problem, with a xed-parameter tra tability approa h.
Re all that the embedding of the skeleton of a P-node
labelings of

T

representing

Γ1

and

Γ2

by two

µP

is des ribed in the

σ1

ir ular sequen es

σ2 ,

and

respe tively, of its adja ent virtual edges. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1,

σ1 into σ2 with the minimum
sorting by reversal problem (SBR), whi

the problem of morphing

number of ips is

equivalent to the

h has been proved

to be NP-hard in both

ases of linear and

ir ular sequen es [Cap97, SSL03℄.

In fa t, sorting virtual edges is equivalent to sorting integer numbers, where a
ip of

l

ontiguous edges

orresponds to a reversal of

l

ontiguous elements of

the sequen e of integer numbers.
The xed-parameter approa h is based on the fa t that the SBR problem
an be solved in polynomial time, both in its linear and in its
mulation, when ea h number is given a sign and the reversal of
elements of a sequen e also

ir ular for-

l

ontiguous

hanges their signs [KST97, TBS07, MWD00℄.

Indeed, when all the virtual edges adja ent to a P-node

orrespond to

om-

ponents that have to be suitably ipped while being reordered, that is, they
an be provided with a sign, then the problem of morphing

σ1

into

σ2

an

be modeled as an instan e of the signed SBR problem, hen e admitting a
polynomial-time solution. For example, if all the nodes adja ent to a P-node
are R-nodes, whi h

an always be provided with a sign, then the minimum

number of ips to sort them

an be

omputed in polynomial time. Unfortu-

nately, some virtual edges, as for example those

orresponding to paths, used

in the NP-hardness proof of Se t. 3.3, do not need to be ipped in a spe i
way.
In order to exploit the polynomial-time solvability of the signed SBR prob-

i

i
i

i
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lem while taking into a

ount the fa t that not all the virtual edges

an be

assigned a sign without ae ting the optimality of the solution, we assume
that the number of su h virtual edges around ea h P-node is limited by a
parameter

k.

Then, we

onventionally assign to su h k virtual edges all the
2k times the signed SBR polynomial-time

ombinations of signs, and we apply

algorithm. In fa t, there exists an assignment of signs su h that the minimum
number of reversals to order the

orresponding signed sequen e is equal to

the minimum number of reversals to order the original mixed signed/unsigned
sequen e [AA04℄.
As in the previous
is the most

ases, we fo us on the

omplex. The

ase in whi h

T1 ∩ T2 6= ∅

ase when

T1 ∩ T2 = ∅,

that

an be ta kled with similar

te hniques. The algorithm is des ribed in detail below.
In order to

ompute

F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i),

ea h node of

T

is labeled as

turned, unturned, or neutral, as des ribed in the following. Intuitively, labels
turned and unturned represent the sign of a omponent, while label neutral
is assigned to
the nodes of

omponents that

T

an not be provided with a sign. First, we order

sp. Then, starting
sp with the strategy

based on their distan e from the skip path

from the farthest ones, we label the nodes that are not in

sp

des ribed below. Finally, we label the nodes of

with a dierent strategy.

Now we des ribe how to label the elements that are not on the skip path.
Consider the
adja ent to

µ,

µ

urrent unlabeled node

not in

sp.

Observe that all the nodes

with the ex eption of the node that links

µ

to

sp,

have already

been assigned a label.

•

If

µ

is an R-node, we label

µ

based on its embedding, as des ribed in

Se tion 3.5 for Algorithm NoParallel.
either

turned or unturned, but

If

µ

is a Q-node, we label

•

If

µ

is an S-node, we assign

•

If

µ

labeled adja ent nodes. In

µ

is a P-node, denote by

µ

the label of the majority of its non-neutral

ase of a tie, we label

σ1

and

in the labelings of

When labeling

µ,

Observe that su h a label is

neutral.

µ neutral.

•

iated with

it is never

T

σ2

the two

representing

at the same time we also

ber of ips that are needed to transform

σ1

µ neutral.

ir ular sequen es asso-

Γ1

and

Γ2 ,

respe tively.

ompute the minimum numinto

σ2 .

First observe that, sin e the external fa e traverses only the nodes of
belonging to the skip path, by Property 3.5, at ea h step of the
putation all the edges in ident to the external fa e are

T

om-

ontained into

i

i
i

i
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pertinent (ν, e(µ|ν)), where ν is the node of T that links µ to sp. Hen e,
node ν an never be part of a ip/reversal during the sorting of the irular sequen e of the nodes adja ent to µ, whi h implies that σ1 and σ2
are a tually linear sequen es, as far as only ip operations are on erned.
σ1′ and σ2′ the two linear sequen es obtained from σ1
and σ2 , respe tively, by removing the virtual edge e(ν|µ) and starting

Namely, denote by

with the virtual edge that follows

k

Let

e(ν|µ)

in

σ1 .

neutral elements of σ1′ and σ2′ . We assign all
of turned and unturned values to su h elements,

be the number of

possible

ombinations
2k times the linear signed SBR distan e d from σ1′ to σ2′ .
′
′
′
Also, we ompute the analogous distan e d from σ1 to σ 2 , where σ 2 is
′
the sequen e obtained from σ2 by ompletely reversing the order and by
and

ompute

hanging the signs of all the elements of the sequen e. More pre isely,
′
is obtained as the result of a ip/reversal of the whole sequen e σ2 .
If d < d (d > d, d = d, respe tively) we assign µ the label unturned

σ ′2

(turned,

neutral, respe

tively).

Now we des ribe how to assign labels to the elements of the skip path

sp = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk from T1 to T2 . We onstru t a labeling su h that nodes in
sp are never labeled neutral.
First observe that no Q-node µ an be on sp, as pertinent (µ, e(ν|µ)), where
ν is the only node of T adja ent to µ, does not ontain any internal fa es. The
labels of the R-nodes are assigned based on their embeddings, as in Se t. 3.5.
Labels to the S-nodes

µS

are assigned as in Se t. 3.5, that is, by breaking

a possible tie in the number of
that the label of
in
in

µS

turned and unturned neighbors in

su h a way

is dierent from the label of at least one of its neighbors

sp. Sin e R-nodes have always a sign and two S-nodes an not be adja ent
T , the only ase to onsider is when both of its neighbors in sp are P-nodes,

whose sign still depends on its neighbors, whi h
Su h a problem

an be extended to the

sequen e of S- and P-nodes on
nodes in

sp

sp.

reates a mutual dependen e.

ase in whi h we have an alternated

Hen e, we assume that the number of P-

is limited by a parameter

h

and we

ompute the xed-parameter

tra table solution based also on this parameter. Namely, if we have h P-nodes
h
ombinations of the two labels turned
in sp, we onsider for them all the 2
and

unturned and, for ea h of them, we ompute the labels
sp and we perform the following omputation.

of the adja ent

S-nodes in

As in Algorithm NoParallel, we extend the labeling from the nodes to
the edges of

T.

In parti ular, an edge is labeled

turned

if its in ident nodes

have dierent labels and none of them is a P-node, otherwise it is

unturned.

i

i
i

i
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weighted tra k graph Tra k (f1 , f2 ) as in Algorithm NoPar-

allel, where P-nodes were not present.
weights of the edges exiting nodes

sp.

fil

and

Here we des ribe how to set the

fir

orresponding to a P-node

The weight of an horizontal edge for a P-node is
bility to skip the whole parallel

in

1,

representing the possi-

omponent with one single operation.

In order to set the weight of a verti al edge for a P-node, we have to
that, sin e the external fa e moves along the nodes of the skip path
is no neighbor

νi

of

µi

su h that

pertinent (ν, e(µi , ν))

in ident to the external fa e during all the
as done for the P-nodes that are not in

utting the

µi

there

omputation. Therefore, it is not

sp.

onsider it as linear,

However, it is still possible to represent the fa t that the
nal fa e is a fa e of the skeleton of

onsider

sp,

ontains all the edges

possible to remove one of the nodes from the sequen e and

the

µi

All other weights are set as des ribed in Se t. 3.5.

urrent exter-

by means of two linear sequen es, by

ir ular sequen e in su h a way that the virtual edge representing

omponent

µi−1 ,

that pre edes

µi

in

sp,

is the rst and the last element,

respe tively, of the two obtained linear sequen es.
More pre isely, denote by

σ1,i

and

σ2,i

the two

ir ular sequen es represent-

ing the embedding of µi in Γ1 and Γ2 , respe tively. From σ1,i we obtain the
l
r
linear sequen e σ1,i (σ1,i ) ending with (starting with, respe tively) the virtual
l
r
edge orresponding to µi−1 . Intuitively, sequen e σ1,i (σ1,i ) orresponds to
l
r
the onguration of the parallel omponent when the external fa e is fi (fi ).
l
r
Analogously, from σ2,i we obtain the linear sequen e σ2,i (σ2,i ) ending with
orresponding to µi+1 .
t
(fis , fi+1
), with s, t ∈
s
{l, r}, as the minimum number of operations needed to transform σ1,i
into
t
s
σ2,i . Observe that, when the external fa e is moved from fi to another fa e
∗
f of skel (µi ) in Γ1 , we obtain a new linear sequen e σ1,i
orresponding to a
s
∗
dierent ut of the same ir ular order as σ1,i . Namely, σ1 is obtained from
(starting with, respe tively) the virtual edge

Our aim is to set the weight of ea h verti al edge

σ1

by utting it between the two virtual edges adja ent to f . Hen e, when
s
omputing the minimum number of operations needed to transform σ1,i into
t
s
σ2,i , we have to onsider the possibility of rst transforming σ1,i into a dierent
∗
linear sequen e σ1,i with the same ir ular order, that an be done with one
∗
t
skip operation, and then transforming σ1,i into σ2,i with the minimum number
of ips, that an be done by applying the signed SBR algorithm. In order to

µi in T are labeled as turned,
unturned, or neutral. Let k be the number of nodes adja ent to µi and labeled
neutral. As des ribed above, we onsider all possible assignments of turned

do this, observe that all the nodes adja ent to

i

i
i

i
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unturned values to su

k
h nodes, and we ompute 2 times the linear signed
∗
t
s
t
SBR distan e from σ1,i to σ2,i . The weight of the verti al edge (fi , fi+1 ) is the
k
minimum of su h ni × 2 values, where ni is the number of fa es of skel (µi ),
whi h is equal to the number of nodes adja ent to µi in T .
and

The remaining part of the algorithm stri tly follows the lines of Algorithm

NoParallel. Namely, we
in

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

ompute a weighted shortest path from

f1

to

f2

and, based on su h a path, we de ide the sequen e of skip

and ip operations to be performed. Again, if
one weighted shortest path, we

Tra k (f1 , f2 )

admits more than

hoose among su h paths taking into a

the number of short uts traversed,

ount

orresponding to ip operations that are

onvenient to be performed in advan e.
Here we analyze the

omputational

omplexity of the algorithm. All the

operations, ex ept for those involving P-nodes,

an be performed in linear time,

as stated in Se tion 3.5.
For ea h P-node

µi

not belonging to the skip path, the

omputation of the

minimum sequen e of ips needed to transform σ1,i into σ2,i an be performed
k
in O(ni ×2 ) time, where ni is the number of neighbors of µi in T . Observe that
omputing the minimum SBR distan e

an be done in linear time [BMY01℄,

while a tually nding the sequen e of operations that yields that minimum

p
be done in time O(ni
log(ni )) time [TBS07℄.
3
2

possible assignments, we only

Hen e, when

onsidering the

an

2k

ompute the minimum SBR distan e and then,

when the optimal assignment has been found, we perform the algorithm for
nding the a tual sequen e of ips.

For ea h P-node µ belonging to sp, the omputation of the minimum ses
t
2
k
quen e of ips needed to transform σ1,i into σ2,i an be performed in O(ni ×2 ).
k
Namely, we have to onsider the 2 assignments of signs to the k neutral neighk
s
bors of µi , whi h requires O(ni × 2 ) time, and the possibility to transform σ1,i
t
into σ2,i by rst moving the external fa e to ea h of the ni fa es of skel (µi ) in

Γ1

and then performing the

linear time. Sin e su h a

omputation of the signed linear SBR distan e in
h

omputation has to be performed for ea h of the

2

assignments of labels to the h P-nodes of sp, the total omputational omplexPh
h
2
k
2
k+h
ity of the algorithm is O(2 ×
),
i=1 (ni × 2 )), whi h is equal to O(n × 2
sin e the total number of neighbors of all the P-nodes is less than, or equal to,

the total number of edges of

T,

that is

O(n).

Based on the above dis ussion we have:

Theorem 3.4

Let G be a bi onne ted planar graph and let hΓ1 , f1 i and hΓ2 , f2 i
be two planar embeddings of G. Let T be the SPQR-tree of G, let k be the

i

i
i

i
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maximum number of neutral S-nodes adja ent to a P-node in T , and let h be the
number of P-nodes in the skip path sp(f1 , f2 ). If both ip and skip operations
are allowed, then F S(hΓ1 , f1 i, hΓ2 , f2 i) an be omputed in O(n2 × 2k+h ) time.

3.7 Con lusions
Preserving the user mental map while
is a

oping with ever- hanging information

ommon goal of the Graph Drawing and the Information Visualization

areas. The information represented, in fa t, may
dierent levels of abstra tion: (i) stru tural
that the user is inspe ting; (ii) topologi al

hange with respe t to three

hanges may modify the graph
hanges may ae t the way the

same graph is embedded on the plane; and (iii) drawing
same embedded graph to dierently positioned graphi

hanges may map the
obje ts.

A large body of literature has been devoted to stru tural

hanges, address-

ing the representation models and te hniques in the so- alled dynami

and

on-line settings. Also, mu h resear h eort has been devoted to manage drawing

hanges, where the target is to preserve the mental map by morphing the

pi ture while avoiding interse tions and overlappings. On the

ontrary, to our

knowledge, no attention at all has been devoted to topologi al
is,

hanges of the embedding of a graph in the plane.

and Landis

onsider the morphing of two planar drawings of a maximal planar

graph on the sphere, with the intent of studying the ee ts of
external fa e in the drawing while maintaining the
In this

hanges, that

In [KL08℄, Kobourov
hanging the

ombinatorial embedding.

hapter we addressed the topologi al morphing problem. Namely,

the problem of morphing a topology into another one with a limited number
of

hanges. Many open problems are left. (1) Primitives. We

topologi al primitives,

alled ip and skip.

su h a set with other operations that
per eption.

(2) Conne tivity.

Se t. 3.4 to simply

an be

onsidered two

It would be important to enri h
onsidered natural for the user's

It is easy to extend the results presented in

onne ted graphs.

are deeply related to bi onne tivity.

However, the other presented results

There is a lot of spa e here for further

investigation. (3) We gave the same weight to the operations performed during
the morphing. However, other metri s are possible. For example, one

ould

weight an operation as a non-de reasing fun tion of the moved edges or of the
thi kness of the moved

omponent.

As a nal remark we underline how usually the Computational Biology eld
looks at Graph Drawing as a tool. In this

ase it happened the opposite. In

fa t, Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 exploit Computational Biology results.

i

i
i

i
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Testing Planarity of Partially
Embedded Graphs
1

In this

hapter , we

onsider a problem strongly related to the

lassi al pla-

narity testing problem, as we study the planarity testing in a setting in whi h
the planar embedding that we aim to

ompute has to respe t some further

onstraints given as part of the input.

Namely, given a planar graph and a

planar embedding of one of its subgraphs, we ask whether the embedding of
su h a subgraph

an be extended to a planar embedding of the entire graph.

Observe that this problem is a generalization of the planarity testing problem, as solving an instan e in whi h
the edge-set of

H

H

does not

ontain any edge (or in whi h

indu es a set of paths) is equivalent to solving an instan e of

the planarity testing with

G

as input.

This problem ts the paradigm of extending a partial solution to a
plete one, whi h has been studied before in many dierent settings.
many

om-

Unlike

ases, in whi h the presen e of a partial solution in the input makes

hard an otherwise easy problem, we show that the planarity question remains
polynomial-time solvable, that is, we show a

hara terization of the partially

embedded graphs that admit an embedding extension and a linear-time algorithm for testing embedding extension.
Finally, we

onsider several generalizations of the problem, e.g. minimizing

the number of edges of the partial embedding that need to be rerouted to extend

1 The

work presented in this

hapter is part of a joint work with Giuseppe Di Battista,

Fabrizio Frati, Vít Jelínek, Jan Krato hvíl, Maurizio Patrignani, and Ignaz Rutter, appeared
in [ADF

+ 10℄.
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GRAPHS

it, and argue that they are NP-hard. Also, we show how our algorithm

an be

applied to solve related Graph Drawing problems, as the one of embeddings
two planar graphs on the same set of points when the edges shared by the two
graphs have to be represented by the same

urve and the embedding of one of

the two graphs is xed in advan e.

4.1 Introdu tion
In this

hapter we pose and study the question of planarity testing in a

on-

strained setting, namely when a part of the input graph is already embedded
and

annot be

hanged. A pra ti al motivation for this question is, e.g., the

visualization of large networks in whi h

ertain patterns are required to be

drawn in a standard way. The known planarity testing algorithms, even those
that build an embedding in rementally, are of no help here, sin e they are
allowed to redraw at ea h step the part of the graph pro essed so far. For similar reasons, online planar embedding and planarity testing algorithms, su h as
[Wes92, Tam96, DT96b, Pou94℄, are not suitable to be used in this

ontext.

The question of testing the planarity of partially embedded graphs ts into
the general paradigm of extending a partial solution to a full one. This has been
studied in various settings and it often happens that the extendability problem
is more di ult than the un onstrained one. As an example, graph

oloring is

NP- omplete for perfe t graphs even if only four verti es are already
[KS97℄, while the

hromati

number of a perfe t graph

polynomial time. Another example is provided by edge
edge- olorability of

ubi

olored

an be determined in
olorings  de iding 3-

bipartite graphs if some edges are already

olored is

NP- omplete [Fia03℄, while it follows from the famous König-Hall theorem that
ubi

bipartite graphs are always 3-edge

olorable. In view of these hardness

results it is somewhat surprising that the planarity of partially drawn graphs
an be tested in polynomial time, in fa t linear, as we show in this

hapter. All

the more so sin e this problem is known to be NP-hard [Pat06℄ for drawings
where edges are
Spe i

onstrained to be straight-line segments.

onstraints on planar graph drawings have been studied by sev-

eral authors.

See, e.g., [TDB88, Tam98, Dor02, GKM08℄.

none of those results

Unfortunately,

an be exploited to solve the question we pose.

Mo-

har [Moh99, JM05℄ gives algorithms for extending 2- ell embeddings on the
torus and surfa es of higher genus.
strong

ondition that substantially

However, the 2- ell embedding is a very
hanges the nature of the problem.

In order to solve the general problem, we allow dis onne ted or low

on-

i

i
i

i
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ne ted graphs to be part of the input. It is readily seen that in this

ase the

rotation s hemes of the verti es do not fully des ribe the input. In fa t, the
relative position of verti es against

y les in the graph must also be

onsidered.

Further, we make use of the fa t that drawing graphs on the plane and on the
sphere are equivalent

on epts. The advantage of

onsidering embeddings on

the sphere lies in the fa t that we do not need to distinguish between the outer
fa e and the inner fa es.
The main idea of our algorithm is to look at the problem from the opposite perspe tive. Namely, we do not try to dire tly extend the input partial
embedding (whi h seems mu h harder than one would expe t).

Instead, we

look at the possible embeddings of the entire graph and de ide if any of them
ontains the partially embedded part as pres ribed by the input.
Our algorithm is based on several ombinatorial lemmata, relating the problem to the

onne tivity of the graph. Most of them exhibit the on as property

 the obvious ne essary
gant in the

onditions are also su ient. This is parti ularly ele-

ase of 2- onne ted graphs. In this

ase, we exploit the SPQR-tree

de omposition of the graph. It is indeed obvious that if a 2- onne ted graph
admits a feasible drawing, then the skeleton of ea h node of the SPQR-tree
has a drawing

ompatible

(a pre ise denition of

with the partial embedding. We prove that the

ompatibility will

ome later)

onverse is also true. Hen e

 if we only aim at polynomial running time  we do not need to perform

any

dynami

programming on the SPQR-tree and we

ould pro ess its nodes

independently. However, for the ultimate goal of linear running time, we must
rene the approa h and pass some information through the SPQR-tree. Then,
dynami

programming be omes more than useful. Also, the SPQR-trees are

exploited at two levels of abstra tion, both for de omposing an entire blo k
and for

omputing the embedding of the subgraph indu ed by ea h fa e of the

onstrained part of the drawing.
Further, we study some problems that are a generalization of the planarity
testing of partially embedded graphs, as for example the problem in whi h the
maximum number of edges that

an be reinserted in the partially drawn graph

while maintaining planarity is requested, and we show that they are NP-hard.
Finally, we show that testing the planarity of partially drawn graphs is
equivalent to the spe ial

ase of the simultaneous embedding with xed edges

problem in whi h one of the two graphs has a xed embedding. Hen e, as a
side result, we show that our algorithm solves this problem in linear time.
The

hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 4.2 we des ribe the termi-

nology and list auxiliary topologi al lemmata. In parti ular, the

ombinatorial

invariants of equivalent embeddings are introdu ed. In Se tion 4.3 we state the

i

i
i

i
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ombinatorial

hara terization theorems for dis onne ted, simply

and 2- onne ted

ases. The

onne ted,

onsequen e of them is a simple polynomial-time

algorithm outlined at the end of the se tion.

Se tion 4.4 is then devoted to

des ribe te hni al details of the linear-time algorithm. In Se t. 4.5 we present
some generalizations of the problem. In Se t. 4.6 we study how our te hniques
an be used to solve other Graph Drawing problems, as the spe ial

ase of

simultaneous embedding with xed edges. Se tion 4.7 summarizes the results
and lists some related open problems.

4.2 Notation and Preliminaries
In this se tion we introdu e some notations and preliminaries.
First, we give a denition of embedding that is slightly dierent from the one
used till now, sin e it has to take into a
onne ted

in the problem

onsidered in this hapter, but that is usually irrelevant for other

type of problems.
omponents
in this

ount the relative positions of dierent

omponent of a non- onne ted graph, that happens to be important
For example, in the planarity testing dierent

ase it is not possible.

that has already been drawn
to a dierent
information

onne ted

an be treated separately and then re omposed in any way, while

onne ted

Namely, suppose that the part of the graph
ontains a

y le

C

and a vertex

omponent, that is drawn inside

C.

v,

belonging

Then, su h an

an not be en oded by simply spe ifying the rotation s heme of

ea h vertex, and a further information is needed.
Let

D

be a planar drawing of a graph

onne ted) border of a fa e
determine a set of

f.

f

of

D

G.

ir ular lists of verti es.

We say that two drawings are

Visiting the (not ne essarily

in su h a way to keep

equivalent

Let
and

G,

H

is an

boundary

of

planar embedding

is

be embeddings of

H

lass of planar drawings.

be a subgraph of a graph

respe tively. The

restri tion

G

and let

of

G

to

H

H

and

G

is the embedding of

H

that is

G by onsidering only the verti es and the edges of H . Further,
extension of H if the restri tion of G to H is H. We study the following

obtained from

G

to the left, we

if they have the same rotation

s heme for ea h vertex and the same fa e boundaries. A
an equivalen e

f

Su h a set is the

de ision problem (see Fig. 4.1 for an example):

Problem 4.1 (Partially

Embedded Planarity Pep

(
)) Given a triplet
(G, H, H) of two graphs G and H , with H ⊆ G, and a planar embedding H of
H , does G admit a planar embedding whose restri tion to H is H?

i

i
i

i
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Figure 4.1:

Embedding of a planar graph

Verti es and edges in

H

61

G

whose restri tion to

are bla k; verti es and edges in

G\H

H

are grey.

is

H.

Conne tivity and data stru tures
Let

(G, H, H)

be an instan e of Pep.

In the following we dene some data

stru tures that are widely used throughout the

hapter.

omponent-fa e tree CF of H is a tree whose nodes are the onne ted
omponents of H and the fa es of H. A fa e f and a omponent C are joined
by an edge if a vertex of C is in ident to f . The blo k-fa e tree BF of H is a
tree whose nodes are the blo ks of H and the fa es of H. A fa e f and a blo k
B are joined by an edge if B ontains an edge in ident to f . The vertex-fa e
in iden e graph VF of H is a graph whose nodes are the verti es of H and the
fa es of H. A vertex x and a fa e f are joined by an edge if x appears on the
boundary of f . The enri hed blo k- utvertex tree of a onne ted graph G is a
tree obtained by adding to the blo k- utvertex tree of G ea h vertex v of G
that is not a utvertex and by onne ting v to the unique blo k it belongs to.
The

Also, we will make deep use of BC-trees [HP66℄ and SPQR-trees [DT96b℄.
In the following we dis uss the time

omplexity of

onstru ting su h data

stru tures.
First, observe that a linear-time prepro essing
a planar graph with the unique

onne ted

an asso iate ea h edge of

omponent it belongs to, with the

unique blo k it belongs to, and (given a planar embedding of the graph) with

i

i
i

i
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the at most two fa es it is in ident to, and
with the unique

onne ted

an asso iate ea h vertex of a graph

omponent it belongs to.

The blo k- utvertex tree of a
of a bi onne ted planar graph

onne ted planar graph and the SPQR-tree

an be

onstru ted in linear time [GM00℄.

The enri hed blo k- utvertex tree of a

onne ted planar graph

stru ted by adding to the blo k- utvertex tree of
utvertex of

G

and an edge between

The blo k-fa e tree

BF

v

G

ea h vertex

v

G

is

on-

that is not a

and the only blo k it belongs to.

G

of a planar embedding

of a graph

G

an be

onstru ted in linear time. Namely, for ea h edge e of G, let Be be the unique
′
′′
blo k of G ontaining e and let fe and fe be the two fa es of G adja ent to e
′
′′
′
′′
(possibly fe = fe ). Add edges (fe , Be ) and (fe , Be ) to BF . When all the edges
of

G

have been

BF

has a linear number

any node and orient

so that all the edges point toward the root. Remove all the edges, ex ept

for one, exiting from ea h node, thus obtaining
The
an be

omponent-fa e tree

CF

BF .

of a planar embedding

G

of a planar graph

G

onstru ted in linear time, analogously as for the blo k-fa e tree.

The vertex-fa e in iden e graph
is

BF
BF at

onsidered, the resulting multigraph

of edges. Remove multiple edges as follows. Root

VF

of a planar embedding

onstru ted in linear time by pro essing fa es of

ea h fa e

f,

walk along the boundary of

f

G

and add to

G

of a graph

G

one by one. In fa t, for

VF

edges between

f

and

the verti es on the boundary. To avoid multiple edges, we remember, for ea h
vertex

x,

the last fa e

f

that has been

onne ted to

x

VF .

in

Kowalik and Kurowski [KK03℄ have shown that for a given planar graph

F

and an integer

k,

it is possible to build in linear time a `short-path' data

stru ture, whi h allows to
of

F

are

he k in

onstant time whether two given verti es

onne ted by a path of length at most

k,

and return su h a path if it

exists. We will employ this data stru ture to sear h for paths of length 1 and
2 in our auxiliary graphs. Using this data stru ture, we

an, e.g., determine in

H (by nding a path
VF ) or whether they share the

onstant time whether two verti es share the same fa e in
of length two in the vertex-fa e in iden e graph

same blo k (by nding a path of length 2 in the enri hed blo k- utvertex tree).

Fa ial

y les and

H -bridges

~ be a simple y le
Γ be a planar drawing of a graph H (see Fig. 4.2.a). Let C
~ splits the plane into
in H with an arbitrary orientation. The oriented y le C
lef t ~
~ the sets of verti es
two onne ted parts. Denote by VΓ
(C) and VΓright (C)
~ in Γ, respe tively. The
of the graph that are to the left and to the right of C
boundary of ea h fa e f of Γ an be uniquely de omposed into simple edgeLet

i

i
i

i
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y les, bridges (i.e., edges that are not part of a

verti es (see Fig. 4.2.b). Orient the
when walking along the

y le), and isolated

y les in su h a way that

f

is to the left

y le a

ording to the orientation. Call these oriented
lef t ~
(see Fig. 4.2. ). Observe that the sets VΓ
(C),

y les the fa ial y les of f
~ and the notion of fa ial y les only depend on the embedding H of
VΓright (C)
~ and V right (C)
~ , and to onsider
Γ. Hen e, it makes sense to denote VHlef t (C)
H
the fa ial y les of H.
2

1

31

31

33

34
29

32
33

27

8

9
30
25

28

10

34

29
14

16

17

15

11
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4

9

18

13

32

7

(a)

4

19

23
24 26

21
20
22

13

20

6

4
18

19

5

3

14

16
15

12

17
11

represents

(a) A
a

fa e

f

29

19

12

the

drawing.

(b)

f
[13, 12, 14, 12, 11, 10, 9, 4, 29, 20, 19, 18, 20, 4].
Let

x

be a vertex of a graph

x

10
17
11

( )

ir ular lists dening the boundary of

set of edges in ident to

16
15

13

planar drawing of a graph
of

34

20

(b)
Figure 4.2:

9

18

10

and by

G.

The shaded region

of f .
The
[15, 16, 17], [33, 31, 32, 31],
The fa ial y les of f .

The

boundary

are:
( )

G with embedding G . Denote by EG (x)
σG (x) the rotation s heme of x in G .

the

Lemma 4.1

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep and let G be a planar embedding of G. The restri tion of G to H is H if and only if the following
onditions hold: 1) for every vertex x ∈ V (H), σG (x) restri ted to EH (x) o~ of ea h fa e of H, we have
in ides with σH (x), and 2) for every fa ial y le C
lef t ~
lef t ~
right ~
right ~
that VH (C) ⊆ VG (C) and VH (C) ⊆ VG
(C).

i

i
i

i
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Proof: The proof easily des ends from the following statement. Let Γ1 and
Γ2 be two drawings of the same graph G su h that, for every vertex x ∈ V (G),
σΓ1 (x) = σΓ2 (x). Drawings Γ1 and Γ2 have the same embedding if and only if
~ we
Γ1 and Γ2 have the same oriented fa ial y les and for ea h fa ial y le C
lef t ~
lef t ~
have VΓ
(
C)
=
V
(
C)
.
Γ2
1
We need to prove this statement in both dire tions: (i) if Γ1 and Γ2 have
the same embedding then they have the same oriented fa ial y les and for ea h
lef t ~
t ~
fa ial y le we have VΓ
(C) = VΓlef
(C) and (ii) if Γ1 and Γ2 have the same
1
2
lef t ~
t ~
oriented fa ial y les and for ea h fa ial y le we have VΓ
(C) = VΓlef
(C),
1
2
then Γ1 and Γ2 have the same embedding.
The rst dire tion trivially des ends from the observation that drawings
with the same embedding have the same fa ial y les. Suppose for a ontra~ , V lef t (C)
~ 6= V lef t (C)
~ . Then, at least one
di tion that, for some fa ial y le C
Γ1
Γ2

~ in Γ1 and to the right of C
~ in Γ2 (the opposite ase
C
being analogous). Hen e, v is part of the boundary of a fa e that is to the left
~ in Γ1 and to the right of C
~ in Γ2 , ontradi ting the hypothesis that Γ1
of C
and Γ2 have the same fa ial boundaries.
For the se ond dire tion, rst suppose that G is onne ted and has at least
one vertex of degree three. In this ase, the fa t that Γ1 and Γ2 have the
vertex

v

is to the left of

same rotation s heme implies that they also have the same fa e boundaries,
and, hen e, the same embedding.
has maximum degree two. Then,
the fa e boundaries of

Γ1

and

Se ond, suppose that

G

Γ2

is either a path or a

G

is

onne ted and

y le. In both

are the same (re all that

G

ases,

is drawn on

Finally, suppose that G has several onne ted omponents C1 ,
C2 , . . . , Ck . Then, Γ1 and Γ2 have the same fa e boundaries if: (a) for ea h
Ci , i = 1, . . . , k , the embedding G1 of Γ1 restri ted to Ci is the same as the
embedding G2 of Γ2 restri ted to Ci and (b) ea h pair of onne ted omponents
Ci and Cj , with i, j = 1, . . . , k and i 6= j , either do not share a fa e both in
G1 and in G2 or they ontribute with the same ir ular lists to the boundary of
the same fa e f in G1 and in G2 .
Condition (a) is guaranteed as in the two ases in whi h G is onne ted.
~ , we have
Condition (b) follows from the hypothesis that, for ea h fa ial y le C
lef t ~
lef t ~
VΓ1 (C) = VΓ2 (C). In fa t, suppose for a ontradi tion that two onne ted
omponents Cx and Cy share a fa e f in G1 and no fa e in G2 . Sin e Cx
~
and Cy share a fa e in G1 , they are on the same side of any fa ial y le C
belonging to any other omponent Cz (more intuitively, Cx and Cy an not be
separated by any fa ial y le of Γ1 ). On the other hand, onsider the unique
path Cx , f1 , C1 , f2 , . . . , Cy in the omponent-fa e tree of G2 . By hypothesis,
the sphere).

i

i
i

i
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~ obtained from the boundary of f1
C
and ontaining verti es of C1 separates Cx from Cy , thus ontradi ting the
lef t ~
t ~
(C) = VΓlef
(C).
hypothesis that VΓ
1
2
Finally, suppose for a ontradi tion that two onne ted omponents Cx and
Cy ontribute with ir ular lists Lx1 and Ly1 to the boundary of the same fa e
f1 of G1 and with ir ular lists Lx2 and Ly2 to the boundary of the same fa e
f2 of G2 and suppose that Lx1 6= Lx2 . The boundary of f1 is oriented in su h a
way that every fa ial y le has f1 to its left. Then, every fa ial y le obtained
x
′
from L1 has Cy to its left. Further, for every y le C of Cx that is not a fa ial
x
x
~
y le obtained from L1 , there exists a fa ial y le C obtained from L1 that has
′
′
~
C to its right (part of C and of C may oin ide). As G1 and G2 restri ted to
Cx give the same embedding, the last statement is true both in G1 and in G2 .
~ ′ obtained from Lx and not from Lx , there exists
Then, for every fa ial y le C
2
1
~ obtained from Lx hat has C
~ ′ to its right. Sin e C
~ ′ is in ident
a fa ial y le C
1
~,
to f2 and sin e Cy is in ident to f2 , su h a omponent is to the right of C
lef t ~
lef t ~
ontradi ting the hypothesis that V
(C) = V
(C).
2
C1 6= Cx , Cy .

Hen e, the fa ial

y le

Γ1

Γ2

G. An H -bridge K of G is
e ∈ E(G) \ E(H) whose end−
verti es belong to H or by a onne ted omponent K
of G − V (H), together
−
with all the edges (and their end-verti es) that onne t a vertex in K
to a
vertex in H . In the rst ase, the H -bridge is trivial. A vertex that belongs to
V (H) ∩ V (K) is alled an atta hment vertex (or atta hment ) of K . Note that
the edge-sets of the H -bridges form a partition of E(G) \ E(H).
An H -bridge K is lo al to a blo k B of H if all the atta hments of K belong
to B . Noti e that an H -bridge with a single atta hment an be lo al to more
than one blo k, while an H -bridge with at least two atta hments is lo al to at
most one blo k. An H -bridge that is not lo al to any blo k of H is non-lo al.
Let

G

be a graph and let

a subgraph of

G

H

be a subgraph of

formed either by a single edge

4.3 Combinatorial Chara terization
We rst present a

ombinatorial

hara terization of the instan es of Pep that

allow an embedding extension. This not only forms a basis of our algorithm,
but it is also interesting in its own right, sin e it shows that an instan e of Pep
has an embedding extension if and only if it satises simple

onditions that are

obviously ne essary for an embedding extension to exist.

i

i
i

i
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bi onne ted

We fo us on instan es

(G, H, H)

of Pep in whi h

assumption allows us to use the SPQR-tree of

G

G

is bi onne ted.

This

as the main tool of our

har-

a terization.

Denition 4.1

A planar embedding of the skeleton of a node of the SPQR-tree
of G is edge- ompatible with H if, for every vertex x of the skeleton and for
every three edges of EH (x) belonging to dierent virtual edges of the skeleton,
their lo kwise order determined by the embedding of the skeleton is a suborder
of σH (x).

Lemma 4.2

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep where G is bi onne ted.
Let T be the SPQR-tree of G. An embedding G of G satises Condition 1 of
Lemma 4.1 if and only if, for ea h node µ of T , the orresponding embedding
of skel(µ) is edge- ompatible with H.

Proof:

Obviously, if

G has an embedding satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 4.1,
skel(µ) is edge- ompatible with H, for

then the

orresponding embedding of

ea h node

µ

of

T.

To prove the

onverse, assume that the skeleton of every node of

an embedding that is edge- ompatible with
of

G

H,

and let

determined by all su h skeleton embeddings. We

Condition 1 of Lemma 4.1. To prove the

G

T

has

be the embedding

laim that

G

satises

laim, it su es to show that any

H that share a ommon vertex x appear in the same
x in H and in G . Assume that the triple (e, f, g) is
embedded in lo kwise order around x in H. Let µ be the node of T with
the property that the Q-nodes representing e, f , and g appear in distin t
omponents of T − µ. Note that su h a node µ exists and is unique. The
′
′
′
three edges e, f , and g proje t into three distin t virtual edges e , f , and g of
skel(µ). Sin e the embedding of skel(µ) is assumed to be edge- ompatible with
H, the triple (e′ , f ′ , g ′ ) is embedded in lo kwise order in skel(µ), and hen e
the triple (e, f, g) is embedded in lo kwise order in G .
2
~ of G with an arbitrary orientation and a node µ
Consider a simple y le C
~ belong to the pertinent graph
of the SPQR-tree of G. Either all the edges of C
of a single virtual edge of skel(µ) or the virtual edges whose pertinent graphs
~ form a simple y le in skel(µ). Su h a y le in skel(µ)
ontain the edges of C
~ in a natural way.
inherits the orientation of C
three edges

e, f,

and

g

of

lo kwise order around

i

i
i

i
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Denition 4.2 A planar embedding of the skeleton of a node µ of the SPQR~ of H whose
tree of G is y le- ompatible with H if, for every fa ial y le C
′
~
edges proje t to a simple y le C in skel(µ), all the verti es of skel(µ) that
~ and all the virtual edges that ontain verti es of V lef t (C)
~
belong to VHlef t (C)
H
′
′
~
~
(ex ept for the virtual edges of C itself ) are embedded to the left of C ; and
~ .
analogously for VHright (C)
Lemma 4.3 Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep where G is bi onne ted.
Let T be the SPQR-tree of G. An embedding G of G satises Condition 2 of
Lemma 4.1 if and only if, for ea h node µ of T , the orresponding embedding
of skel(µ) is y le- ompatible with H.
Proof:

Obviously, if

Lemma 4.1, then the
with

H,

for ea h node

G

is an embedding of

of

T.

G

that satises Condition 2 of

orresponding embedding of

µ

skel(µ)

is

y le- ompatible

skel(µ) has an embedding that is y leµ of T , and let G be the resulting embedding
~ of H and for every
of G. Our goal is to show that, for every fa ial y le C
~ is
~ , the relative left/right position of x with respe t to C
vertex x of H − V (C)
the same in H as in G .
~ in G (the other ase
Refer to Fig. 4.3. Assume that x is to the right of C
being analogous). Let P be the shortest path in G onne ting x to a vertex of
~ . Path P exists sin e G is onne ted. Let y be the vertex of C
~ ∩ P , and let e
C
~
and f be the two edges of C adja ent to y , where e dire tly pre edes f in the
~ . By the minimality of P , all the verti es of P − y avoid C
~,
orientation of C
~
hen e all the verti es of P − y are to the right of C in G . Let g be the edge of
P adja ent to y . In G , the triple (e, f, g) appears in lo kwise order around y .
Let µ be the (unique) internal node of T in whi h e, f , and g proje t to
′
′
′
~ ′ be the proje tion of C
~ into skel(µ)
distin t edges e , f , and g of skel(µ). Let C
′
~ is the subgraph of skel(µ) formed by edges that ontain
(in other words, C
~ ), and let P ′ be the proje tion of P .
the proje tion of at least one edge of C
′
′
~
It is easy to see that C is a y le of length at least two, while P is either a
′
~
path or a y le. Assume that the edges of C are oriented onsistently with the
~ and that the edges of P ′ form an ordered sequen e, where the
orientation of C
′
edge ontaining x is the rst and g is the last.
~ ′ are verti es of C
~ . Analogously, both
Both the endpoints of an edge of C
′
the endpoints of an edge of P are verti es of P , with the possible ex eption
′
′
~ ′ , ex ept
of the rst vertex of P . It follows that no vertex of P belongs to C
To prove the

ompatible with

onverse, assume that

H, for ea

h node

i

i
i
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C

P

x

C’

e

g y

x

f

e’

P’

g’ y
f’

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.3.
virtual edges of the skeleton of a node of

Grey regions represent

T.

possibly for the rst one and the last one. Thus, no edge of
and, by the assumption that the embedding of

skel(µ)

P′

~′
C

belongs to

is planar and that

G

is

the embedding resulting from the skeleton embedding hoi es, all the edges of
~ ′ in skel(µ). In parti ular,
P ′ are embedded to the right of the dire ted y le C
′
~
the edge of skel(µ) ontaining x is to the right of C . Sin e the embedding of

skel(µ)

is assumed to be

This shows that

Denition 4.3

tree of G is
H.
As a

G

y le- ompatible with

H, x

is to the right of

satises Condition 2 of Lemma 4.1, as

~
C

in

laimed.

H.
2

A planar embedding of the skeleton of a node µ of the SPQRH if it is both edge- and y le- ompatible with

ompatible with

onsequen e of Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3, we obtain the following result,

G

hara terizing the positive instan es of Pep in whi h

is bi onne ted.

Theorem 4.1 Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep where G is bi onne ted.
Then G has an embedding whi h extends H if and only if the skeleton of ea h
node of its SPQR-tree has an embedding ompatible with H.
If

G

is bi onne ted we

an use Theorem 4.1 for devising a polynomial time

algorithm for Pep. Namely, we

G

whether

µ

has an embedding

an test, for ea h node
ompatible with

this test is easily done in polynomial time.

H.

µ of the SPQR-tree T

of

For Q-, S-, and R-nodes,

If µ is a P-node, the test is more omplex. Let x and y be the two poles of
skel(µ). We say that a virtual edge e of skel(µ) is onstrained if the pertinent
graph of e (that is, the pertinent graph of the hild node of µ in T orresponding
to e) ontains at least one edge of H in ident to x and at least one edge

i

i
i

i
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in ident to

y.

To obtain an embedding of

the

onstrained edges must be embedded in a

with

σH (x)

and

σH (y).

Su h a

y li

µ

y li

69

edge- ompatible with
order that is

H,

onsistent

order, if it exists, is unique and

an

~ that
be determined in polynomial time. Note that, if H has a fa ial y le C
~ ′ in µ, then C
~ ′ has exa tly two edges and these two
proje ts to a proper y le C
~ ′ in µ is
edges are both onstrained. Thus, the embedding of any su h y le C
xed as soon as we x the
order of the

y li

order of the

onstrained edges of

µ

onstrained edges. On e the

y li

is determined, we pro ess the remaining

edges one-by-one and insert them among the edges that are already embedded,
in su h a way that no edge- ompatibility or
are violated.
embedding of

G

y le- ompatibility

It is not di ult to verify that this pro edure

µ

ompatible with

H,

onstraints

onstru ts an

if su h an embedding exists.

simply- onne ted or dis onne ted

A graph is planar if and only if ea h of its blo ks is planar. Thus, planarity
testing of general graphs

an be redu ed to planarity testing of bi onne ted

graphs. For partially embedded planarity, the same simple redu tion does not
work (see Fig. 4.4).

However, we will show that solving partially embedded

planarity for a general instan e

(G, H, H)
G and to

stan es indu ed by the blo ks of

guarantee that the partial solutions

(a)

an be

an be redu ed to solving the subinhe king additional

(b)

Figure 4.4: Three examples of Pep instan es
extension, even if ea h blo k of

G

onditions that

ombined into a full solution for

( )

(G, H, H)

with no embedding

admits an embedding extending the

H. Bla k edges
G but not to H .

G.

H,

or-

responding sub-embedding of

and verti es represent

gray

edges and verti es belong to

Note that instan e (a) fails to

satisfy Condition 3 of Lemma 4.4, instan e (b) fails to satisfy Condition 2 of
Lemma 4.4, and instan e ( ) has a non-trivial non-lo al

Let us

onsider instan es

(G, H, H)

of Pep in whi h

H -bridge.
G is

onne ted. When

dealing with su h an instan e, it is often useful to assume that
trivial non-lo al

H -bridge.

G

has no non-

We will now show that any instan e of Pep

an be

transformed to an equivalent instan e that satises this additional assumption.

i

i
i

i
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Let

K

be a non-trivial non-lo al

H -bridge

of

G.

Sin e

K

is non-lo al, it

must have at least two atta hments, and these atta hments do not belong to

H.
fK be the fa e of H whose boundary ontains all the atta hments of the
H -bridge K . Note that there an be at most one su h a fa e (see Fig. 4.5.a):
If the atta hments of K were ontained in the interse tion of the boundaries of
two distin t fa es of H, then K would ne essarily be lo al. If there is no fa e
of H in ident to all the atta hments of K , then G learly has no embedding
extension (see Fig. 4.5.b). In this ase, we dene fK as an arbitrary fa e of H.

any single blo k of
Let

fK
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: A non-lo al bridge is either ne essarily
or

ontained in a fa e

fK

(a)

auses a non-planarity (b).

Let

K

be the set of non-trivial non-lo al

any embedding of
inside

fK ,

G

for every

extending

K ∈ K.

H,

H -bridges of G. It is lear that, in
K − V (H) are embedded

all the verti es of

This motivates the following denition.

Denition 4.4

Let H ′ be the graph whose edge set is S
equal to the edge set of
H , and whose vertex set is dened by V (H ′ ) = V (H) ∪ K∈K V (K). Let H′ be
the embedding of H ′ that is obtained from H by inserting, for every H -bridge
K ∈ K, all the verti es of K − V (H) into the interior of the fa e fK .
G has no non-trivial non-lo al H ′ -bridges. Observe
′
also, that any embedding of G that extends H also extends H , and vi e versa.
′
′
Thus, the instan e (G, H, H) of Pep is equivalent to the instan e (G, H , H ),
Observe that the graph

whi h

ontains no non-trivial non-lo al bridges.

H

H , and let H1 and H2 be edge-disjoint
H1 and H2 alternate around a vertex x of H if
′
′
there are two pairs of edges e, e ∈ E(H1 ) and f, f ∈ E(H2 ) that are in ident
′
′
to x and that appear in the y li order (e, f, e , f ) in the rotation s heme of
Let

be an embedding of a graph

subgraphs of

H.

We say that

i

i
i

i
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restri ted to these four edges. Let

a dire ted y le in H. We say that
~ , or vi e versa.
y ∈ VHright (C)
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~ be
x and y be two verti es of H and let C
lef t ~
~
C separates x and y if x ∈ VH (C) and

Lemma 4.4

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep where G is onne ted and
every non-trivial H -bridge of G is lo al. Let G1 , . . . , Gt be the blo ks of G, let
Hi be the subgraph of H indu ed by the verti es of Gi , and let Hi be H restri ted
to Hi . Then, G has an embedding extending H if and only if 1) ea h Gi has an
embedding extending Hi , 2) no two distin t graphs Hi and Hj alternate around
~ of H and for any two verti es
any vertex of H, and 3) for every fa ial y le C
~
x and y of H separated by C , any path in G onne ting x and y ontains a
~.
vertex of C

Proof:

Clearly, the three

onditions of the lemma are ne essary. To show

that they are also su ient, assume that the three
pro eed by indu tion on the number

t

of blo ks of

onditions are satised and

G.

If t = 1, then G is bi onne ted, and there is nothing to prove. Assume that
t ≥ 2. If there is at least one blo k Gi that does not ontain any vertex of
H , we restri t our attention to the subgraph G′ of G indu ed by those blo ks
that ontain at least one vertex of H . Sin e every non-trivial H -bridge of G is
′
lo al, graph G is onne ted, and hen e it satises the three onditions of the
lemma. By indu tion, the embedding H an be extended into an embedding
G ′ of G′ . Sin e every blo k Gi of G is planar (by ondition 1 of the lemma), it
′
is easy to extend the embedding G into an embedding of G.
Assume now that every blo k of G ontains at least one vertex of H . This
implies that every utvertex of G belongs to H , be ause otherwise the utvertex
would belong to a non-lo al H -bridge, whi h is impossible by assumption. Let
x be any utvertex of G. Let G′1 , G′2 , . . . , G′k be the onne ted omponents of
G − x, where we sele t G′1 by the following rules: if there is a omponent of
G − x that has no vertex onne ted to x by an edge of H , then let G′1 be su h
a omponent; if ea h omponent of G − x is onne ted to x by an edge of H ,
′
then hoose G1 in su h a way that the edges of H in ident to x and belonging
′
′
to G1 form an interval in σH (x). Su h a hoi e of G1 is always possible, due
to

ondition 2 of the lemma.
G′ be the subgraph of

G indu ed by V (G′1 ) ∪ {x}, and let G′′ be the
′
′
′
′′
subgraph of G indu ed by V (G2 ) ∪ · · · ∪ V (Gk ) ∪ {x}. Let H and H be the
′
′′
′
subgraphs of H indu ed by the verti es of G and G , respe tively, and let H
′′
′
′′
′
′′
and H be H restri ted to H and H , respe tively. Both G and G have
′
′
′
′′
′′
′′
fewer blo ks than G. Also, both the instan es (G , H , H ) and (G , H , H )
Let

i

i
i

i
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satisfy the onditions of the lemma. Thus, by indu tion, there is an embedding
G ′ of G′ that extends H′ and an embedding G ′′ of G′′ that extends H′′ .
′
′′
Our goal is to ombine G and G into a single embedding of G that extends

H.

To see that this is possible, we prove two auxiliary

laims.

Claim 1. H′ has a fa e f ′ whose boundary ontains x and, for any fa ial
~ of f ′ , all the verti es of H ′′ ex ept for x are in V lef t (C)
~ , i.e., they
y le C
H
′
′
are `inside' f . To see that the laim holds, assume rst that H has no edge
′
′
in ident to x (see Fig. 4.6.a). Let f be the unique fa e of H in ident to x.
′′
′
We show that all the verti es of H are inside f in H. Let y be any vertex
′′
′′
′′
of H . Sin e G is onne ted, there is a path P in G from y to x. Assume
′
~
~ separates y from x
for ontradi tion that H has a fa ial y le C su h that C
′
~
in H. This y le belongs to H − x, hen e C and P are disjoint, ontradi ting
ondition 3 of the lemma.

H’
H’
H’

x

G’’

G’’
G’’
H’

G’
G’

H’

H’

H’
H’

H’
G’’

(a)

G’’ ’’
G

y

z

’
H’ H’ H
’
H’ H

x

H’

G’i

G’i
H’

G’i
G’i

G’i

y

(b)

Figure 4.6: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.4. (a)
′
to x. (b) H has an edge in ident to x.

H′

has no edge in ident

H′

has an edge in ident to x (see Fig. 4.6.b). By the
G1 , ea h onne ted omponent of G − x has at least one vertex
′
adja ent to x in H . Moreover, the edges of H in ident to x form an interval
′
′
ontaining x on its boundary, and su h that
in σH (x). Hen e, H has a fa e f
′′
′
every vertex of H adja ent to x is inside f in H. We now show that all the
′′
′
′′
verti es of H ex ept for x are inside f . Let y be a vertex of H dierent from
′
x. Let Gi be the omponent of G − x ontaining y . We know that G′i has a
′
vertex z adja ent to x by an edge of H and that z is inside f in H. Let P be
′
′
a path in Gi onne ting y and z . If y is not inside f , then y is separated from
z in H by a fa ial y le of H′ , ontradi ting ondition 3 of the lemma.
Claim 2. All the verti es of H ′ , ex ept for x, appear in H inside the same
fa e f ′′ of H′′ ; further, x is on the boundary of f ′′ . Note that any two verti es
Next, assume that

onstru tion of

i

i
i

i
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′′
of H in H by ondition 3 of the lemma,
′
′′
as they are onne ted by a path in G1 . Vertex x is on the boundary of f ,
′
sin e otherwise it would be separated in H from the remaining verti es of H
′′
by a fa ial y le of f , ontradi ting ondition 3 of the lemma.
′
In view of the previous two laims, it is easy to see that the embedding G
′
′′
′′
of G and the embedding G of G
an be ombined into a single embedding G
′
′
of G that extends H. To see this, note that, when H is extended into G , the
′
′
fa e f from Claim 1 an be subdivided into several fa es of G , at least one
′
′′
of whi h, say g , ontains x on its boundary. Analogously, the fa e f
from
′′
Claim 2 an be subdivided into several fa es of G , at least one of whi h, say
g ′′ , ontains x on its boundary. We then obtain the embedding G by merging
′
′′
the fa es g and g into a single fa e.
2
in

H′ − x

73

are inside the same fa e

f ′′

Observe that the se ond and third

onditions of Lemma 4.4

an be easily

he ked in polynomial time.
Next, we fo us on the instan es
ne ted.
the

(G, H, H)

G is not on(G, H, H) indu ed by
that instan e (G, H, H)

of Pep in whi h

The possibility of solving the subinstan es of

onne ted

omponents of

of Pep has a solution.

(G, H, H)

G

does not guarantee

However, we show that solving Pep for an instan e

an be redu ed to solving the subinstan es indu ed by the

omponents of

G and to

partial solutions

an be

he king additional

onne ted

onditions that guarantee that the

ombined into a full solution for

G.

Lemma 4.5

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep. Let G1 , . . . , Gt be the onne ted omponents of G. Let Hi be the subgraph of H indu ed by the verti es
of Gi , and let Hi be H restri ted to Hi . Then G has an embedding extending
H if and only if: 1) ea h Gi has an embedding extending Hi , and 2) for ea h
~ of Hi and for every j 6= i, no two verti es of Hj are
i, for ea h fa ial y le C
~
separated by C .

Proof:

Clearly, the two

onditions of the lemma are ne essary. To show

that they are also su ient, assume that the two
pro eed by indu tion on the number

t = 1 then G is
G has t ≥ 2 onne

If
that

t

of

onditions are satised and

onne ted

omponents of

G.

onne ted and there is nothing to prove. Assume now
ted

omponents

as in the statement of the lemma. Let

G1 , . . . , Gt .
CF be the

rooted at a node that represents an arbitrary fa e of

Let

Hi

and

Hi

be dened

omponent-fa e tree of

H.

We say that a fa e

H,
fi

H is the outer fa e of Hi if at least one hild of fi in CF is a omponent of
Hi , but the parent of fi is not a omponent of Hi . Observe that, due to the
of

i

i
i

i
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se ond

Hi

ondition of the lemma, ea h

has exa tly one outer fa e

have a sequen e of (not ne essarily distin t) outer fa es

fi .

We thus

f 1 , . . . , ft .

CF
f1 , there is no outer fa e fi 6= f1 . This implies that f1 is the only fa e
of H that is in ident both to H1 and to H − H1 . By indu tion, the embedding
H − H1 an be extended to an embedding G≥2 of the graph G − G1 . By the
rst ondition of the lemma, H1 an be extended into an embedding G1 of G1 .
The two embeddings H − H1 and H1 share a single fa e f1 .
When extending the embedding H1 into G1 , the fa e f1 of H1 an be subdi′
vided into several fa es of G1 . Let f be any fa e of G1 obtained by subdividing
f1 . Analogously, in the embedding G≥2 the fa e f1 an be subdivided into
′′
several fa es, among whi h we hoose an arbitrary fa e f .
′
We then glue the two embeddings G1 and G≥2 by identifying fa e f of
′′
G1 and fa e f of G≥2 into a single fa e whose boundary is the union of the
′
′′
boundaries of f and f . This yields an embedding of G that extends H.
2
Let us now assume, without loss of generality, that in the subtree of

rooted at

Note that the se ond

nomial time. Thus, we

ondition of Lemma 4.5

an use the

an be easily tested in poly-

hara terization to dire tly prove that Pep

is solvable in polynomial time. In the rest of the

hapter, we des ribe a more

sophisti ated algorithm that solves Pep in linear time.

4.4 Linear-Time Algorithm
In this se tion we show a linear time algorithm for solving Pep. First, we ta kle
the

ase in whi h

G

is bi onne ted. The algorithm solving this

ase, presented

in Subse tion 4.4, uses the algorithms presented in Subse tions 4.4 and 4.4 as
subroutines. Then, we deal with the
with the general

ase in whi h

G

is simply

onne ted and

ase in Subse tion 4.4. Some data stru tures are exploited by

the algorithm we present, namely blo k- utvertex trees, SPQR-trees, enri hed
blo k- utvertex trees, blo k-fa e trees,
in iden e graphs. These data stru tures

G

bi onne ted,

H

omponent-fa e trees, and vertex-fa e
an be easily

omputed in linear time.

bi onne ted

In this se tion we show how to solve Pep in linear time if both

G

and

H

are

bi onne ted.

Lemma 4.6 Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep su h that both G and H
are bi onne ted. Let G be any planar embedding of G satisfying Condition 1 of
Lemma 4.1. Then, G satises Condition 2 of Lemma 4.1.

i

i
i

i
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Proof:

Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that a planar embedding G of G exists
G satises Condition 1 and does not satisfy Condition 2 of Lemma 4.1.
~ of H su h that either there exists a vertex
Then, there exists a fa ial y le C
lef t ~
right ~
~ with
x ∈ VH (C) with x ∈ VG
(C) or there exists a vertex x ∈ VHright (C)
lef t ~
x ∈ VG (C). Suppose that we are in the former ase, as the latter ase an
be dis ussed analogously. Sin e H is a planar embedding and H is onne ted,
~,
there exists a path P = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ) ∈ H su h that x1 is a vertex of C
lef t ~
−
xi ∈ VH (C), for ea h i = 2, . . . , k , and xk = x. Denote by x1 and by x+
1
~ , respe tively.
the vertex pre eding and following x1 in the oriented y le C
~ in G . As x2 ∈
~ , either
Consider the pla ement of x2 with respe t to C
/ C
~ or x2 ∈ V right (C)
~ . In the rst ase, path (x2 , . . . , xk ) rosses
x2 ∈ VGlef t (C)
G
~ , sin e x2 ∈ V lef t (C)
~ , xk ∈ V right (C)
~ , and no vertex vi belongs to C
~ , for
C
G
G
i = 2, . . . , k , thus ontradi ting the planarity of the embedding G . In the
−
se ond ase, the lo kwise order of the edges in ident to x1 in H is (x1 , x1 ),
+
(x1 , x2 ), and (x1 , x1 ), while the lo kwise order of the edges in ident to x1 in
+
G is (x1 , x−
1 ), (x1 , x1 ), and (x1 , x2 ), thus ontradi ting the assumption that G
satises Condition 1 of Lemma 4.1.
2
Due to Lemma 4.6, testing whether a planar embedding G exists satisfying
su h that

Conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 4.1 is equivalent to testing whether a planar
embedding

G

exists satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 4.1. Due to Lemma 4.2,

testing whether a planar embedding

G exists satisfying Condition 1 is equivalent
G has a planar
with H.

to testing whether the skeleton of ea h node of the SPQR-tree of
embedding that is edge- ompatible

Algorithm BB
internal node.

T of G rooted at an arbitrary
T is performed. After a node µ of T
skel(µ) that is edge- ompatible with H is

Constru t the SPQR-tree

A bottom-up visit of

has been visited, an embedding of
sele ted, if it exists.

H that belong to pertinent(µ) and
u(µ) and v(µ), dene the rst edge fu(µ) and
the last edge lu(µ) (the rst edge fv(µ) and the last edge lv(µ) ) as the edges
of H su h that all and only the edges between fu(µ) and lu(µ) (resp. between
fv(µ) and lv(µ) ) in the ounter lo kwise order of the edges in ident to u(µ)
(resp. to v(µ)) in H belong to pertinent(µ). After a node µ of T has been
visited by the algorithm, edges fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ) are asso iated with
µ. Refer also to fu(e) and lu(e) (resp. fv(e) and lv(e) ) where e is the virtual
edge orresponding to µ in the skeleton of the parent of µ.
If µ is a Q- or an S-node, no he k is needed. As skel(µ) is a y le, the only
In order to keep tra k of the edges of

that are in ident to the poles

i

i
i

i
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planar embedding of

fv(µ) ,

skel(µ)

and lv(µ) are easily

is edge- ompatible with

omputed.

H.

Edges

fu(µ) , lu(µ) ,

µ is an R-node, then skel(µ) has only two planar embeddings. For ea h of
H by performing the following he k.
For ea h vertex x of skel(µ) restri t the ir ular list of its in ident virtual edges
to the virtual edges e1 , . . . , eh that ontain an edge of H in ident to x. Che k if
lx(ei ) pre edes fx(ei+1 ) (for i = 1, . . . , h, where eh+1 = e1 ) in the list of the edges
in ident to x in H. If x is a pole, do an analogous he k on the linear list of its
If

them, verify if it is edge- ompatible with

in ident virtual edges obtained by removing the virtual edge
the parent of
the

µ

from the

ir ular list. If one of the tests su

orresponding embedding for

fv(µ) = fv(g1 ) ,

and lv(µ)

= lv(gq ) ,

skel(µ). Set fu(µ) = fu(f1 ) , lu(µ) = lu(fp ) ,
f1 and fp (g1 and gq ) are the rst and

where

the last virtual edge in the linear list of the virtual edges
and in ident to

u(µ)

ontaining an edge

v(µ)).
If µ is a P-node, an embedding of skel(µ) is a ounter lo kwise order of
its virtual edges around u(µ). We des ribe how to verify if an embedding of
skel(µ) exists edge- ompatible with H. Consider the virtual edges ontaining
edges of H in ident to u(µ). Constru t a list Lu of su h edges orresponding
to the ordering they have in any embedding of skel(µ) edge- ompatible with
H. Insert any of su h edges, say ei , into Lu . Repeatedly onsider the last
element ej of Lu and insert as last element of Lu edge ej+1 su h that l(u(ej ))
immediately pre edes f (u(ej+1 )) in the ounter lo kwise order of the edges
in ident to u(µ) in H. If ej+1 = ei , then Lu is the desired ir ular list. If
ej+1 does not exist, then the edge following l(u(ej )) belongs to the virtual edge
orresponding to the parent of µ. Then, onsider again edge ei . Repeatedly
onsider the rst element ej of Lu and insert as rst element of Lu edge ej−1
su h that f (u(ej )) immediately follows l(u(ej−1 )) in the ounter lo kwise order
of the edges in ident to u(µ) in H. If ej−1 does not exist, then he k whether
all the virtual edges ontaining edges of H in ident to u(µ) have been pro essed
and in su h a ase insert the virtual edge orresponding to the parent of µ as
rst element of Lu . Analogously onstru t a list Lv . Let Luv be the sublist
obtained by restri ting Lu to those edges that appear in Lv . Let Lvu be the
orresponding sublist of Lv . Che k whether Luv and Lvu are the reverse of ea h
other. If this is the ase, a list L of the virtual edges of skel(µ) ontaining edges
of H in ident to u(µ) or to v(µ) an be easily onstru ted ompatible with both
Lu and Lv . Finally, arbitrarily insert into L the virtual edges of skel(µ) not
in Lu and not in Lv , thus obtaining an embedding of skel(µ) edge- ompatible
with H. Denote by f1 and fp (by g1 and gq ) the virtual edges ontaining
edges of H in ident to u(µ) (resp. to v(µ)) following and pre eding the virtual
of

H

orresponding to

eeds, then sele t

(resp. to

i

i
i

i
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edge representing the parent of

fv(µ) = fv(g1 ) ,

and lv(µ)

µ

in

77

L.

fu(µ) = fu(f1 ) , lu(µ) = lu(fp ) ,

Set

= lv(gq ) .

Theorem 4.2

Let (G, H, H) be an n-vertex instan e of Pep su h that both G
and H are bi onne ted. Algorithm BB solves Pep for (G, H, H) in O(n) time.

Proof:

We show that Algorithm BB pro esses ea h node

time, where

kµ

is the number of

First, observe that the
done in

µ

If

O(1)

hildren of

omputation of

µ

in

µ

of

T.

T

in

fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ) is trivially
skel(µ) has been de ided.

time on e the embedding of

is a Q-node or an S-node, Algorithm BB does not perform any

or embedding

O(kµ )

he k

hoi e.

If µ is an R-node, Algorithm BB omputes the two planar embeddings of
skel(µ) in O(kµ ) time. For ea h of su h embeddings, Algorithm BB pro esses
ea h node x of skel(µ) separately, onsidering the list of the virtual edges in ident to x (whi h is trivially onstru ted in O(t) time, where t is the number of
su h edges), and restri ting the list to those virtual edges

H

ontaining an edge

x (for ea h virtual edge, it su es to he k whether the rst
edge in ident to x is asso iated with an edge of H , whi h is done in O(1) time).
Che king whether lx(ei ) pre edes fx(ei+1 ) in the list of the edges in ident to x
in H is done in O(1) time. Hen e, the total time spent for ea h node x is O(t).
Summing up all the nodes of skel(µ) results in a total O(kµ ) time, as every
edge is in ident to two nodes and the total number of edges in skel(µ) is O(kµ ).
If µ is a P-node, extra ting the virtual edges of skel(µ) ontaining edges of
H in ident to u(µ) or to v(µ) an be done in O(kµ ) time, as in the R-node ase.
For ea h of su h edges, equipping fu(e) , lu(e) , fv(e) , and lv(e) with a link to e is
of

in ident to

done in

onstant time. Determining an ordering of the virtual edges

edges of

H

in ident to

u(µ)

an be done in

performed for ea h virtual edge

ei , a
ei ) in

ei

are a

O(kµ )

essing to the rst and the last edge of

essing to the edge following the last edge of
the

ontaining

time, as the operations

ei

(pre eding the rst edge of

ounter lo kwise order of the edges in ident to

u(µ)

in

H,

a

essing

to a virtual edge linked from a rst or last edge; ea h of su h operations is

O(1) time. Marking the virtual edges in Lu and in Lv is done
Lu and Lv have O(kµ ) elements. Then, obtaining Luv and
Lvu , and he king whether they are the reverse of ea h other is done in O(kµ )
time. Finally, extending Luv to L is also easily done in O(kµ ) time; namely, if
Luv is empty, then let L be the on atenation of Lu and Lv (where su h lists

trivially done in
in

O(kµ )

time, as

are made linear by

ei

of

Luv ; ei

utting them at any point). Otherwise, start from an edge

is also in

Lu

and in

Lv ;

insert

ei

into

L;

insert into

L all

the edges

i

i
i

i
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ei till the next edge ei+1 of Luv has been found; insert into L
Lv pre eding ei till the next edge ei+1 of Luv has been found;
insert ei+1 into L, and repeat the pro edure. Ea h element of Luv , Lu , and Lv
is visited on e, hen e su h a step is performed in O(kµ ) time.
P
As
2
µ∈T kµ = O(n), the total running time of the algorithm is O(n).
of

Lu

following

all the edges of

G

bi onne ted, all the verti es and edges of

fa e

f

of

G

are in the same

H

The instan es of Pep

onsidered in this se tion are denoted by

and assumed to satisfy the following properties: (i)

G(f )

(G(f ), H(f ), H(f ))

is bi onne ted, (ii)

G(f ) and H(f ) have the same vertex set, (iii) all the verti es and edges of
H(f ) are in ident to the same fa e f of H(f ), and (iv) no edge of G(f ) \ H(f )
onne ts two verti es of the same blo k of H(f ). Algorithm BF, that deals with
su h a setting, is used as a subroutine by Algorithm BA, to be shown later,
dealing with the instan es of Pep in whi h

Algorithm BF

G

is bi onne ted and

H

arbitrary.

T (f ) of G(f ) is onT (f ) is visited bottom-up.
After a node µ of T has been visited, an embedding of skel(µ) that is ompatible
with H(f ) is sele ted, if it exists.
Edges fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ) of a node µ of T (f ) (and of a virtual
edge e) are dened as in Algorithm BB. After ea h node µ of T (f ) is visited,
a ag p(µ) is set equal to true if there exists a traversing path P , that is, a
path between u(µ) and v(µ) that is omposed of edges of H(f ), that belongs to
~ of H(f ) not entirely ontained
pertinent(µ), and that is part of a simple y le C
in pertinent(µ); ag p(µ) is set equal to false otherwise. If p(µ) = true, a
ag uv(µ) is set equal to true if P is oriented from u(µ) to v(µ) a ording to
~ , and it is set equal to false otherwise. Refer also to p(e)
the orientation of C
and uv(e), where e is the virtual edge orresponding to µ in the skeleton of the
parent of µ.
As in Algorithm BB, the SPQR-tree

stru ted, rooted at an arbitrary internal node. Tree

We state some useful lemmata. The rst one exploits the parti ular stru ture of the input to simplify the test of
skeleton of a node

µ

of

T (f ).

y le- ompatibility with

H(f )

for the

Lemma 4.7

Consider any node µ of T (f ). Then, an embedding of skel(µ)
~ of H(f )
is y le- ompatible with H(f ) if and only if, for every fa ial y le C

i

i
i

i
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~ ′ of skel(µ), no vertex and no edge of skel(µ)
whose edges proje t to a y le C
~ ′ , where C
~ ′ is oriented a ording to the orientation of C
~.
is to the right of C

Proof:

H(f )
~
C
of H(f ) is oriented in su h a
hen e all the verti es of H(f ) are
~ . Then, by Lemma 4.3, if the edges of C
~ determine a y le C
~′
to the left of C
~
of virtual edges of skel(µ), all the verti es of skel(µ) that are not in C and all
~ ′ and that ontain verti es of G(f )
the virtual edges of skel(µ) that are not in C
′
~ . Finally, all the virtual edges that are not in C
~ ′ and
have to be to the left of C
that do not ontain any vertex of G(f ) (that is, virtual edges orresponding
~ , by assumption (iv) of the
to Q-nodes) have one end-vertex that is not in C
~ ′.
input. Su h an end-vertex for es the edge to be to the left of C
2
By assumption (iii) of the input, all the verti es and edges of

are in ident to the same fa e

H(f ). By
way that f and
f

of

The next property relates the edges of

Property 4.1

of H(f ).

Proof:
edge) of

onstru tion, every fa ial

H(f )

to the

y les of su h a graph.

Every simple path of H(f ) belongs to at most one simple y le

Suppose that there exists a path (that

H(f )

y le

belonging to at least two simple

an possibly be a single

y les of

H(f ).

Then, su h

y les dene at least three regions of the plane. Not all the edges of the two
y les

an be in ident to the same region,

edges of

H(f )

ontradi ting the fa t that all the

are in ident to the same region of the plane in

H(f ).

We state lemmata spe i ally dealing with S-, R-, and P-nodes of

2
T (f ).

Lemma 4.8

Let µ be an S-node of T (f ) with hildren µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk . Then,
p(µi ) = true for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k if and only if p(µj ) = true for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k .

Proof:

p(µj ) = true for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k , then p(µi ) = true. If p(µi ) =
1 ≤ i ≤ k , there exists a traversing path of µi that is part of a
~ of H(f ) not entirely ontained in pertinent(µi ); however, as µ
simple y le C
~ does not entirely lie inside pertinent(µ), as otherwise it would
is an S-node, C
~ onsists of a traversing path of pertinent(µj ),
lie inside pertinent(µi ). Then, C
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k , and of a traversing path of the virtual edge of skel(µ)
orresponding to the parent of µ in T (f ), thus proving the lemma.
2
If

true for some

Lemma 4.9

Let µ be an R-node of T (f ). If an edge e of skel(µ) has a travers~ , let us orient e in the dire tion determined
ing path belonging to a fa ial y le C

i

i
i

i
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~ in skel(µ). An embedding of skel(µ) is y le- ompatible
by the proje tion of C
with H(f ) if and only if, for ea h fa e g of the embedding of skel(µ), either (i)
every virtual edge e on the boundary of g is oriented so that g is to the right
of e, or (ii) none of the virtual edges on the boundary of g is oriented in a way
that g is to the right of it.

Proof:
Let

g

Suppose that an embedding of

skel(µ)

be a fa e of the embedding with an edge

traversing path

P,

su h that

g

is

e

is to the right of

~
C

y le- ompatible with
on its boundary

e.

Let

~
C

H(f ).

ontaining a

be the fa ial

y le

~ ′ in
H(f ) that ontains P . By Lemma 4.7, proje ts to a dire ted y le C
′
~ . Thus,
skel(µ), and no vertex or edge of skel(µ) is embedded to the right of C
~ ′ orresponds to the boundary of the fa e g , and hen e g satises ondition (i).
C
Suppose now that in an embedding of skel(µ), every fa e satises ondition
(i) or ondition (ii). We laim that the embedding of skel(µ) is y le- ompatible
~ be a fa ial y le of H(f )
with H(f ). To prove it, we use Lemma 4.7. Let C
′
~
~ ′ and
that proje ts to a simple y le C in skel(µ). Let e be any edge of C
let g be the fa e to the right of e in the embedding of skel(µ). Ne essarily, g
satises ondition (i). Hen e, ea h edge on the boundary of g has a traversing
path. The union of these paths forms a y le in H(f ), and by Property 4.1,
~ . Thus, the boundary of g oin ides with the y le C
~ ′.
this y le is equal to C
~ ′.
In parti ular, no vertex and no edge of skel(µ) is embedded to the right of C
By Lemma 4.7, the embedding of skel(µ) is y le- ompatible with H(f ).
2
of

Lemma 4.10
edges of

Let µ be a P-node of T (f ). There exist either zero or two virtual
ontaining a traversing path.

skel(µ)

Proof:

ei of skel(µ) ontaining a travers~ of H(f ) not entirely ontained in
C
skel(µ) ontaining a traversing path that

If there exists one virtual edge

ing path that is part of a simple

y le

pertinent(ei ), another virtual edge of
~ exists, as otherwise C
~ would not be a y le. Further, if there exist
C
at least three virtual edges of skel(µ) ontaining traversing paths, then ea h of
su h paths belongs to three simple y les, thus ontradi ting Property 4.1. 2
is part of

We are now ready to exhibit the main steps of Algorithm BF.
he k is needed. As skel(µ) is a y le, the only
skel(µ) is ompatible with H(f ). Edges fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) ,
and lv(µ) , and ags p(µ) and uv(µ) an be easily omputed.
If µ is an R-node, for ea h of the two planar embeddings of skel(µ), he k if
it is edge- ompatible with H(f ) and set values for fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ)
If

µ

is a Q- or an S-node, no

planar embedding of

i

i
i

i
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he k if Lemma 4.7 is satised, by

ep of skel(µ) representing the parent of µ
Pp and, in ase it does, by determining its

rst determining if the virtual edge
in

T (f )

ontains a traversing path

Pp exists if and only if there exists a traversing path
pertinent(µ). Restri t skel(µ) to those edges ei 6= ep with p(ei ) = true and
′
denote by skel (µ) the obtained graph. Che k if the degree of u(µ) and v(µ) in
′
skel (µ) is even or odd. In the former ase, Pp does not exist; set p(µ) = false
and p(ep ) = false. In the latter ase, Pp exists; set p(µ) = true and p(ep ) =
true; the orientation of Pp is the only one that makes the number of edges ei
in ident to u(µ) with uv(ei ) = true equal to the number of edges ei in ident
to u(µ) with uv(ei ) = false; this determines uv(µ) and uv(ep ).
Now, p(ei ) and uv(ei ) are dened for every virtual edge ei of skel(µ). Consider every fa e g of skel(µ) and denote by ej = (uj , vj ) any edge in ident to g .
Suppose, without loss of generality, that g is to the right of ej when traversing
su h an edge from uj to vj . Then, he k if p(ej ) = false, or p(ej ) = true and
uv(ej ) = false, for all edges ej in ident to g , and he k whether p(ej ) = true
and uv(ej ) = true, for all edges ej in ident to g . If one of the two he ks
orientation. By denition,

in

su

eeds, the fa e does not violate Lemma 4.7, otherwise it does.

µ is a P-node, he k if an embedding of skel(µ) exists that is ompatible
H(f ) as follows. By Lemma 4.10, there exist either zero or two virtual
edges of skel(µ) ontaining a traversing path. Then, onsider the hildren µi
of µ su h that p(µi ) = true. If zero or two su h hildren exist, then the
edge of skel(µ) orresponding to the parent ν of µ in T has no traversing
path; if one su h a hild exists, then the edge of skel(µ) orresponding to ν
has a traversing path. Denote by ei and ej the edges of skel(µ) ontaining a
traversing path, if su h edges exist, where possibly ej orresponds to ν (in this
ase, set p(ej ) = true, and set uv(ej ) = true if uv(ei ) = false and uv(ej ) =
false otherwise). If there exists no edge ei of skel(µ) su h that p(ei ) = true,
then onstru t an embedding of skel(µ) that is edge- ompatible with H(f ), if
possible, as in Algorithm BB; as there exists no fa ial y le of H(f ) whose edges
belong to distin t edges of skel(µ), then an edge- ompatible embedding is also
y le- ompatible with H(f ). Edges fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ) are omputed
as in Algorithm BB. Flag p(µ) = false. If there exist two edges ei and ej su h
that p(ei ) = true, p(ej ) = true, and p(el ) = false for every edge el 6= ei , ej ,
suppose that uv(ei ) = true and uv(ej ) = false, the ase in whi h uv(ei ) =
false and uv(ej ) = true being analogous. Then, by Lemma 4.7, ej has to
immediately pre ede ei in the ounter lo kwise order of the edges in ident to
u(µ). Then, onstru t Lu and Lv as in Algorithm BB; he k whether Lu and
Lv , restri ted to the edges that appear in both lists, are the reverse of ea h
If

with

i

i
i

i
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ej
skel(µ)
as in Algorithm BB, ex ept for the fa t that the edges of skel(µ) not in Lu and
not in Lv are not inserted between ej and ei . Edges fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and
lv(µ) are omputed as in Algorithm BB. Set p(µ) = false if ej orresponds to
a hild µj of µ and p(µ) = true if ej orresponds to the parent of µ in T ; in
the latter ase, uv(µ) = true if uv(µi ) = true and uv(µ) = false otherwise.
other; further,
in

Lv ;

if the

he k whether

ej

pre edes

he ks are positive

ei

in

Lu

onstru t the list

and whether

L

ei

pre edes

of all the edges of

We get the following:

Theorem 4.3

Let (G(f ), H(f ), H(f )) be an n-vertex instan e of Pep su h
that G(f ) is bi onne ted, G(f ) and H(f ) have the same vertex set, all the
verti es and edges of H(f ) are in ident to the same fa e f of H(f ), and no
edge of G(f ) \ H(f ) onne ts two verti es belonging to the same blo k of H(f ).
Algorithm BF solves Pep for (G(f ), H(f ), H(f )) in O(n) time.

Proof:

µ of T (f ) in
µ1 , . . . , µkµ are the hildren of µ in T (f ). Observe that the
omputation of fu(µ) , lu(µ) , fv(µ) , and lv(µ) and the he k of edge- ompatibility
are done as in Algorithm BB, hen e they take O(kµ ) time. We des ribe how
to he k the y le- ompatibility of an embedding of skel(µ) in O(kµ ) time.
If µ is a Q-node or an S-node, Algorithm BF does not perform any he k
O(kµ )

We show that Algorithm BF pro esses ea h node

time, where

nor embedding
If
ding

µ

hoi e.

is a P-node, then Algorithm BF performs the same

hoi es as Algorithm BB, plus the

p(ei ) =

true and

p(ej ) =

he ks and embed-

he k that the two edges

true (one of su h edges

ei

and

ej

with

ould be the virtual edge

µ) are onse utive (with the right order) in Lu
Lv , that is done in onstant time. Flags p(µ) and uv(µ) are omputed in
O(kµ ) time by he king the ags p(µi ) and uv(µi ), for i = 1, . . . , k .
′
If µ is an R-node, the onstru tion of skel (µ) an be done in O(kµ ) time,
as su h a graph an be obtained from skel(µ) by simply he king ag p(ei ), for
′
ea h edge ei in skel(µ). Then, the degree of u(µ) and v(µ) in skel (µ), and the
ags p(µ), uv(µ), p(ep ) and uv(ep ) an be omputed in total O(kµ ) time. The
orresponding to the parent of

and

test on ea h fa e takes time linear in the number of edges in ident to the fa e.
Namely, su h a test

onsists of two

he ks, ea h of whi h requires to

onsider a

onstant number of ags asso iated with ea h edge of the fa e. As every edge
is in ident to two fa es of

skel(µ)

As

P

µ∈T

kµ = O(n),

skel(µ) is O(kµ ),
O(kµ ).
algorithm is O(n).
2

and the number of edges in

the total time spent for the test on the fa es of

skel(µ)

the total running time of the

is

i

i
i

i
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bi onne ted

We show how to solve Pep in the

ase in whi h

G

is bi onne ted and

H

is

arbitrary. The algorithm we propose is as follows. First, ompute a subgraph
H + of G with the following properties: (i) H + is bi onne ted; (ii) H is a
+
+
subgraph of H ; (iii) H
ontains every non-lo al H -bridge of G. Se ond,
+
+
+
solve instan e (H , H, H) obtaining an embedding H of H
extending H, if
+
+
+
H admits one. Finally, solve instan e (G, H , H ) with Algorithm BB.
′
′
′
Let H and H be as in Denition 4.4. Let f be a fa e of H . Let V (f ) be
′
′
the set of verti es of H in ident to f . Let H(f ) be the subgraph of H indu ed
′
+
by V (f ). Let H(f ) be H restri ted to H(f ). Let H
be the graph obtained

G by removing the verti es and edges (but not the atta hments) of all the
H -bridges of G. Note that H + has the same vertex set as H ′ . Let G(f )
+
+
be the subgraph of H
indu ed by V (f ). Any embedding of H
extending H
′
+
also extends H , and vi e versa. Also, in any embedding of H
extending H
the edges of G(f ) not belonging to H(f ) are embedded inside f .

from

lo al

Lemma 4.11
Proof:

H + is bi onne ted.

H + , ea h H + -bridge of G has all its atta hment
+
verti es in the same blo k of H , and hen e in the same blo k of H , as H is a
+
+
subgraph of H . Therefore, the number of blo ks of H
is not modied by the
+
addition of the H -bridges of G. Sin e su h an addition produ es G, whi h is
+
bi onne ted, H
is bi onne ted.
2
By

onstru tion of

Lemma 4.12 An instan e (G, H, H) of Pep su h that G is bi onne ted admits
a solution if and only if (a) instan e (H + , H, H) admits a solution and (b) for
every su h a solution H+ , instan e (G, H + , H+ ) admits a solution.
Proof:
extending

Clearly, if

H.

onditions

(a)

and

(b)

hold, then

G

has an embedding

G has an embedding G extending H.
H+ of H + that extends H, so ondition
(a) holds. It remains to prove that ondition (b) holds, too.
+
First, we introdu e some terminology: Let f be any fa e of H and let H be
+
+
any embedding of H that extends H. In H , the fa e f an be partitioned into
several fa es, whi h we will all the subfa es of f . A set of verti es S ⊆ V (H)
+
+
is said to be mutually visible in f with respe t to H if H has a subfa e of f
that ontains all the verti es of S on its boundary.
To prove the

Clearly,

G

onverse, assume that

ontains a sub-embedding

i

i
i

i
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The proof that

ondition

(b)

holds is based on two

laims. The rst one

shows that for the verti es that belong to the same blo k of
+
is independent of the hoi e of H :

H , mutual visibility

~ be a fa ial y le of f and let S ⊆ V (C)
~ be a set of verti es
Claim 1. Let C
~ . If the verti es in S are mutually visible in f with respe t to at least one
of C
embedding of H + that extends H, then they are mutually visible in f with respe t
to every embedding of H + that extends H. Note that the mutual visibility of
S in f only depends on the embedding H+ restri ted to G(f ). Let T be the
SPQR-tree of G(f ). By Theorem 4.1, the embeddings of G(f ) extending H(f )
are obtained by spe ifying a ompatible embedding for ea h skeleton of T . Let
G1 and G2 be two embeddings of G(f ) that extend H. Assume that the verti es
of S are mutually visible in f with respe t to G1 . We show that they are also
mutually visible with respe t to G2 . In view of Theorem 4.1, we may assume
that G2 was obtained from G1 by hanging the embedding of the skeleton of
a single node µ ∈ T . Let us distinguish two ases, depending on whether the
~ is ontained in the pertinent graph of a single edge of µ, or whether it
y le C
~ is part of the pertinent graph of a single virtual
proje ts to a y le in µ. If C
edge e = {x, y} ∈ µ, then let Ge be the embedded graph obtained as the union
of the pertinent graph of e and a single edge onne ting x and y , embedded
in the outer fa e of the pertinent graph. We easily see that the verti es S are
mutually visible in f if and only if they share the same fa e of Ge , other than
~ . Sin e Ge does not depend on the embedding
the fa e that is to the right of C
of µ, we see that S are mutually visible in G2 .
~ proje ts to a y le C
~ ′ in µ. By Lemma 4.7,
Assume now that the y le C
in any ompatible embedding of µ, all the verti es and edges of µ that do not
~ ′ are embedded to the left of C
~ ′ . In parti ular, if µ is an R-node, it
belong to C
only has a single ompatible embedding. Thus, µ must be a P-node. Let e and
~ ′ . In ea h ompatible embedding of
e′ be the two virtual edges of µ that form C
µ, these two edges must be embedded next to ea h other, and in the same order.
It easily follows that any two ompatible embeddings of µ yield embeddings
of G(f ) in whi h the verti es from S have the same mutual visibility. This
ompletes the proof of the

laim.

(b) holds. We need more terminology: Let K and
H -bridges of G whose atta hments all appear on a fa ial
~ of a fa e f in H. We say that K and K ′ have a three-vertex oni t
y le C
~
on C if they share at least three atta hments, and that they have a four-vertex
~ if there are four verti es x, x′ , y, y ′ whi h appear on C
~ in this
oni t on C
′ ′
′
y li order, and x, y are atta hments of K , while x , y are atta hments of K .
We prove that

K′

ondition

be a pair of lo al

i

i
i

i
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Claim 2. Assume that a fa e fK of H has been assigned to every lo al H bridge K of G so that all the atta hments of K are on the boundary of fK .
Let H+ be an embedding of H + extending H. There is an embedding G of
G extending H+ , with the additional property that ea h lo al H -bridge K is
embedded inside a subfa e of fK , if and only if:
1. For any lo al H -bridge K , all the atta hments of K are mutually visible
in fK with respe t to H+ .

2. If K and L are distin t lo al H -bridges assigned to the same fa e fK = fL ,
su h that the atta hments of K and L appear on a ommon fa ial y le
~ of H+ , then K and L have no oni t on C
~.
C
Clearly, the two

onditions are ne essary. In order to prove that they are

also su ient, assume that both

onditions hold. Constru t an embedding of
′
with the desired properties as follows. Let f be any fa e of H and let f be
+
a fa e of H
whi h is a subfa e of f . Let K1 , . . . Ks be the lo al H -bridges
′
assigned to f and su h that all their atta hments are on the boundary of f .

G

ondition of the laim guarantees that every H -bridge Ki an be
′
assigned to a fa e f su h that all the atta hments of Ki are mutually visible
′
′
in f . We show that all the bridges K1 , . . . Ks an be embedded inside f .
′
′
+
is bi onFirst, observe that the boundary of f is a simple y le C , as H
′
ne ted. Also, no two bridges Ki and Kj have a oni t on C , by the se ond
The rst

laim. To show that all the bridges K1 , . . . , Ks an be emC ′ , pro eed by indu tion on s. If s = 1 the statement is true.
′
Assume that s ≥ 2 and that bridge K1 has been su essfully embedded into f .
′
′
′
The embedding of K1 partitions f into subfa es f1 , . . . , ft , ea h one bounded
by a simple y le, as otherwise G would not be bi onne ted. We laim that,
′
for every bridge Ki , with i ≥ 2, there is a subfa e fj ontaining all the atta hments of Ki . Consider any bridge Ki . If Ki has an atta hment x that is not
′
an atta hment of K1 , then x belongs to a unique subfa e fj . Hen e, if Ki has
′
another atta hment not belonging to fj , K1 and Ki have a four-vertex oni t
~ ′ , ontradi ting the se ond ondition of the laim. If ea h atta hment
of on C
of Ki is also an atta hment of K1 , then Ki has exa tly two atta hments and, if
′
su h atta hments do not share a fa e fj , K1 and Ki have a four-vertex oni t
~ ′ , again ontradi ting the se ond ondition of the laim. Thus, we an
on C
′
assign to ea h Ki a subfa e fj ontaining all its atta hments. By indu tion, all
the Ki 's an be embedded into their assigned fa es, thus proving the laim.
The proof that ondition (b) holds follows from the two laims. Namely,
+
assume that G has an embedding G extending H. Let H
be G restri ted to
ondition of the

bedded inside

i

i
i

i
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H +.
K is

H -bridge K of G, let fK be the fa e of H inside whi h
G . Clearly, H+ satises the two onditions Claim 2, sin e it
+
to G . Then, every embedding of H
that extends H satises

For every lo al
embedded in

an be extended
the two

onditions of Claim 2: For the rst

Claim 1, and for the se ond
+
embedding of H
extending
proving

ondition

(b)

ondition, it is a

ondition, it is obvious. We

H

onsequen e of

on lude that every

an be extended into an embedding of

G,

thus

and hen e the lemma.

2

Algorithm BA

Starting from an instan e (G, H, H) of Pep, graphs G(f )
H(f ), and embedding H(f ), for every fa e f of H, are omputed as follows.
For ea h H -bridge K of G, determine whether it is lo al to a blo k of H or
not. In the former ase, K is not asso iated to any fa e f of H. In the latter
ase, we ompute the unique fa e f of H in whi h K has to be embedded in
any solution of instan e (G, H, H) of Pep and we asso iate K with f . Su h
omputations involve he ks on the CF -tree of H, on the BF -tree of H, on the
VF -graph of H, and on the enri hed blo k- utvertex tree of ea h onne ted
omponent of H . However, all su h a omputation an be performed in time
linear in the size of K , as shown in the following.
and

Lemma 4.13

Let (G, H, H) be any instan e of Pep. Let K be an H -bridge
of G. There is an algorithm that he ks whether K is lo al to any blo k of H
in time linear in the size of K . Further, if K is non-lo al, su h an algorithm
omputes the only fa e of H in ident to all the atta hment verti es of K , if
su h a fa e exists, in time linear in the size of K .

Proof:

Compute the

omponent-fa e tree

vertex-fa e in iden e graph

VF

of

H,

CF

H, rooted at any node, the
BF of H, rooted at
Ci of H , the enri hed blo k- ut
of

the blo k-fa e tree

any node, and, for ea h onne ted omponent
+
vertex tree Bi of Ci , rooted at any node. Su h omputations
in linear time (as shows in the Data Stru tures se tion).
Consider the atta hment verti es
lo al. Otherwise,

h ≥ 2.

H , we perform the following he
a2 . If a1 and a2 belong to distin t
of

a1 , a2 , . . . , ah

K.
K is

of

In order to de ide whether

If

an be performed

h = 1,

then

k. Consider the atta hment verti es
onne ted

K

is

lo al for some blo k

omponents, then

K

a1

and

is not lo al

to any blo k. Otherwise, they belong to the same onne ted omponent Ci .
+
Che k whether a1 and a2 have distan e 2 in Bi , that is, whether they belong to
the same blo k
then

K

latter

B.

This

an be done in

onstant time [KK03℄. If the

ase,

he k whether

B

he k fails,

ontains both a1 and a2 . In the
+
is also adja ent in Bi to all the other atta hment

is not lo al to any blo k. Otherwise,

B

i

i
i

i
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verti es

a3 , . . . , ah

of

K.

Again, ea h su h a

time [KK03℄. If the test su
exists a vertex

aj ,

with

to any blo k.

87

eeds, then

3 ≤ j ≤ h,

K

he k is performed in

onstant

B . Otherwise, there
B , and K is not lo al

is lo al to blo k

that is not in ident to

ompute the unique fa e f of H to whi h all the
K are in ident. Consider two atta hment verti es ap
and aq , with 1 ≤ p, q ≤ h, that do not belong to the same blo k. Observe
that, if a1 and a2 do not belong to the same blo k, then ap = a1 and aq = a2 .
If the he k failed on an atta hment vertex aj in a3 , . . . , ah , then either a1
and aj , or a2 and aj do not belong to the same blo k. In the former ase
set ap = a1 and aq = aj , in the latter one ap = a2 and aq = aj . Sin e the
vertex-fa e in iden e graph VF is planar, we may use the approa h of [KK03℄
to determine in onstant time whether ap and aq are onne ted by a path of
length two in VF , and nd the middle vertex of su h a path. This middle
vertex orresponds to the unique ommon fa e f of ap and aq . Che k whether
all the atta hments of K are adja ent to f in VF . If the test fails, then no
fa e of H ontains all the atta hments of K . Otherwise, f is the only fa e of
H whose boundary ontains all the atta hments of K .
2
For ea h fa e f of H, onsider every H -bridge K asso iated with f . Add
the verti es and the edges of K to G(f ), and add the verti es of K to H(f )
S
+
inside f . Let H
= f ∈H G(f ). For ea h fa e f of H all Algorithm BF
with input (G(f ), H(f ), H(f )). If Algorithm BF su eeds for every instan e
(G(f ), H(f ), H(f )) (thus providing an embedding H+ (f ) of G(f ) whose re+
stri tion to H(f ) is H(f )), merge the embeddings H (f ) of G(f ) into a planar
+
+
+
+
embedding H of H . Finally, all Algorithm BB with (G, H , H ).
If

K

is non-lo al, we

atta hment verti es of

Theorem 4.4

Let (G, H, H) be an n-vertex instan e of Pep su h that G is
bi onne ted. Algorithm BA solves Pep for (G, H, H) in O(n) time.

Proof:

The

orre tness of the algorithm des ends from Lemma 4.12.

H -bridge K is lo al or not an be
K is non-lo al, the only fa e
of H in ident to all the atta hment verti es of K an be omputed, if it exists,
in time linear in the size of K . Then, the onstru tion of graphs G(f ), H(f ),
H + and of embeddings H(f ) takes O(n) time, as it only requires to perform
the union of graphs that have total O(n) edges.
By Lemma 4.13, determining whether an

done in time linear in the size of

K.

Further, if

By Theorem 4.3, Algorithm BF runs in time linear in the number of edges
of

G(f ),

hen e all the exe utions of Algorithm BF take a total

O(n)

time. By

i

i
i

i
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Theorem 4.2, Algorithm BB runs in
of Algorithm BA is

G

simply

onne ted or dis onne ted

H -bridge

every non-trivial
ondition
third

time, hen e the total running time

2

(G, H, H) of Pep in whi h G is simply
G is lo al, and H is arbitrary. We

First, we deal with instan es
the three

O(n)

O(n).

of

onditions of Lemma 4.4
an be

an be

onne ted,
show that

he ked in linear time.

The rst

he ked in linear time by Lemma 4.13. The se ond and the

onditions

an be

he ked in linear time by the following two lemmata.

Lemma 4.14

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep, where G is onne ted. Let
G1 , . . . , Gt be the blo ks of G, and let Hi be the subgraph of H indu ed by the
verti es of Gi . There is a linear-time algorithm that he ks whether any two
distin t graphs among H1 , . . . , Ht alternate around a vertex of H.

Proof:

blo k of

G

Assume that every edge
that

e.

ontains

e of H

has an asso iated label indi ating the

Also, asso iate to ea h blo k two integer

ounters

that will be used in the algorithm.

x ∈ V (H),
Hi , Hj alternate around x. We all x-edge any
edge of H in ident to x and x-blo k any blo k of G that ontains at least one
x-edge. Pro edure TEST(x) pro eeds as follows: First, for every x-blo k Gi , it
determines the number of x-edges in Gi and stores this number in the ounter
asso iated with Gi , by onsidering every edge in ident to x and in rementing
the ounter of the orresponding blo k. Next, TEST(x) visits all the x-edges
in the order determined by the rotation s heme σH (x), starting at an arbitrary
x-edge. For ea h x-blo k, it maintains in a ounter the number of its x-edges
visited so far. An x-blo k is a tive if some but not all of its x-edges have
already been visited. A sta k ontaining the a tive x-blo ks is maintained. At
We des ribe a pro edure TEST(x) whi h, for a given vertex

he ks whether any two graphs

the beginning all the

ounters are set to zero and the sta k is empty.

For every visited edge
1. In rement the

x-edge

TEST(x) performs the following steps:

ounter of visited

2. If no other edge of
3. If some

e,

of

Gi

Gi

x-edges

of the blo k

has been visited so far, push

has been visited before

e,

rently somewhere on the sta k. Che k whether
sta k. If the top of the sta k
output that

Hi

and

Hj

Gi

ontaining

e.

on the sta k.

Gi is urGi is on the top of the
k Gj dierent from Gi ,

we know that

x-blo
x and stop.

ontains an

alternate around

Gi

i

i
i

i
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4. Che k whether

e

ounter of visited
pop

Gi

is the last

x-edges

89

x-edge

to the

of

Gi

to be visited ( omparing its

ounter of total

from the sta k. (Note that if

Gi

x-edges), and if it is,
x-edge, it is pushed

has only one

and popped during the visit of this edge.)
If TEST(x) visits all the
alternation around

x-edges

without reje ting, it outputs that there is no

x.

The pro edure TEST(x) takes time proportional to the number of
Thus, we

an

all TEST(x) for all the verti es

whether there is any alternation in
We prove the

H.

x ∈ V (H)

x-edges.

in linear time to test

orre tness of TEST(x). Assume that TEST(x) outputs an

Hi and Hj . This an only happen when Gj is on the top of the
x-edge e ∈ Gi is visited and e is not the rst visited edge of Gi .
Hen e, the rst edge of Gi was visited before the rst edge of Gj , and Gj is
still a tive when e is visited. Thus, Hi and Hj alternate around x.
Conversely, assume that there is a pair of graphs Hi and Hj that alternate
′
around x, and the alternation is witnessed by two pairs of x-edges e, e ∈ Hi
′
and f, f ∈ Hj . For ontradi tion, assume that TEST(x) outputs that there
is no alternation. Without loss of generality, assume that at least one x-edge
′
of Hi is visited before any x-edge of Hj , that e is visited before e , and that f
′
′
′
is visited before f . Thus, the four x-edges are visited in the order e, f, e , f .
′
When the pro edure visits e , both Gi and Gj are a tive, and Gj is on the
sta k above Gi , sin e we assumed that the rst x-edge of Gi is visited before
′
the rst x-edge of Gj . This means that when TEST(x) visited e , Gi was not
alternation of

sta k while an

on the top of the sta k and an alternation should have been reported.
This

ontradi tion

ompletes the proof of the lemma.

2

Lemma 4.15

Let (G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep where G is onne ted. Let
G1 , . . . , Gt be the blo ks of G, and let Hi be the subgraph of H indu ed by
the verti es of Gi . Let Hi be H restri ted to Hi . Assume that the following
onditions hold. 1) ea h non-trivial H -bridge of G is lo al, 2) ea h Gi has an
embedding that extends Hi , and 3) no two of the graphs H1 , . . . , Ht alternate
around any vertex of H . There is a linear time algorithm whi h de ides whether
~ of H that separates a pair of verti es x and y su h
there exists a fa ial y le C
~.
that x and y are onne ted by a path of G that has no vertex in ommon with C

Proof:

~ be a
G with end-verti es in H and let C
~
fa ial y le of H. If P and C are vertex-disjoint and the end-verti es of P are
~ , we say that P and C
~ form a PC-obstru tion. A PC-obstru tion
separated by C
Let

P

be a path in

i

i
i

i
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~ is alled minimal if no proper subpath P ′ ⊂ P forms a PC-obstru tion
(P, C)
~ . Observe that, in a minimal PC-obstru tion, all the internal verti es of
with C
P belong to V (G) \ V (H).
We show that the existen e of a PC-obstru tion

an be tested in linear time.

Note that it is su ient to test the existen e of a minimal PC-obstru tion.

~ be a minimal PC-obstru tion, and let x and y be the end-verti es
(P, C)
P belong to V (G) \ V (H), then P is a subset
of an H -bridge K , and x and y are among the atta hments of K . Let us now
distinguish two ases, depending on whether K is lo al to some blo k or not.
First, assume that K is lo al to a blo k B of H . Then, both B and P are
~ belongs to a dierent blo k of G,
part of the same blo k Gi of G. Hen e, C
be ause if it belonged to Gi , then Gi would ontain the whole PC-obstru tion
~ and it would be impossible to extend the embedding Hi to Gi , thus
(P, C)
ontradi ting ondition 2 of the lemma. Then, let Gj be the blo k of G that
~ . Sin e x and y belong to a ommon blo k B of H , they are onne ted
ontains C
~ , Q shares a vertex z with
by a path Q ⊆ B . Sin e x and y are separated by C
~
~ belong
C (otherwise the embedding H would not be planar). Sin e Q and C
to distin t blo ks, z is their unique ommon vertex. Hen e, in the rotation
s heme of z , the two edges that belong to Q alternate with the two edges that
~ , be ause C
~ separates x and y . Thus, Gi alternates with Gj around
belong to C
z , ontradi ting ondition 3 of the lemma. Then, K annot be a lo al bridge.
Se ond, assume that K is non-lo al. By ondition 1 of the lemma, K
onsists of a single edge of E(G) \ E(H).
~ has the property that
We on lude that any minimal PC-obstru tion (P, C)
P is a single edge that forms a non-lo al H -bridge of G. Note that two verti es
x and y belonging to distin t blo ks of H are separated by a fa ial y le of H
if and only if there is no fa e of H to whi h both x and y are in ident.
Let

of

P.

As the internal verti es of

We are now ready to des ribe the algorithm to determine the existen e of a

E(G) \ E(H) one
e, it determines in onstant time whether it is an H -bridge,
endpoints x and y belong to H . If it is an H -bridge, it he ks

minimal PC-obstru tion. The algorithm tests all the edges of
by one. For any edge
i.e., whether its

whether it is non-lo al in

onstant time, by using Lemma 4.13. For a non-lo al

bridge, the algorithm then

H

into whi h this bridge

he ks in

onstant time whether there is a fa e

fa e, if it exists, is uniquely determined. Finally, the algorithm
both

x

and

y

are in ident to

Overall, for any edge

e,

f

of

an be embedded, again using Lemma 4.13. Su h a

f,

he ks whether

using the vertex-fa e in iden e graph

the algorithm determines in

VF .

onstant time whether

this edge is a non-lo al bridge that is part of a minimal PC-obstru tion. Thus,

i

i
i

i
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in linear time, we determine whether

91

G

has any PC-obstru tion.

2

Combining Lemmata 4.4, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 with Theorem 4.4, we obtain
the following result.

Theorem 4.5

Pep an be solved in linear time when restri ted to instan es
(G, H, H) where G is onne ted.

Proof:

By Lemma 4.13, an instan e of Pep where

G

is

onne ted

an be

redu ed in linear time to an equivalent instan e that has the additional property
that all the non-trivial

H -bridges

is non-lo al and, in su h a

are lo al. Namely, whether an

ase, whi h is the fa e of

H

in whi h

H -bridge K
K has to be

K , by Lemma 4.13.
(G, H, H) is an instan e of Pep where G is simply
onne ted and all non-trivial H -bridges in G are lo al to some blo k.
To solve Pep for (G, H, H), we present an algorithm based on the hara terization of Lemma 4.4. First, we generate all the subinstan es (Gi , Hi , Hi )
for i = 1, . . . , t, indu ed by the blo ks of G. It is not di ult to see that the
embedded

an be

omputed in time linear in the size of

We may thus assume that

subinstan es

an be generated in linear time. We then solve these subinstan es

using Algorithm BA, whi h takes linear time, by Theorem 4.4, sin e the total
size of the subinstan es is linear. If any of the subinstan es does not have an

(G, H, H),

embedding extension, we reje t
In the next step, we
ing around a vertex of
we

ontinue. This step
Finally, we

H.

If this is the

ept the instan e if and only if we nd no

(G, H, H)

of Pep in whi h

G

2

is dis on-

arbitrary. We use Lemma 4.5 dire tly, and show that the two

onditions of the lemma
an be

ondition, the

alternat-

orre tness of this algorithm follows from Lemma 4.4.

Next, we deal with the instan es

Lemma 4.5

Hi , Hj

ase, we reje t the instan e, otherwise

an be implemented in linear time, due to Lemma 4.14.

an be done in linear time. We a

H

ontinue.

he k the existen e of PC-obstru tions, whi h by Lemma 4.15

PC-obstru tion. The

ne ted and

otherwise we

he k whether there is a pair of graphs

CF

an be

he ked in linear time. The rst

he ked in linear time by Theorem 4.5. To
tree of

H

a fa e; then, the embedding

is

Hi

ondition of

he k the se ond

onsidered and rooted at any node representing
is

onsidered as

H

restri ted to the subgraph

i, ea h node of CF
H in ident to a omponent of Hi and whose parent
represents a omponent of H not in Hi is onsidered; if there is more than one
of su h nodes, for some i, (G, H, H) admits no solution, otherwise it does. The
Hi

of

H

indu ed by the verti es of

Gi ;

then, for every

that represents a fa e of

orre tness of su h an argument and an e ient implementation of it are in

the proof of the following theorem.

i

i
i

i
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Theorem 4.6
Proof:

Pep

an be solved in linear time.

(G, H, H) be an instan e of Pep. Let G1 , . . . , Gt be the onG, let Hi be the subgraph of H indu ed by the verti es
of Gi , and let Hi be H restri ted to Hi .
By Lemma 4.5, (G, H, H) has an embedding extension if and only if ea h
instan e (Gi , Hi , Hi ) has an embedding extension and, for i 6= j , no fa ial y le
of Hi separates a pair of verti es of Hj . By Theorem 4.5, we an test in linear
time whether all the instan es (Gi , Hi , Hi ) have an embedding extension.
It remains to test the existen e of a fa ial y le of Hi that separates verti es
of Hj . For this test, we use the omponent-fa e tree CF of H. Assume that
CF is rooted at any node representing a fa e of H; all this fa e the root fa e
of H. A fa e f is an outer fa e of Hj if at least one hild of f in CF is a
omponent of Hj , but the parent of f does not belong to Hj (whi h in ludes
the possibility that f is the root fa e).
We laim that a pair of verti es of Hj is separated by a fa ial y le belonging
to another omponent of H if and only if there are at least two distin t outer
fa es of Hj in CF . To see this, assume rst that Hj has two distin t outer
fa es f1 and f2 , and let C1 (or C2 ) be a omponent of Hj whi h is a hild of f1
(or f2 , respe tively). Any path from C1 to C2 in CF visits the parent of f1 or
the parent of f2 . These parents orrespond to omponents of H not belonging
to Hj , and at least one fa ial y le determined by these omponents separates
C1 from C2 .
Conversely, if C1 and C2 are omponents of Hj separated by a fa ial y le
belonging to a omponent C3 of Hi (i 6= j), then the path in CF that onne ts
C1 to C2 visits C3 , and in su h a ase Hj has at least two outer fa es.
ne ted

Let

omponents of

We now des ribe the algorithm that tests the se ond ondition of Lemma 4.5.

We assume that ea h

CF .

graph

Hi

ea h

omponent

in

omponent of

H

We then pro ess the

has asso iated its
omponents of

H

orresponding subone by one and, for

C , we he k whether its parent node is an outer fa e of the
Hi of the subgraph Hi ontaining C . We a ept (G, H, H) if and
h Hi has one outer fa e. This algorithm learly runs in linear time.
2

embedding
only if ea

The algorithms for Pep we presented in this se tion are non- onstru tive,
i.e., they test whether an embedding extension exists, without a tually

on-

stru ting the embedding. While it is possible to extend these algorithms into
onstru tive linear-time algorithms, we preferred to present a shorter nononstru tive version.

i

i
i

i
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Pep

Several generalizations of the Partially Embedded Planarity problem
naturally arise. The following two generalizations are readily seen to be NPases of Crossing number and

omplete, sin e they are spe ial

Maximum

planar subgraph, respe tively:

•

De iding whether an embedding

•

de iding whether at least

G

of

with at most

k

H

an be extended to a planar drawing

rossings; and

k

edges of

preserving planarity.

E(G) \ E(H)

H

an be added to

Two additional problems that generalize Pep in dierent dire tions are the
following:

Minimum Rerouting Partially Embedded Planarity Given a planar graph

G,

H of a subgraph H of G, and
G admits a planar embedding G in whi
embedded the same as in H; and

a planar embedding

de ide whether

H

of

are

k ≥ 0,
k edges

an integer
h at least

Maximum Preserved Partially Embedded Planarity Given a planar graph

H of G, and an integer k ≥ 0,
k edges an be deleted from H , so
that G \ F has a planar embedding G in whi h the indu ed embedding of
H \ F oin ides with H \ F .
G,

a planar embedding

de ide whether a set

F

H

of a subgraph

of at most

In the following theorem we prove that even these two problems are NPhard.

Theorem 4.7

Minimum Rerouting Partially Embedded Planarity

Maximum Preserved Partially Embedded Planarity

Proof:

and

The proof is obtained by means of a redu tion from SteinerTree in

planar graphs, whi h is known to be NP-hard [GJ77℄.
planar graph and let

G

are NP-hard.

and let

H

T ⊆V

vt

to

H

G = (V, E)

be a

G

with embedding

Moreover let S be the edge set of any
′
set G := H + S .

H.

G

of

For ea h terminal t ∈ T we
⋆
and pres ribe it inside the fa e t that is dual to t.

be the dual of

add a new vertex

Let

be a set of terminals. Choose an embedding

onne ted graph on the verti es

vt .

We

i

i
i

i
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GRAPHS
Now

G−F
H − F.

onsider the problem of identifying a set

F

of edges of

an be drawn planar and su h that the subgraph
Clearly

S

H −F

H

su h that

has embedding

an be drawn if and only if we remove edges of

H

su h that

all verti es vt lie in the same fa e. This is equivalent to the property that the
⋆
set F of edges dual to F is a Steiner Tree in G with terminal set T .
This shows that Maximum Preserved Partially Embedded Planarity
is NP-hard. Moreover, as the verti es
we

an reinsert the edges of

F

vt

form a separate

without

su ient to reroute the edges in

F.

onne ted

This shows that Minimum Rerouting

Partially Embedded Planarity is NP-hard, as well.
In the

vt

2

ase of Maximum Preserved Partially Embedded Planarity,

the NP-hardness result holds even if
tex

omponent,

rossings into the drawing, i.e., it is

H

is

onne ted. Namely,

to an arbitrary vertex of its pres ribed fa e and

of a star graph on the verti es

vt .

onne t ea h ver-

hoose for

S

the edge set

The same result does not hold for Minimum

Rerouting Partially Embedded Planarity, as in that ase the redu tion
relies on the property that every edge of ea h fa e
serted after drawing

S , that is not the

ase if

H

is

an be removed and rein-

onne ted. We leave open the

question whether Minimum Rerouting Partially Embedded Planarity
is NP-hard if the pres ribed graph

H

is

onne ted.

4.6 Simultaneous Embedding with Fixed Edges
The results presented in this

hapter solve spe ial

ases of the so

alled simul-

taneous embedding problem.
A Simultaneous Embedding with Fixed Edges (in the following alled SEFE,

(G1 = (V, E1 ), G2 = (V, E2 ), . . . , Gk = (V, Ek )) of graphs
verti es is a tuple (Γ1 , Γ2 , . . . , Γk ) of drawings su h that:
(i) Γi is a planar drawing of Gi , for ea h i = 1, 2, . . . , k ; (ii) ea h vertex v ∈ V
is drawn on the same point in Γi , for every i = 1, 2, . . . , k ; (iii) ea h edge
(u, v) ∈ Ei ∩ Ej is represented by the same Jordan urve in Γi and in Γj .
for short) of a tuple

on the same set of

Several

n

ombinatorial results are known on the problem of determining

whi h graphs always have a SEFE: Erten and Kobourov proved that a tree
and a path always have a SEFE with at most one bend per edge [EK04℄. Di
Gia omo and Liotta proved that an outerplanar graph and a

y le always have

a SEFE with one bend per edge [DL07℄. Frati proved that a planar graph and
a tree always have a SEFE, while there exist pairs of outerplanar graphs that
have no SEFE [Fra06℄. Fowler

et al.

hara terized the

lass of planar graphs

that always have a SEFE with any other planar graph [FJKS08℄.

i

i
i

i
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Further, the problem of testing whether a given set of planar graphs have

et al. proved that de id+
ing whether three graphs have a SEFE is an NP- omplete problem [GJP 06℄.
a SEFE has also been deeply investigated. Gassner

Fowler

et al.

proved that testing whether two bi onne ted outerplanar graphs

have a SEFE and that testing whether two planar graphs whose union is
homeomorphi

to

K5

problems [FJKS08℄.

or to
Fowler

K3,3 have a SEFE are polynomial-time-solvable
et al. proved that whether two planar graphs

have a SEFE is a polynomial-time-solvable problem if one of the graphs has
+
y le [FGJ 08℄. Estrella-Balderrama et al. proved that de id-

at most one

ing whether two graphs have a SEFE is an NP-hard problem if the further
onstraint that the edges have to be represented by straight-line segments is
+
onsidered [EBGJ 07℄ (in su h a setting the problem is usually regarded as ge-

ometri simultaneous embedding ).

Determining the time

omplexity of testing

whether two planar graphs have a SEFE is, in general, an open problem.
As a

onsequen e of the results we presented on the Pep problem, de iding

whether two graphs have a SEFE is a linear-time solvable problem if one the
graphs has a xed embedding. Namely, let
two planar graphs and let

G2

V and whose edges are those belonging to
G1∩2 the planar embedding of G1 ∩ G2 obtained
of G1 ∩ G2 .

a planar graph whose vertex set is
both
as

G2

E1

and

E2 .

Denote by

restri ted to the edges

G1 = (V, E1 ) and G2 = (V, E2 ) be
G2 . Denote by G1 ∩ G2

be a planar embedding of

Theorem 4.8

Let G1 and G2 be two graphs with the same n verti es, let G2
be a planar embedding of G2 and let G1∩2 be the restri tion of G2 to G1 ∩ G2 .
Then G1 and G2 have a SEFE in whi h the planar embedding of G2 is G2 if
and only if (G1 , G1 ∩ G2 , G1∩2 ) is a Yes-instan e of Pep.

Proof:

(Γ1 , Γ2 ) in whi h the planar
(G1 , G1 ∩ G2 , G1∩2 ) is a positive instan e
of Pep. Denote
the planar embedding of G1 orresponding to Γ1 . We
laim that G1 restri ted to G1 ∩ G2 is G1∩2 . However, this is easily proved by
observing that, if the embedding of G1 ∩ G2 is not G1∩2 , then the embedding
of G2 orresponding to Γ2 is not G2 , a ontradi tion.
Suppose that (G1 , G1 ∩ G2 , G1∩2 ) is a positive instan e of Pep. Then, there
exists a planar embedding G1 of G1 su h that G1 restri ted to G1 ∩ G2 is
G1∩2 . We show how to onstru t a SEFE (Γ1 , Γ2 ) of (G1 , G2 ). Drawing Γ1
is any planar drawing with embedding G1 . Consider the planar drawing Γ1∩2
of G1 ∩ G2 that is obtained from Γ1 by removing the edges not in G1 ∩ G2 .
Observe that Γ1∩2 orresponds to embedding G1∩2 , by denition of Pep. Sin e
Suppose that

embedding of

G2

G2 .
by G1
is

G1

and

G2

have a SEFE

We prove that

i

i
i

i
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G2

GRAPHS

G1 ∩ G2 is also G1∩2 , drawing Γ1∩2 an be ompleted
Γ2 of G2 , thus obtaining a SEFE (Γ1 , Γ2 ) of (G1 , G2 ).

restri ted to

planar drawing

to a

2

4.7 Con lusions
In this

hapter we have shown that Partially Embedded Planarity (Pep),

i.e. the problem of de iding whether a partial drawing

an be extended to a

planar drawing of the entire graph, is solvable in linear time. Also, we proved
that some generalizations of Partially Embedded Planarity where the
minimum number of

rossings, of edges to be rerouted, or of edges to be deleted

are requested, are NP-hard. Finally, we proved that Partially Embedded

Planarity is the same problem as the Simultaneous Embedding with Fixed
Edges problem, when one of the two graphs has a xed embedding, whi h
implies that su h a problem

an be solved in linear time, as well.

One dire tion of future work is to extend the algorithm su h that it not only
reje ts unsolvable Pep instan es but also provides a small

erti ate proving

that the extension is not possible. To this aim, an intriguing goal would be to
have a

hara terization of solvable Pep instan es via an obstru tion set. The

algorithm should then be modied to nd an obstru tion qui kly in

ase an

instan e is not solvable.
Another interesting question is whether our approa h

an be generalized to

work for embeddings on the torus or on surfa es of higher genus.

i

i
i

i
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Minimum-Depth Embeddings
In this

1

hapter

we deal with a problem

ity measures of embeddings.

on erning the optimization of qual-

Namely, we

onsider the problem of e iently

omputing an embedding of a planar graph that is optimal with respe t to
some topologi al distan e measures. In parti ular, we aim at minimizing the
maximum distan e of the internal fa es of an embedding of a given planar
graph from the external fa e. Among the several possible ways to dene the
distan e between two fa es, we

onsider the one,

alled

depth,

that is based

on the adja en y relationship in whi h two fa es are adja ent if they share an
edge.

Problem 5.1 (Minimum-Depth Embedding) Given a planar graph G, what
is the time omplexity of omputing an embedding of G with minimum depth?
This problem is worth of study for several reasons, as many resear hers
pointed out that the quality of a planar embedding
of its depth and as the

an be measured in terms

omputation of an optimal embedding with respe t to

su h a measure is the basi

step of many drawing algorithms.
O(n4 )-time algorithm for omputing a minimum-

In this hapter we present an

depth embedding of any given planar graph. This bound improves on the best
previous bound [BM90℄ by an

O(n log n) fa

tor. As a side ee t, our algorithm

improves the bounds of several algorithms that require the

omputation of a

minimum-depth embedding.

1 Some

of the

ontents of this

hapter are a joint work with Giuseppe Di Battista and

Maurizio Patrignani, appeared in [ADP07℄ and to appear in [ADP10℄.

97
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5.1 Introdu tion
As pointed out in [BM90, PT00, Piz05℄, the quality of a planar embedding of
a planar graph

an be measured in terms of the maximum distan e of its ver-

ti es from the external fa e. Su h a distan e

an be given in terms of dierent

in iden e or adja en y relationships between verti es and fa es. For example,
if we

onsider an adja en y relationship in whi h two fa es are adja ent when

they share a vertex, then the maximum distan e to the external fa e is

radius

alled

[RS84℄. If the adja en y relationship is su h that two verti es are adja-

ent when they are endpoints of an edge, then the maximum distan e to the
external fa e is

alled

width

[DLT84℄. If the adja en y relationship is su h that

two verti es are adja ent when they are on the same fa e and the external fa e
is adja ent to all its verti es, then the maximum distan e to the external fa e is
alled

outerplanarity

[Bak94℄. Finally, if we

onsider two fa es to be adja ent

when they share an edge, then the maximum distan e to the external fa e is
alled

depth

[BM88℄. Fig. 5.1 shows two embeddings of the same graph where

internal fa es are labeled with their depth.
Pizzonia and Tamassia present an algorithm to minimize the maximum distan e of the bi onne ted
two bi onne ted

omponents of the graph from the external fa e, where

omponents are adja ent if they share a

This measure, whi h they also
ity of the embedding but

an be

1

omputed in

O(n)

time.
1

u

u

1

5

1

ut-vertex [PT00℄.

all depth, is a rougher indi ator of the qual-

5

2

2

1

1

1

1

1
4

4

3

3

6
7

6

1

2
2

2

1

9

8

3

10

v

10

v

2

3

8

2

9

7

2

12

12

1

11

11

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Two embeddings of the same graph

G

lead to dierent values of

depth. Internal fa es are labeled with their distan e from the external fa e.

The algorithms that

ompute a planar embedding to minimize the maxi-

i

i
i

i
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mum distan e of any internal vertex or fa e from the external fa e, for some
denition of distan e, have several appli ations. Let us give a few examples.
The algorithm by Dolev, Leighton, and Tri key for drawing planar graphs with
asymptoti ally optimal area [DLT84℄ requires the

omputation of the embed-

ding with minimum width. In [Bak94℄ Baker gives approximation algorithms on
planar graphs for many NP- omplete problems, in luding maximum independent set and minimum vertex

over. The time

omplexity and the optimality

bounds of su h algorithms depend on the outerplanarity of the graph. Finally,
the algorithm by Di Gia omo et al. [DDLM05℄ for
drawings of planar graphs relies on the

onstru ting minimum radial

omputation of their outerplanarity.

In [BM90℄, Biensto k and Monma present an algorithm to
nar embedding of an
to the external fa e
depth.

ompute a pla-

n-vertex planar graph with minimum maximum distan e
5
in O(n log n) time. The distan e they onsider is the

However, they observe that it is possible to

ompute radius, width,

and outerplanarity by modifying and simplifying the algorithm for the minimum depth, sin e su h distan e measures are intrinsi ally simpler to

ompute

than the depth. In [Kam07℄, Kammer fo uses on su h simpler distan e measures and improves the

omplexity bounds for

omputing them by presenting

an algorithm that omputes the outerplanarity of an n-vertex planar graph in
O(n2 ) time. Also, he observes that simple variations of his algorithm an lead
2
3
to ompute the radius in O(n ) time and the width in O(n ) time.
The algorithm of Biensto k and Monma for

omputing the minimum-depth

embedding is based on the de omposition of the graph into its bi onne ted
and tri onne ted
positive integer

k

omponents. The general approa h is the one of sele ting a
and

he king if an embedding exists with depth

sear h is done to determine the optimal value of
de omposition of
right weight,

G

is visited asso iating to ea h

weights

k.

A binary

For ea h sele ted

omponent

µ

k

the

a left and a

orresponding to the distan es of the left and right border of

from the external fa e of
of the other

k.

G.

omponents. The

an be

omposed to

µ

Su h weights are independent on the embedding
omponents are then visited to

onstru t an embedding with depth

he k if their

k.

The spa e

omplexity of the algorithm is not analyzed in the paper.
In this

hapter we present an algorithm that improves the time bound
O(n4 ) time. As a side ee t, we improve the time bound of the

of [BM90℄ to

algorithms that need to

ompute a planar embedding with minimum depth.

Our approa h is inspired by the methods in [BM90℄ and develops on top
of su h methods several new te hniques. As in [BM90℄, we de ompose the graph
into bi- and tri- onne ted omponents, using BC-trees and SPQR-trees [DT96b℄.
However, we are able to solve the problem on ea h bi onne ted

omponent,

i

i
i

i
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with a given edge on the external fa e, in

O(n3 ) time.

Then, we use te hniques

analogous to those in [BM90℄ for assembling the results on ea h bi onne ted
omponent into a general solution.

Among the te hniques presented in this

hapter, a key issue, that might have other appli ations, is the ability of representing impli itly and with reasonable size all the possible values of depth of
3
omponent. The spa e omplexity of the algorithm is O(n ).

ea h tri onne ted
The

hapter is organized as follows. Se tion 5.2 provides an informal high-

level des ription of the algorithm and a hint of its
Se tion 5.3 gives basi

denitions.

omputational

Se tion 5.4 deals with the

omplexity.

ombinatorial

stru ture of the depth of the planar embeddings and develops a theory of the
set of integer pairs that is exploited in the algorithm.

Se tion 5.5 presents

the algorithm for bi onne ted graphs and Se tion 5.6 extends the algorithm to
general

onne ted graphs. In Se tion 5.7 we give

further

ompare our approa h with the one in [BM90℄.

on luding remarks and we

5.2 High-Level Des ription of the Algorithm
In this se tion we give a high-level informal des ription of the algorithm for
omputing the minimum value of the depth among all the embeddings of a
planar graph. The details of the algorithm are the subje t of the next se tions,
whi h also des ribe how to a tually obtain a minimum-depth embedding of the
graph.

First, we show how to handle bi onne ted graphs.

how to extend the algorithm to simply
The

Se ond, we show

onne ted graphs.

ru ial ingredient of the algorithm for bi onne ted graphs is fo using

on all the possible embeddings of the subgraphs that are atta hed to

G

by

a separation pair. By using the SPQR-tree de omposition, we de orate ea h
separation pair of

G

with suitable labels that des ribe the properties of all

the embeddings of its asso iated subgraph with respe t to the depth of the
inner fa es. In parti ular, we asso iate to ea h separation pair an innite set of
integer pairs. Ea h pair

hx, yi

represents the fa t that the subgraph asso iated

to the separation pair admits an embedding, with the separation pair on the
external fa e, su h that ea h internal fa e has depth at most

x (y ) with respe

t

to the left border (right border) of the subgraph.
Noti e that, being able to

ompute su h set of pairs for the root of the

hierar hy allows us to nd the value of a minimum-depth embedding when the
starting edge is on the external fa e. By
and

hoosing all the possible starting edges

omparing the obtained values the problem is solved.

However, this strategy requires to represent in a su

in t way the innite

i

i
i

i
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in t representations.

For solving the rst problem we study in Se tion 5.3 the properties of su h
sets, showing that a nite subset of pairs, that we

all gist and whose size

is linear in the size of the subgraph asso iated to the separation pair,

an be

used to impli itly represent the whole innite set.
For the se ond problem, the one of e iently
tations of innite sets, we

ompute su

in t represen-

ompute gists bottom-up on the SPQR-tree. This

is the most di ult part, espe ially for parallel nodes, as the fa torial number
of possible permutations must be taken into a

ount.

This is also the most

O(n3 ) time to ompute
O(n4 ) time algorithm when

omputationally expensive step, requiring an overall
the gists of all the parallel nodes and yielding an
the root of the de omposition is
The algorithm for simply

hosen in all possible ways.

onne ted graphs starts from a de omposition

of the input graph into its bi onne ted

omponents and follows an approa h

similar to the one used in [BM90℄. The basi step of this algorithm is a modied
3
version of the O(n )-time algorithm to ompute the minimum depth of all the
embeddings of a bi onne ted graph with a spe ied edge on the external fa e.
Su h a modied version takes into a

ount the fa t that some spe i

verti es

may have a subgraph atta hed to them. This algorithm is laun hed at most
4
twi e for ea h edge of ea h bi onne ted omponent, hen e yielding an O(n )
time algorithm for the whole graph.

5.3 Properties of Sets of Integer Pairs
properties of pairs hx, yi of non-negative integers.
p1 = hx1 , y1 i pre edes with respe t to x (pre edes with respe t
to y ) pair p2 = hx2 , y2 i when x1 ≤ x2 (y1 ≤ y2 ). We denote this relationship by
p1 x p2 (p1 y p2 ). For example h3, 2i y h4, 3i. We say that pair p1 pre edes
pair p2 when p1 x p2 and p1 y p2 . We denote this relationship by p1  p2 .
For example h3, 2i  h4, 3i. Sin e this relationship is reexive, antisymmetri ,
and transitive, it determines a poset (P, ), where P is the set of non-negative
integer pairs. We say that two pairs p1 and p2 are in omparable if none of them
pre edes the other, i.e., if p1  p2 and p2  p1 , and we denote it by p1 ≁ p2 .
For example, h3, 2i ≁ h2, 3i.
A set S ⊆ P of pairs of non-negative integers is su in t if the pairs of
S are pairwise in omparable. In terms of poset theory, a su in t set is an
′
independent subset of (P, ) or an anti hain. Given two sets S and S of pairs
′
of integers, S pre edes S if for any pair p ∈ S there exists at least one pair
In this se tion we give basi

We say that pair

i

i
i

i
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p′  p. We write S ′  S to mean that S ′ pre edes S . For
′
′
example {h0, 4ih3, 3ih5, 4i}  {h0, 5ih4, 5i}. Also, S redu es S if S  S and
′
′
′
S ⊆ S . Further, if S is su in t and redu es S , then S is a gist of S . In
terms of poset theory, a gist of S is a set of minimal elements of (S, ). A pair
p ∈ S is a minimal element if there exists no pair p′ ∈ S su h that p′  p. For
example, {h0, 4ih3, 3i} is a gist of {h0, 4ih3, 3ih5, 4i}.
su h that

The following property des ends from the poset theory.

Property 5.1 Let S be a possibly innite set of non-negative integer pairs and
let p1 = hx1 , y1 i, p2 = hx2 , y2 i, and p3 = hx3 , y3 i be three elements of S .
1. The gist of S is unique and is the smallest set pre eding S .
2. If S is su in t, then p1 x p2 ⇔ p2 y p1 .
3. If S is su in t, then the relationship x indu es a total order on S . Su h
a total order is an inverse total order with respe t to relationship y .
4. If S is nite, denote by xmax (S) (y max (S)) the maximum value of xi (yi )
in any pair hxi , yi i ∈ S . If S is su in t, then |S| ≤ 1 + xmax (S) and
|S| ≤ 1 + y max (S).
5. If p1 x p2 x p3 , then p1 ≁ p2 , p2 ≁ p3 ⇒ p1 ≁ p3 .
In the following, the gist of

S

is denoted by

Ŝ .

5.4 The Combinatorial Stru ture of Planar Embeddings
and their Depths
Let

T

be the SPQR-tree of a bi onne ted planar graph

Q-node

orresponding to a referen e edge

that any embedding

of

G

with

e

Let

µ

G,

rooted at a given

be a node of

on the external fa e

T.

Observe

orresponds to an

Gµ of µ with the poles on the external
ΓGµ orresponds to two fa es of ΓG , whi h an
µ
be arbitrarily alled left and right external fa es of Gµ , and denoted by fl
µ
and fr . For example, Fig. 5.2(a) shows a subtree rooted at an R-node R1 of
an SPQR-tree of a graph G and Fig. 5.2(b) shows an embedding of G. The
embedding of G indu es an embedding of the pertinent graph of R1 (shown in
R1
R
grey), whose external fa e orresponds to the two fa es labeled fl
and fr 1 .
embedding

ΓG µ

ΓG

e.

of the pertinent graph

fa e. Also, the external fa e of

i

i
i

i
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1
7

5

6

12

12

2

10

6

10

9

R1

12

8

R1

4

12

fl

3

6

11

7

10

Q

Q

P4

Q

R2
8

(7,12) (6,10) (7,6)

9

Q

S5

Q

(12,10)

Q

Q

Q

10

Q

12

(8,12) (6,9) (6,8) (9,8) (9,12)

Q

11

Q

(12,11)

(11,10)

(a)

R1

fr

(b)

R1 of the SPQR-tree of a graph
G where the pertinent graph of R1 is drawn with gray
R1
R
external fa es fl
and fr 1 of R1 are shown.

Figure 5.2: (a) The subtree rooted at a node

G.

(b) An embedding of

fa es and the two

flµ and frµ
whi h is independent on the embedding ΓG of G and only depends on ΓGµ . Let
(u, v) be the virtual edge of µ that represents in µ the portion of G ontaining
e and denote by G+
µ the graph obtained by adding edge (u, v) to the pertinent
+
graph Gµ of µ. Suppose Gµ is planarly embedded with edge (u, v) on the
+
external fa e. The (u, v)-dual of Gµ is obtained by omputing the dual of Gµ
and by then removing the edge of the dual orresponding to (u, v). The fa es
µ
µ
in ident to the removed edge are fl and fr . Fig. 5.3 shows the onstru tion
of the (u, v)-dual graph of omponent R2 of the SPQR-tree represented in
Following the approa h of [BM90℄, we use a denition of fa es

Fig. 5.2(a).
A

omponent

nent graph

Gµ

µ satises

the pair of non-negative integers

admits an embedding

ΓG µ ,

hx, yi

if its perti-

with its poles on the external fa e,

where it is possible to nd a partition of the set of its internal fa es into two
Fl and Fr , su h that all fa es in Fl have distan e from flµ less
µ
or equal than x and all fa es in Fr have distan e from fr less or equal than y .

sets, denoted by

S2 and three possible partitions of
h0, 2i, h1, 2i, and h2, 0i.
hx, yi satised by omponent µ is the admissible
A(µ). Observe that, as x and y are non-negative

Fig. 5.4 shows an embedding of an S-node
its fa es

orresponding to integer pairs

The set of integer pairs

set of µ,

and is denoted by

i

i
i

i
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u
6

9

fl R2

8

frR2

12

v
(a)

Figure 5.3:

(b)

Constru tion of the

(u, v)-dual

graph of

SPQR-tree represented in Fig. 5.2(a). (a) Virtual edge
the pertinent graph of

R2

omponent

(u, v)

R2

of the

is drawn dashed,

is drawn bla k, and the dual graph is drawn with

thi ker gray edges and square verti es. (b) The

(u, v)-dual

graph of

R2 .

integers, Property 5.1 applies to admissible set A(µ). Also, observe that p ∈
′
′
for any p su h that p  p . We all this property

A(µ) implies p′ ∈ A(µ)
ontinuity. Continuous

A(µ) are
A(µ), although innite, an be e iently
of its gist Â(µ), whose size is linear in the

sets of non-negative integer pairs su h as

innite. In the following we show that
represented and managed by means
number of edges of

Gµ .

Properties of Gists of Admissible Sets
With respe t to the gist of a generi set of integer pairs, the gist of an admissible
set satises additional properties that
and to bound the

pertinent graph, and

Property 5.2
Proof:

an be used to simplify the operations

µ be
Gµ .

omplexity of the algorithms. Let

nµ

the number of verti es of

a

omponent,

Gµ

its

If hx, yi ∈ Â(µ), then hy, xi ∈ Â(µ).

Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that hx, yi ∈ Â(µ) and hy, xi ∈
/ Â(µ).
hx, yi ∈ A(µ), ipping the embedding of the pertinent graph of µ whi h
satises hx, yi yields hy, xi ∈ A(µ). Hen e, sin e hy, xi ∈
/ Â(µ), there exists
′ ′
′ ′
′
′
a pair hx , y i ∈ A(µ) su h that hx , y i  hy, xi. Hen e, hy , x i ∈ A(µ). By
′
′
onstru tion, hy , x i  hx, yi, ontradi ting the hypothesis hx, yi ∈ Â(µ).
2
Sin e

Property 5.3

Â(µ) ontains exa tly one pair hx, yi with x = 0 and one pair
hx′ , y ′ i with y ′ = 0. In su h pairs, y = x′ = O(nµ ).

i

i
i

i
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u

u

u
5

5

fr S2

fr S2

fr S2

fl S2

fl S2

6

fl S2
6

7
2, 2

1, 2

9

2, 2

8
2, 2

1, 2

9

1, 1
2, 2

8

2, 2

1, 2

v

12

8
2, 2

9

10

10

2, 1

7

1, 1

10

v

6

7

1, 1

2, 1

v

12

11

(a)

12

2, 1

11

11

(b)

( )

Figure 5.4: An embedding of the pertinent graph of an S-node

S2 .

Figures

(a), (b), and ( ) represent three possible partitions of the internal fa es. Darkand light-shaded fa es belong to Fr . Ea h fa e is
flS2 and frS2 , respe tively. Labels lying inside a square are those onsidered in the orresponding

shaded fa es belong to

Fl

labeled with two integers representing its distan e from
partition. The pi tures show that

h2, 0i

S2

satises pairs:

( ).

Proof:

Let

F

h0, 2i

(a),

h1, 2i

be the set of internal fa es of an arbitrary embedding

Consider the trivial partition of

F

(b), and

ΓG µ

of

Gµ .

into two sets su h that one is empty and

the other one oin ides with F . Su h a partition implies that A(µ) ontains a
∗ ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗
pair hx , y i with x = 0 and y ≤ |F |. Sin e any pair hx, yi pre eding hx , y i

hx, yi with x = 0. Two su h pairs
Â(µ) sin e Â(µ) is su in t. The bound on the value
∗
of y is due to the fa t that y ≤ y ≤ |F | and that |F | = O(nµ ). Analogous
′ ′
onsiderations show that there exists exa tly one pair hx , y i ∈ Â(µ) with
′
′
′
x = O(nµ ) and y = 0. By Property 5.2 we have y = x .
2
has

x = 0, Â(µ)

an not be

ontains at least one pair

ontained into

Property 5.4 Let hx, yi be a pair in Â(µ) satised by the embedding ΓGµ .
There exists at least one fa e of ΓGµ that is at distan e x from flµ and at
distan e greater than y from frµ .
Proof:
Fl

and

distan

Consider the partition of the internal fa es of

Fr
e x

ΓG µ

into the two sets

that shows that ΓGµ satises hx, yi. At least one fa e in Fl is at
µ
from fl , otherwise ΓGµ would satisfy hx − 1, yi and hx, yi would

i

i
i

i
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7

0

1
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^

A2 = { <0,6>, <2,3>, <3,2>, <6,0> } U = { <0,5>, <1,4>, <2,3>, <3,2>, <4,1>, <6,0> }

Figure 5.5: Computation of

hx, yi
(x, y).

0
1

^

^

A1 = { <0,5>, <1,4>, <4,1>, <5,0> }

integer pair

1
0

Û ,

where

U = A1 ∪ A2 ,

given

Â1

and

belonging to a gist is represented by a bla k

Â2 .

An

ir le with

not be in Â(µ). Denote by Fl,x the set of fa es of Fl that are at distan e x
µ
µ
from fl . If all fa es in Fl,x were at distan e less or equal than y from fr , then
the partition

hx − 1, yi,

Fl \ Fl,x

Property 5.5
Proof:
x1 = 0

and

Fr ∪ Fl,x

ould be used to show that

ontradi ting the hypothesis that

hx, yi

is in

ΓG µ

Â(µ).

satises

2

Â(µ) is nite and |Â(µ)| is O(nµ ).

Â(µ) ontains two pairs hx1 , y1 i and hx2 , y2 i, with
x2 = O(nµ ). Sin e, by Property 5.1.3, Â(µ) is totally ordered with
the x relationship, it follows that |Â(µ)| = O(nµ ).
2

By Property 5.3,
and

respe t to

Some steps of the algorithm des ribed in this

hapter require the

ompu-

tation of unions and interse tions among admissible sets. Sin e su h sets are
innite, we perform these operations fo using on their nite representations.
In the following we present algorithms that, given two admissible sets represented by their gists, e iently
interse tion.

ompute the gist of their union and of their

In fa t, the results of these operations are

ontinuous but also

admit a nite gist.

Union of Admissible Sets

Â1 and Â2
U = A1 ∪ A2 , we ompute
its gist Û . Observe that all the pairs ontained in Û are pre eded by at least
one pair of either Â1 or Â2 . Also observe that, for ea h pair p ∈ Û , either
p ∈ Â1 or p ∈ Â2 .
Let

A1

and

A2

be two admissible sets and assume that their gists

are sorted with respe t to the

x

relationship. Let

i

i
i

i
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We propose a re ursive algorithm,

alled Gist_Union, whi h, given the

Â2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship, builds a set S that
is the gist Û of U = A1 ∪ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship.
Initialize S to the empty set. Then, starting from the rst pairs of the two
sets, ompare the two urrent pairs, (possibly) add to S one of the two, and
gists

Â1

and

update the

urrent pairs,

onsuming at ea h

omparison one pair of at least

one of the two sets. When one of the two sets is empty, add to

S

all the pairs

of the other set.
More in detail, when omparing p1 = hx1 , y1 i ∈ Â1 and p2 = hx2 , y2 i ∈ Â2 ,
p1 ≁ p2 , then add the pair with minimum x, say p1 , to S and remove it
from Â1 . If p1  p2 , then remove p2 from Â2 without adding any pair to S .
Analogously, if p2  p1 then remove p1 from Â1 without adding any pair to S .
if

Lemma 5.1 Starting from the gists Â1 and Â2 of two admissible sets, sorted
with respe t to the x relationship, Algorithm Gist_Union omputes the gist
Û of U = A1 ∪ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship.
Proof:

Let

S

be the set of integer pairs

omputed by Algorithm Gist_Union.

We prove the statement by proving that (a)

S  U . First observe that,
of x, S is sorted with respe
(a) (S is su

is su

x

in t; (b)

S

S ⊂ U;

and ( )

have in reasing values

relationship.

p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1

pi

added to

added to

S

S

at step

i

is in om-

at the previous steps.

i > 1. By Propx relationship, we have that if pi ≁ pi−1 , then pi ≁ pj , for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. Hen e,
it is su ient to prove that pi = hxi , yi i ≁ pi−1 = hxi−1 , yi−1 i. Suppose,
without loss of generality, that pi ∈ Â1 . If pi−1 ∈ Â1 , sin e Â1 is su in t,
∗
∗ ∗
we have pi ≁ pi−1 . If pi−1 ∈ Â2 , onsider the pair p = hx , y i ∈ Â1
∗
ompared with pi−1 when it was added to S . By onstru tion, pi−1 ≁ p
∗
and xi−1 < x . Sin e Â1 is su in t and sorted with respe t to the x
∗
∗
relationship, we have that p ≁ pi and x < xi . Hen e, by Property 5.1.5,
we have pi ≁ pi−1 .
For

i=1

t to the

in t) We prove that the pair

parable with the pairs

S

sin e the pairs added to

the statement is trivially true. Consider step

erty 5.1.5 and by the fa t that

(b) (S

⊂ U)

By

S

is sorted with respe t to the

( ) (S
in

p ∈ S belongs
U = A1 ∪ A2 .

onstru tion, ea h pair

Hen e, by denition, it belongs to

to either

Â1

or

Â2 .

 U ) We show that any pair p ∈ U is pre eded by at least one pair
S . Suppose, without loss of generality, that p is pre eded by at least

i

i
i

i
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Â1 . Let p1 = hx1 , y1 i be the pair with the greatest value of x
p in Â1 . If p1 ∈ S , the statement follows. If p1 ∈
/ S , sin e p1
was not added to S , there exists a pair p2 ∈ Â2 su h that p2  p1  p.
Sin e Â1 is su in t, no pair of Â1 pre edes p2 . Hen e, p2 ∈ S .
one pair of
pre eding

2

Lemma 5.2

(Union omplexity by size) Let A1 and A2 be two admissible
sets and let Â1 and Â2 be their gists, sorted with respe t to the x relationship.
The gist Û of U = A1 ∪ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship, an be
omputed in O(|Â1 | + |Â2 |) time.

Proof:

Apply Algorithm Gist_Union to

Â1

and

Â2 .

At every step the

algorithm removes one pair from at least one of the two sets. Hen e, at most

O(|Â1 | + |Â2 |)

steps are performed. Sin e ea h step

an be exe uted in

time, the statement follows.

O(1)
2

Lemma 5.3

(Union omplexity by value) Let A1 and A2 be two admissible
sets and let Â1 and Â2 be their gists, sorted with respe t to the x relationship. The gist Û of U = A1 ∪ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship,
an be omputed in O(max(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 ))) time. Further, xmax (Û ) is
min(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 )).

Proof:

Apply Algorithm Gist_Union to

Â1

and

Â2 .

The time

omplexity

bound follows from Lemma 5.2 and from the fa t that, by Property 5.1.4, we
max
have |Â1 | ≤ x
(Â1 ) and |Â2 | ≤ xmax (Â2 ). For the bound on xmax (Û ), onmax
sider the last pair of Û , that is, by Properties 5.1.3 and 5.3, pair hx
(Û ), 0i.
max
(Â1 ), 0i ∈ Â1 or p2 =
By onstru tion, su h a pair is either p1 = hx
hxmax (Â2 ), 0i ∈ Â2 . Sin e hmin(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 )), 0i pre edes both p1 and
p2 , it follows that xmax (Û ) is min(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 )).
2

Lemma 5.4 Let Aj , j = 1, . . . , k, be k admissible sets and let Âj be their
gists, ea h one sorted with respe t to the x relationship. The gist of U =
A1 ∪ A
x relationship, an be omputed
P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ak , sorted with respe t to the P
in O( kj=1 (xmax (Âj ))) or, equivalently, in O( kj=1 (|Âj |)) time.
Proof:

xmax (Âm ) ≤ xmax (Âj ), for
j = 1, . . . , k . Starting from U0 = Am , apply Gist_Union to Uj−1 and Aj in
order to obtain Uj , j = 1, . . . , k , j 6= m, where U = Uk . By Lemma 5.3 ea h
Let

Am

be the admissible set su h that

i

i
i

i
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Figure 5.6: Computation of

omputation

1

2

3

4

Iˆ, where I = A1 ∩A2 , given Â1

and

Â2 .

ir le with

6

7

An integer
oordinates

O(xmax (Âj )) and xmax (Uj ) = xmax (Âm ).
Pk
performed in O(
j=1 (|Âj |)) time.

omplexity
an be

5

I = { <0,6>, <2,4>, <4,2>, <6,0> }

belonging to a gist is represented by a bla k

step has time

0

^

A2 = { <0,6>, <2,3>, <3,2>, <6,0> }

A1 = { <0,5>, <1,4>, <4,1>, <5,0> }

hx, yi
(x, y).

0
1

^

^

pair

1
0

Hen e, the

2

Interse tion of Admissible Sets
Let

A1

and

A2

be two admissible sets and assume that their gists

are sorted with respe t to the
its gist

Iˆ.

relationship. Let

Observe that all the pairs

pair of both

p∈
/ Â1

x

and

ontained in

Also, observe that Iˆ may

Â1 and Â2 .
p∈
/ Â2 . This

I = A1 ∩ A2 ,

Iˆ are pre

and

Â2

ompute

eded by at least one

p su h that
h2, 4i, h4, 2i ∈ Iˆ of

ontain some pair

an be seen, for example, by pairs

Fig. 5.6, and is proved in the following lemma.

Â1

we

Lemma 5.5

Let A1 and A2 be two admissible sets and let Â1 and Â2 be their
gists, sorted with respe t to the x relationship, su h that Â1 = {hx1 , y1 i, . . . ,
hxj , yj i, hxj+1 , yj+1 i, . . . , hxm , ym i} and hx, yi ∈ Â2 . If xj ≤ x < xj+1 , then
hx, max(y, yj )i ∈ I = A1 ∩ A2 .

Proof:

hxk , yk i ∈ Â1 , with k = 1, . . . , j , by xk ≤ x, there exist
hx, yk + mi ∈ A1 , with m ≥ 0. By Property 5.1.3, hx, yj i 
hx, yk + mi, for any k = 1, . . . , j and m ≥ 0. Hen e, by xj < x, we have
hxj , yj i  hx, max(y, yj )i. Sin e hx, max(y, yj )i is pre eded by hxj , yj i ∈ Â1
and by hx, yi ∈ Â2 , the statement follows.
2
For ea h pair

innite pairs

i

i
i

i
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We propose a re ursive algorithm,

alled Gist_Interse tion, whi h,

Â2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship, builds a
set S that is the gist Iˆ of I = A1 ∩A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship.
given the gists

Â1

and

Algorithm Gist_Interse tion is analogous to Gist_Union. The only

dieren e is in the way the pairs are sele ted to be added to
removed from

Â1

and

S

and to be

Â2 .

More in detail, onsider the two urrent pairs p1 = hx1 , y1 i ∈ Â1 and
p2 = hx2 , y2 i ∈ Â2 . Suppose x1 = x2 . Let p∗ = hx1 , max(y1 , y2 )i. Remove
p1 and p2 from Â1 and Â2 , respe tively, and if p∗ is not pre eded by the last
∗
pair added to S , then add p to S . Suppose x1 < x2 , the ase x1 > x2 being
∗
′
′
′
analogous. Consider the pair p = hx1 , max(y1 , y2 )i, where hx2 , y2 i is the last
∗
pair removed from Â2 . Remove p1 from Â1 and if p is not pre eded by the
∗
last pair added to S , then add p to S .

Lemma 5.6

Starting from the gists Â1 and Â2 of two admissible sets A1 and
A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship, Algorithm Gist_Interse tion
omputes the gist Iˆ of I = A1 ∩ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship.

Proof: Let S be the set of integer pairs
First observe that the pairs added to
the statement by proving that (a)
(a) (S is su

S

S

omputed by Algorithm Gist_Interse tion.
have in reasing values of

is su

in t; (b)

S ⊂ I;

x.

and ( )

We prove

S  I.

in t) Analogously to the proof of point (a) of Lemma 5.1, it

pi ≁ pi−1 , where pi is the pair added to S at
S only if it is not pre eded by pi−1 and, by
pi  pi−1 , the statement follows.

is su ient to prove that
step

i.

Sin e

pi

is added to

Property 5.1.3, it holds

p1 = hx1 , y1 i ∈ Â1 and p2 = hx2 , y2 i ∈ Â2
pi to S . If x1 = x2 , then pi =
hx1 , max(y1 , y2 )i belongs to both A1 and A2 , sin e it is pre eded by both
p1 and p2 . If x1 6= x2 , then pi = hx1 , max(y1 , y2′ )i, where hx′2 , y2′ i is the
last pair removed from Â2 . By Lemma 5.5, pi ∈ A1 ∩ A2 .

(b) (S

⊂ I)

Consider the pairs

ompared at step

i

when adding pair

 I ) We show that any pair p ∈ A1 ∩ A2 is pre eded by at least one
S . Let p1 = hx1 , y1 i and p2 = hx2 , y2 i be the two pairs with the
greatest value of x pre eding p in Â1 and Â2 , respe tively. If x1 = x2 ,
let pi = hx1 , max(y1 , y2 )i. If pi is not pre eded by the last pair added
to S , pi is added to S . If x1 < x2 ( ase x1 > x2 being analogous),
Algorithm Gist_Interse tion adds a suitable pair to S , removes p1
∗
∗ ∗
∗
from Â1 , and ompares p1 = hx1 , y1 i and p2 = hx2 , y2 i, where p1 is the

( ) (S

pair in

i

i
i

i
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pair immediately following

p1

in

Â1 .

Observe that, sin e

p1

and

p2

were

hosen to be the two pairs with greatest x pre eding p in Â1 and Â2 , we
∗
have x1 > x2 . If pi+1 = hx2 , max(y2 , y1 )i is not pre eded by the last pair
added to S , then pi+1 is added to S . Hen e, in all ases, a pair pre eding

p is added to S . In fa t, sin e x ≥ x1 , y ≥ y1 , and y ≥ y2 , we have pi  p,
and sin e x ≥ x2 , y ≥ y1 , and y ≥ y2 , we have pi+1  p.
2
The following lemma

an be proved analogously to Lemma 5.2.

Lemma 5.7 (Interse tion omplexity by size) Let A1 and A2 be two admissible sets and let Â1 and Â2 be their gists, sorted with respe t to the x
relationship. The gist Iˆ of I = A1 ∩ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x relationship, an be omputed in O(|Â1 | + |Â2 |) time.
Lemma 5.8

(Interse tion omplexity by value) Let A1 and A2 be two
admissible sets and let Â1 and Â2 be their gists, sorted with respe t to the
x relationship. The gist Iˆ of I = A1 ∩ A2 , sorted with respe t to the x
relationship, an be omputed in O(min(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 )) time. Further,
ˆ is max(xmax (Â1 ), xmax (Â2 )).
xmax (I)

Proof:

Â1 and Â2 . At ea h step
Â1 or Â2 . Hen e, a pair
p = hx, yi is removed from Â1 or Â2 after at most x steps. Let Âm (ÂM ) be
max
the set with minimum (maximum) value of x
between Â1 and Â2 . After
max
max
O(min(x
(Â1 ), x
(Â2 )) steps the set Âm is empty. Using an appropriate
Apply Algorithm Gist_Interse tion to

the algorithm removes the pair with smallest

x

from

data stru ture, all the remaining pairs of the non-empty set

Iˆ in O(1)

time, yielding the time

an be added to

omplexity bound. The se ond part of the

statement follows from the fa t that the last pair of

Iˆ is the last pair of ÂM . 2

Analogously to Lemma 5.4, the following lemma shows that the gist of the
interse tion of

k

sets of integer pairs

an be

omputed in time linear in the sum

of the sizes of their gists.

Lemma 5.9

Let Aj , for j = 1, . . . , k , be k admissible sets and let Âj be their
gists, ea h one sorted with respe t to the x relationship. The gist Iˆ of I =
A1 ∩ A
x relationship, an be omputed
P2 ∩ · · · ∩ Ak , sorted with respe t to the P
in O( kj=1 (xmax (Âj ))) or, equivalently, in O( kj=1 (|Âj |)) time.

Proof:

Let

j = 1, . . . , k .

AM

xmax (ÂM ) ≥ xmax (Âj ), for
Gist_Interse tion to Ij−1 and

be the admissible set su h that

Starting from

I0 = AM ,

apply

i

i
i

i
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Ij , j = 1, . . . , k , j 6= M , where I = Ik . By Lemma 5.8
O(xmax (Âj )) and xmax (Ij ) = xmax (ÂM ). Hen e,
Pk
be performed in O(
2
j=1 (|Âj |)) time.

in order to obtain

ea h step has time
the

omputation

omplexity
an

5.5 Computing a Minimum-Depth Embedding of a
Bi onne ted Planar Graph
k for whi h a bi onne ted planar graph G
k , we apply for ea h edge e of G the algorithm
presented in this se tion, whi h determines the minimum k for whi h G admits
an embedding of depth k with e on the external fa e.
In order to determine the minimum
admits an embedding with depth

Su h a

omputation is performed by means of a bottom-up traversal of the

G

SPQR-tree of
to node

µi ,

whose purpose is to label ea h virtual edge

ei ,

orresponding

with suitable values that des ribe the properties related to the

depth of all possible embeddings of the pertinent graph
Su h values,

alled

depth des riptors,

•

The gist

•

The distan e between

Â(µi )

alled the

of the admissible set of

thi kness

In [BM90℄, where the

of

Gµi .

are:

µi

flµi and frµi in the (ui , vi )-dual
µi and is denoted by t(µi ).

of

Gµi ,

whi h is

on ept of thi kness was also used, it is shown that

t(µi )

is independent of the embedding of Gµi . Hen e, t(µi ) an also be dened
µi
µ
as the distan e between fl
and fr i in the (ui , vi )-dual of sk(µi ), where the
edges have been suitably weighted. Namely, ea h edge of the (ui , vi )-dual of

sk(µi )

that

omponent

orresponds to a virtual edge

ν

eν

of

sk(µi )

representing a

is given a weight that is equal to the thi kness of

At the end of the bottom-up traversal of the SPQR-tree

e

omponent of the root

G, des

of

T

G

ribing all possible depths of the embeddings of

k

when

e

G with e on the external

an be sele ted to determine

omputation for ea h edge

ompute an optimal embedding of

traversal has to be rened by labeling ea h virtual edge
node

µi ,

hild

is on the external fa e. The minimum depth of

an be obtained by performing su h a
In order to a tually

T , the unique

is labeled with the gist of the admissible set of

fa e. From su h an admissible set an optimal pair
the minimum depth

hild

ν.

G,

ei ,

e

of

G.

the bottom-up

orresponding to

with additional embedding des riptors (see Se tion 5.5) meant to de-

s ribe how the

omponents must be

ombined together in order to obtain an

i

i
i

i
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embedding satisfying ea h pair of the gist of the admissible set. Su h des riptors are used in a subsequent top-down traversal of
yielded the minimum value of
of ea h node of

T,

k , to sele

T , rooted at the edge e that

t a suitable embedding for the skeleton

produ ing an embedding of

G

with minimum depth

k.

Labeling an SPQR-tree with Depth Des riptors

T , for ea h omponent µ, we ompute its
Â(µ) based on the analogous values of its hildren.
The omputation of t(µ) is easy and, sometimes, trivial. The omputation of
Â(µ), instead, is mu h more omplex. The most di ult ase arises when µ is a
parallel node. Here, we sket h the general strategy to ompute Â(µ), espe ially
when µ is a series or rigid omponent. Details on the omputation of depth

During the bottom-up traversal of
thi kness

t(µ)

and its gist

des riptors for series, rigid, and parallel
three subse tions. For the series and rigid

ases

an be found in the following

ases, our strategy is based on the

fa t that the set of all embeddings of the pertinent graph
partitioned, and ea h blo k of the partition
parallel

Gµ of µ

an be suitably

an be separately analyzed. For the

ase, instead, our strategy is based on the exploration of a bounded-size

Gµ whi h maintains the same
Gµ .
Let µ be a node of T and let sk(µ) be its skeleton. If µ is a series, then sk(µ)
1
has a unique embedding Γµ ; if µ is a rigid, then sk(µ) admits two embeddings
1
2
Γµ and Γµ ; and if µ is a parallel with k hild omponents, then sk(µ) admits k!
h
embeddings Γµ , with h = 1, . . . , k!. Ea h embedding of Gµ is ompatible with
j
exa tly one embedding Γµ of sk(µ). Hen e, the embeddings of sk(µ) indu e
a partition on the embeddings of Gµ . For series and rigid nodes, in order to
ompute A(µ) through all possible embeddings of Gµ , we rst ompute the
j
admissible sets A (µ), restri ted to those embeddings of Gµ orresponding to
j
a single embedding Γµ of sk(µ), and then perform their union.
Given an embedding ΓGµ of the pertinent graph Gµ of µ we distinguish two
types of fa es. We all hildren fa es the fa es of ΓGµ that are also fa es of
some ΓGν , with ν hild of µ, and skeleton fa es all the other fa es. Essentially,
shrinking ea h pertinent graph of the hildren of µ into a single (virtual)
j
edge, the skeleton fa es of ΓGµ be ome the fa es of an embedding Γµ of sk(µ).
j
Observe that, on e the embedding Γµ of sk(µ) has been xed, the distan es
µ
µ
of ea h skeleton fa e of any embedding of ΓGµ from fl and fr depend on the
values t(ν1 ), . . . , t(νk ) only, whi h, in turn, are independent on the embedding
j
of the hild omponents of µ. Hen e, ea h fa e f of Γµ an be labeled with su h
subset of the set of all possible embeddings of
admissible set of all embeddings of

i

i
i

i
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1

u
5

u
5

2

1,2

1,2

2,1

4

2,1

3

6

7
8

10

v

9
10

v

12
11

(a)

Figure 5.7: (a) Embedding
embedding

ΓP1

of

P1

(b)

Γ1P1

of the skeleton of parallel omponent P1 . (b) An
Γ1P . Skeleton fa es are drawn white and

ompatible with

1

hildren fa es are drawn grey. Skeleton fa es are labeled with their distan es
from the external fa es.

right depths and denoted by dl (f ) and dr (f ).
Γ1P1 of the skeleton of parallel omponent P1
and Fig. 5.7(b) shows an embedding ΓP1 of the pertinent graph of P1 ompatible
1
with ΓP . Noti e that skeleton fa es, whi h are drawn white, have the same
1
1
values of depth in ΓP and in ΓP1 .
1
Denitions analogous to those given for Gµ an be given for sk(µ). In
j
parti ular, we say that Γµ satises the pair of non-negative integers hx, yi if it
is possible to nd a partition of its internal fa es into two sets, denoted by Fl
and Fr , su h that ea h fa e f ∈ Fl has dl (f ) ≤ x and ea h fa e f ∈ Fr has
dr (f ) ≤ y . The innite set of integer pairs satised by Γjµ is the admissible set
of Γjµ , and is denoted by A(Γjµ ).
j
j
On e the embedding Γµ of sk(µ) has been xed, the admissible set A (µ),
j
i.e., the admissible set of µ restri ted to the embeddings ompatible with Γµ ,
j
an be omputed starting from A(Γµ ) and from the depths of the skeleton
fa es, together with the admissible set A(νi ) of ea h hild omponent νi , with
i = 1, . . . , δ(µ).
j
Namely, µ satises the integer pair hx, yi if hx, yi ∈ A(Γµ ) and ea h hild
i i
omponent νi satises a pair hx , y i su h that:

distan es, that are

alled

left

and

Fig. 5.7(a) shows an embedding

• xi + dl (flνi ) ≤ x

or

xi + dr (flνi ) ≤ y ,

• y i + dr (frνi ) ≤ y

or

y i + dl (frνi ) ≤ x.

and

i

i
i

i
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we

ompute for ea h

the set of integer pairs that are satised by

νi

omponent νi
Γjµ , that

hild

when inserted into

is, the set of integer pairs that verify the

onditions above.
T , let Γjµ be an embedding of
sk(µ), let ν be a hild of µ, and let hx, yi be a pair of non-negative integers.
j
Node ν satises hx, yi, nested into Γµ , if the pertinent graph Gµ of µ admits
j
an embedding ΓGµ , ompatible with Γµ , where it is possible to nd a partition
of the set of the hildren fa es orresponding to the internal fa es of ν into

µ

Namely, let

be a node of the SPQR-tree

Fl and Fr , su h that all fa es in Fl have distan e from
x and all fa es in Fr have distan e from frµ less or equal
j
than y . In Fig. 5.8 it is shown how omponent S2 satises, nested into Γ (P1 ),
pairs h0, 2i, h3, 2i, and h4, 0i, with the orresponding partitions of its internal
fa es. Ea h internal fa e of S2 is labeled with a pair of integers representing
j
its distan e from the left and the right external fa es of Γ (P1 ), respe tively.
two sets, denoted by

flµ

less or equal than

u

1

u

1

fr P1

2

fl P1

fr P1

3

3

6

7

3,2

9

6

7

4,2

3,2

9

3,1
4,2

8

4,2

3,2

10

4,1

v

12

9

v

12

4,1

omponent

drawn white, and

12

11

( )

S2 ,

nested into

Γj (P1 ).

Figures (a),

(b), and ( ) represent three possible partitions of the internal fa es of

Fl ,

4,2

4,1

(b)

Figure 5.8: An embedding of

8

10

11

11

(a)

shaded fa es belong to

7

3,1
4,2

8

10

v

2,1

4

3,1
4,2

1,2

2,1

4

6

fr P1

2

fl P1

1,2

2,1

3

5

2

fl P1

1,2
4

u

1

5

5

light-shaded fa es belong to

hildren fa es not belonging to

Fr ,

S2 .

Dark-

skeleton fa es are

S2

are drawn bla k. Ea h
flP1 and frP1 ,
respe tively. Labels lying inside a square are those used in the orresponding
j
partition. The pi tures show that S2 satises, nested into Γ (P1 ), pairs: h0, 2i

fa e is labeled with two integers representing its distan e from

(a),

h3, 2i

(b), and

h4, 0i

( ).

The innite set of integer pairs satised by

ν,

nested into

Γjµ ,

is the

ad-

i

i
i

i
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missible set of ν into Γjµ , and is denoted by A(ν|Γjµ ).
j
denoted by Â(ν|Γµ ) and assumed ordered with respe t

The gist of
to the

x

A(ν|Γjµ )

is

relationship.

Lemma 5.10

Given an embedding Γjµ of sk(µ), the admissible set Aj (µ) of
Gµ (restri ted to those embeddings of Gµ orresponding to Γjµ ) an be obtained
by interse ting the δ(µ) sets A(νi |Γjµ ), for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), and A(Γjµ ).

Proof:

The proof is based on the fa t that the distan es between the internal
µ
µ
omponent νk and the external fa es fl and fr of
µ are independent on the embedding of other hild omponents of µ.
j
j
We rst show that, given Γµ of sk(µ), a pair belonging to A (µ) of Gµ also
j
j
belongs to A(νi |Γµ ) and to A(Γµ ). Se ond, we show that if a pair belongs to
A(νi |Γjµ ) and to A(Γjµ ), then it also belongs to Aj (µ) of Gµ .
j
Let p = hx, yi be a pair of non-negative integers belonging to A (µ) of Gµ
j
j
and let A(νk |Γµ ) be the admissible set of omponent νk nested into Γµ . Sin e
j
p ∈ A (µ), there exists an embedding ΓGµ of Gµ , oherent with the embedding
Γjµ of sk(µ), whose internal fa es an be partitioned into two sets Fl and Fr
µ
su h that fa es in Fl are at distan e less or equal than x from fl and fa es in
µ
Fr are at distan e less or equal than y from fr . In order to show that p belongs
j
to A(νk |Γµ ), it su es to observe that the fa es of the embedding ΓGµ that
′
′
also belong to νk an be partitioned into two sets Fl ⊆ Fl and Fr ⊆ Fr su h
µ
′
′
that fa es in Fl are at distan e less or equal than x from fl and fa es in Fr
µ
are at distan e less or equal than y from fr . Analogously, it an be shown that
p belongs to A(Γjµ ), sin e from Fl and Fr a suitable partition of the skeleton
j
fa es an be found as required by the denition of A(Γµ ).
Conversely, let p = hx, yi be a pair of non-negative integers belonging to
A(νi |Γjµ ) and to A(Γjµ ). An embedding ΓGµ of Gµ an be obtained from the
embeddings of νi and sk(µ) that satisfy p.
2

fa es of the embedding of a

As said above, the admissible set A(µ) an be easily obtained as the union
Aj (µ) omputed for any embedding Γjµ of sk(µ).

of the admissible sets

The Series Case.
Let

µ

be an S-node with

number of verti es of

νi .

hildren
The

νi ,

for

i = 1, . . . , δ(µ),

and let

omputation of the thi kness of

µ

n(νi )

be the

is addressed

in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.11

The thi kness t(µ) = mini {t(νi )}, for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), an be
omputed in O(δ(µ)) time.

i

i
i

i
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5

fl S2

fr S2

7

10

Figure 5.9: The unique embedding of

Proof:

sk(S2 )

sk(µ) is made up of two verti

(u, v)-dual.

omponents, the (u, v)flµ and frµ , and
orresponding to a hild omponent

As shown in Fig. 5.9 for a series of two

dual graph of

and its

es,

hild

orresponding to

O(δ(µ)) edges onne ting them, ea h one
νi and asso iated with a weight that is t(νi ). Sin e, by denition, t(µ) is the
µ
µ
distan e between fl and fr in su h a (u, v)-dual graph, the statement follows.
2
As for the admissible set of µ, in the series ase sk(µ) has exa tly one

embedding and su h an embedding has no internal fa e. Hen e, in order to
1
ompute Â(µ), it is not ne essary to ompute A(Γµ ) and it is su ient, by
1
Lemma 5.10, to interse t the gists Â(νi |Γµ ) of the admissible sets of the hild
1
omponents νi nested into Γµ .
We propose an algorithm,

alled Nested_Series, whi h, given an S-node

µ and one of its hildren ν , suitably builds a set S starting from Â(ν) and
t(µ), and we show that S = Â(ν|Γ1µ ). The algorithm starts initializing S with
Â(ν). Observe that, by Property 5.3, Â(ν) ontains the two pairs pf irst =
h0, ymax i and plast = hxmax , 0i, with ymax = xmax . For ea h pair pk = hxk , yk i
k
k
of Â(ν), dene pf irst = h0, max(yk , xk + t(µ))i. Denote by pf irst the pf irst
with minimum y and by plast the pair obtained from pf irst swapping the two
elements x and y . If pf irst  pf irst , then insert pf irst into S and remove from
S any pair p∗ su h that pf irst  p∗ . If plast  plast , then append plast to S
∗
∗
and remove from S any pair p su h that plast  p .

Property 5.6
Proof:

The set S omputed by Algorithm

Set S is initialized to Â(ν), that
pf irst and plast are added, no pair of S pre
by them are removed from S .

is su

Nested_Series

is su in t.

in t, and, when the two pairs

edes them and all pairs of

S pre

eded

2

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 3 Nested_Series
Require:

An S-node

Ensure:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

µ,

with its thi kness

t(µ),

and one of its

hildren

ν,

with

Â(ν).

its gist

The gist

Â(ν|Γ1µ )

ν

of the admissible set of

nested into

Γjµ .

S = Â(ν);
pf irst = Â(ν).getFirst();
for all pk = hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν) do
pkf irst = h0, max(yk , xk + t(µ))i
if pkf irst  pf irst then
pf irst = pkf irst ;

end if
end for
if pf irst  pf irst then

S .addFirst(pf irst );
plast = pf irst .swapElements();
S .addLast(plast );
for all p∗ 6= pf irst ∈ S and p∗ 6= plast ∈ S
if pf irst  p∗ or plast  p∗ then
S .remove(p∗);

do

end if
end for
end if
return S;

Property 5.7
of A(ν|Γ1µ ).

The set S omputed by Algorithm

Nested_Series

is a subset

Proof:

Consider a pair p = hx, yi ∈ S . Two are the ases: Either p is also
Â(ν) or not. If p ∈ Â(ν), then p ∈ A(ν|Γ1µ ), sin e µ is an S-node. If
p∈
/ Â(ν), then p is either pf irst or plast . First, onsider the ase p = pf irst .
1
k
We show that p ∈ A(ν|Γµ ) as follows. Consider the pair p = hxk , yk i su h
k
k
k
that pf irst = pf irst . Sin e p ∈ Â(ν), there exists an embedding Γν su h that
k
k
k
the set of the internal fa es of Γν an be partitioned into two sets Fl and Fr
k
ν
su h that all fa es in Fl have distan e from fl less or equal than xk and all
k
ν
fa es in Fr have distan e from fr less or equal than yk .
in

i

i
i

i
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u

f rR1
6

1,1
2,2
1,2

9

fr

7

fl

2,2

S2

Q5,7

6

fl

1+1,1

7

12

2,1

v

2,2

fr R1

11

5

Q5,7

8

10

v

u
5

u

1+1,2

9

7

fr

S2

8

2,2

10

v

12

2,1
11

(a)

(b)

( )

pk = hxk , yk i = h1, 2i. (b) Edge
(5, 7) has thi kness 1. ( ) Component R1 satises, nested into ΓjS2 , pair pkf irst =
h0, max(yk , xk + t(µ))i = h0, max(2, 1 + 1)i = h0, 2i. Dark-shaded fa es are in
Flk and light-shaded fa es are in Frk . Ea h fa e is labeled with two integers
Figure 5.10: (a) Component

R1

satises pair

representing its distan e from left and right external fa e, respe tively. Labels
lying inside a square are those used in the

orresponding partition.

Dashed

edges are those used to rea h the left external fa e, while dotted edges are
those used to rea h the right external fa e.

∗
∗
k
Consider any embedding ΓG su h that ΓG restri ted to ν is Γν . Ea h fa e
µ
µ
∗
µ
of ΓG internal to ν is at distan e less or equal than max(yk , xk + t(µ)) from fr
µ

Flk are at distan e less or equal than xk from flν whi h,
µ
k
in turn, is at distan e t(µ) from fr , and fa es in Fr are at distan e less or
µ
k
equal than yk from fr . It follows that pf irst = h0, max(yk , xk + t(µ))i belongs
1
to A(ν|Γµ ). See Fig. 5.10 for an example. The proof for the ase p = plast is
2
analogous.
in

Gµ .

In fa t, fa es in

Property 5.8
A(ν|Γ1µ ).

Proof:

The set S omputed by Algorithm

pre edes

S  Â(ν|Γ1µ ).
Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there exists a pair p = hx, yi su h that
p ∈ Â(ν|Γ1µ ) and there is no pair p′ ∈ S su h that p′  p. Sin e p ∈ Â(ν|Γ1µ ),
there exists an embedding ΓGµ su h that all fa es of ν an be partitioned into
Sin e

Â(ν|Γ1µ )  A(ν|Γ1µ ),

Nested_Series

it is su ient to show that

i

i
i

i
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Fl and Fr su h that all fa es in Fl are at distan e less or equal than
flµ and all fa es in Fr are at distan e less or equal than y from frµ .
First, suppose that x, y 6= 0. By Property 5.4, there exists at least one
µ
fa e f in Fl whi h is at distan e x from fl and at distan e greater than y
µ
µ
µ
from fr . Consider a path γ(f, fl ) of minimum length x from f to fl . We
µ
µ
µ
µ
show that fr ∈
/ γ(f, fl ). Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that fr ∈ γ(f, fl ). We
µ
µ
split γ(f, fl ) into a subpath γ(f, fr ) of length greater than y and a subpath
µ
µ
γ(fr , fl ) of length t(µ). Sin e |γ(f, flµ )| = x and |γ(f, frµ )| > y , it follows that
t(µ) < x − y . Hen e, ea h fa e in Fr , whi h is at distan e at most y from frµ , is
µ
also at distan e at most x from fl . This implies that the two sets Fl ∪ Fr and ∅
an be used to show that ΓGµ satises pair hx, 0i. This is a ontradi tion sin e
Â(ν|Γ1µ ) is su in t and ontains p = hx, yi. Therefore, no path of minimum
µ
µ
length from a fa e f ∈ Fl to fl
ontains fr . Analogously, no path of minimum
µ
µ
ontains fl . It follows that p ∈ Â(ν), in
length from a fa e f ∈ Fr to fr
fa t Algorithm Nested_Series added p to S when S was initialized to Â(ν).
′
′
Sin e, by onstru tion, S  Â(ν), there exists a pair p ∈ S su h that p  p,
two sets

x

a

from

ontradi tion.

Now, suppose
rst

ase, by

p = hx, 0i.

Two are the

ases: Either p ∈ Â(ν) or not. In the
p′ ∈ S su h that p′  p, ontra-

onstru tion, there exists a pair

S pre eding p. If p ∈
/ Â(ν), then
µ
µ
for at least a fa e f ∈ Fl the minimum length path γ(f, fl ) to fl passes through
frµ and traverses a hild of µ dierent from ν . It follows that the pair p′ = hx, yi
with y = x − t(µ) belongs to A(ν). Hen e, by onstru tion, there exists a pair

di ting the hypothesis that there is no pair in

p∈S

that pre edes plast  hmax(x, y + t(µ)), 0i = hmax(x, x), 0i
ontradi ting the hypothesis that there is no pair in S pre eding
Analogous

p∈S

onsiderations show that if

that pre edes

pf irst  p,

p = h0, yi,

= hx, 0i = p,
p.

then there exists a pair

ontradi ting the hypothesis.

Lemma 5.12

Starting from Â(νi ) and t(µ), Algorithm
putes Â(νi |Γ1µ ) in time O(n(νi )).

2

Nested_Series

om-

Proof:

The set S omputed by Algorithm Nested_Series is su h that S 
A(νi |Γ1µ ) (Property 5.8) and S ⊆ A(νi |Γ1µ ) (Property 5.7). It follows that S
1
1
redu es A(νi |Γµ ). Further, by Property 5.6, S is su in t. Hen e, S is Â(νi |Γµ ).

The time
pairs

omplexity bound follows from the fa t that the

pf irst

and

plast ,

as well as their insertion into

time with respe t to the
of the set is

ardinality of

onsidered only on e.

Â(νi ) be

S,

onstru tion of the

is performed in linear

ause in both

ases ea h element

2

i

i
i

i
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Lemma 5.13

Starting from Â(νi ) and t(νi ), for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), the gist Â(µ)
P
an be omputed in time O( δ(µ)
i=1 n(νi )).

Proof:

t(µ) an be omputed in O(δ(µ)) time.
t(µ), the gists Â(νi |Γ1µ ) of the admissible
Pδ(µ)
1
sets of νi nested into Γµ an be omputed in O(
i=1 n(νi )) total time. By
Pδ(µ)
Lemma 5.9, the interse tion of su h sets an be omputed in O(
i=1 n(νi ))
time.
2
By Lemma 5.11, the thi kness

By Lemma 5.12, given

Â(νi )

and

The Rigid Case.
Let

µ

be an R-node with

number of verti es of

νi .

hildren

The

νi ,

for

i = 1, . . . , δ(µ),

and let

n(νi )

be the

omputation of the thi kness is addressed by the

following lemma.

Lemma 5.14
Proof:

graph of sk(µ) is a tri onne ted omponent with the
flµ and frµ on the external fa e (see, for example,
µ
µ
By denition, t(µ) is the distan e between fl and fr in su h a

The

two verti es
Fig. 5.3).

(u, v)-dual

The thi kness t(µ) an be omputed in O(δ(µ)) time.

(u, v)-dual

orresponding to

graph and an be omputed in
flµ and frµ [Tho99℄.

O(δ(µ))

performing a shortest path

algorithm between

2

The remaining part of this se tion is devoted to the
admissible set of

µ.

In the rigid

ase, sin e
1
it admits exa tly two embeddings, Γµ and

sk(µ) is
Γ2µ , whi

a

3-

omputation of the

onne ted

omponent,

h only dier for a ipping

around their poles. For example, Figs. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) show the two emΓ1R1 and Γ2R1 of the skeleton of a rigid omponent R1 . Sin e the two
embeddings of sk(µ) are symmetri al, it is possible to onsider one of the two
1
1
embeddings only, say Γµ , ompute the admissible set A (µ) of µ restri ted to
1
2
Γµ , and obtain the admissible set A (µ) of µ restri ted to Γ2µ by swapping, for
beddings

A1 (µ),

elements x and y . The gist Â(µ) is given by the union of
1
the two sets. By Lemma 5.10, A (µ) an be obtained by interse ting the gist
1
Â(Γµ ) of the admissible set of sk(µ) and the gists Â(νi |Γ1µ ) of the admissible
1
sets of the δ(µ) hild omponents νi nested into Γµ . Fig. 5.11( ) shows an
1
embedding of the pertinent graph GR1 ompatible with ΓR .
1
1
1
In order to ompute Â(νi |Γµ ) and Â(Γµ ) it is useful to label ea h fa e f of
Γ1µ with its depths dl (f ) and dr (f ), as shown in Fig. 5.11. This an be done in
ea h pair of

i

i
i

i
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(a)

(b)

( )

1
2
Figure 5.11: (a) Embedding ΓR of sk(R1 ). (b) Embedding ΓR of sk(R1 ),
1
1
1
diering from ΓR for a ipping around the poles. ( ) An embedding of the
1
1
pertinent graph GR1 ompatible with ΓR . Skeleton fa es are drawn white
1

and

hildren fa es are drawn bla k. Ea h skeleton fa e

integers representing its depths

dl (f )

and

dr (f ),

f

is labeled with two

respe tively.

linear time by performing a single-sour e shortest path from the two external
flµ and frµ [Tho99℄.

fa es

Given an R-node

µ

and one of its

hildren

ν,

we propose an algorithm,

alled Nested_Rigid, whi h, starting from Â(ν), t(µ), and the values of the
1
1
depths dl (f ) and dr (f ) of ea h fa e f of Γµ , omputes S = Â(ν|Γµ ).
′
ν
The algorithm rst generates a set S , ontaining a pair hxk + dl (fl ), yk +
′′
ν
dr (fr )i for ea h pair hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν), and a set S , ontaining a pair hyk +
dl (frν ), xk + dr (flν )i for ea h pair hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν). Then, it initializes S =
S ′ ∪ S ′′ .
k
k
ν
For ea h pair p = hxk , yk i of Â(ν), dene pf irst = h0, max(xk +dr (fl ), yk +
ν
k
dr (fr ))i. Denote by pf irst the pf irst with minimum y and by plast the pair
obtained from pf irst by swapping the two elements x and y . If pf irst is not

S , then insert pf irst as the rst element of S and
∗
as the last element. Remove from S any pair p su h that
∗
∗
p or plast  p .

pre eded by the rst pair of
append
either

plast

pf irst 

Property 5.9
Proof:

S′

S

to

The set S omputed by Algorithm

is su

Nested_Rigid

is su in t.

x relationship sin e
dl (flν ) and dr (frν ) to the
pairs of Â(ν), whi h is su -

in t and ordered with respe t to the

it is obtained by adding the same

onstant values

rst and se ond element, respe tively, of all the
in t and assumed ordered with respe t to the

x

relationship. For analogous

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 4 Nested_Rigid
Require:
dl (f )

An R-node

and

hildren

Ensure:
1:
2:

4:

6:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

with its thi kness

with its gist

The gist

t(µ)

and the values of the depths
Γ1µ of sk(µ), and one of its

Â(ν|Γ1µ )

Â(ν).
of the admissible set of

ν

nested into

Γ1µ .

S ′ .addLast(hxk + dl (flν ), yk + dr (frν )i);
S ′′ .addLast(hyk + dl (frν ), xk + dr (flν )i);
pkf irst = h0, max(xk + dr (flν ), yk + dr (frν ))i;
pklast = hmax(xk + dl (flν ), yk + dl (frν )), 0i;
if pkf irst  pf irst then
pf irst = pkf irst ;

5:

8:

ν,

µ,

of ea h fa e of the embedding

for all pk = hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν) do

3:

7:

dr (f )

end if
end for

S = S ′ ∪ S ′′ ;
pf irst = S .getFirst();
if pf irst  pf irst then
S .addFirst(pf irst );
plast = pf irst .swapElements();
S .addLast(plast );
for all p∗ 6= pf irst ∈ S and p∗ 6= plast ∈ S
if pf irst  p∗ or plast  p∗ then
S .remove(p∗);

do

end if
end for
end if
return S;

S ′′

in t and ordered with respe t to the x relationship.
S ′ ∪ S ′′ , omputed with Algorithm Gist_Union, is
′
′′
in t. The statement follows from the fa t that S is initialized to S ∪ S

reasons also

is su

By Lemma 5.4, the set
su

pf irst and plast are added to S , none of its pairs
pre edes them and all of its pairs that are pre eded by su h pairs are removed
and, every time the two pairs

from

S.

2

i

i
i

i
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Property 5.10

of A(ν|Γ1µ ).

Proof:

MINIMUM-DEPTH EMBEDDINGS

The set S omputed by Algorithm

Nested_Rigid

is a subset

pk = hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν). There exists an embedding Γkν
k
su h that the set of the internal fa es of Γν an be partitioned into two sets
k
k
k
Fl and Fr su h that all fa es in Fl have distan e from flν less or equal than
xk and all fa es in Frk have distan e from frν less or equal than yk . Consider
∗
∗
k
any embedding ΓG su h that ΓG restri ted to ν is Γν .
µ
µ
′
′′
Consider a pair p ∈ S . Four are the ases: p ∈ S , p ∈ S , p = pf irst , or
′
ν
ν
p = plast . If p ∈ S , then p = hxk + dl (fl ), yk + dr (fr )i, for some k . We show
1
∗
that p ∈ Â(ν|Γµ ) as follows. Consider the fa es of the embedding ΓG internal
µ
k
to ν , that is, the fa es orresponding to Γν , and their partition into the sets
Frk and Flk satisfying pair hxk , yk i. For example, onsider the partition of the
internal fa es of omponent R2 , shown in Fig. 5.12(a), satisfying pair h0, 1i. As
k
ν
shown in Fig. 5.12(b), fa es f ∈ Fl are at distan e less or equal than xk +dl (fl )
µ
ν
from fl , sin e they are at distan e less or equal than xk from fl whi h, in turn,
µ
ν
k
is at distan e dl (fl ) from fl . Fa es f ∈ Fr are at distan e less or equal than
ν
µ
yk + dr (fr ) from fr , sin e they are at distan e less or equal than yk from frν
ν
µ
whi h, in turn, is at distan e dr (fr ) from fr . Analogous onsiderations, also
′′
1
shown in Fig. 5.12( ), prove that p ∈ S implies p ∈ A(ν|Γµ ).
ν
ν
If p = pf irst , then p = h0, max(xk + dr (fl ), yk + dr (fr ))i, for some k .
1
We show that p ∈ Â(ν|Γµ ) as follows. Consider the fa es of the embedding
∗
ΓGµ internal to ν . Fa es in Flk are at distan e less or equal than xk + dr (flν )
µ
ν
from fr sin e they are at distan e less or equal than xk from fl whi h, in
ν
µ
k
turn, is at distan e dr (fl ) from fr . Fa es in Fr are at distan e less or equal
ν
µ
than yk + dr (fr ) from fr sin e they are at distan e less or equal than yk
ν
ν
µ
from fr whi h, in turn, is at distan e dr (fr ) from fr . Therefore, ea h fa e
ν
ν
µ
is at distan e less or equal than max(xk + dr (fl )), yk + dr (fr )) from fr , and
1
hen e p ∈ Â(ν|Γµ ). Analogous onsiderations prove that p = plast implies
p ∈ A(ν|Γ1µ ).
2
Consider a pair

Property 5.11
A(ν|Γ1µ ).

Proof:

The set S omputed by Algorithm

pre edes

S  Â(ν|Γ1µ ).
1
Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there exists a pair p = hx, yi ∈ Â(ν|Γµ ) and
′
′
1
there exists no pair p ∈ S su h that p  p. Sin e p ∈ Â(ν|Γµ ), by denition
1
there exists an embedding ΓGµ , ompatible with Γµ , su h that all fa es of ν an
Sin e

Â(ν|Γ1µ )  A(ν|Γ1µ ),

Nested_Rigid

it is su ient to show that

i

i
i

i
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R1

u

fl

1,1
9

f

6

6

f rR2

8

9

1,1

R2

v

6

7

1,1

8

2,2

1,2

2,2

9

10

12

l

1,1
2,2

1,2

R1

fl

u

u

8

2,2

10

v

v

12
11

12
11

frR1

R1

fr
(a)

7

(b)

( )

Figure 5.12: Nesting omponent R2 into omponent R1 . (a) Component R2
k
satises pair p = hxk , yk i = h0, 1i. (b) Component R2 satises, nested into
1
Γ (R1 ), pair hxk + dl (flν ), yk + dr (frν )i = h0 + 1, 1 + 1i = h1, 2i. ( ) Component
R2 satises, nested into Γ1 (R1 ), pair hyk + dl (frν ), xk + dr (flν )i = h1 + 1, 0 +

2i = h2, 2i. Skeleton fa es are drawn white, hildren fa es
R2 are drawn bla k, and light-shaded fa es are in Frk . Ea

not belonging to

h fa e is labeled

with two integers representing its distan e from the left and the right external
fa es, respe tively. Labels lying inside a square are those used in the partition.
Dashed edges are those used to rea h the left external fa e, while dotted edges
are those used to rea h the right external fa e.

be partitioned into two sets Fl and Fr su h that all fa es in Fl are at distan e
µ
µ
from fl less or equal than x and all fa es in Fr are at distan e from fr less or
equal than

y.

Suppose that x, y 6= 0. Then, Fl , Fr 6= ∅. Consider the set Pl of the paths
γ(f, flµ ) of minimum length from ea h fa e f ∈ Fl to flµ and the set Pr of
′
µ
′
µ
the paths γ(f , fr ) of minimum length from ea h fa e f ∈ Fr to fr . By the

minimality of the paths and by the fa t that x, y 6= 0, we may assume that all
Pl ontain flν and all the paths in Pr ontain frµ , or vi e-versa.
′
′
If this is not the ase an equivalent partition Fl , Fr 6= ∅ satisfying x, y and
′
′
suitable minimum paths Pl and Pr an be found.
′
′ ′
It follows that there exists a pair p = hx , y i ∈ A(ν) su h that either
x′ = x − dl (flν ) and y ′ = y − dr (frν ), or x′ = y − dr (flν ) and y ′ = x − dl (frν ).
′
ν
ν
′
Consider the ase p = hx−dl (fl ), y−dr (fr )i ∈ A(ν). Denote by p̂ the pair
′
′ ′
′
p̂ = hx̂ , ŷ i ∈ Â(ν) pre eding p . By the fa t that for ea h pair hxk , yk i ∈ Â(ν)
k
ν
ν
′
Algorithm Nested_Rigid adds a pair p = hxk + dl (fl ), yk + dr (fr )i to S ,
the paths in

i

i
i

i
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k
′
ν
′
ν
′
we have that there exists a pair p̂ = hx̂ + dl (fl ), ŷ + dr (fr )i ∈ S su h
k
ν
ν
ν
ν
that p̂  hx − dl (fl ) + dl (fl ), y − dr (fr ) + dr (fr )i = hx, yi = p. Hen e, by
k
k
onstru tion, either p̂ ∈ S or there exists a pair p ∈ S su h that p  p̂  p,

ontradi ting the hypothesis that there is no pair in S pre eding p.
′
ν
ν
Otherwise, if p = hy − dr (fl ), x − dl (fr )i, analogous onsiderations show
k
′′
k
that there exists a pair p ∈ S that pre edes a pair p̂ ∈ S su h that p̂  p,
ontradi ting the hypothesis that there is no pair in

S

pre eding

p.

Suppose p = h0, yi. Constru t a partition of the internal fa es of ν into
′
′
′
ν
µ
ν
two sets Fl and Fr su h that f ∈ Fr if fr ∈ γ(f, fr ) and fl ∈
/ γ(f, frµ ), and
′
′
f ∈ Fl in the other ases. In su h a partition fa es in Fr are at distan e less
ν
ν
′
or equal than y − dr (fr ) from fr and fa es in Fl are at distan e less or equal
ν
ν
′
ν
ν
than y − dr (fl ) from fl . It follows that pair p = hy − dr (fl ), y − dr (fr )i
belongs to A(ν). By the fa t that Algorithm Nested_Rigid builds a pair
pkf irst = h0, max(xk + dr (flν ), yk + dr (frν ))i for ea h pair pk = hxk , yk i of Â(ν)
and possibly adds to S the pair, alled pf irst , with minimum y among them,
k
ν
ν
we have that there exists a pair p̂ = h0, max(x̂k + dr (fl ), ŷk + dr (fr ))i su h
k
ν
ν
ν
ν
that p̂  h0, max(y − dr (fl ) + dr (fl ), y − dr (fr ) + dr (fr )i = h0, max(y, y)i =
h0, yi = p. Hen e, by onstru tion, either p̂k ∈ S or there exists a pair p ∈ S
k
su h that p  p̂  p, ontradi ting the hypothesis that there is no pair in S
pre eding

p.

Analogous

onsiderations show that, if

p ∈ S that pre edes p̂k  p,
in S pre eding p.

Lemma 5.15

p = hx, 0i,

then there exists a pair

ontradi ting the hypothesis that there is no pair

Starting from Â(νi ) and t(µ), Algorithm
putes Â(νi |Γ1µ ) in time O(n(νi )).

2
Nested_Rigid

om-

Proof:

The set S omputed by Algorithm Nested_Rigid is su h that S 
A(νi |Γ1µ ) (Property 5.11) and S ⊆ A(νi |Γ1µ ) (Property 5.10). It follows that
S redu es A(νi |Γ1µ ). Further, by Property 5.9, S is su in t. Hen e, S is
Â(νi |Γ1µ ). Now we show that Algorithm Nested_Rigid runs in O(n(νi )) time.
′
′′
The onstru tion of sets S and S
an be performed in O(n(νi )) time, sin e a
onstant number of operations is performed for ea h pair of Â(νi ). Lemma 5.4
′
′′
ensures that the union of S and S is omputed by Algorithm Gist_Union
′
′′
in O(n(νi )) time, sin e |S | = |S | = O(n(νi )). The onstru tion of the pairs
pf irst and plast , as well as their insertion into S , is performed in O(n(νi )) time,
sin e in both ases ea h element of the set is onsidered only on e.
2
By using the above dis ussed algorithm, for ea h hild νi of µ, we ompute
1
the set Â(νi |Γµ ). As des ribed in the beginning of this se tion, in order to nd

i

i
i

i
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Â1 (µ),

we need to

Â(Γ1µ ),

whi h is the gist of the admissible set
Γ1µ . We propose an algorithm,
alled Skeleton_Rigid, whi h, starting from the values of the depths dl (f )
1
1
and dr (f ) of ea h fa e f of Γµ , omputes S = Â(Γµ ).
max
Set S is initialized to ∅. Let x
= max1 {dl (f )}. Then, for in reasing
f ∈Γµ
max
values of x, starting from zero and ending with x
, onstru t a partition
1
of the internal fa es of Γµ into the two sets Fl and Fr su h that all fa es at
µ
distan e less or equal than x from fl are in Fl and all the other fa es are in
Fr . Compute the maximum distan e y from the fa es in Fr to frµ . If hx, yi is
of the skeleton of

ompute also

127

µ

restri ted to its embedding

in omparable with the last pair added to

S,

add

hx, yi

to

S.

Algorithm 5 Skeleton_Rigid
Require:

An R-node

internal fa e

Ensure:
1:

The gist

S = ∅;

2:

for x = 0 to

3:

p = hx,

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

f

µ,

with the values of the depths
Γ1µ of sk(µ).

dl (f )

and

dr (f )

of ea h

of the embedding

Â(Γ1µ )

of the admissible set of

max {dl (f )}

f ∈Γ1µ

max

sk(µ).

do

{d (f )} i;

& dl (f )>x r
if S .getLast() ≁ p then
f ∈Γ1µ

S .addLast(p);

end if
end for
return S ;

Lemma 5.16 Starting from the values of the depths dl (f ) and dr (f ) of ea h
internal fa e f of Γ1µ , Algorithm Skeleton_Rigid omputes the gist Â(Γ1µ )
of the admissible set of sk(µ) in O(δ(µ)) time.
Proof:

Let

S

omputed by Algorithm Skele-

be the set of integer pairs

ton_Rigid. We prove the statement by proving that (a)

S ⊂ A(Γ1µ );

and ( )

(a) (S is su

in t) We prove that pair

ton_Rigid at step
to

S

S

is su

in t; (b)

S  A(Γ1µ ).
i

pi

added to

S

is in omparable with pairs

at the previous steps.

For

i = 1

by Algorithm Skele-

p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1

added

the statement is trivially true.

i

i
i

i
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are

i > 1.
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pi ≁ pj , for j = 1, . . . , i − 1.
pi = hxi , yi i ≁ pi−1 = hxi−1 , yi−1 i.
then

x,

we have that if

Hen e, it is su ient to prove that
Sin e, by

onstru tion,

only if it is in omparable with the last pair of
su

hx, yi
pi ≁ pi−1 ,

By Property 5.1.5 and by the fa t that pairs

onsidered for in reasing values of

S,

pi

is inserted

we have that

S

is

in t.

⊂ A(Γ1µ ))

(b) (S

p ∈ S is built onsidering a parti ular partition
Γ1µ into the two sets Fl and Fr whi h satises p.
p ∈ A(Γ1µ ).

Ea h pair

of the internal fa es of
Hen e, by denition,

 A(Γ1µ )) Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there exists a pair p′ =
hx , y ′ i ∈ A(Γ1µ ) and there exists no pair p ∈ S su h that p  p′ . Let
xmax = max1 {dl (f )}. Two are the ases: either x′ > xmax or not.

( ) (S
′

f ∈Γµ

x′ > xmax ,

onsider the pair p = hx, yi reated by Algorithm Skelex = xmax . By onstru tion, it is possible to nd a
1
partition of the internal fa es of Γµ into two sets Fl and Fr su h that all
fa es are in Fl and Fr = ∅. Hen e, we have that y = 0. By the fa t that
x < x′ and 0 ≤ y ′ , we have that p  p′ . Sin e, by onstru tion, either
p ∈ S or there exists a pair p′′ ∈ S su h that p′′  p  p′ , we have a
If

ton_Rigid su h that

ontradi tion to the hypothesis that there exists no pair

p  p′ .

p∈S

su h that

x′ ≤ xmax ,

onsider the pair p = hx, yi reated by Algorithm
x = x′ and onsider the two partitions Fl ,
′
′
Fr and Fl , Fr satisfying p and p′ , respe tively. Sin e, by onstru tion, all
the fa es assigned to Fr by Algorithm Skeleton_Rigid are at distan e
µ
′
′
greater than x from fl , we have that Fr ⊆ Fr . Hen e, y ≤ y and, sin e
′
′
x = x , we have that p  p . Sin e, by onstru tion, we have that either
p ∈ S or there exists a pair p′′ ∈ S su h that p′′  p  p′ , we have a
Otherwise, if

Skeleton_Rigid su h that

ontradi tion to the hypothesis that there exists no pair

p  p′ .
The time

p∈S

su h that

omplexity bound follows from the fa t that Algorithm Skelexmax = max1 {dl (f )} times, whi h, by Property 5.5, is
f ∈Γµ

ton_Rigid iterates

O(δ(µ)),

and ea h iteration is exe uted in

O(1)

time.

2

Lemma 5.17

Starting from Â(νi ) and t(νi ), for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), the gist Â(µ)
P
Pj
an be omputed in time O( δ(µ)
j=1
i=1 n(νi )).

i

i
i

i
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Proof:

om-

In order to

ompute

Â(µ)

we have to perform a sequen e of

putations.

The proof is based on the fa t that the heaviest of these omPδ(µ) Pj
putations needs O(
j=1
i=1 n(νi )) time. By Lemma 5.14, the thi kness
t(µ) an be omputed in O(δ(µ)) time. Given the embedding Γ1µ of sk(µ), by
Lemma 5.16 the gist

Â(Γ1µ )

an be

omputed in

O(δ(µ)) time.

By Lemma 5.15,

1
1
the gists Â(νi |Γµ ) of the admissible sets of νi nested into Γµ an be omputed
Pδ(µ)
1
in O(
i=1 n(νi )) total time. By Lemma 5.9, the gist Â (µ) of the admissible
Tδ(µ)
1
1
1
set A (µ) = ( i=1 A(νi |Γµ )) ∩ A(Γµ ) of omponent µ restri ted to the emPδ(µ) Pj
1
2
bedding Γµ an be omputed in O(
j=1
i=1 n(νi )) time. The gist Â (µ) of
2
the admissible set of µ restri ted to the se ond embedding Γµ of sk(µ) an be
Pδ(µ)
2
omputed in O(
i=1 n(νi )) time by adding to Â (µ) a pair hy, xi for ea h pair
hx, yi ∈ Â1 (µ). The gist Â(µ) of the admissible set A(µ) = A1 (µ) ∪ A2 (µ) is
Pδ(µ)
omputed in O(
2
i=1 n(νi )) time, a ording to Lemma 5.4.

The Parallel Case.

u
5

f

P1

f

l

v
Figure 5.13: One of the
omponent

Let

µ

P1

δ(µ)!

and the

νi .

hildren

The

10

embeddings of the skeleton

orresponding

be a P-node with

number of verti es of

P1

r

sk(P1 ) of

the parallel

(u, v)-dual.

νi ,

for

i = 1, . . . , δ(µ),

and let

n(νi )

be the

omputation of the thi kness is addressed by the

following lemma.

Lemma 5.18

time.

The thi kness t(µ) =

Pδ(µ)
i=1

t(νi ) an be omputed in O(δ(µ))

i

i
i

i
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Proof:

The (u, v)-dual graph of ea h embedding of sk(µ) is made up of a
µ
single path of length δ(µ) onne ting the two verti es orresponding to fl and
µ
fr and passing for all the verti es orresponding to the internal fa es (see, for
µ
example, Fig. 5.13). Sin e, by denition, t(µ) is the distan e between fl and
µ
fr in su h a (u, v)-dual graph, the statement follows.
2
The remaining part of this se tion is devoted to the
admissible set of

µ

is

µ.

In the parallel

omputation of the

sk(µ) of a omponent
v , with δ(µ) parallel edges

ase the skeleton

omposed of two verti es, the poles

u

and

onne ting them and admits a fa torial number of embeddings, that is, the
number of all possible permutations of its
Hen e, a

sk(µ)

δ(µ)

edges.

In Fig. 5.13 one of

(u, v)-dual.
Â(µ) an be obtained by performing
j
the union among δ(µ)! sets, where ea h set A (µ) orresponds to a dierent
j
j
j
embedding Γµ of sk(µ). Also, A (µ) an be omputed by interse ting Â(Γµ )
j
and the gists Â(νi |Γµ ) of the admissible sets of ea h omponent νi nested
j
into Γµ . Hen e, a naïve omputation of Â(µ) employs a fa torial number of
the embeddings of

is shown together with its

orresponding

ording to Lemma 5.10, the gist

steps. We redu e the number of permutations to be analyzed by exploiting the
following properties and

onsiderations.

µ be a P-node with hildren νi , for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ). First, onsider a
pair hx, yi ∈ Â(µ) and an embedding ΓGµ of Gµ satisfying hx, yi, i.e., whose
internal fa es an be partitioned into two sets Fl and Fr su h that all fa es
µ
µ
in Fl (Fr ) have distan e from fl (fr ) less or equal than x (y ). Given a fa e
µ
f ∈ ΓGµ , onsider paths γ(f, fl ) of minimum length from f to flµ , and paths
γ(f, frµ ) of minimum length from f to frµ . The following properties hold.
Let

Property 5.12 Let ν be one of the hild omponents of µ. If the hildren fa es
of ΓGµ orresponding to the internal fa es of ν are split by Fl and Fr , then, for
ea h fa e f ∈ Fl , we have that flν ∈ γ(f, flµ ) and frν ∈
/ γ(flν , flµ ). Analogously,
ν
µ
for ea h fa e f ∈ Fr , we have that fr ∈ γ(f, fr ) and flν ∈
/ γ(frν , frµ ).
Proof:

µ
Consider the sequen e of skeleton fa es fl = f1 , f2 , . . . , fδ(µ) , fδ(µ)+1 =
µ
fr . The values of left depths dl (fi ), with i = 1, . . . , δ(µ) + 1, are in reasing,
ν
ν
while the values of the depths dr (fi ) are de reasing. Hen e, dl (fl ) < dl (fr )
µ
ν
ν
and dr (fl ) > dr (fr ). Consider a fa e f ∈ Fl . Sin e γ(f, fl ) is a path of
ν
ν
minimum length and dl (fl ) < dl (fr ), the statement follows. The same for a
fa e

f ∈ Fr .

2

Property 5.13

Let fsk be a skeleton fa e of ΓGµ and let νl and νr be the two
hild omponents of µ in ident to fsk su h that frνl = fsk = flνr . If some

i

i
i

i
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internal fa e fl of νl belongs to Fr and some internal fa e fr of νr belongs to
Fl , then there exists a partition Fl′ , Fr′ su h that all fa es in Fl′ have distan e
from flµ less or equal than x and all fa es in Fr′ have distan e from frµ less
or equal than y and su h that either all internal fa es of νl belong to Fl or all
internal fa es of νr belong to Fr .

Proof: By Property 5.12, we have that, for ea h fa e fl internal to νl ,
fsk = frνl ∈ γ(fl , flµ ) and, for ea h fa e fr internal to νr , fsk = flνr ∈ γ(fr , flµ ).
νr
′
Denote by dl (νr ) the maximum distan e from fl = fsk of the internal fa es
′
ν
of νr belonging to Fl , and by dr (νl ) the maximum distan e from fr l = fsk of
the internal fa es of νl belonging to Fr .
′
′
′
′
If dl (νr ) < dr (νl ), then onsider the partition Fl , Fr obtained from Fl and
′
Fr by moving all the internal fa es of νr to Fr . By Fl ⊂ Fl , we have that all
µ
′
fa es in Fl are at distan e from fl less or equal than x; by onstru tion, fa es
µ
f ∈ Fr are at distan e from fr less or equal than y ; also, by onstru tion, ea h
µ
′
fa e fr internal to νr is at distan e from fr less or equal than dl (νr )+dr (fsk ) <
′
′
′
dr (νl ) + dr (fsk ) ≤ y . Hen e, partition Fl , Fr satises the onditions of the
statement.

d′l (νr ) > d′r (νl ),

Fl′ , Fr′

obtained from Fl
′
by moving all the internal fa es of νl to Fl is su h that all fa es in Fl
µ
′
have distan e from fl less or equal than x and all fa es in Fr have distan e
µ
′
′
from fr less or equal than y . Fig. 5.14 shows the latter ase (dl (νr ) > dr (νl )).
Analogously, if

and

Fr

then the partition

2

Lemma 5.19 Let ΓGµ be an embedding of Gµ satisfying pair hx, yi ∈ Â(µ).
There exists a partition Fl′ and Fr′ su h that:
1. All fa es in Fl′ have distan e from flµ less or equal than x;
2. all fa es in Fr′ have distan e from frµ less or equal than y ;
3. there exists at most one omponent νc whose internal fa es belong to both
the sets Fl′ and Fr′ ;
4. ea h hild omponent to the left of νc has its internal fa es in Fl′ and ea h
hild omponent to the right of νc has its internal fa es in Fr′ .

Proof:

If there exist in

ΓG µ

sharing an external fa e, with
internal fa es of

ν1

are in

Fr

two

ν1

hild

omponents

to the left of

ν2 ,

ν1

and

ν2 ,

possibly not

and su h that some of the

and some of the internal fa es of

ν2

are in

Fl ,

then

i

i
i

i
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1

u
5

1, 2
2

u

5

1, 2
2

1,1

1, 2 4

1, 2 4

3

3

7

6

1,1

7

6

2,1
3, 2
9

2,2

3, 2

8

3, 2

10

v

2,1

3,1

9

2,2

v

12

8

3, 2

10

12

3,1

11

11

(a)

(b)

S1 is νl and omponent S2 is νr . (a)
{S1 , S2 } satises pair h2, 2i when some fa es of S1 are in
Fr and some fa es of S2 are in Fl . (b) Parallel omponent {S1 , S2 } satises
′
pair h0, 2i  h2, 2i when all fa es of S2 are in Fr . Dark-shaded fa es are in
′
Fl , light-shaded fa es are in Fr and Fr , and fa e fsk is drawn white. Ea h
Figure 5.14: Property 5.13. Component
Parallel

omponent

fa e is labeled with two integers representing its distan e from left and right
external fa e, respe tively. Labels lying inside a square are those
the

onsidered in

orresponding partition.

there is at least one skeleton fa e fsk whose two in idents omponents νl and
νr
ν
with fr l = fsk = fl , have some internal fa e in Fr and some internal fa e
in Fl , respe tively. A proof of this fa t is shown in Fig. 5.15, where the rst

νr ,

omponent
in

Fl .

ν1

and

ν1

has some fa es in

Fr

and the last

Observe that we analyze only the

ν2

omponent

ase where

ν2

has some fa es

omponents lying between

have all their internal fa es in the same set sin e, in the other

it is possible to nd at least one subsequen e of

ase,

omponents where the above

property is satised.

′
′
By Property 5.13, it is possible to nd a partition Fl , Fr su h that all fa es
µ
′
′
in Fl have distan e from fl less or equal than x, all fa es in Fr have distan e
µ
′
from fr less or equal than y and either all internal fa es of νl belong to Fl
′
′
′
or all internal fa es of νr belong to Fr . Partition Fl , Fr an be repeatedly
modied as des ribed above until Property 5.13
Two are the

ases: either there is a single

hild

an not be further applied.
omponent

νc

whose internal

i

i
i

i
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u

u

v

v

(a)

Figure 5.15:
rightmost
in

Fr , fsk

u

v

(b)

Proof of Lemma 5.19.

omponent is

ν2 .

( )

The leftmost

Dark-shaded fa es are in

omponent is

Fl ,

ν1

and the

light-shaded fa es are

is drawn dark grey, while the other skeleton fa es are drawn white.

fa es belong to both the sets

Fl′

and

Fr′

or there is none.

In the rst

ase,

sin e Property 5.13

an not be applied, all hild omponents to the left (right)
′
′
of νc have their internal fa es in Fl (Fr , respe tively). In the se ond ase, for
′
analogous reasons, all hild omponents with their fa es in Fl are to the left of
′
those hild omponents whose fa es are in Fr .
2
′
′
The unique omponent νc , if any, whose fa es belong to both Fl and Fr is
alled the enter of the permutation. Intuitively, Lemma 5.19 states that we

Fl , Fr of the internal fa es of ΓGµ su h
νc has its internal fa es into the same
j
set Fl or Fr . Consider, for example, embedding ΓP of parallel omponent P1 ,
1
shown in Fig. 5.16, orresponding to permutation S1 , Q5,10 , S2 , and onsider
Q5,10 as the enter of the permutation. It is possible to observe that a partition
Fl , Fr , where the hildren fa es of S2 are split by the two sets (Fig. 5.16(a)),
an restri t to

that ea h

hild

onsider those partitions

omponent dierent from

satises a pair that is pre eded by a pair satised by a partition where all

S2 are in Fr (Fig. 5.16(b)). In other words, for ea h hild omponent
νi dierent from νc , Â(νi ) an be assumed to ontain the two pairs hx, 0i and
h0, yi only.
The gist Â(µ) an be omputed by hoosing, one by one, ea h hild omponent as the enter of the permutation νc and by inserting the other omponents
either to the left or the right of νc , until a omplete permutation is obtained.
Ea h subsequen e σ of omponents is asso iated with the gist Â(σ) of its admissible set A(σ), whi h is properly updated when a omponent is inserted.
This approa h would obtain the same permutation δ(µ) times, so exploring
O(δ(µ) · δ(µ)!) sequen es. Hen e, at rst glan e, the omputational omplex-

fa es of

i

i
i

i
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1

u

2

f l P1

5

1,3

u

2

1,3

f l P1

1,2
2,1

4

3

6
4,2
3,2

3,1
8

1,2
2,1

4

3

7

6
4,2

P

3,2

fr

4,2

9

1,3

10

9

3,1
8

7

P

fr

4,2

10

v

v

12

4,1

4,1

11

12

11

(a)

(b)

ΓjP1

orresponds to permutation S1 , Q5,10 , S2 and
Q5,10 is the enter of the permutation. (a) ΓjP1 satises pair h3, 2i when hildren
j
fa es of S2 are split by Fl and Fr . (b) ΓP satises pair h1, 2i  h3, 2i when
1
all hildren fa es of S2 are in Fr . Skeleton fa es are drawn white, dark-shaded
Figure 5.16:

fa es are in

Embedding

Fl ,

and light-shaded fa es are in

Fr .

Ea h fa e is labeled with two

integers representing its distan e from left and right external fa e, respe tively.
Labels lying inside a square are those

onsidered in the

orresponding partition.

ity is augmented. However, we show in the following that fo using on
greatly help to redu e the number of permutations to be

νc

an

onsidered.

Lemma 5.20 Let σ be a sequen e of hild omponents, with νc ∈ σ, and let
νi ∈
/ σ be a hild omponent of µ with h0, yi i, hxi , 0i ∈ Â(νi ). By adding νi to
the left of σ we obtain a sequen e σ ′ . Consider the set S ′ ontaining a pair
hmax(x + t(νi ), xi ), yi for ea h pair hx, yi ∈ Â(σ). We have that S ′  A(σ ′ )
and S ′ ⊂ A(σ ′ ). Analogously, by adding νi to the right of σ we obtain a
sequen e σ ′′ and the set S ′′ ontaining a pair hx, max(y + t(νi ), yi )i for ea h
pair hx, yi ∈ Â(σ) is su h that S ′′  A(σ ′′ ) and S ′′ ⊂ A(σ ′′ ).
Proof:

First, we show that

embedding

Γσ

of

σ

S ′ ⊂ A(σ ′ ).

Consider a pair

hx, yi ∈ Â(σ)

and the

su h that there exists a partition of its internal fa es into
σ
two sets Fl and Fr where fa es in Fl are at distan e from fl less or equal than
σ
x and fa es in Fr are at distan e from fr less or equal than y . Then, onsider
νi
the embedding Γνi of νi su h that all its internal fa es are at distan e from fl

i

i
i

i
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and the planar embedding

Γσ ′

of

σ′

obtained by adding

νi

while preserving the original embeddings of σ and νi . Consider
′
′
′
the partition of the internal fa es of Γσ′ into two sets Fl and Fr , where Fl is the
′
set of fa es omposed of Fl plus all the fa es of Γνi and Fr = Fr . Fa es in Fl are
σ′
at distan e less or equal than x + t(νi ) from fl , sin e they are at distan e less
σ
σ′
or equal than x from fl whi h, in turn, is at distan e t(νi ) from fl . Also, by
σ′
onstru tion, fa es in Γνi are at distan e less or equal than xi from fl . Hen e,
′
′
σ
all fa es in Fl are at distan e from fl
less or equal than max(x + t(νi ), xi ).
′
′
By Fr = Fr we have that hmax(x + t(νi ), xi ), yi ∈ A(σ ). Repeating su h a
′
′
pro edure for ea h pair hx, yi ∈ Â(σ) we have that S ⊂ A(σ ).
′
′
Se ond, we show that S  A(σ ). Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there
′
′ ′
′
′
′
exists a pair p = hx , y i su h that p ∈ A(σ ) and there is not a pair p ∈ S
′
′
′
su h that p  p . Sin e p ∈ A(σ ), by denition, there exists an embedding
Γσ′ whose internal fa es an be partitioned into two sets Fl′ and Fr′ su h that
′
σ′
′
′
all fa es in Fl are at distan e from fl less or equal than x and all fa es in Fr
′
σ
′
are at distan e from fr less or equal than y . Consider the embeddings Γσ of
to the left of

σ

σ

Γνi of νi indu ed by Γσ′ .
of σ , we have that Γνi has

and

left

νc ∈ σ and νi is to the
Fl′ . Hen e, xi ≤ x′ .
Γσ into the sets Fl = Fl′ \Γνi

By Property 5.13, sin e

all its internal fa es into

Consider the partition of the internal fa es of
Fr = Fr′ . We have that fa es fl ∈ Fl are at distan e less or equal than
′
′
x − t(νi ) from flσ , sin e flσ ∈ γ(fl , flσ ) and |γ(flσ , flσ )| = t(νi ), and fa es
′
σ
′
in Fr are at distan e y from fr , sin e Fr = Fr . Hen e, embedding Γσ of
σ satises pair hx′ − t(νi ), y ′ i. Hen e, by onstru tion, S ′ ontains a pair
p = hmax(x+t(νi ), xi ), yi = hmax(x′ −t(νi )+t(νi ), xi ), y ′ i = hmax(x′ , xi ), y ′ i =
hx′ , y ′ i  p′ , whi h is a ontradi tion.
and
′

Analogous

onsiderations show that, when adding

S ′′  A(σ ′′ ) and S ′′ ⊂ A(σ ′′ ).
Let νi be a hild omponent of
l(νi ) = t(νi ) − xi , where xi is su h

a parallel node.
that pair

lemma holds.

νi

to the right of

σ,
2

We introdu e fun tion

hxi , 0i ∈ Â(νi ).

The following

Lemma 5.21

Let σ be a sequen e of hild omponents of µ, with νc ∈ σ , and
/ σ . Let Γ1µ and Γ2µ be
let ν ′ and ν ′′ be two hild omponents of µ, with ν ′ , ν ′′ ∈
two embeddings of sk(µ) orresponding to two permutations of hild omponents
whi h only dier for the swapping of ν ′ and ν ′′ in su h a way that ν ′ and ν ′′ lie
on the same side of σ and that ν ′ is between νc and ν ′′ in Γ1µ . If l(ν ′ ) < l(ν ′′ ),
then A2 (µ)  A1 (µ).

Proof:

Consider a pair

hx, yi ∈ Â(σ),

and pairs

hx′ , 0i ∈ Â(ν ′ )

and

hx′′ , 0i ∈

i

i
i

i
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flP1

8

4

1,2

fr

9

1,2

2,2

v

2,1

4

3

10

u

2

1,3

3

5

6

7

12

2,1

3,1
4,2

frS2

11

3,2

9

8
P

4,2

fr 1

10

10

v

v

4,1

12

11

(a)

(b)

( )

Figure 5.17: (a) Parallel omponent {S1 , Q5,10 } satises pair h1, 0i. (b) Pair
h0, 2i ∈ Â(S2 ). ( ) After inserting S2 to the right of the enter, parallel omponent P1 = {S1 , Q5,10 , S2 } satises pair hxj , max(yj + t(νi ), yi )i =
h1, max(0 + 1, 2)i = h1, 2i. Skeleton fa es are drawn white, dark-shaded fa es
are in Fl , and light-shaded fa es are in Fr . Ea h fa e is labeled with two integers representing its distan e from left and right external fa e, respe tively.
Labels lying inside a square are those

Â(ν ′′ ).

onsidered in the

ν′

orresponding partition.

ν ′′

are added to the left of σ , the
1
other ase being analogous. First, onsider embedding Γµ . When omponent
′
ν is added to the left of σ , by Lemma 5.20, we obtain a new sequen e satisfying
′
′
′′
pair hmax(x+t(ν ), x ), yi. Then, when ν is inserted, we obtain a new sequen e
1
′
′
′′
′′
satisfying p = hmax(max(x+t(ν ), x )+t(ν ), x ), yi. Se ond, onsider embed2
′′
′
ding Γµ . In this ase, after inserting ν and ν , we obtain a new sequen e satis2
′′
′′
′
′
fying pair p = hmax(max(x + t(ν ), x ) + t(ν ), x ), yi. Suppose, for a ontra2
1
′
′
di tion, that p  p . Two are the ases: either x + t(ν ) > x or not. Consider
′
′
′
′
′′
′′
the ase x + t(ν ) > x . Sin e, by hypothesis, t(ν ) − x < t(ν ) − x , we have
′′
′′
1
′
′′
′′
′
x+t(ν ) > x . Hen e, p = hmax(x+t(ν )+t(ν ), x ), yi = hx+t(ν )+t(ν ′′ ), yi
2
′′
′
′
′′
′
1
and p = hmax(x + t(ν ) + t(ν ), x ), yi = hx + t(ν ) + t(ν ), yi = p , ontradi t2
1
′
′
ing the hypothesis that p  p . Now onsider the ase x + t(ν ) ≤ x . Then,
1
′
′′
′′
p = hmax(x + t(ν ), x ), yi. Again, we have to distinguish two ases: Either
x+t(ν ′′ ) > x′′ or not. If x+t(ν ′′ ) > x′′ , then p2 = hmax(x+t(ν ′′ )+t(ν ′ ), x′ ), yi.
′
′′
′′
′
′′
Sin e, by hypothesis, x + t(ν ) ≥ x + t(ν ) + t(ν ) and, by t(ν ) ≥ 0, it holds
We analyze the

ase when both

and

i

i
i

i
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x′ + t(ν ′′ ) ≥ x′ , we on lude that p2  p1 , ontradi ting the hypothesis. If
x + t(ν ′′ ) ≤ x′′ , then p2 = hmax(x′′ + t(ν ′ ), x′ ), yi. Sin e, by l(ν ′ ) < l(ν ′′ ),
′
′′
′′
′
′′
′
′′
′
we have x + t(ν ) > x + t(ν ) and, by t(ν ) ≥ 0, we have x + t(ν ) > x ,
2
1
we on lude that p  p , ontradi ting the hypothesis. Sin e, for every pair
p1 ∈ A1 (µ), there exists a pair p2 ∈ A2 (µ) su h that p2  p1 , it follows that
A2 (µ)  A1 (µ).
2
′
′′
′′
′
Let ν and ν be two hild omponents of µ with l(ν ) < l(ν ). Intuitively,
′
′′
any permutation of the hild omponents of µ with ν further from νc than ν
an be ignored, sin e its admissible set is pre eded by the one

omputed with

a dierent permutation. Therefore, the number of analyzed permutations
be redu ed by ordering
and, on e the
other

hild

νc

enter

omponents by de reasing values of fun tion

of the permutation has been

to the right of the sequen e of the

hosen, by adding the

l(νi ),

omponents, ordered with respe t to fun tion

an

l(νi )

either to the left or

omponents already added.

T (νc ) of height δ(µ) + 1 where ea h
hxp , yp i of non-negative integers
d hild omponents of µ su h that

In order to do so, we build a rooted tree
node

p

at distan e

d

from the root is a pair

σp

and is asso iated with a sequen e

hxp , yp i ∈ Â(σp ).

of

d

The nodes at distan e

from the root are the in omparable

d. Hen e, the set of nodes
Â(µ) restri ted to the permutations having νc
denoted by Âνc (µ). Tree T (νc ) is built as follows.

pairs of integers satised by some sequen e of length
at distan e
as the

δ(µ) from the

enter. Su h a set is

h0, 0i

The root is pair

is added as many
set of the

enter of the permutation

omposed by

k -th

hildren
right of

and is asso iated with the empty sequen e. The root

hildren as many pairs in the gist

νc

only.

by one, all the other
the

root is

omponent

νc ,

of the admissible

The following levels are obtained by

onsidering, one

omponents in de reasing order of fun tion

νk

is pro essed, ea h node

p

at depth

k−1

l(νi ).

When

is added two

pl and pr , orresponding to the addition of νk to the left or to the
σp , respe tively. Pairs pl and pr are omputed, starting from p, with

the fun tion des ribed in Lemma 5.20.
at level

Â(νc )

ea h one asso iated with the sequen e

k

From the set of all pairs introdu ed

all those pre eded by a pair of the same level

an be removed, so

pruning the tree.
The gist

Â(µ)

union of the gists
one, ea h

hild

of the admissible set of the P-node

Âνc (µ)

omponent as the

shown in Fig. 5.17. Regarding

and

t(Q5,10 ) = 1,

an be obtained as the

enter of the permutation

Consider, for example, the P-node

S2

µ

of the admissible sets obtained by

regarding

P1

with

omponent

omponent

S1

hild

Q5,10

we have

hoosing, one by

νc .

Q5,10 , S1 , and
h0, 0i ∈ Â(Q5,10 )
h1, 0i ∈ Â(S1 ) and t(S1 ) =
omponents

we have

i

i
i

i
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1, and regarding omponent S2 we have h0, 2i ∈ Â(S2 ) and t(S2 ) = 1. Hen e,
l(Q5,10 ) = 1, l(S1 ) = 0 and l(S2 ) = −1. The ordering of the omponents is
then Q5,10 − S1 − S2 . Consider Q5,10 as the enter of the permutation. We
have Â(Q5,10 ) = {h0, 0i}. The tree that omputes the admissible set restri ted
to all the permutations having Q5,10 as enter is shown in Fig. 5.18.
<0,0>

Q 5,10

<0,0>

S1

<1,0>

S2

<2,0>

<1,2>

Figure 5.18: Computation of tree
ponents

Q5,10 , S1 ,

and

S2

<0,1>

T (Q5,10 )

We propose an algorithm,
and its

hildren

νi ,

for

enter of the permutation

h0, 2i

<0,2>

P1 with hild omh1, 2i and h2, 1i have been

for the P-node

added in this order. Pairs

removed sin e they are pre eded by

µ

<2,1>

and

h2, 0i,

respe tively.

alled Tree_Parallel, whi h, given a P-node

i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), with one
νc , suitably builds a set S

of them

of the admissible set restri ted to all the permutations having
Components

νi

νc

as

Âνc (µ)
enter.

onsidered ordered with respe t to de reasing values of

S ontains the pairs asso iated
T (νc ). S is initialized to Â(νc ).
When adding the k -th omponent νk , rst produ e the two sets Sl and Sr
of hildren obtained by on atenating νk to the left and to the right of σp ,
respe tively, for ea h p ∈ S . Pairs in Sl and Sr are reated by applying to
ea h pair of S the fun tion presented in Lemma 5.20. Sin e S is ordered
with respe t to the x relationship, and due to the fa t that pairs in Sl and
Sr are reated by adding a onstant value to the rst and se ond element,
respe tively, of all the pairs of S , whi h is su in t and assumed ordered with
respe t to the x relationship, these two sets an be kept ordered with respe t
to the x relationship and su in t, by omparing the pair to be inserted with
the last pair only. S is omputed by performing the union between Sl and
Sr as des ribed in Lemma 5.4. The algorithm iterates until all the hildren
fun tion

l(νi ).

are

hosen as the

that is the gist

At ea h step of the

to the nodes of the

omputation,

urrent level of the tree

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 6 Tree_Parallel
Require:
hild

A P-node
omponent

set of the

Ensure:

hild

The gist

tions having
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

νc

µ, thi kness t(νi ) and pairs hxi , 0i, h0, yi i ∈ Â(νi ) of ea h
νi , for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), and the gist Â(νc ) of the admissible

νc hosen as the enter of the permutation.
Âνc (µ) of the admissible set restri ted to all
as

the permuta-

enter.

S = Â(νc );
for i = 1 to δ(µ) do
pl = pr = h∞, ∞i;
for all pk = hxk , yk i ∈ S do
if pl  hmax(xk + t(νi ), xi ), yk i then
pl = hmax(xk + t(νi ), xi ), yk i;
Sl .addLast(pl );

end if
if pr  hxk , max(yk + t(νi ), yi )i then

8:
9:

pr = hxk , max(yk + t(νi ), yi )i;
Sr .addLast(pr );

10:
11:

end if
end for

12:
13:

S = Sl ∪ Sr ;

14:

end for
return S ;

15:
16:

omponents have been added.

Lemma 5.22 Starting from Â(νi ) and t(νi ), Algorithm Tree_Parallel omputes the gist Âνc (µ) of the admissible set of µ, restri ted to all the permutations
Pδ(µ) P
having νc as enter, in O( k=1 ki=1 n(νi )) time.
Proof:
the
of

k -th omponent is added, the omputational omplexity of
Sl and Sr and of their union depends on the number
Pk of nodes
distan e k from the root, whi h is, by denition, O(
i=1 n(νi )).

When the

onstru tion of

T (νc )

at

Sin e su h operations have to be performed for ea h level, the overall time
omplexity bound follows.

2

i

i
i

i
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Lemma 5.23

Starting from Â(νi ) and t(νi ), for i = 1, . . . , δ(µ), the gist Â(µ)
Pδ(µ) Pk
of the admissible set of µ an be omputed in time O(δ(µ) · k=1 i=1 n(νi )).

Proof:

In order to

ompute

Â(µ)

we have to perform a sequen e of

ompu-

tations.

The proof is based on the fa t that the heaviest of these omputaPδ(µ) Pk
tions needs O(δ(µ) ·
k=1
i=1 (n(νi ))) time. By Lemma 5.18, the thi kness

t(µ)

an be

omputed in

O(δ(µ))

time. The gists

Âνc (µ),

for

c = 1, . . . , δ(µ),

of the admissible sets restri ted to all the permutations having νc as enter
Pδ(µ) Pk
an be omputed, by Lemma 5.22, in O(δ(µ) ·
k=1
i=1 (n(νi ))) total time.

Sin e, by Property 5.5, for ea h gist Âνc (µ) we have |Âνc (µ)| = O(n), the gist
δ(µ)
Â(µ) = ∪c=1 Âνc (µ) of the admissible set of µ an be omputed with Algorithm Gist_Union in

O(δ(µ) · n)

time, a

ording to Lemma 5.4.

2

Computing the Minimum Depth and the Minimum-Depth
Embedding
At the end of the bottom-up traversal of
an be

T,

the value of the minimum depth

omputed starting from the gist of the admissible set of the

omponent

µ that is the hild of the root e of T . Namely, for ea h pair hxh , yh i ∈ Â(µ), let
mh be xh + 1 if xh = yh , and let mh be max(xh , yh ) otherwise. The minimum
depth is the minimum of the mh , for h = 1, . . . , |Â(µ)|.

Lemma 5.24

Let T be the SPQR-tree rooted at edge e of an n-vertex graph
G, and let µ be the hild of e. Starting from Â(µ), the minimum depth of the
embeddings of G with e on the external fa e an be omputed in O(n) time.

Proof:

Consider a pair hxh , yh i ∈ Â(µ). By denition, there exists an embedh
h
ding Γµ su h that ea h fa e f ∈ Γµ is at distan e less or equal than xh from
µ
fl or at distan e less or equal than yh from frµ . Two planar embeddings of G
h
with e on the external fa e are obtained from Γµ by adding edge e between the
µ
µ
µ
poles of µ, and by hoosing either fl or fr as the external fa e f , respe tively.
µ
µ
If xh > yh we set f
= fl and mh = xh . If xh = yh we set f µ = flµ and
mh = xh + 1. Otherwise, if xh < yh we set f µ = frµ and mh = yh . Denote ΓhG
the orresponding embedding.
h
µ
We have that if xh > yh , ea h fa e f ∈ ΓG is at distan e from f less or equal
h
than max(xh , yh + 1) = xh = mh . If xh = yh ea h fa e f ∈ ΓG is at distan e
µ
from f less or equal than max(xh , yh + 1) = xh + 1 = mh . If xh < yh ea h fa e
h
f ∈ ΓG is at distan e from f µ less or equal than max(xh + 1, yh ) = yh = mh .

i

i
i

i
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Â(µ) a ounts for the depths of all possible embeddings of the pertinent
Gµ , the minimum among all the mh is the minimum depth of the embeddings of G with e on the external fa e. The operations to be performed are
|Â(µ)| integer omparisons and the omputation of the minimum among |Â(µ)|
integer values. Sin e, by Property 5.5, |Â(µ)| is O(n), the statement follows.
2
Sin e

graph

Theorem 5.1 Let G be an n-vertex bi onne ted planar graph and let T be the
SPQR-tree of G rooted at e. The minimum depth of an embedding of G with e
on the external fa e an be omputed in O(n3 ) time and O(n2 ) spa e.
Proof:

S , R and P ontaining the series, rigid, and
T , respe tively. For ea h series omponent µs ∈ S , by LemPδ(µs )
mas 5.11 and 5.13, t(µs ) and Â(µs ) an be omputed in O(
n(νi )) time.
P i=1Pδ(µs )
Hen e, the overall omplexity for all the series nodes is O(
µs ∈S
i=1 n(νi )).
2
Sin e the number of the series nodes is O(n), the above sum is O(n ).
For ea h rigid omponent µr ∈ R, by Lemmas 5.14 and 5.17, t(µr ) and
Pδ(µ ) Pj
Â(µr ) an be omputed in O( j=1r
i=1 n(νi )). Hen e, the overall omplexConsider the three sets

parallel nodes of

O(n)

ity for all the rigid nodes is
total number of

T,

For ea h parallel
an be

whi h is

omponent

µp ∈P
sin e the total number of

O(n)

z
}|
{ z }| {
δ(µp ) k
X
X X
O(
δ(µp )
n(νi )),

omplexity for all the parallel nodes is

time

sin e the

that is

O(n2 )

O(n3 ),

O(n2 ),

µr ∈R j=1 i=1
hildren of all the rigid nodes is less or equal than the total

O(n).
µp ∈ P , by Lemmas 5.18 and 5.23, t(µp ) and
Pδ(µp ) Pk
omputed in O(δ(µp )
k=1
i=1 n(νi )) time. Hen e, the overall

number of ar s of

Â(µp )

O(n)

z }| { z }| {
j
X δ(µ
Xr ) X
O(
n(νi )),

whi h is

k=1 i=1

hildren of all the parallel nodes is O(n). The
O(n2 ) + O(n2 ) + O(n3 ) = O(n3 ).

omplexity of the bottom-up traversal is

Starting from the gist of the admissible set of the root, the minimum depth is
omputed, by Lemma 5.24, in
The spa e bound

T
O(n).

ponents in
sets is

O(n)

time.

an be obtained by

onsidering that there are

O(n)

om-

and that, by Property 5.5, the size of the gists of their admissible

2

i

i
i

i
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G with

To produ e a minimum-depth embedding of

an edge

e on the

nal fa e we need some additional information to be added to ea h
during the bottom-up traversal of

T,

meant to des ribe how the

exter-

omponent
omponents

must be atta hed together in order to obtain an embedding satisfying ea h pair
of the gist of the admissible set.

µ and for ea

Namely, for ea h node
des riptor

•

h pair

omposed of :

A Boolean variable
omponent

ν.

µ

spe ifying how

Namely,

to the virtual edge
whether

bµ
eµ

must repla e

•

An integer pair

•

If

pi

p ∈ Â(µ) we atta
µ

must be atta hed to its parent

fl and fr of sk(ν) in ident
sk(ν). Variable bµ des ribes
flµ orresponding to fl or not.

onsider the two fa es

µ

representing

eµ

in

for ea h

sk(ν)
hild

in

with

omponent

must be embedded to obtain an embedding of

µ is a parallel
νi .

h an embedding

νi
µ

of

µ

spe ifying how

satisfying

νi

p.

omponent we also re ord the needed ordering of its

hild

omponents

The minimum-depth embedding is
the SPQR-tree

T

rooted at

e,

omputed with a top-down traversal of

using the above des ribed additional stru tures,

by suitably repla ing ea h virtual edge with the skeleton of the

orresponding

omponent.

Theorem 5.2

Let G be an n-vertex bi onne ted planar graph. A minimumdepth embedding of G an be omputed in O(n4 ) time and O(n3 ) spa e.

Proof:

For ea h edge

e of G,

ompute the SPQR-tree rooted at

and the minimum-depth embedding with
The

ubi

e

e in O(n) time
O(n3 ) time.

on the external fa e in

spa e bound is due to the fa t that, for ea h

omponent and for ea h

integer pair of the gist of its admissible set, an integer pair for ea h

hildren

must be re orded.

2

5.6 Extension to General Planar Graphs
The minimum-depth embedding of a simply- onne ted planar graph
s ribed by its BC-tree,

G,

de-

an be found with an approa h similar to that used

in [BM90℄. The key point of su h an approa h is that the algorithm to

om-

pute a minimum-depth embedding of a bi onne ted graph with a spe ied edge
on the external fa e

an be suitably modied in order to be applied to ea h

i

i
i

i
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taking into a

ount the depth of the blo ks that are atta hed to the
3
ut-verti es of G, while maintaining the O(ni ) time
omplexity, where ni is the number of verti es of ρi .

ρi

verti es of

that are

In order to
separate

ompute the minimum-depth embedding of

omputation with ea h edge

tree at the blo k

ontaining

e.

e

ρi ,

must be embedded with

we apply the modied algorithm to
edges in ident to
This

vj

and

we perform a

We traverse bottom-up the BC-tree applying

the algorithm sket hed in the following. Ea h blo k
with its parent

G,

on the external fa e, rooting the BC-

ρj

vj

ρj ,

sharing

ut-vertex

on its external fa e.

vj

Hen e,

using as referen e edge ea h one of the

hoose the embedding with minimum depth.

omputation has to be performed for ea h edge of ea h blo k hosen as
O(n4 ) omplexity an be obtained by onsidering

the root blo k. The overall

that the modied algorithm has to be laun hed at most three times for ea h
edge of

G.

e

Namely, we laun h the algorithm on ea h edge

an edge is

hosen to be on the external fa e, taking into a

of

G

when su h

ount the depths of

all the atta hed blo ks, and we laun h the algorithm on ea h edge
to a

ut-vertex

v

(hen e, at most two times for ea h

e)

e

taking into a

in ident
ount the

depths of all the atta hed blo ks with the ex eption of those atta hed to

v.

Theorem 5.3

Let G be an n-vertex onne ted planar graph. A minimumdepth embedding of G an be omputed in O(n4 ) time and O(n3 ) spa e.
Here we provide a sket h of the algorithm to nd a minimum-depth embed-

ρ

ding of a blo k

of a BC-tree

that takes into a

vi

with

ea h

ρ.

B

e
πi

with a spe ied edge

ount the depths of the

hild blo ks

on the external fa e
sharing a

ut-vertex

The input of su h an algorithm is a minimum-depth embedding for

hild blo k

πi

in Se tion 5.5 for

of

ρ

with

vi

on the external fa e. The algorithm des ribed

omputing a minimum-depth embedding of a bi onne ted

graph with a spe ied edge on the external fa e has to be modied in order to
take into a
the fa es of
omponent

ount the fa t that ea h

ρ in
µ of

ident to

vi .

the SPQR-tree of the blo k

depths have to be taken into a
omponents of
poles of

µ

µ

hild blo k

has to be pla ed inside one of

will be taken into a

ρ.

The

hild blo ks of

ρ,

whose

ount, may only atta h to the poles of the

that are not poles of

algorithm. Hen e, the

πi

Consider the skeleton of a series, rigid, or parallel

µ.

In fa t,

ount when the parent of

omputation for a parallel

hild

hild blo ks atta hed to the

µ

is

omponent

onsidered by the

µp

is un hanged

with respe t of the algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5.5.
The key observation for modifying the algorithm for a series or a rigid
omponent

µ is that the

admissible set of

sk(µ) and the admissible sets of ea

h

i

i
i

i
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Γj (µ) do not

hosen to

ontain the

hange whi hever will be the fa es

πi atta hed to ρ.
πi , with depth di , an be mod-

hild blo ks

The se ond key observation is that ea h blo k

eled by means of an additional admissible set representing the
the blo k on the depth of the whole
nent

µs ,

ontribution of

omponent. Namely, for a series

it is su ient to interse t the gists of the admissible sets

ompo-

Â(νh |Γj (µ))

omponent νh of µ with the additional admissible set
h0, di i and hdi , 0i, whi h represent the fa t that the blo k
πi will be pla ed into frµs or flµs , respe tively. Analogously, the algorithm for
a rigid omponent µr must be modied by onsidering for ea h hild blo k πi ,
with depth di , an additional admissible set representing the fa t that πi an be
pla ed in any fa e in ident to vi . Su h a set ontains two pairs h0, di + dr (f )i
and hdi + dl (f ), 0i for ea h fa e in ident to vi (its gist will ontain two pairs
3
only). It an be proved that the above hanges do not ae t the overall O(n )
omplexity of the algorithm, where n is the number of verti es of ρ.
omputed for ea h

hild

ontaining the pairs

5.7 Con lusions
In this hapter we presented an

O(n4 )-time algorithm for

omputing a minimum-

depth embedding of a planar graph.
Sin e our approa h is inspired by the one in [BM90℄, it is useful to stress
the similarities and the dieren es between the two

ontributions.

from [BM90℄ the fundamental idea of de omposing the graph into
and to separately

onsider ea h

omponent. Also, the

on ept of

We take

omponents

thi kness

is

the same as in [BM90℄. Both the approa hes exploit the strategy of equipping
ea h

omponent with pairs of integers, representing their distan e from the

external fa e. However, in [BM90℄ a pair represents the result of a probe that
says that a

ertain

omponent is feasible with that depth. In our

ase a set

of pairs represents impli itly all the admissible values of depth of the
nent. The

ombinatorial stru ture of su h pairs and their ni e

properties are a key ingredient of our approa h. The te hniques for
the

omponents are similar. However, in the

parallel

ompo-

omputational
ombining

riti al problem of dealing with

ompositions, we develop an approa h that has many new features.
O(n4 ) time

The natural problem that remains open is to ll the gap from our

to the linear time obtained in [PT00℄ for a simplied version of the problem.
Also, it would be interesting to understand whether the te hniques used in
this

hapter

ould be applied to improve the

omplexity bounds for the other

distan e measures, su h as radius, outerplanarity, and width.

i

i
i
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Chapter 6

Greedy Drawings of Planar Graphs
In this

1

hapter , we study greedy drawings of planar graphs, a type of drawings

that have to satisfy some geometri al properties related to the distan e among
the verti es. Namely, in su h a type of drawings, every vertex is
any other vertex by a path su h that at ea h step the geometri

onne ted to

distan e to the

destination is de reased. This problem has re ently been the subje t of some
investigation, as it is motivated by its appli ation in greedy routing algorithms
for sensor networks.
ombinatorial

hara terization of the

graphs admitting a drawing with this property. In this

We study the problem aiming at a

ontext, we rst present

an algorithm to onstru t greedy drawings of every given triangulation and then
we show how to extend it to work for every given tri onne ted planar graph,
hen e proving a

onje ture by Papadimitriou and Rataj zak [PR05℄, that was

independently proved by Leighton and Moitra [LM08℄.
Our algorithm for triangulations relies on two main results. First, we show
how to

onstru t greedy drawings of a fairly simple

triangulated binary a tuses.

lass of graphs,

alled

Se ond, we show that every triangulation

an be

spanned by a triangulated binary

a tus. The te hnique used for tri onne ted

planar graphs is the same, but in this
graphs,

1 Part

alled

of the

ase we use a slightly dierent

lass of

non-triangulated binary a tuses.
ontents of this

hapter are a joint work with Fabrizio Frati and Lu a Grilli,

appeared in [AFG08℄ and to appear in [AFG10℄. Thanks to Tom Leighton and Ankur Moitra
for providing us with their paper, for introdu ing us to Gao and Ri hter's results, and for
helping us to

larify the relationship between our results, their own, and Gao and Ri hter's

ones.
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6.1 Introdu tion
The standard Internet routing proto ol is as follows: Ea h
vo ally identied by an

IP-address ;

IP-addresses are

ers that are topologi ally or geographi ally

omputer is uni-

aggregated,

i.e.,

omput-

lose in the network are assigned

addresses with the same most signi ative bits;

onsequently, routers do not

have to know the route to ea h address in the network, but they maintain in
their

routing tables

only the information on the route to take for rea hing ea h

set of aggregated addresses. Su h an approa h does not work in many wireless networks, su h as

ad-ho

and

sensor networks,

where the addresses that

are assigned to nodes geographi ally or topologi ally
similar. Despite of their importan e, no universally-a

lose are not ne essarily
epted

ommuni ation

proto ol exists for su h wireless environments.

Geographi routing

is a

lass of routing proto ols in whi h nodes forward

pa kets based on their geographi

ri routing,

or

greedy routing,

lo ations. Among su h proto ols,

geomet-

has been well investigated, be ause it relies on

a very simple strategy in whi h, in order to forward pa kets, ea h node has
to know only lo al information and the destination address.
greedy routing a node forwards pa kets to a neighbor that is
to the destination's geographi

lo ation. Dierent distan e metri s dene dif-

ferent meanings for the word  loser, and
algorithms for the pa ket delivery.
ourse the

Eu lidean distan e.

In fa t, in the

loser than itself

onsequently dene dierent routing

The most used and studied metri

The e ien y of geographi

strongly relies on the geographi

is of

routing algorithms

oordinates of the nodes.

This is indeed a

drawba k of su h routing algorithms, for the following reasons: (i) Nodes of
the network have to know their lo ations, hen e they have to be equipped with
GPS devi es, whi h are expensive and in rease the energy
nodes; (ii) geographi

onsumption of the

oordinates are independent of the network obstru tions,

i.e. obsta les making the

ommuni ation between two

lose nodes impossible,

and, more in general, they are independent of the network topology; this
lead to situations in whi h the

ommuni ation fails be ause a

void

ould

has been

rea hed, i.e., the pa ket has rea hed a node whose neighbors are all farther
from the destination than the node itself.
A brilliant solution to the geographi

routing weakness has been proposed

by Rao, Papadimitriou, Shenker and Stoi a, who in [RPSS03℄ proposed a
s heme in whi h nodes de ide
dard geometri

virtual oordinates

and then apply the stan-

routing algorithm relying on su h virtual lo ations rather than

on the real geographi

oordinates. Clearly, virtual

ree t the nodes a tual positions, hen e they

oordinates do not need to

an be suitably

hosen to guaran-

i

i
i
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routing algorithm delivers pa kets with high probability.

It has been experimentally shown that su h an approa h strongly improves the
reliability of geometri

routing [RPSS03, PR05℄.

Unfortunately, greedy routing in the Eu lidean plane is not always possible, as for example if the network is represented as a star graph with seven
verti es.

Thus, in order to apply greedy routing to arbitrary networks, re-

sear hers have had to either abandon the natural geometry of the Eu lidean
plane and use hyperboli

oordinates or to abandon the simple greedy routing

proto ol. Namely, it has been proved that virtual
metri

routing to work for every

in the hyperboli

oordinates guarantee geo-

onne ted topology when they

plane [Kle07℄, even if only a logarithmi

available to store the

an be

hosen

number of bits are

oordinates of ea h node [EG08℄. Moreover, some easy

modi ations of the routing algorithm guarantee that Eu lidean virtual
dinates

an be

even if the

hosen so that the pa ket delivery always su

oordinates need to be lo ally

oor-

eeds [BCGG06℄,

omputed [BCGW07℄.

Con erning greedy routing in the Eu lidean plane, the most intense resear h
eort has been devoted to determining network topologies for whi h greedy
routing with Eu lidean virtual
graph-theoreti

oordinates is guaranteed to work.

point of view, the problem

greedy drawing,

From a

an be restated as follows: Whi h

Γ in the plane
distan e-de reasing path in
Γ? A path (v0 , v1 , . . . , vm ) is distan e-de reasing if d(vi , vm ) < d(vi−1 , vm ), for
i = 1, . . . , m, where d(u, v) denotes the Eu lidean distan e between points u
and v . This formulation of the problem gives a lear per eption of how greedy

graphs admit a

i.e., a straight-line drawing

su h that, for every pair of nodes, there exists a

routing

an be seen as a bridge problem between the theory of routing and

Graph Drawing, thus explaining why it attra ted attention in both areas.
In [PR05℄ Papadimitriou and Rataj zak

Conje ture 6.1

onje tured the following:

Every tri onne ted planar graph admits a greedy drawing.

Papadimitriou and Rataj zak observed that, if a graph
drawing, then any graph

ontaining

G

G

admits a greedy

as a spanning subgraph admits one, as

well. It follows that Conje ture 6.1 extends to all graphs whi h are spanned by a
tri onne ted planar graph. Related to su h an observation, Papadimitriou and
Rataj zak proved that every tri onne ted graph not

ontaining any

K3,3 -minor

has a tri onne ted planar spanning subgraph.
Some examples of graphs not admitting any greedy drawings in the plane
adopting the Eu lidean distan e have been provided. Namely, Papadimitriou
and Rataj zak [PR05℄ proved that

Kk,5k+1

has no greedy drawing, for

k ≥ 1.

i

i
i

i
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This result is interesting when related to Conje ture 6.1, as it states that
that is planar but non-tri onne ted, and

K3,16 ,

planar, do not admit any greedy drawing, hen e making the two
the

K2,11 ,

that is tri onne ted but nononditions of

onje ture ne essary. Also, in [LM08℄ it is proved that there exist trees not

admitting any greedy drawing, as the
There are a few

omplete binary tree with

ture is easily shown to be true, for example graphs with a
and

31

verti es.

lasses of tri onne ted planar graphs for whi h the

Delaunay Triangulations.

At SODA 2008 [Dha08℄, Dhandapani proved the

onje ture for the rst non-trivial
he showed that every

onje -

Hamiltonian path

lass of tri onne ted planar graphs, namely

triangulation

admits a greedy embedding. The proof of

Dhandapani is probabilisti , namely the author proves that, for every given
triangulation

G,

a

random S hnyder drawing

of

G

[S h90℄ is greedy with pos-

itive probability; hen e, there exists a greedy drawing of every triangulation.
Although su h a proof is elegant, relying at the same time on an old Com-

Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkievi z
Theorem [KKM29℄, and on standard Graph Drawing te hniques, as the S hnyder realizers [S h90℄ and the anoni al orderings of a triangulation [dPP90℄, it
binatorial Geometry theorem, known as the

does not lead to an embedding algorithm.
In this

hapter we show an algorithm for

triangulations. We dene a simple

onstru ting greedy drawings of

lass of graphs,

a tuses, and we provide an algorithm to

alled

triangulated binary

onstru t a greedy drawing of any su h

a graph. Further, we show how to nd, for every triangulation, a triangulated
binary

a tus spanning it.

algorithm for

It is

lear that the previous statements imply an

onstru ting greedy drawings of triangulations. Namely,

any triangulation

G,

onsider

apply the algorithm to nd a triangulated binary

a tus

S spanning G, and then apply the algorithm to onstru t a greedy drawing of
S . As already observed, adding edges to a greedy drawing leaves the drawing
greedy, hen e S an be augmented to G, obtaining a greedy drawing of G.

Theorem 6.1 Given a triangulation G, there exists an algorithm to ompute
a greedy drawing of G.
Further, we provide an algorithm to

onstru t greedy drawings of general

tri onne ted planar graphs. The strategy of su h an algorithm is the same as
the one of the algorithm for
fa t, we dene a simple

onstru ting greedy drawings of triangulations. In

lass of graphs,

and we provide an algorithm to

alled

non-triangulated binary a tuses,

onstru t a greedy drawing of any su h a graph.

Finally, we show how to nd, for every tri onne ted planar graph, a nontriangulated binary

a tus spanning it. Su h a result proves Conje ture 6.1;

i

i
i

i
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however, the

151

onje ture has been very re ently (and independently) proved by

Leighton and Moitra [LM08℄, by using te hniques whi h are amazingly similar
to ours. Hen e, we will only sket h how to modify the algorithm we provide for
triangulations in order to make it work for general tri onne ted planar graphs
and we will extensively dis uss dieren es and similarities of our algorithm
with respe t to Leighton and Moitra's.
The rest of the

hapter is organized as follows. In Se t. 6.2 we introdu e

triangulated binary

a tuses; in Se t. 6.3 we show an algorithm to

greedy drawings of triangulated binary
rithm to

onstru t a triangulated binary

onstru t

a tuses; in Se t. 6.4 we show an algoa tus spanning a given triangulation;

in Se t. 6.5 we show how to modify the algorithm des ribed for triangulations
in order to make it work for general tri onne ted planar graphs and we

om-

pare our te hniques with Leighton and Moitra's ones; nally, in Se t. 6.6 we
on lude and present some open problems

on erning greedy graph drawings.

6.2 Triangulated Binary Ca tuses
Consider a graph
spe i

B-node

is rooted at a

G.

ertain blo k

ν,

utvertex of
let

r(µ)

G

T

of a graph

parent of

µ

in

ν.

one vertex

r(ν)

ν

T

G

G

indu ed

T rooted at µ. In
µ we denote by r(µ) the
If µ is the root of T , i.e., µ = ν , then we
node of the blo k asso iated with µ. In the

T.

onsidered BC-tree is meant to be

su h that the blo k asso iated with

whi h is not a

of a graph

the subgraph of

for ea h B-node

following, unless otherwise spe ied, ea h
ertain B-node

G(µ)

ontained in the subtree of

G,

denote any non- utvertex

rooted at a

and suppose it is rooted at a

When the BC-tree

we denote by

by all the verti es in the blo ks
a rooted BC-tree

T

Consider its BC-tree

orresponding to a blo k

ν

has at least

utvertex. It is not di ult to see that su h a

blo k exists in every planar graph.

A triangulated binary a tus S , in the following two se tions
binary a tus, is a onne ted graph su h that (see Fig 6.1):

simply

alled

T is either an edge or a triangulated y le, i.e., a y le (r(µ), u1 , u2 , . . . , uh ) triangulated by the edges
from r(µ) to ea h of u1 , u2 , . . . , uh .

•

The blo k asso iated with ea h B-node of

•

Every

utvertex is shared by exa tly two blo ks of

S.

i

i
i

i
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r(ν)

µ4 r(µ5)
r(µ4)

ν

r(µ1) r(µ3)
µ3
µ1
r(µ2)
µ2
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µ5 r(µ7)

r(µ6)

r(µ4) µ4

ν

µ7

r(µ1)

r(µ3)

µ1

µ6

r(µ2)

r(µ5)

µ3

Figure 6.1: (a) A binary
(resp. bla k)

µ7

µ5
r(µ6)

µ6

µ2

(a)

r(µ7)

(b)
a tus

S.

(b) The blo k- utvertex tree of

S.

White

ir les represent C-nodes (resp. B-nodes).

6.3 Greedy Drawings of Binary Ca tuses
In this se tion, we give an algorithm to
a tus

S.

Su h a drawing is

of the BC-tree

T

of

ompute a greedy drawing of a binary

onstru ted by performing a bottom-up traversal

S.
µ of a subtree of T

Consider the root
the

k

hildren of

µ,

whi h

orresponding to a blo k of

orrespond to

utverti es of

S,

and

S,

onsider

onsider the

hildren of su h utverti es, say µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk . Noti e that ea h C-node hild of
µ is parent of exa tly one B-node µi of T , by the denition of binary a tus. For
ea h i = 1, . . . , k , indu tively assume there is a drawing Γi of S(µi ) satisfying
the properties listed below.

(ai , bi ) be an ar of C , let p∗i be a point of C su h
∗
that the diameter through pi uts (ai , bi ) in two ar s of the same length. Let
αi and βi be any two angles su h that αi ≤ βi ≤ π4 . Consider the tangent
t(p∗i ) to C in p∗i . Consider two half-lines l1∗ and l2∗ in ident to p∗i , lying on the
∗
opposite part of C with respe t to t(pi ), and forming angles equal to βi with
∗
∗
t(pi ). Denote by W (pi ) the wedge entered at p∗i , delimited by l1∗ and l2∗ , and
not ontaining C . Refer to Fig. 6.2(a).
Let

C

be a

ir le, let

• Property 1. Γi

is a greedy drawing.

• Property 2. Γi is entirely ontained inside
∗
∗
ar (ai , bi ), and by segments pi ai and pi bi .

R(Γi ) delimited
∗
\
angle a
i pi bi is αi .

a region
The

by

• Property 3. For every vertex v in S(µi ) and for every point p internal
∗
to W (pi ), there exists in Γi a path (v = v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi )) from v to
r(µi ) su h that d(vj , p) < d(vj−1 , p), for j = 1, . . . , l.

i

i
i

i
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• Property 4. For every vertex v
W (p∗i ), d(v, p∗i ) < d(v, p).
ai

R(Γi )

l1*

p*i

S(µi )

and for every point

p0

bi

p1

β

l2*

W(pi*)

p*

W(p*)

(a)
Figure 6.2:

internal to

C

t(p*i )

βi

p

ph-1
ph

C

αi
βi

in

153

p

β

(b)

(a) Illustration for Properties 14 of

Γi .

(b) Base

ase of the

algorithm. The light and dark shaded region represents R(Γ) (the angle of R(Γ)
∗
∗ α
at p is α). The dark shaded region represents the interse tion of W (p , 2 )
with the disk delimited by

In the base

ase, blo k

C.

µ

has no

hild. Denote by

(r(µ) = u0 , u1 , . . . , uh−1 )

orresponding to µ. Noti e that h ≥ 2. Consider any ir le C
∗
with enter c. Let p be the point of C with smallest y - oordinate. Consider the
α
∗
∗ α
wedges W (p , α) and W (p , ) with angles α and
2
2 , respe tively, in ident to
∗
∗
p and su h that the diameter of C through p is their bise tor (see Fig. 6.2(b)).
∗
′
′
Pla e r(µ) at p . Denote by pa and pb the interse tion points (dierent from
∗
∗ α
p ) of the half-lines delimiting W (p , 2 ) with C . Denote by A the ar of C
′
′
∗
between pa and pb and not ontaining p . Consider h + 1 points p0 , p1 , . . . , ph
′
′
on A su h that p0 = pa , ph = pb , and the distan e between any two onse utive
the blo k of

S

pi and pi+1 is the same. Pla e vertex ui at point pi , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h−1.
h = 2, µ orresponds to an edge of S that is drawn as a verti al
segment, with u1 above u0 .
In order to show that the onstru ted drawing Γ satises Property 1, onsider any two verti es ui and uj , with i < j . If i = 0, then u0 and uj are

points

Noti e that, if

joined by an edge, whi h provides a distan e-de reasing path between them.

(ui , ui+1 , . . . , uj ) is a distan e-de reasing path from
uj , the proof that (uj , uj−1 , . . . , ui ) is a distan e-de reasing path from
to ui being analogous. For ea h l = i, i + 1, . . . , j − 2, angle ul\
ul+1 uj is
π
greater than 2 , be ause triangle (ul , ul+1 , uj ) is ins ribed in less than half a
ir le with ul+1 as middle point (see Fig. 6.3(a)). Hen e, (ul , uj ) is the longest
Otherwise, we prove that

ui
uj

to

i

i
i

i
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(ul , ul+1 , uj )

satises Property 2 by
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and

d(ul+1 , uj ) < d(ul , uj )

Drawing Γ
Γ satises Property

follows.

onstru tion. In order to prove that

3, we have to prove that, for every vertex ui , with i ≥ 1, and for every point
∗ p is at least β + ( π − α ), whi h is
[
p in W (p∗ ), d(u0 , p) < d(ui , p). Angle pp
i
2
4
π
greater than
(see Fig. 6.3(b)). It follows that segment ppi is the longest side
2
∗
of triangle (p, p , pi ), thus proving that d(u0 , p) < d(ui , p). For the same reason

d(u0 , ui ) < d(p, ui ),

hen e proving Property 4.

pi

α/4

ul

ul+1

β

uj

p*
p

(a)
Figure 6.3: (a)

Γ

satises Property 1. (b)

Now we dis uss the indu tive
ing

k

hildren.

(b)

We show how to

ase.

Γ

satises Properties 3 and 4.

Suppose that

µ

onstru t a drawing

is a node of

Γ

of

S(µ)

T

hav-

satisfying

α and β . Refer to Fig. 6.4. Denote by
(r(µ) = u0 , u1 , . . . , uh−1 ) the blo k of S orresponding to µ. Remember that
h ≥ 2 and that if h = 2, then the blo k is an edge, otherwise it is a trian∗
gulated y le. Consider any ir le C with enter c. Let p be the point of C
∗
∗ α
with smallest y - oordinate. Consider the wedges W (p , α) and W (p , ) with
2
α
∗
angles α and
2 , respe tively, in ident to p and su h that the diameter of C
∗
∗
through p is their bise tor. Region R(Γ) is the interse tion region of W (p , α)
with the losed disk delimited by C .
′
Consider a se ond ir le C with enter c interse ting the two lines delimiting
′ cp′ = 3α . It is not di ult
W (p∗ , α2 ) in two points p′a and p′b su h that angle p[
a b
2
′
to see that su h a ir le always exists. Denote by A the ar of C delimited
′
′
∗
by pa and pb and farther from p . Consider h + 1 points p0 , p1 , . . . , ph on A
′
′
su h that p0 = pa and ph = pb , and the distan e between any two onse utive
points pi and pi+1 is the same. Observe that, for ea h i = 0, 1, . . . , h − 1, angle
3α
p\
i cpi+1 = 2h .
Properties 14 with parameters

i

i
i
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A

p’
a =p0

3α/2

155

p’
b =ph

c

α
β

β

p*

Figure 6.4: Constru tion of a drawing

Γ

in the indu tive

ase of the algorithm.

First, we draw the blo k of S orresponding to µ. As in the base ase,
u0 = r(µ) at p∗ and, for i = 1, 2, . . . , h − 1, pla e ui at point

pla e vertex

pi . Re ursively onstru
3α
3α
αi = 16h
and βi =
8h .

t a drawing

Γi

of

S(µi )

S(µi ) together with the onµ, thus obtaining a drawing
Γ of S(µ). Noti e that not all the h nodes ui are utverti es of S . However,
with a slight abuse of notation, we suppose that blo k S(µi ) has to be pla ed
at node ui . Refer to Fig 6.5. Consider point pi and its neighbors pi−1 and
pi+1 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h − 1. Consider lines t(pi−1 ) and t(pi+1 ) tangent to C ′ in
pi−1 and pi+1 , respe tively. Further, onsider ir les Ci−1 and Ci+1 entered at
pi−1 and pi+1 , respe tively, and passing through pi . Moreover, onsider lines
hi−1 and hi+1 tangent to Ci−1 and Ci+1 in pi , respe tively. For ea h point
pi , with i = 0, . . . , h, onsider two half-lines ti1 and ti2 in ident to pi , forming
3α
angles βi =
8h with t(pi ), and both lying in the half-plane delimited by t(pi )
′
i
i
and ontaining C . Denote by W (pi ) the wedge delimited by t1 and by t2 , and
ontaining c.
We will pla e Γi inside (a part of ) the bounded region Ri obtained as the
i−1
interse tion of: (i) the half-plane H
delimited by hi−1 and not ontaining
i+1
Ci−1 , (ii) the half-plane H
delimited by hi+1 and not ontaining Ci+1 , (iii)
wedge W (pi−1 ), (iv) wedge W (pi+1 ), and (v) the disk delimited by C .
First, we prove that Ri is large enough to ontain Γi , namely we laim
3α
that there exists an isos eles triangle T that has an angle larger than αi =
16h
We are going to pla e ea h drawing

stru ted drawing of the blo k of

S

Γi

satisfying Properties 14 with

of

orresponding to

i

i
i

i
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li

t1i+1

t2i-1

Ci+1

pi
pi-1

βi

βi

to c
Figure 6.5: Lines and
sent angles

βi

in ident to

pi

hi-1

hi+1

t(pi-1)

ir les in the

and region

to c

c and pi .
hi−1 and hi+1

t(pi+1)

to c

Γ.

onstru tion of

The shaded areas repre-

Ri .

and that is

Lines

C

C’

ompletely

Ri . Su
pi is bise

ontained in

have the further feature that the angle in ident to
through

pi+1

are both passing through

pi ;

h a triangle will
ted by the line li

we prove that they have

ompute the angles that they form at pi . Refer to
π
Fig. 6.6. Line hi−1 forms an angle of 2 with segment pi−1 pi ; angle cp
\
i pi−1 is
π
3α
3α
equal to
−
, sin e p\
cp
=
and
sin
e
triangle
(p
,
c,
p
)
is
isos
eles.
i i−1
i−1
i
2
4h
2h
π
π
3α
3α
Hen e, the angle delimited by hi−1 and li is π− 2 −( 2 − 4h ) = 4h . Analogously,
3α
i−1
i+1
the angle between li and hi+1 is
and H
4h . Hen e, the interse tion of H
3α
is a wedge W (pi , hi−1 , hi+1 ) entered at pi , with an angle of
2h , and bise ted
by li .
i−1
i+1
and t1
uts the border of W (pi , hi−1 , hi+1 )
We laim that ea h of t2
3α
twi e. The angle between t(pi−1 ) and pi−1 pi is
4h , be ause the angle between
π
π
3α
t(pi−1 ) and cpi−1 is 2 , and angle cp
\
i−1 pi is 2 − 4h . The angle between t(pi−1 )
i−1
i−1
3α
and t2
is βi =
and pi−1 pi
8h , by onstru tion. Hen e, the angle between t2
3α
3α
3α
is
−
=
. Sin e the slope of both hi−1 and hi+1 with respe t to pi−1 pi
4h
8h
8h
3α
3α
is greater than 8h and smaller than π − 8h , be ause the slopes of hi−1 and hi+1
π
π
3α
π
with respe t to pi−1 pi are
2 and 2 − 4h , respe tively (noti e that α ≤ 4 and
h ≥ 2), then ti−1
interse ts both hi−1 and hi+1 . It an be analogously proved
2
dierent slopes and we

i

i
i

i
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3α/4h

pi-1

π/2−
3α/4h

t(pi-1)

pi
h
/8
α
3 h
/8 π/2−
3α 3α/4h

3α/4h

hi-1

li

3α/2h
c

Figure 6.6: The angle between li and

i+1
that t1
interse ts hi−1 and
i+1
H , W (pi−1 ), and W (pi+1 )

hi+1 .

hi−1 .

It follows that the interse tion of

H i−1 ,

ontains a triangle T as required by the laim
pi is 3α
2h ). Considering ir le C does not
′
invalidate the existen e of T , sin e C is on entri with C and has a bigger
(noti e that the angle of
radius, hen e
lies inside
Now

T

T

in ident to

an always be

hosen su iently small so that it

ompletely

C.

Γi

an be pla ed inside

T,

by s aling

Γi

down till it ts inside

T

(see

Fig. 6.7(a)). The s aling always allows to pla e Γi inside T , sin e the angle of
3α
R(Γi ) in ident to pi is αi = 16h
, that is smaller than the angle of T in ident to
3α
pi , whi h is 2h . In parti ular, we hoose to pla e Γi inside T so that li bise ts
the angle of R(Γi ) in ident to pi . This on ludes the onstru tion of Γ.
In the following we will prove that the

onstru ted drawing

Γ satises Prop-

erties 14. However, for this purpose, we need some preliminary lemmata.
∗
∗
∗
∗
Consider the tangent t(p ) to C in p . Consider two half-lines l1 and l2
∗
∗
in ident to p , lying in the opposite part of C with respe t to t(p ), and forming
∗
∗
∗
angles equal to β with t(p ). Denote by W (p ) the wedge entered at p ,
∗
∗
delimited by l1 and l2 , and not ontaining C . We have the following lemmata.

i

i
i

i
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h(p0)

hi+1

t2i-1

βi

C
pi

p0

t10
h(c)

C’

β

W(p*)
W(p*)

is

omposed of

βi

C
t(p*)
l2*

(b)

Figure 6.7: (a) Pla ement of

T

β
β

p*

(a)

t20

C’

c

β
l1*

αa

t(p0)

R(Γ)

Γ

inside

Ri .

Region

R(Γ)

is the darkest, triangle

and of the se ond darkest region,

Ri

is

omposed of

T

and of the light shaded region. (b) Illustration for the proof of Lemma 6.1.

Lemma 6.1

The losed wedge W (p∗ ) is ompletely ontained inside the open
wedge W (pi ), for ea h i = 0, 1, . . . , h.

Proof:

pi . First, observe that pi is ontained in the
∗
∗
obtained by ree ting W (p ) with respe t to t(p ). Namely,
∗ α
pi is ontained in W (p , 2 ), whi h is in turn ontained inside W (p∗ ), sin e
α
π
2 < π − 2β , as a onsequen e of the fa t that 4 > β ≥ α. Hen e, in order
to prove the lemma, it su es to show that the absolute value of the slope of
i
i
ea h of t1 and t2 is smaller than the absolute value of the slope of the half-lines
∗
delimiting W (p ). Su h latter half-lines form angles of β , by onstru tion, with
wedge

Consider any point

W (p∗ )

x-axis.

the

The slope of
to

t(pi )

ti1

an be

ti1

with respe t
3α
8h , by
of t(pi )

t(pi ). The former slope is equal to βi =
that t(pi ) is the tangent to A in pi , the slope

and the slope of

onstru tion. Re alling

omputed by adding the slope of

is bounded by the maximum among the slopes of the tangents to points of A.
3α
Su h a maximum is learly a hieved at p0 and ph and is equal to 4 . Namely,
refer to Fig. 6.7(b) and onsider the horizontal lines h(c) and h(p0 ) through c

p0 , respe tively, that are traversed by radius (c, p0 ). Su h a radius forms
π
angles of 2 with t(p0 ); hen e, the slope of t(p0 ), that is equal to the angle
π
between t(p0 ) and h(p0 ), is
2 minus the angle αa between h(p0 ) and (c, p0 ).
and

i

i
i

i
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αa is the alternate interior of the angle between h(c) and (c, p0 ), whi h is
3α
omplementary to the half of angle p
\
0 cph , whi h is equal to 2 , by onstru tion.
π
3α
3α
Hen e, αa is equal to
2 − 4 and the slope of t(p0 ) is 4 .
3α
3α
i
It follows that the absolute value of the slope of t1 is at most
4 + 8h , whi h
is smaller than α, sin e h ≥ 2, and hen e smaller than β . Analogously, the
i
absolute value of the slope of t2 is smaller than β , and the lemma follows. 2

Angle

Corollary 6.1

Point p∗ is inside the open wedge W (pi ), for ea h i = 1, 2, . . . , h.

Lemma 6.2

For every pair of indi es i and j su h that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k ,
the drawing of S(µj ) is ontained inside W (pi ) and the drawing of S(µi ) is
ontained inside W (pj ).

p

p

0

h

p*
Figure 6.8: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 6.2.

Proof:

We prove that the drawing of

proof that the drawing of

S(µi )

is

S(µj )

is

ontained inside

ontained inside

W (pj )

W (pi ),

the

being analogous.

S(µi ) and S(µj ) are onse utive, i.e., the utverti es parents of S(µi ) and
S(µj ) are ui and uj , with j = i + 1, then the statement is true by onstru tion.
Suppose S(µi ) and S(µj ) are not onse utive. Refer to Fig. 6.8. Consider the
∗
i
∗
triangle Ti delimited by (p , pi ), by t2 , and by the line through p and ph . Su h
i+1
∗
a triangle ontains the triangle delimited by (p , pi+1 ), by t2 , and by the line
∗
∗
through p and ph , whi h in turn ontains the triangle delimited by (p , pi+2 ),
i+2
∗
′
by t2 , and by the line through p and pb . The repetition of su h an argument
j−1
∗
shows that Ti ontains the triangle Tj−1 delimited by (p , pj−1 ), by t2
, and
If

i

i
i

i
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ph .

By

onstru tion,

Γj

lies inside

Tj−1 ,

and the

lemma follows.

2

We are now ready to prove that the

onstru ted drawing

Γ

satises Prop-

erties 14.

Property 1.

We show that, for every ordered pair of verti es

there exists a distan e-de reasing path from

to

w2

in

Γ.

w1

and

w2 ,

Observe that

w2 is not ne essarily a distan ew1 and w2 are internal to the
same graph S(µi ), the property follows by indu tion. If w2 = r(µ) and
w1 is a node in S(µi ), then, by Property 3, there exists a path (w1 =
v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi )) from w1 to r(µi ) su h that, for every point p in
W (pi ), d(vj , p) < d(vj−1 , p), for j = 1, 2, . . . , l. By Corollary 6.1, p∗ is
ontained inside W (pi ). Hen e, path (w1 = v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi ), w2 =
r(µ)) is a distan e-de reasing path between w1 and w2 . If w1 = r(µ)
and w2 is a node in S(µi ), then, by indu tion, there exists a distan e∗
de reasing path (v1 = r(µi ), v2 , . . . , vl = w2 ). By Corollary 6.1, p is
∗
ontained inside W (pi ). Hen e, by Property 4, d(pi , w2 ) < d(p , w2 ). It
follows that path (w1 = r(µ), v1 = r(µi ), v2 , . . . , vl = w2 ) is a distan ede reasing path between w1 and w2 . If w1 belongs to S(µi ) and w2
belongs to S(µk ) then suppose, w.l.o.g., that k > i. We show the existen e
of a distan e-de reasing path P in Γ, omposed of three subpaths P1 , P2 ,
and P3 . By Property 3, Γi is su h that there exists a path P1 = (w1 =
v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi )) from w1 to r(µi ) su h that, for every point p in
W (pi ), d(vj , p) < d(vj−1 , p), for j = 1, 2, . . . , l. By Lemma 6.2, drawing
Γk , and hen e vertex w2 , is ontained inside W (pi ). Hen e, at every
vertex of path P1 , the distan e from w2 de reases. Path P2 = (ui =
r(µi ), ui+1 , . . . , uk = r(µk )) is easily shown to be distan e-de reasing with
respe t to w2 . In fa t, for ea h l = i, i + 1, . . . , k − 2, angle ul\
ul+1 uk is
π
greater than , be ause triangle (ul , ul+1 , uk ) is ins ribed in less than half
2
a ir le with ul+1 as middle point. Angle ul\
ul+1 w2 is stri tly greater than
ul\
ul+1 uk , hen e it is the biggest angle in triangle (ul , ul+1 , w2 ), whi h
implies d(ul+1 , w2 ) < d(ul , w2 ). By indu tion, there exists a distan ede reasing path P3 from r(µk ) to w2 , thus obtaining a distan e-de reasing
path P from w1 to w2 .
a distan e-de reasing path from
de reasing path from

Property 2.

w2

to

w1

w1

w1 .

Su h a property holds for

to

If both

Γ

by

onstru tion.

Property 3. Consider any node v in S(µi ) and onsider any point p internal to
W (p∗ ). By Lemma 6.1, p is internal to W (pi ), as well. By indu tion, there

i

i
i

i
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(v = v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi )) su h that d(vj , p) < d(vj−1 , p),
j = 1, 2, . . . , l. Hen e, path (v = v0 , v1 , . . . , vl = r(µi ), vl+1 = r(µ)) is
a path su h that d(vj , p) < d(vj−1 , p), for j = 1, 2, . . . , l + 1, if and only
\
∗ r(µ ) is at least β + ( π − α ), whi h
if d(r(µ), p) < d(r(µi ), p). Angle pp
i
2
2
π
is greater than 2 . It follows that (p, r(µi )) is the longest side of triangle
(p, p∗ , r(µi )), thus proving that d(p, p∗ ) < d(p, r(µi )) and that Property
3 holds for Γ.
exists a path
for

Property 4. By Property 2, v is ontained inside the wedge W (p∗ , α) with
∗
∗
angle α, entered at p , and bise ted by the line through p and c. Conα
π
∗
∗
d
sider any point p inside W (p ). Angle pp v is at least β + ( 2 − 2 ), whi h
π
is greater than
2 . It follows that (p, v) is the longest side of triangle
(p, p∗ , v), thus proving that d(p, v) < d(p∗ , v) and that Property 4 holds
for Γ.
When the indu tion is performed with

T,

we obtain a greedy drawing of

S,

µ

equal to the root

ν

of the BC-tree

thus proving the following:

Theorem 6.2 There exists an algorithm that onstru ts a greedy drawing of
any triangulated binary a tus.

6.4 Spanning a Triangulation with a Binary Ca tus
In this se tion we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 6.3

Given a triangulation G, there exists a spanning subgraph S of
G su h that S is a triangulated binary a tus.
Consider any triangulation
spanning

G.

G.

We are going to

First, we outline the algorithm to

has several steps. At the rst step, we
fa e of

G

and we

onstru t a binary

hoose a vertex

onstru t a triangulated

S.

onstru t
y le

CT

u

a tus

S

Su h an algorithm

in ident to the outer

omposed of

u

and of

and its in ident edges from G, obtaining a
∗
bi onne ted internally-triangulated plane graph G . At the beginning of ea h

all its neighbors.

We remove

u

step after the rst one, we suppose to have already

S

whose verti es are a subset of the verti es of

se ond step,
of

G

S

oin ides with

CT ),

onstru ted a binary

G

a tus

(at the beginning of the

and we assume to have a set G of subgraphs
G∗ is the only graph in G ). Ea h

(at the beginning of the se ond step,

of su h subgraphs is bi onne ted, internally-triangulated, has an outer fa e

i

i
i

i
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whose verti es already belong to
verti es do not belong to
to a graph in

G.

S

S,

and has internal verti es. All su h internal

and ea h vertex of

Only one of the graphs in

step, we perform the following two a tions:

• A tion 1.

G not

G

belonging to

may have

We partition the only graph

GC

of

into several bi onne ted internally-triangulated
we remove

into whi h

• A tion 2.

GC
GC

We

from

Gi .

S

and we add to

hoose a graph

the outer fa e of
we add to

G

has been partitioned.

Gi

from

is internal

with

hords, if any,

hordless plane graphs;

G

all graphs with internal verti es

G,

we

hoose a vertex

u in

ident to

and already belonging to exa tly one blo k of

a blo k

We remove

Gi

G

S

hords. During ea h

omposed of

u and its in

u

S,

and

and of all its neighbors internal to

ident edges from Gi , obtaining a bi onne ted
G∗i . We remove Gi from G and we

internally-triangulated plane graph
∗
add Gi to G .
The algorithm stops when
have been spanned by

S.

G

is empty, that is, when all the verti es of

G

An example of exe ution of the algorithm is shown

in Figs. 6.96.16.
Now we give the details of the above outlined algorithm. At the rst step
hoose any vertex u in ident to the outer fa e of G. Consider
(u1 , u2 , . . . , ul ) of u in lo kwise order around it. Sin e G
is a triangulation, C = (u, u1 , u2 , . . . , ul ) is a y le, hen e the subgraph of G
omposed of C and of the edges onne ting u to its neighbors is a triangulated
y le CT . Let S = CT . Remove vertex u and all its in ident edges from G,
∗
obtaining a bi onne ted internally-triangulated plane graph G .
∗
If G has no internal vertex, then all the verti es of G belong to S and
∗
we have the desired binary a tus spanning G. Otherwise, G has internal
∗
verti es. Let G = {G }.
At ea h step of the algorithm, for ea h graph Gi ∈ G , onsider the verti es
in ident to f (Gi ). Ea h of su h verti es an be either forbidden for Gi or
assigned to Gi . A vertex w is forbidden for Gi if the hoi e of not introdu ing
in S any new blo k in ident to w and spanning a subgraph of Gi has been
done. Conversely, a vertex w is assigned to Gi if a new blo k in ident to w
and spanning a subgraph of Gi ould be introdu ed in S . For example, w is
forbidden for Gi if two blo ks of S already exist sharing w as a utvertex. At

of the algorithm,

all the neighbors

the end of the rst step of the algorithm, hoose any two verti es in ident to
f (G∗ ) as the only forbidden verti es for G∗ . All the other verti es in ident to
f (G∗ ) are assigned to G∗ .

i

i
i

i
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(b)

G, from whi h a
u and its neighbors are sele ted. The thi k subgraph is the triangulated
∗
y le CT su h that S = CT after Step 1. (b) Graph G obtained from G by
removing u and its in ident edges. Two arbitrarily hosen verti es (represented
∗
∗
by bla k ir les) in ident to f (G ) are forbidden for G , all others (represented
Figure 6.9: First step of the algorithm: (a) A triangulation
vertex

by white

ir les) are assigned to it.

(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 6.10: Step 2, A tion 1. (a)( ) Outerplane graphs

OC ,
and

and the assignment of verti es to their fa es.

G3 ,

where

G = {G1 , G2 , G3 },

internally triangulated,

0
1
OC
, OC ,

2
OC
=
G1 , G2 ,

and

(d)(f ) Graphs
G∗ in bi onne ted,

obtained by partitioning

hordless subgraphs.

i

i
i

i
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: Step 2, A tion 2. (a) Choi e of a graph
and of a vertex

u

S after A
G = {G2 , G3 }.

added to
2.

in ident to

f (Gi ).

Gi

in

G

(here

Gi = G1 )
(u, u1 )

The thi k subgraph is the edge

tion 2 of Step 2. (b) Binary

(a)

a tus

S

after A tion 2 of Step

(b)

Figure 6.12: Step 3, A tion 2 (A tion 1 of Step 3 is skipped be ause no graph

G has hords). (a) Choi e of a graph Gi in G (here Gi = G2 ) and of a vertex
u in ident to f (Gi ). The thi k subgraph is the triangulated y le CT added to
S after Step 3, A tion 2. (b) Binary a tus after A tion 2 of Step 3. G = {G3 }.
in

At the beginning of the

i-th

step, with

following holds:

i ≥ 2,

• Invariant A:

Graph

• Invariant B:

Ea h graph in

• Invariant C:

Only one of the graphs in

S

is a binary

a tus spanning all and only the verti es

that are not internal to any graph in

has internal verti es.

• Invariant D: No internal
Gj ∈ G , with i 6= j .

G

we assume that ea h of the

G.

is bi onne ted, internally-triangulated, and

G

may have

vertex of a graph

Gi ∈ G

hords.
belongs to a graph

• Invariant E: For ea h graph Gi ∈ G , all the verti es in ident to f (Gi ) are
assigned to Gi , ex ept for two verti es, whi h are forbidden.

i

i
i

i
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(b)

Figure 6.13: Step 4, A tion 2 (A tion 1 of Step 4 is skipped be ause no graph
in

G

has

vertex

u

hords).

(a) Choi e of a graph

in ident to

f (Gi ).

Gi

S after Step 4, A tion 2. (b) Binary
G = {G∗3 }, where G∗3 is the graph obtained

added to
4.

in

G

(here

Gi = G3 )

and of a

y le CT
S after A tion 2 of Step
G3 by removing u and its

The thi k subgraph is the triangulated
a tus
from

in ident edges.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: Step 5, before A tion 1. (a) The only graph
its assigned verti es (white
The outerplane graph

OC

GC = G∗3

ir les) and forbidden verti es (bla k

indu ed by the verti es in ident to

• Invariant F:

Ea h vertex

• Invariant G:
blo k of S .

Ea h vertex assigned to a graph in

in

G,

with

ir les). (b)

f (GC ).

G is
v in ident to the outer
fa e of a graph in G is assigned to a graph Gi ∈ G , then v is forbidden
for all graphs Gj ∈ G su h that v is in ident to f (Gj ), with j 6= i.
v

in ident to the outer fa e of a graph in

assigned to at most one graph

Su h invariants

Gi ∈ G .

If a vertex

G

belongs to exa tly one

learly hold after the rst step of the algorithm. During

ea h step of the algorithm after the rst one, we perform the following two
a tions.

A tion 1:

If

G

does not

ontain any graph with

Otherwise, by Invariant C, only one of the graphs in
use the

hords of

hordless graphs

GC to partition it into k bi
GjC , with j = 1, 2, . . . , k .

hords, go to A tion 2.

G , say GC , has

hords. We

onne ted, internally-triangulated,

i

i
i

i
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(b)

( )

(d)

0
1
2
Figure 6.15: Step 5, A tion 1.
(a)(d) Outerplane graphs OC , OC , OC ,
3
OC = OC , and the assignment of verti es to their fa es. Partitioning GC
j
into subgraphs GC produ es only one graph, say G4 , with internal verti es.
Hen e, set G is now {G4 }.

Consider the subgraph

OC

of

GC

indu ed by the verti es in ident to

f (GC ).

is a bi onne ted outerplane graph. To ea h internal fa e f of OC
j
j
delimited by a y le C , a graph GC is asso iated su h that GC is the subgraph

Clearly,

OC

indu ed by the verti es of C or inside C . We are going to repla e GC
GjC in G . However, we rst show how to de ide whi h verti es
j
j
in ident to the outer fa e of a graph GC are assigned to GC and whi h verti es
j
j
are forbidden for GC . Sin e ea h graph GC is univo ally asso iated with a fa e
of OC , in the following we assign verti es to the fa es of OC and we forbid
of

GC

with graphs

verti es for the fa es of

OC ,

meaning that if a vertex is assigned to (forbidden

for) a fa e f of OC , then it is assigned to (resp. forbidden for) the asso iated
j
graph GC .
We want to assign the verti es in ident to f (OC ) to fa es of OC so that:

•

Property 1: No forbidden vertex is assigned to any fa e of

•

Property 2: No vertex is assigned to more than one fa e of

•

Property 3: Ea h fa e of

OC

OC ;
OC ;

has exa tly two in ident verti es whi h are

forbidden for it; all the other verti es of the fa e are assigned to it.

By Invariant E,

GC

has two forbidden verti es. We

onstru t an assignment

in some steps. Let p be the number of hords of
0
OC . Consider the Hamiltonian y le OC
of OC , and assign all the verti es of
0
0
OC , but for the two forbidden verti es, to the only internal fa e of OC
. At the
i−1
i
i-th step, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we insert into OC a hord of OC , obtaining a graph OC
.
i
i
This is done so that Properties 13 are satised by OC (with OC instead of
p
OC ). After all the p hords of OC have been inserted, OC
= OC , and we have
of verti es to the fa es of

OC

an assignment of verti es to fa es of

OC

satisfying Properties 13.

i

i
i

i
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(a)

167

(b)

( )
Figure 6.16: Step 5, A tion 2: (a) Choi e of a graph
of a vertex
to

S

u

in ident to

Properties 13 are

a tus

Gi

in

G

(here

The thi k subgraph is the edge

after Step 5, A tion 2. (b) Binary

( ) The obtained binary

of

f (Gi ).

S

spans

a tus

S

Gi = G4 ) and
(u, u1 ) added

at the end of the algorithm.

G.

learly satised by the assignment of verti es to the fa es

0
OC
.

Indu tively assume that Properties 13 are satised by the assignment
i−1
of verti es to the fa es of OC . Let (ua , ub ) be the hord that is inserted at the
i−1
i-th step. Chord (ua , ub ) partitions a fa e f of OC
into two fa es f1 and f2 .
∗
∗
By Property 3, two verti es u1 and u2 in ident to f are forbidden for it and
i
all other verti es in ident to f are assigned to it. For ea h fa e of OC dierent
i−1
from f1 and f2 , assign and forbid verti es as in the same fa e in OC . Assign
and forbid verti es for f1 and f2 as follows:

•

ua and ub are the same verti es as u∗1 and u∗2 (see Fig. 6.17),
assign to f1 and f2 all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for ua and ub .
i
No forbidden vertex has been assigned to any fa e of OC (Property 1).
Verti es ua and ub have not been assigned to any fa e. All the verti es
assigned to f belong to exa tly one of f1 and f2 and so they have been
assigned to exa tly one fa e (Property 2). The only verti es of f1 (resp.
If verti es

i

i
i

i
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not assigned to it are

ua

and

ub ,

while all the other verti es are

assigned to su h a fa e (Property 3).

u*1

ua= u*1

f1

f

f2
u*2

ub= u*2

(a)
Figure 6.17: Verti es

•

(b)

ua

and

ub

are the same verti es of

u∗1

and

u∗2 .

∗
∗
If verti es ua and ub are both distin t from ea h of u1 and u2 and both
∗
∗
u1 and u2 are in the same of f1 and f2 , say in f1 (see Fig. 6.18), assign
∗
∗
to f1 all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for u1 and u2 , and assign to f2
all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for ua and ub . No forbidden vertex
i
OC
(Property 1). Verti es ua and ub
have been assigned to exa tly one fa e, namely f1 . All the other verti es

has been assigned to any fa e of
assigned to

f

belong to exa tly one of

f1

and

f2

and so they have been

assigned to exa tly one fa e (Property 2). The only verti es of f1 (resp.
∗
∗
of f2 ) not assigned to it are u1 and u2 (resp. ua and ub ), while all the
other verti es are assigned to su h a fa e (Property 3).

•

∗
∗
If verti es ua and ub are both distin t from ea h of u1 and u2 and one of
∗
∗
∗
∗
u1 and u2 , say u1 , is in f1 while u2 is in f2 (see Fig. 6.19), assign to f1
∗
all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for u1 and ua , and assign to f2 all
∗
the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for u2 and ub . No forbidden vertex has
i
been assigned to any fa e of OC (Property 1). Verti es ua and ub have
been assigned to exa tly one fa e, namely
the other verti es assigned to

f

f2

and

f1 ,

respe tively.

belong to exa tly one of

f1

and

f2

All
and

so they have been assigned to exa tly one fa e (Property 2). The only
∗
∗
verti es of f1 (resp. of f2 ) not assigned to it are u1 and ua (resp. u2 and

ub ),

while all the other verti es are assigned to su h a fa e (Property 3).

i

i
i

i
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u*1

u*1

ua

f

f1
f2

u*2

u*2
ub

(a)
Figure 6.18: Verti es ua and
u∗1 and u∗2 are in f1 .

(b)

ub

are both distin t from ea h of

u∗1

and

u∗2

and

both

u*1

u*1
f
u*2

(a)
Figure 6.19: Verti es ua and
∗
in f1 , and u2 is in f2 .

•

ub

f1

ua

f2

u*2

(b)

ub

are both distin t from ea h of

u∗1

and

u∗2 , u∗1

is

u∗1 and u∗2 oin ides with one of ua and ub , say u∗1
∗
oin ides with ua , and u2 is in one of f1 and f2 , say in f1 (see Fig. 6.20),
∗
assign to f1 all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for u2 and ua , and assign
to f2 all the verti es in ident to it, ex ept for ua and ub . No forbidden
i
vertex has been assigned to any fa e of OC (Property 1). Vertex ua
has not been assigned to any fa e and vertex ub has been assigned to
exa tly one fa e, namely f1 . All the other verti es assigned to f belong
to exa tly one of f1 and f2 and so they have been assigned to exa tly one
If one of the verti es

i

i
i

i
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fa e (Property 2). The only verti es of f1 (resp. of f2 ) not assigned to it
u∗2 and ua (resp. ua and ub ), while all the other verti es are assigned
to su h a fa e (Property 3).

are

ua=u*1

u*1

f1

f

f2
u*2

u*2

ua
ub

(a)

(b)

∗
Figure 6.20: Vertex u1

Graph
are added

oin ides with

and vertex

u∗2

is in

f1 .

GC is removed from G . All the graphs GjC having internal verti
to G . We prove that Invariants AG are satised after A tion 1.

Invariant A:

A vertex is internal to a graph in

it is internal to a graph in

S

ua

G

G

es

after A tion 1 if and only if

before A tion 1. Sin e no blo k is added to

during A tion 1, then Invariant A holds after A tion 1.

j
onstru tion, ea h graph GC inserted into G after A tion 1
j
has internal verti es. Further, GC is the graph ontained inside a simple

Invariant B:

By

y le of a bi onne ted internally triangulated plane graph, hen e it is
bi onne ted and internally triangulated, as well, satisfying Invariant B.

Invariant C: By Invariant C, before A tion 1 only graph GC may have hords
among the graphs in G . After A tion 1, however, GC is repla ed in
G by hordless graphs and hen e no graph in G has hords, satisfying
Invariant C.

Invariant D:

By Invariant D, ea h vertex that, before A tion 1, is internal

does not belong to any graph Gj 6= Gi in G .
j
Sin e the set of verti es belonging to graphs GC is a subset of the verti es

to a graph
of

GC ,

Gi 6= GC

in

G

after A tion 1 Invariant D holds for all the verti es internal to a

i

i
i

i
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Gi 6= GjC .

graph

GC ,

An internal vertex of a graph

GjC

171

is an internal vertex of

as well, hen e, by Invariant D, it does not belong to any graph that

has not been introdu ed in

G during A tion 1. It remains to prove that
GjC does not belong to any graph GlC , with

an internal vertex of a graph

l 6= j .

By

onstru tion, the internal verti es of su h graphs are inside

y les orresponding to distin t fa es of
j
l
of GC does not belong to GC .

Invariant E:

OC .

Hen e, an internal vertex

Invariant E holds for all the graphs that are in

1 and that are still in
inserted into

G

G

G

before A tion
GjC

after A tion 1. By Property 3, ea h graph

after A tion 1 satises Invariant E.

Invariant F: All the verti es that, before A tion 1, are assigned to a graph
Gi 6= GC in G satisfy Invariant F after A tion 1. Namely, by Invariant F
before A tion 1, if they are in ident to f (GC ), then they are forbidden
j
for GC and, by Property 1, they are not assigned to any graph GC . By
Invariant F, before A tion 1 ea h vertex w assigned to GC is not assigned
to any graph Gi 6= GC in G . After A tion 1, GC is not a graph in G any
longer, hen e w is not assigned to it. By Property 2, after A tion 1 ea h
j
vertex is assigned to at most one graph GC , hen e Invariant F holds after
A tion 1.

Invariant G:

Sin e no blo k is added to

of verti es assigned to graphs in
verti es assigned to graphs in
after A tion 1.

A

G

G

S

before A tion 1, then Invariant G holds

tion 2: After A tion 1 all graphs in

is at least one graph

Gi

in

G,

during A tion 1, and sin e the set

after A tion 1 is a subset of the set of

G

are

hordless. Noti e that there

otherwise the algorithm would have stopped

before A tion 1. By Invariant B,

Gi

u

that is assigned to

that is in ident to

the bi onne tivity of

f (Gi ) and
Gi and by

has internal verti es. Choose any vertex

Gi

(see Fig. 6.21).

the fa t that it has internal verti es,

By

f (Gi )

G has at most two forbidden
u assigned to Gi always exists. Consider
u internal to Gi , in lo kwise order around

has at least three verti es. Sin e ea h graph in
verti es (by Invariant E), a vertex
all the neighbors

u.

Sin e

G

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ul )

is bi onne ted,

l ≥ 1.

of

hordless, internally triangulated, and has internal

(u, u1 ). Otherwise, let CT
(u, u1 , u2 , . . . , ul ) and of the edges
onne ting u to its neighbors. Add CT to S . Remove u and its in ident edges
∗
∗
∗
from Gi , obtaining a graph Gi . Assign to Gi all the verti es in ident to f (Gi ),
verti es, then

be the triangulated

If

l = 1,

y le

then let

omposed of

CT

be edge

y le

i

i
i

i
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ex ept for the two verti es that are forbidden for
G∗i , if it has internal verti es, into G .

Gi .

Remove

Gi

from

insert

u1
u2

G

and

G*
i

u3

ul

u

Figure 6.21: A tion 2 of a step of the algorithm.

We prove that Invariants AG are satised after A tion 2.

Invariant A:

The blo k

(u, u1 , u2 , . . . , ul )

added to

S

is either an edge or a

triangulated

y le. By Invariant A, before A tion 2 all verti es internal

to a graph in

G

A tion 2 vertex
still a binary

are not spanned by

u

S.

Further, by Invariant G, before

a tus after A tion 2. Before A tion 2,

the verti es that are not internal to any graph
that are internal to a graph in
the outer fa e of a graph in
spanned by

S

G

G

G

before A tion 2 and that are in ident to

after A tion 2 are

after A tion 2. Hen e,

are not internal to any graph in
a graph in

G.

S . The
f (G∗i ), hen

is spanned by

A tion 2 are in ident to
span verti es of

G

S

u1 , u2 , . . . , ul ,

whi h are

spans all the verti es of

G

that

Before A tion 2, no internal vertex of
verti es whi h are added to

S

during

e, by Invariant D to be proved below,

they are not internal to any graph in

G

after A tion 2. Hen e,

that are internal to a graph in

A.

Invariant B:

S . It follows that S is
S spans all and only
in G . The only verti es

belongs to exa tly one blo k of

G,

S

does not

satisfying Invariant

∗
onstru tion, Gi is the only graph inserted into G after A ∗
tion 2. However, Gi is bi onne ted and internally triangulated, sin e it is
obtained from a graph Gi that, by Invariant B before A tion 2, is bi onBy

ne ted, internally triangulated,

hordless, and has internal verti es, by
∗
Further, Gi has internal verti es,
otherwise it would not have been inserted into G . Hen e, Invariant B is

removing a vertex in ident to

f (Gi ).

satised after A tion 2.

i

i
i

i
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Invariant C:

Before A tion 2, all graphs in G have no hord. At most one
G∗i , is inserted into G after A tion 2, hen e Invariant C is
still satised.
graph, namely

Invariant D:
Gl 6= Gi

By Invariant D, before A tion 2 no internal vertex of a graph
G belongs to a graph Gj 6= Gl in G . Sin e the verti es of G∗i
are a subset of the verti es of Gi then, after A tion 2, Invariant D holds
∗
for ea h internal vertex of Gl . Further, the internal verti es of Gi are a
in

subset of the internal verti es of

D

Gi

and hen e, after A tion 2, Invariant
G∗i .

holds also for ea h internal vertex of

Invariant E:

Invariant E holds for all the graphs that are in

2 and that are still in

G

G

before A tion

after A tion 2. By onstru tion, all the verti es
∗
in ident to the outer fa e of Gi , ex ept for the two forbidden verti es of
Gi , are assigned to G∗i , satisfying Invariant E.

Invariant F: The only verti

es that are assigned to a graph in G during A tion
G∗i . All the verti es internal
∗
to Gi before A tion 2 and in ident to the outer fa e of Gi after A tion
∗
2 are assigned ex lusively to Gi , namely if before A tion 2 one of su h
verti es is assigned to a graph Gj 6= Gi , then su h a vertex would be
2 are the verti es in ident to the outer fa e of

in ident to the outer fa e of

Gj ,

ontradi ting Invariant D. All the verti es

that are assigned to Gi before A tion 2 and that are in ident to the outer
∗
fa e of Gi after A tion 2, are assigned ex lusively to Gi before A tion 2,
∗
by Invariant F, and hen e they are assigned only to Gi after A tion 2.
All the verti es that are assigned to a graph dierent from
that, if they are in ident to the outer fa e of

Gi

are su h

Gi ,

then they are forbidden
∗
for it. Sin e all the verti es forbidden for Gi are forbidden for Gi , then
Invariant F holds for su h verti es, as well.

Invariant G: The blo k added to S after A tion 2 spans only verti es internal
to Gi and vertex u. Hen e, all the verti es assigned to a graph in G and
not belonging to Gi are still spanned by a single blo k of S . All the
verti es in ident to the outer fa e of Gi , ex ept for u, are not spanned
by the blo k added during A tion 2. All the verti es internal to Gi and
∗
assigned to Gi are spanned by the only blo k added during A tion 2.
Finally, after A tion 2, vertex u is not assigned to any graph in G any
longer.

i

i
i

i
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When the algorithm stops, i.e., when there is no graph in
ant A graph

S

is a binary

a tus spanning all verti es of

G,

G,

by Invari-

hen e proving

Theorem 6.3.

6.5 Extension to Tri onne ted Planar Graphs
In this se tion, we show how slight modi ations of the two main arguments
(see Se t. 6.3 and Se t. 6.4) used to prove that every triangulation has a greedy
drawing allow us to prove Conje ture 6.1. First, we show how to

onstru t a

non-triangulated binary a tus, that is a onne ted graph
su h that: (i) the blo k asso iated with ea h B-node of T is either an edge or
a simple y le; and (ii) every utvertex is shared by exa tly two blo ks of S .
greedy drawing of any

Se ond, we show that a tri onne ted planar graph
non-triangulated binary

an always be spanned by a

a tus. Noti e that a non-triangulated binary

is easily obtained from a triangulated binary
internal to the triangulated

a tus

a tus by removing the edges

y les.

It is not di ult to argue that the algorithm shown in Se t. 6.3 also

on-

S . More spe ifi ally, onstru t the BC-tree T of S ; onsider ea h blo k (r(µ) = u0 , u1 , . . . ,
uh−1 ) orresponding to a B-node µ of T and insert a dummy edge between r(µ)
′
and ea h node ui , with 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 2; the resulting graph S is a triangulated
stru ts greedy drawings of any non-triangulated binary

binary

drawing
of

a tus

a tus; apply the algorithm des ribed in Se t. 6.3 to onstru t a greedy
Γ′ of S ′ ; nally, remove dummy edges from Γ′ , obtaining a drawing Γ

S.
We

laim that

Γ

is a greedy drawing.

Noti e that the validity of Lem-

mata 6.1 and 6.2 only depends on the angles of the geometri
Hen e, su h Lemmata hold for
step of the indu tion

Γ

Γ.

onstru tion.

Then, it is su ient to prove that at ea h

satises Properties 14 des ribed in Se t. 6.3.

A tually, Property 2 and Property 4 are trivially veried, sin e they only
depend on the angles of the

onstru tion.

The proof of Property 1

an be

ondu ed analogously to the one presented

in Se t. 6.3, namely by proving that, for every pair of verti es

w1

exists a distan e-de reasing path between them. However, the
the distan e-de reasing path

ontains edge

(ui , r(µ)),

for some

and

w2 , there

ase in whi h

2 ≤ i ≤ h − 2,

deserves an expli it dis ussion, be ause su h an edge is no longer an edge of
the graph. Observe that it
be ause in all the other
does not

ontain

an be supposed that one out of

w1

and

ases the distan e-de reasing path between

w2
w1

is

r(µ),
w2

and

(ui , r(µ)).

i

i
i

i
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First, suppose that the path ends at

r(µ),

i.e.,

w2 = r(µ).

175

Edge

(ui , r(µ))

an be repla ed either by path (ui , ui−1 , . . . , u1 , u0 ) or by path (ui , ui+1 , . . . , uh−1 , u0 ),
h
h
depending on whether i ≤
2 or i ≥ 2 , still leaving the path distan e-de reasing.
′
′
In fa t (see Fig.6.22(a)), denote by p the interse tion point between C and
h
h
∗
segment cp and suppose that i ≥ , the ase in whi h i ≤
2
2 being analogous;
π
′
′
\
angle ui ui+1 p is greater than or equal to
2 be ause triangle (ui , ui+1 , p ) is
ins ribed in no more than half a ir le with ui+1 as middle point; then, angle ui\
ui+1 p∗ is also greater than π2 be ause it is stri tly greater than ui\
ui+1 p′ ;
∗
∗
hen e, p ui is longer than p ui+1 ; it follows that, when traversing edge (ui , ui+1 ),
∗
the path de reases its distan e from the point p where r(µ) is drawn.

r(µ), i.e., w1 = r(µ). Edge (r(µ), ui )
(u0 , u1 , . . . , ui−1 , ui ) or by path (u0 , uh−1 , . . . ,
ui+1 , ui ), depending on whether i ≤ h2 or i ≥ h2 , still leaving the path distan eh
h
de reasing. In fa t, suppose that i ≥
2 , the ase in whi h i ≤ 2 being analogous; as in the previous ase, edge (r(µ), uh−1 ) an be shown to de rease the
distan e from w2 by onsidering triangle (r(µ), uh−1 , w2 ) and arguing that angle
p∗ \
uh−1 w2 is greater than π2 . Further, path (uh−1 , uh−2 , . . . , ui+1 , ui , . . . , w2 )
Se ond, suppose that the path starts at

an be repla ed either by path

an be shown to be distan e-de reasing as in the proof of Property 1 in Se t. 6.3
(in the

ase in whi h

w1

belongs to

S(µi )

and

w2

belongs to

S(µj )).

(ui , r(µ))
(ui , ui−1 , . . . , u1 , u0 ) or by path (ui , ui+1 , . . . , uh−1 ,

In order to prove Property 3, it is su ient to observe that an edge
an be repla ed either by path

u0 ), still obtaining a path in whi h at every step the distan e from any point
W (p∗ ) de reases. In fa t (see Fig.6.22 (b)), denote by p any point inside
W (p∗ ), and denote by ai−1,i and ai,i+1 the axes of segments pi−1 pi and pi pi+1 ,
′
respe tively. Sin e ai−1,i and ai,i+1 interse t in the enter of C , we have
that p is either to the left of ai−1,i or to the right of ai,i+1 , or both. Suppose that p is to the right of ai,i+1 , the other ase being analogous. Then,
d(p, pi+1 ) < d(p, pi ). The repetition of su h an argument leads to prove that
path (ui , ui+1 , . . . , uh−1 , u0 ) de reases the distan e from p at every vertex.

in

As we proved that there exists an algorithm to
of non-triangulated binary

onstru t greedy drawings

a tuses, in order to prove Conje ture 6.1 it su es

to show that every tri onne ted planar graph admits a non-triangulated binary
a tus as a spanning subgraph. In the following we sket h how to extend the
arguments of Se t. 6.4 in order to prove su h a result.
The algorithm to nd a non-triangulated binary
tri onne ted planar graph

G

a tus spanning a given

onsists of several steps, in whi h the

onstru ted in rementally by adding to it one blo k at a time.
triangulated

a tus is

As in the

ase, at the beginning of ea h step after the rst one, we suppose

i

i
i

i
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ui-1

ui+1

ui

c

ui+1
ui+2

2

,i+

a i+1

ai-

p*

1,i

a

i,i
+

1

p’

(a)
Figure 6.22:

(b)

to have already

onstru ted a non-triangulated binary

are a subset of the verti es of

G.

(ui , ui+1 ), the
(ui , ui+1 ), the distan

(a) When traversing edge

reases. (b) When traversing edge

of

p*

p

G,

distan e from
e from

a tus

Further, we assume that the following invariants hold:

• Invariant A:

Graph

• Invariant B:

Ea h graph in

S

S

and we assume to have a set

is a non-triangulated binary

p

• Invariant C: At most
if GC exists, ea h of
f (GC ).

de-

de reases.

whose verti es

G

of subgraphs

a tus spanning all

and only the verti es that are not internal to any graph in

G

p∗

G.

is bi onne ted and has internal verti es.

one graph

GC ∈ G

has separation pairs. However,

its separation pairs has both verti es in ident to

• Invariant D: No internal
Gj ∈ G , with i 6= j .

vertex of a graph

Gi ∈ G

belongs to a graph

• Invariant E: For ea h graph Gi ∈ G , all the verti es in ident to f (Gi ) are
assigned to Gi , ex ept for two verti es, whi h are forbidden.
• Invariant F:

Ea h vertex

v

in ident to the outer fa e of a graph in

assigned to at most one graph

Gi ∈ G .

If a vertex

v

G

is

in ident to the outer

i

i
i

i
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G is assigned to a graph Gi ∈ G , then v is forbidden
Gj ∈ G su h that v is in ident to f (Gj ), with j 6= i.

fa e of a graph in
for all graphs

• Invariant G:
blo k of S .

Ea h vertex assigned to a graph in

G

belongs to exa tly one

During ea h step, we perform two dierent a tions. A tion 1 removes from

G

GC

the only graph

ontains separation pairs, if su h a graph exists,
GiC to be added to
G . A tion 2 removes from a graph Gi ∈ G a vertex in ident to f (Gi ) and its

and partitions

GC

whi h

into a set of tri onne ted planar graphs

in ident edges and

reates a new blo k to be added to

S.

At the end of ea h

of the two a tions, Invariants AG are satised. The algorithm stops when
is empty, that is, when all the verti es of

G

S.

are spanned by

G

A rst dieren e between the triangulated and the non-triangulated

ase

on erns the rst step of the algorithm. Namely, while in the triangulated

ase

we sele t one vertex
blo k
the

omposed of

v

a tus with the

v

of the outer fa e and we initialize the

a tus with the

and of its neighbors, in this new algorithm we initialize
y le delimiting the outer fa e.

Another important dieren e lies in A tion 1, that is, in the way the graph

GC

whi h may be not tri onne ted is partitioned into subgraphs. In the tri-

angulated

ase, su h a partition is done by

In the non-triangulated
pairs in ident to

f (GC ),

onsidering the

ase we have to more generally

hords of

f (GC ).

onsider separation

sin e we are not guaranteed that every two verti es

omposing a separation pair are joined by an edge. Refer to Fig. 6.23. The
partition is performed by

onsidering one separation pair at a time.

beginning of every step of su h an algorithm, we have a partition of
a set of graphs

Gi .

f (Gi )

into

Gi whi h still has a separation pair is further
1
2
subgraphs Gi and Gi and ea h of the verti es in ident
1
2
to, or forbidden for, Gi and Gi by means of the same

Ea h graph

partitioned into two
to

At the

GC

is assigned

algorithm des ribed in Se t. 6.4. Hen e, the assignment of the verti es to the
1
2
graphs Gi and Gi an be done in su h a way that the invariant that ea h of
1
2
Gi and Gi has at most two forbidden verti es is maintained. A dummy edge
onne ting the two verti es of the separation pair has to be added in ident to
G1i and G2i , if it does not exist yet, in order to main1
2
tain the invariant that all the verti es of the outer fa es of Gi and Gi have

the outer fa e of ea h of

already been assigned to some blo k of S . Su h a dummy edge is in ident to
G1i and G2i and hen e it will not be part of any new blo k
that is added to S in the following steps of the algorithm. It is easy to see

the outer fa es of

that the des ribed pro edure for partitioning a graph into subgraphs does not

i

i
i

i
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introdu e new separation pairs, does not introdu e multiple edges, and hen e
it terminates providing a set of tri onne ted planar graphs.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.23: Partition of a bi onne ted graph having all separating pairs in ident to the outer fa e into a set of tri onne ted planar graphs.

Con erning A tion 2, while in the triangulated
the

a tus either an edge or a triangulated

we add either an edge or a simple

y le. Su h a

(see Fig. 6.24). As in the triangulated
outer fa e of a subgraph
the internal fa es of

f2

Gi

ase,

and su h that

sharing an edge with

f (Gi ).

Add to

S

v,

v

v

in ident to the

is assigned to

Gi .

Consider

ex ept for the two fa es

the

ase

y le is obtained as follows

onsider a vertex

Gi ∈ G

that are in ident to

ase at every step we add to

y le, in the non-triangulated

f1

and

y le that passes through all

the verti es that are in ident to su h fa es. Remove vertex v and its in ident
∗
′
′′
edges from Gi , obtaining a new graph Gi . Consider the two verti es v1 and v1
′
′′
∗
adja ent to v and belonging to f1 . A dummy edge (v1 , v1 ) is added to G1 , if
∗
it does not exist yet, in ident to f (Gi ). Analogously, onsider the two verti es

i

i
i

i
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v2′

′′
′
′′
and v2 adja ent to v and belonging to f2 and add a dummy edge (v2 , v2 )
∗
∗
to Gi , if it does not exist yet, in ident to f (Gi ). Su h dummy edges allow
∗
to maintain the invariant that all the verti es in ident to f (Gi ) have already

S.

been assigned to some blo k of

G*
i

v’’
1
f1

v’1

v’2

v’’
2

f2

v
Figure 6.24:

The thi k y le is added to S . The dotted edges
f (G∗i ), in order to maintain the invariant that all the
f (G∗i ) have already been assigned to some blo k of S .

A tion 2.

are inserted in ident to
verti es in ident to

We

hoose to present the algorithm for triangulations as the main

bution of this

ontri-

hapter be ause a proof of Conje ture 6.1 was very re ently and

independently presented by Leighton and Moitra at FOCS'08 [LM08℄. Surprisingly, the approa h used by Leighton and Moitra is exa tly the same as ours.
In fa t, in [LM08℄ the authors dene a

graphs, whi

h

oin ides with the

show an algorithm to

lass of graphs,

alled

Christmas a tus

lass of non-triangulated binary

a tuses; they

onstru t greedy drawings of Christmas

a tus graphs

and they show that every tri onne ted planar graph is spanned by a Christmas
a tus graph.

However, the way su h results are a hieved diers from ours.

Su h an issue is dis ussed below.
Con erning the geometri

onstru tion of greedy drawings of Christmas

a tus graphs, the algorithm by Leighton and Moitra is quite similar to ours,
even if a slightly dierent

onstru tion is used.

nodes of the graph on a set of

on entri

blo k

ν

C0

orresponding to the root

and ea h blo k

µ

at depth

of B-nodes in the path from

ν

i

ir les

of the BC-tree

Their algorithm pla es the

C0 , C1 , . . . , Ck , so that the
T has its nodes pla ed on

(where the depth is meant to be the number

to

µ

in

T)

is pla ed on

Ci ,

ex ept for the C-

i

i
i

i
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whi h is pla ed on

onse utive

exponentially de reases with
Con erning the

Ci−1 .

The dieren e between the radii

ir les (and hen e the length of the edges of the drawing)

i.

onstru tion of a Christmas

a tus graph spanning a given

tri onne ted planar graph, we have the main dieren es between our te hniques
and Leighton and Moitra's ones. In fa t, in order to show that every tri onne ted planar graph is spanned by a Christmas

a tus graph, they use some

results from a paper [GR94℄ by Gao and Ri hter.

ir uit graph to be an ordered pair (G, C) su h that: (1) G is
C is a polygon in G; (2) there exists an embedding of G in the
plane su h that C bounds a fa e; and (3) every separating pair of G has both
verti es belonging to C . Hen e, ir uit graphs are a super lass of tri onne ted
planar graphs. Dene a hain of blo ks Bi,1 , bi,1 , Bi,2 , bi,2 , . . . , Bi,ki −1 , bi,ki −1 , Bi,ki
Dene a

2-

onne ted and

to be a

onne ted graph su h that ea h blo k

and ea h

ontains at most two

utverti es

utvertex is shared by exa tly two blo ks.

In [GR94℄, Gao and Ri hter prove some strong stru tural results about

ir-

uit graphs, whi h are briey des ribed below. Gao and Ri hter prove that,

(G, C) and given two verti es x and y belonging to C , there
V (G)−V (C) into subsets V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm and there exist distin t verti es v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ∈ V (C)−{x, y} su h that: (i) the subgraph indu ed
by Vi ∪{vi } is a hain of blo ks Bi,1 , bi,1 , Bi,2 , bi,2 , . . . , Bi,ki −1 , bi,ki −1 , Bi,ki , and
(ii) vi ∈ V (Bi,1 ) \ {bi,1 }.

given a ir uit graph
exists a partition of

Gao and Ri hter used this stru tural result in order to indu tively prove

that every tri onne ted planar graph (in fa t, every

2-walk,

ir uit graph) has a

losed

whi h is a walk on the graph starting and ending at the same vertex

and passing through ea h vertex of the graph at least on e and at most twi e.
The same result is used by Leighton and Moitra to indu tively prove that,
for every

ir uit graph

a Christmas

(G, C) (and hen e every tri onne ted planar graph G),
S spanning G exists. In fa t, the outline of their al-

a tus graph

gorithm for spanning

G

onsists of the following steps: (i) use Gao and Ri hter's

stru tural result to nd hains of blo ks
spanning all verti es of

G

not in

graphs spanning ea h blo k
Christmas

Bi,j

C;

Bi,1 , bi,1 , Bi,2 , bi,2 , . . . , Bi,ki −1 , bi,ki −1 , Bi,ki

(ii) indu tively

(whi h is in turn a

a tus graphs spanning the blo ks and

a tus graph spanning

ompute Christmas

a tus

ir uit graph); (iii) glue the

C

into a unique Christmas

G.

Our spanning algorithm, as dis ussed above, nds the spanning graph of

G

without using Gao and Ri hter's result.

triangulated binary
to nd a

losed

Moreover, on e one has a non-

a tus spanning a tri onne ted planar graph

2-walk

G,

it is easy

that passes only through the edges of su h a spanning

i

i
i

i
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Hen e, our algorithm for spanning tri onne ted planar graphs also

provides an alternative proof that every tri onne ted planar graph has a

losed

2-walk.
It is worth observing that our algorithm for spanning a tri onne ted planar
graph with a non-triangulated binary

a tus works more generally for

graphs (as the Leighton and Moitra's algorithm).
the only graph whi h may
a

ir uit

In fa t, in our algorithm,

ontain separating pairs before A tion 1 is a tually

ir uit graph, sin e all its separating pairs are in ident to the outer fa e. A

spanning

a tus for su h a graph

an hen e be found with the same algorithm

des ribed above.

6.6 Con lusions and Open Problems
In this

hapter we have shown an algorithm for

onstru ting greedy drawings

of triangulations. The algorithm relies on two main results. The rst one states
that every triangulated binary

a tus admits a greedy drawing. The se ond one

states that, for every triangulation

S

spanning

G.

G,

there exists a triangulated binary

a tus

Then, we have shown how to modify the algorithm provided for

triangulations in order to deal with tri onne ted planar graphs thus proving
a

onje ture by Papadimitriou and Rataj zak [PR05℄, that was independently

settled by Leighton and Moitra [LM08℄.
The main drawba k of our algorithm (and of Leighton and Moitra's algorithm, as well) is that it uses real

oordinates, hen e it

onstru ts drawings

requiring exponential area on e a nite resolution rule has been xed. It would
be interesting to understand whether su h exponential area is ne essary in
some

ases or there exists an algorithm to produ e polynomial-area greedy

drawings for triangulations and tri onne ted planar graphs. We deal with a
related problem in the next Chapter of this thesis. In fa t, we study the area
requirements for greedy-drawable graphs in general and we show that there
exist greedy-drawable trees requiring exponential area in any greedy drawing.
Although greedy drawings have been proved to be feasible for large
of planar graphs (like tri onne ted planar graphs), a

lasses

hara terization of the

graphs that admit a greedy drawing seems still to be an elusive goal.

Open Problem 6.1

greedy drawing.

Chara terize the lass of (planar) graphs that admit a

A stronger version of the Papadimitriou and Rataj zak's

onje ture [PR05℄

says that for every tri onne ted planar graph there exists a

onvex greedy

i

i
i

i
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Although some partial positive results are known [Dha08, GS09a℄,

the following problem is still open:

Open Problem 6.2
nar graph exist?

Does a onvex greedy drawing of every tri onne ted pla-

Finally, most of the known algorithms for

onstru ting greedy graph draw-

ings rely on the knowledge of the entire graph topology. Designing distributed
algorithms for

omputing greedy drawings or proving that su h algorithms do

not exist would be theoreti ally interesting and useful in pra ti e for greedy
routing.

i

i
i

i
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Su in t Representation of Greedy
Drawings
In this

1

hapter , we

onsider the problem of

onstru ting greedy drawings in

the plane with a small area. Su h a problem is worth to study not only from
the Graph Drawing perspe tive, but also from the greedy routing one, as in a
greedy drawing with polynomial area the Cartesian

oordinates of the verti es

an be represented with few bits, whi h is a ne essary

ondition for making the

greedy routing useful in pra ti e.
However, having polynomial area greedy drawings is not always possible, at
least for trees. In fa t, we prove that there exists an innite

lass of

aterpillars

requiring exponential area in any greedy drawing.
Observe that the main theorem of this
(e.g., [DTT92℄) showing that

hapter is one of the few results

ertain families of graph drawings require expo-

nential area. Also, greedy drawings are a kind of proximity drawings [DLL95℄, a
lass of graph drawings, in luding Eu lidean Minimum Spanning Trees [MS92,
Kau08℄, for whi h very little is known about the area requirements [PV04℄.

7.1 Introdu tion
As dis ussed in the previous hapter, it is possible to

onstru t greedy drawings

of any given tri onne ted planar graph [LM08, AFG10℄. However, the drawings
onstru ted by the algorithms presented so far have the undesired property to

1 Part

of the

ontents of this

hapter are a joint work with Giuseppe Di Battista and

Fabrizio Frati, appeared in [ADF09℄.

183
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be not

su in t,

i.e. they require

senting the vertex

Ω(n log n)

oordinates, as their

bits in the worst

ase for repre-

onstru tion requires exponential area.

This makes them unsuitable for the motivating appli ation of greedy routing,
as su h a number of bits is asymptoti ally equivalent to the number of bits
needed to expli itly represent the information about how to rea h ea h node
of the network in a

lassi al routing table.

Con erning the problem of representing vertex

oordinates in a su

in t

way, Eppstein and Goodri h [EG08℄ proposed an elegant algorithm for greedy
routing in the hyperboli

plane representing vertex

oordinates with

O(log n)

bits. A similar result was obtained by Goodri h and Strash [GS09b℄ for greedy
routing in the Eu lidean plane, where the positions of the verti es are represented in an appropriate
in whi h the drawing is

oordinate system whi h is stri tly related to the way
onstru ted.

However, the perhaps most natural question of whether greedy drawings
an be

onstru ted in the plane using

Cartesian

O(log n)

bits for representing vertex

oordinates and using the Eu lidean distan e as a metri

to now, open. Observe that, when the Cartesian

was, up

oordinates system and the

Eu lidean distan e are used, this problem is equivalent to the one in whi h
polynomial-area greedy drawings are requested.
In this

hapter, we give a negative answer to the above question.

Theorem 7.1 For innitely many n, there exists a (3n + 3)-node greedydrawable tree that requires bn area in any greedy drawing in the plane, under
any resolution rule, for some onstant b > 1.

We prove the theorem by showing that, in any greedy drawing of a suitably
dened

(3n + 3)-node

greedy-drawable

aterpillar

Tn ,

the ratio between the

length of the longest edge and the length of the shortest edge is exponential
in

n.

Hen e, on e a resolution rule stating that the shortest edge has one unit

length has been xed, the length of the longest edge, and hen e the area of the
drawing, is exponential in
The

n.

hapter is organized as follows. In Se t. 7.2, we introdu e some def-

initions and preliminaries; in Se t. 7.3 we prove that there exists an
tree

Tn

n-node

requiring exponential area in any greedy drawing; in Se t. 7.4 we show

an algorithm for

onstru ting a greedy drawing of

Tn ;

nally, in Se t. 7.5 we

on lude and present some open problems.

i

i
i

i
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v

v

z

w

e2

e1

w
u
e3

u
(a)
Figure 7.1: (a) If
ontaining

v,

w

(b)

lies in the half-plane delimited by the axis of

then the drawing is not greedy. (b) A

(u, v)

and

rossing in the drawing

determines a violation of Lemma 7.3.

7.2 Denitions and Preliminaries
The

ell

that are

of a node
loser to

v

v

in a drawing is the set of all the points in the plane

than to any of its neighbors. The following lemma, due to

Papadimitriou and Rataj zak [PR05℄,

an be used to state greedy drawings in

terms of proximity drawings.

Lemma 7.1

[PR05℄ A drawing is greedy if and only if the ell of ea h node v
ontains no node other than v .
We remark that the

ell of a leaf node

v

delimited by the axis of the segment having
We now state some basi

is the half-plane

v

ontaining

v

and

as an endpoint.

properties of the greedy drawings of trees.

Lemma 7.2

Given a greedy drawing Γ of a tree T , any subtree of T is represented in Γ by a greedy drawing.

Proof:

Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that a subtree

T′

of

T

exists not

by a greedy drawing. Then, there exist two nodes u and v
′
su h that the only path in T from u to v is not distan e-de reasing. However,

represented in

Γ

su h a path is also the only path from

u

to

v

in

T,

a

ontradi tion.

2

Lemma 7.3

Given a greedy drawing Γ of a tree T and given any edge (u, v)
of T , the subtree T ′ of T obtained by removing edge (u, v) from T that ontains
u (resp. v ) ompletely lies in Γ in the half-plane ontaining u (resp. v ) and
delimited by the axis of (u, v).

i

i
i

i
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Proof:

Refer to Fig. 7.1(a). Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that there exists a

w of T ′ that lies in Γ in the half-plane ontaining v (resp. u) and delimited
by the axis of (u, v). Then, d(v, w) < d(u, w) (resp. d(u, w) < d(v, w)). The
only path from v to w (resp. from u to w) in T passes through u (resp. through
v ), hen e it is not distan e-de reasing, a ontradi tion.
2

node

Lemma 7.4
Proof:
a tree

T

Any greedy drawing of a tree is planar.

Refer to Fig. 7.1(b). Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that there exists

Γ. Let e1 = (u, v) and e2 =
e2 are not adja ent, otherwise

admitting a non-planar greedy drawing

(w, z) be two edges that

ross in

Γ.

Edges

e1

and

Γ would not be greedy. Then, there exists an edge
e3 6= e1 , e2 in the only path onne ting u to w. Lemma 7.3 implies that e1
and e2 lie in distin t half-planes delimited by the axis of e3 , hen e they do not
ross, a ontradi tion.
2

they would overlap and

Lemma 7.5

In any greedy drawing of a tree T , the angle between two adja ent
segments is stri tly greater than 60◦ .

Proof:

T in whi h the angle between two
w1 w2 and w2 w3 is no more than 60◦ . Then, |w1 w3 | ≤ |w1 w2 |
or |w1 w3 | ≤ |w2 w3 |, say |w1 w3 | ≤ |w2 w3 |. Sin e d(w1 , w3 ) ≤ d(w2 , w3 ), the
unique path (w1 , w2 , w3 ) from w1 to w3 in T is not distan e-de reasing.
2
In the following we dene a family of trees with 3n + 3 nodes, for every
n ≥ 2, that will be exploited in order to prove Theorem 7.1. Refer to Fig. 7.2.
Let Tn be a aterpillar with spine (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ) su h that v1 has degree
5 and vi has degree 4, for ea h i = 2, 3, . . . , n. Let a1 , b1 , c1 , and d1 be the
leaves of Tn adja ent to v1 , let ai and bi be the leaves of Tn adja ent to vi , for
i = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, and let an , bn , and cn be the leaves of Tn adja ent to vn .
Distin t embeddings of Tn dier for the order of the edges in ident to the
Consider any greedy drawing of

adja ent segments

spine nodes. More pre isely, the

vi

lo kwise order of the edges in ident to ea h

(vi−1 , vi ), then a leaf edge, then (vi , vi+1 ),
entral node (node vn in Fig. 7.2.b); 2) (vi−1 , vi ), then
two leaf edges, then (vi , vi+1 ): vi is a bottom node (node v2 in Fig. 7.2.b); or
3) (vi−1 , vi ), then (vi , vi+1 ), then two leaf edges: vi is a top node (node v3 in
Fig. 7.2.b). Node v1 is onsidered as a entral node.
node

is one of the following: 1)

then a leaf edge:

vi

is a

i

i
i

i
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an

a3

a2

a1

c1

an

b2

c1
v1

d1

v2

b1

vn cn

v3

b2

b3

v1

d1
b1

bn

vn cn

v3

v2

a3

b3

(a)

bn

(b)

Figure 7.2: Two embeddings of
entral nodes. In (b) node

v2

aterpillar

Tn .

In (a) all the spine nodes are

is a bottom node and node

v3

is a top node.

7.3 The Lower Bound
In this se tion we prove that any greedy drawing of

Tn

requires exponential

area. The proof is based on the following intuitions: (i) For any

entral node

vi there exists a small onvex region ontaining all the spine nodes vj , with
j > i, and their adja ent leaves (Lemma 7.6). (ii) Almost all the spine nodes
are entral nodes (Lemma 7.8). (iii) The slopes of edges (vi , ai ), (vi , vi+1 ), and
(vi , bi ) in ident to a entral node vi are in a ertain range, whi h is more restri ted for the edges in ident to vi+1 than for those in ident to vi (Lemma 7.6).
(iv) If the angle between (vi , ai ) and (vi , bi ) is too small, then vj , aj , and bj ,
with j ≥ i + 2, an not be drawn (Lemma 7.10). (v) If both the angles between
(vi , ai ) and (vi , bi ) and between (vi+1 , ai+1 ) and (vi+1 , bi+1 ) are large enough,
then the ratio between the length of the edges in ident to vi and the length of
the edges in ident to vi+1 is onstant (Lemma 7.9).
First, we dis uss some properties of the slopes of the edges in the drawing.
Se ond, we argue about the exponential de rease of the edge lengths.

Slopes
Consider any drawing of
that the

v1

and of its adja ent leaves; rename su h leaves so

ounter- lo kwise order of the verti es around

In the following, when we refer to an angle
brings the half-line from
through

v3

by a

Property 7.1
Proof:

v2

through

v1

to

v\
1 v2 v3 ,

v1

is

a1 , c1 , d1 , b1 , v2 .

we mean the angle that

oin ide with the half-line from

v2

ounter- lo kwise rotation.

◦
b\
1 v1 a1 < 180 .

By Lemma 7.5,

◦ \
◦
a\
1 v1 c1 > 60 , c1 v1 d1 > 60 ,

and

◦
d\
1 v1 b1 > 60 .

2

i

i
i

i
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a1

ai

h a1

c1

h ai

v1

vi

p1

d1
h b1
b1

vi+1

pi

h bi
bi
(a)

(b)

R1 ontains the drawing of Tn \ {a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 , v1 }. The
a1 p1 and b1 p1 are shown. (b) Region Ri ontains the drawing of path
(vi+1 , vi+2 , . . . , vn ) and of its adja ent leaves.
Figure 7.3: (a) Region

slopes of

vi , there exists a small onvex region
j > i, and their adja ent leaves.
◦
\
Let vi be a entral node and suppose that b
i vi ai < 180 . Denote by Ri the
onvex region delimited by vi ai , by vi bi , and by the axes of su h segments (see
Fig. 7.3(b)). Denote by pi the interse tion between the axes of vi ai and vi bi ,
a
b
and by hi (hi ) the midpoint of vi ai (resp. vi bi ).
Assume that x(ai ) = x(bi ), x(vi ) < x(ai ), and y(ai ) > y(bi ). Su h a
We argue that, for any

entral node

ontaining all the spine nodes

setting

vj ,

an be a hieved w.l.o.g.

with

up to a rotation/mirroring of the drawing

and a renaming of the leaves. In the following, whenever a

vi is
vi are

entral node

onsidered, the drawing is rotated/mirrored and the leaves adja ent to

x(ai ) = x(bi ), x(vi ) < x(ai ), and y(ai ) > y(bi ).
slope(u, v) be the angle bringing the half-line from u dire ted downward
to oin ide with the half-line from u through v by a ounter- lo kwise rotation
◦
(see Fig. 7.3(a)). Further, let slope⊥ (u, v) be equal to slope(u, v) − 90 . We
renamed so that
Let

observe the following:

Property 7.2

slope(vi , bi ) < slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope⊥ (pi , ai ) < slope(vi , ai ).

Proof: Inequality slope(vi , bi ) < slope⊥(bi , pi ) (and analogously inequality
slope⊥ (pi , ai ) < slope(vi , ai )) holds sin e slope(hbi , pi ) < slope(bi , pi ). Inequality slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope⊥ (pi , ai ) holds by assumption.
2
Lemma 7.6

Suppose that vi is a entral node. Then, the following hold: (i)
◦
\
bi vi ai < 180 ; (ii) the drawing of path (vi+1 , vi+2 , . . . , vn ) and of its adja ent

i

i
i

i
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ai

z

h ai
vi

x
x
x
x

vj

w
pi

h bi
bi

u
v
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: (a) Possible slopes for an edge

(vj , x).

(b) Illustration for the proof

of Lemma 7.7.

leaves lies in Ri ; and (iii) any edge (vj , x), where x ∈ {aj , bj , vj+1 } with j > i,
is su h that slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope(vj , x) < slope⊥ (pi , ai ). See Fig. 7.4(a).

Proof:

When

i = 1,

Property 7.1 ensures part (i).

Further, Lemma 7.1

Tn \ {a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 , v1 }

R1 (see
i = 1,
suppose, for a ontradi tion, that an edge (vj , x) exists, where x ∈ {aj , bj , vj+1 }
with j > 1, su h that slope⊥ (b1 , p1 ) < slope(vj , x) < slope⊥ (p1 , a1 ) does not
hold. Then, it is easy to see that the half-plane delimited by the axis of vj x
and ontaining x also ontains at least one out of a1 , v1 , and b1 , thus providing
ensures part (ii), that is, the drawing of

lies in

Fig. 7.3(a)). In order to prove that part (iii) of the lemma holds when

a

ontradi tion to the greediness of the drawing, by Lemma 7.3.
By indu tion, suppose that part (i), part (ii), and part (iii) of the lemma

hold for some i. Let

k be the smallest index greater than i su

h that

vk

is a

en-

tral node. Then, by part (iii) of the indu tive hypothesis and by Property 7.2,

slope(vi , bi ) < slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope(vk , bk ) < slope(vk , ak ) < slope⊥ (pi , ai ) <
◦
\
slope(vi , ai ) holds, whi h implies b\
k vk ak < bi vi ai < 180 , and part (i) of the
lemma follows for k .
By Lemma 7.4, the drawing is planar; by Lemma 7.1, the ells of ak and bk
do not ontain any node other than ak and bk , respe tively. Hen e, if a node
u is in Rk , then no node of any subtree of Tn ontaining u and not ontaining
vk lies outside Rk . Thus, vk−1 does not lie in Rk (sin e a subtree of Tn exists
ontaining vk−1 , vi , and not ontaining vk ); sin e vk is a entral node, then
vk+1 lies on the opposite side of vk−1 with respe t to the path omposed of
edges (vk , ak ) and (vk , bk ). Hen e, vk+1 (and path (vk+1 , vk+2 , . . . , vn ) together
with its adja ent leaves) lies inside Rk , and part (ii) of the lemma follows for

i

i
i

i
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k.
k , part (iii) of
k analogously as in the base ase. Namely,
if slope⊥ (bk , pk ) < slope(vj , x) < slope⊥ (pk , ak ) does not hold, for some edge
(vj , x) with j > k , then the half-plane delimited by the axis of vj x and ontaining x also ontains at least one out of ak , vk , and bk , thus implying that
the drawing is not greedy, by Lemma 7.3.
2
Consider two edges (u, v) and (w, z) su h that the path from u to w does not
ontain v and z . Suppose, w.l.o.g. up to a rotation/mirroring of the drawing,
that v and z lie in the same half-plane delimited by the line through u and w,
◦
◦
and that x(u) = x(w), y(u) < y(w), and 0 < slope(u, v), slope(w, z) < 180 .
On e parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma have been proved for

the lemma

an also be proved for

Lemma 7.7
Proof:

slope(u, v) < slope(w, z).

slope(u, v) ≥
(w, z)
and ontaining z , or z lies in the half-plane delimited by the axis of (u, v) and
ontaining v . Hen e, by Lemma 7.2, the drawing is not greedy.
2
Refer to Fig. 7.4(b). Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that

slope(w, z).

Then, either

v

lies in the half-plane delimited by the axis of

Exponential De reasing Edge Lengths
Now we are ready to go in the mainstream of the proof that any greedy drawing
of

Tn

requires exponential area. Su h a proof is in fa t based on the following

three lemmata. The rst one states that a linear number of spine nodes are
entral nodes, in any greedy drawing of

Tn .

Lemma 7.8 Suppose that vi is a entral node, for some i ≤ n − 3. Then, vi+1
is a entral node.
Proof:
a

Refer to Fig. 7.5.

entral node.

Suppose that

Suppose, for a

vi+1

ontradi tion, that

is a top node, the

bottom node being analogous. Rename the leaves adja ent to
way that the

ounter- lo kwise order of the neighbors of

vi+1

is not

ase in whi h it is a

vi+1

is

vi+1 in su h a
vi , bi+1 , ai+1 ,

◦
b\
i vi ai < 180 . By Lemma 7.6 part (iii), by
Property 7.2, and by the assumption that vi+1 is a top node, slope(vi , bi ) <
slope(vi+1 , bi+1 ) < slope(vi+1 , ai+1 ) < slope(vi+1 , vi+2 ) < slope(vi , ai ). By
Lemma 7.5, bi+1\
vi+1 ai+1 > 60◦ . It follows that ai+1\
vi+1 vi+2 < 120◦.
Suppose that vi+2 is a entral node (a top node; a bottom node). Rename the leaves adja ent to vi+2 in su h a way that the ounter- lo kwise order of the neighbors of vi+2 is vi+1 , bi+2 , vi+3 , and ai+2 (resp. vi+1 , bi+2 ,
and

vi+2 .

By Lemma 7.6 part (i),

i

i
i

i
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ai
h ai
vi+2

vi

a
vi+1 i+1
bi+1

pi

h bi
bi

Figure 7.5: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 7.8.

ai+2 ,

and vi+3 ; vi+1 , vi+3 , bi+2 , and ai+2 ). Noti e that node vi+3 exists
i ≤ n − 3. By Lemma 7.7, slope(vi+2 , bi+2 ) > slope(vi+1 , ai+1 ) (resp.
slope(vi+2 , bi+2 ) > slope(vi+1 , ai+1 ); slope(vi+2 , vi+3 ) > slope(vi+1 , ai+1 )).
Further, by Lemma 7.6 part (iii), it holds slope(vi+2 , ai+2 ) < slope(vi , ai ) (resp.
slope(vi+2 , vi+3 ) < slope(vi , ai ); slope(vi+2 , ai+2 ) < slope(vi , ai )). It follows
vi+2 ai+2 < 120◦ (resp. bi+2\
vi+2 vi+3 < 120◦ ; vi+3\
vi+2 ai+2 < 120◦ ),
that bi+2\
\
hen e at least one of bi+2 vi+2 vi+3 and vi+3\
vi+2 ai+2 (resp. of bi+2\
vi+2 ai+2
and ai+2\
vi+2 vi+3 ; of vi+3\
vi+2 bi+2 and bi+2\
vi+2 ai+2 ) is less than 60◦ . By
Lemma 7.5, the drawing is not greedy.
2
\
The next lemma shows that, if the angles b
i vi ai in ident to ea h entral
node vi are large enough, then the sum of the lengths of vi ai and vi bi de reases
sin e

exponentially in the number of

onsidered

entral nodes.

Lemma 7.9

Let vi be a entral node, with i ≤ n − 3. Suppose that both
◦
\
the angles b\
Then, the following
i vi ai and bi+1 vi+1 ai+1 are greater than 150 . √
inequality holds: |vi+1 ai+1 | + |vi+1 bi+1 | ≤ (|vi ai | + |vi bi |)/ 3.

Proof:

Refer to Fig. 7.6(a). By Lemma 7.8, vi+1 is a entral node. Denote
a
b
the verti al line through vi+1 and denote by l(hi ) and l(hi ) the
a
b
horizontal lines through hi and hi , respe tively.
By Lemma 7.6 part (iii), slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope(vi+1 , bi+1 ) < slope(vi+1 , ai+1 )

by

l(vi+1 )

< slope⊥ (pi , ai ). Hen e, by Property 7.2, we have slope(vi , bi ) < slope(vi+1 , bi+1 )
< slope(vi+1 , ai+1 ) < slope(vi , ai ). It follows that both ai+1 and bi+1 lie in
a
the half-plane delimited by l(vi+1 ) and not ontaining vi . Denote by di+1
b
a
b
(di+1 ) the interse tion point between l(vi+1 ) and l(hi ) (resp.
and l(hi )).
a
b
b
a
Observe that |di+1 di+1 | < (|vi bi | + |vi ai |)/2. Denote by fi+1 (by fi+1 ) the

i

i
i

i
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ai

l( v i+1 )

ai

a
d i+1

h ai

a

pi

bi+1
h ib

hia

ai+1

vi+1

vi

a
gi+1

l( h ia )

f i+1

b
d i+1

b
f i+1

α

l(h bi )

bi

vi α
β

ai+1

vi+1

360−2(α+β)

vi+2

pi

bi+1
hbi

b
gi+1

β
bi

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: Illustrations for the proofs of Lemma 7.9 (a) and Lemma 7.10 (b).

a
interse tion point between l(hi ) and the line through vi+1 and ai+1 (resp.
b
between l(hi ) and the line through vi+1 and bi+1 ). Clearly, |vi+1 ai+1 | <
a | and |v
b
a \a
b \ b
|vi+1 fi+1
i+1 bi+1 | < |vi+1 fi+1 |. Angles di+1 vi+1 fi+1 and fi+1 vi+1 di+1
◦
are ea h less than 30 , namely su h angles sum up to an angle whi h is
b \
a , whi h by hypothesis is greater than 150◦ . Hen e,
180◦ minus fi+1
vi+1 fi+1
a
b | <
|vi+1 ai+1 | < |vi+1 fi+1 | < |vi+1 dai+1 |/ cos(30) and |vi+1 bi+1 | < |vi+1 fi+1
|vi+1 dbi+1 |/ cos(30). It follows that |vi+1 ai+1 | + |vi+1 bi+1 | < (|vi+1 dai+1 | +
√
|vi+1 dbi+1 |)/ cos(30) < 2(|vi bi | + |vi ai |)/2 3, thus proving the lemma.
2
The next lemma shows that having large angles in ident to

is unavoidable for almost all

entral nodes

entral nodes.

Lemma 7.10

No entral node vi , with i ≤ n − 3, is in ident to an angle b\
i vi ai
that is less than or equal to 150◦ .

Proof:

Refer to Fig. 7.6(b). Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that there exists

◦
i ≤ n − 3, that is in ident to an angle b\
i vi ai ≤ 150 .
\
Denote by α and β the angles p
\
i vi ai and bi vi pi , respe tively. Sin e triangles
\
(vi , pi , hai ) and (ai , pi , hai ) are ongruent, v\
i ai pi = α. Analogously, vi bi pi = β .
◦
\
Summing up the angles of quadrilateral (vi , ai , pi , bi ), we get ai pi bi = 360 −
2(α + β).
a

entral node

vi ,

with

i

i
i

i
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vi+1 is a entral node. Consider the line through vi+1
a
ai pi and denote by gi+1
the interse tion point between su h a line
and ai pi . Further, onsider the line through vi+1 orthogonal to bi pi and denote
b
by gi+1 the interse tion point between su h a line and bi pi . By Lemma 7.6 part
(iii), slope⊥ (bi , pi ) < slope(vi+1 , bi+1 ) < slope(vi+1 , ai+1 ) < slope⊥ (pi , ai ).
vi+1 ai+1 < g b \
vi+1 g a . Further, g b \
Hen e, bi+1\
vi+1 g a = 2α + 2β − 180◦ ,
By Lemma 7.8,

orthogonal to

i+1

i+1

i+1
i+1
b
a
(gi+1
, vi+1 , gi+1
, pi ). Sin e, by
◦
\
b
a
\
hypothesis, α + β ≤ 150 , we have bi+1 vi+1 ai+1 < gi+1 vi+1 gi+1 = 2α + 2β −
180◦ ≤ 120◦. However, sin e vi+1 is a entral node, edge (vi+1 vi+2 ), that exists
as

an be derived by

onsidering quadrilateral

i ≤ n − 3, uts angle bi+1\
vi+1 ai+1 . It follows that at
\
bi+1 vi+1 vi+2 and vi+2\
vi+1 ai+1 is less than 60◦ . By Lemma
sin e

least one of angles

7.5, the drawing is

not greedy.

2

The previous lemmata immediately imply an exponential lower bound between the ratio of the lengths of the longest and the shortest edge of the drawentral node. By Lemma 7.8, vi is a entral node, for
◦
2, . . . , n−3. By Lemma 7.10, angle b\
i vi ai > 150 , for ea h i ≤ n−3. Hen e,

ing. Namely, node

i=

v1

is a

√
|vi+1 ai+1 | + |vi+1 bi+1 | ≤ (|vi ai | + |vi bi |)/ 3, √
for ea h i ≤ n − 4;
n−4
it follows that |vn−3 an−3 | + |vn−3 bn−3 | ≤ (|v1 a1 | + |v1 b1 |)/( 3)
. Sin e one
out of v1 a1 and v1 b1 , say v1 a1 , has length at least half of |v1 a1 | + |v1 b1 |, and
sin e one out of vn−3 an−3 and vn−3 bn−3 , say vn−3 an−3 , has length at most half
√ n
1
of |vn−3 an−3 | + |vn−3 bn−3 |, then |v1 a1 |/|vn−3 an−3 | ≥
9 ( 3) , thus implying
by Lemma 7.9,

the

laimed lower bound.

7.4 Drawability of Tn
In Se t. 7.3 we have shown that any greedy drawing of
area.

Tn

requires exponential

Sin e in [PR05, LM08℄ it has been shown that there exist trees that

do not admit any greedy drawing, one might ask whether the lower bound
refers to a greedy-drawable tree or not.

Of

ourse, if

Tn

were not drawable,

then the lower bound would not make sense. In this se tion we show that

Tn

admits a greedy drawing by providing a drawing algorithm, using a supporting
exponential-size grid.
Sin e the algorithm draws the spine nodes in the order they appear on the
spine with the degree-5 node as the last node, we revert the indi es of the nodes

vi of Tn is now node vn−i+1 .
Tn in whi h all the spine nodes vi
line y = 0. Sin e ea h leaf node ai is

with respe t to Se ts. 7.2 and 7.3, that is, node
The algorithm
are

onstru ts a drawing of

entral nodes lying on the horizontal

i

i
i

i
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p i+1
a i+1

a1

1/2

2 2(i+1)

2i

1/2
ai
hai
vi

v1

c1

2 2(i+1)

2
2 2i

v i+1
(b)

Figure 7.7: Illustrations for the algorithm to
ase. (b) Indu tive

drawn above line

y =0

and

onstru t a greedy drawing of

Tn .

ase.

bi

is pla ed on the symmetri al point of

respe t to su h a line, we only des ribe, for ea h
and

h ai+1

2i

(a)

(a) Base

2(i+1)

i = 1, . . . , n,

ai

with

how to draw

vi

ai .

In order to deal with drawings that lie on a grid, in this se tion we denote
by

∆y /∆x

the

slope

horizontal distan e

of a line (of a segment), meaning that whenever there is a

∆x

between two nodes of su h a line (of su h a segment),

then their verti al distan e is

∆y .

The drawing is

onstru ted by means of an indu tive algorithm. In the
a
base ase, pla e v1 at (0, 0), h1 at (−1, 2), a1 at (−2, 4), and c1 at (−9/2, 0)
(see Fig. 7.7(a)). At step i of the algorithm suppose, by indu tive hypothesis,
that: (i) The drawing of path (v1 , v2 , . . . , vi ) with its leaf nodes a1 , a2 , . . . , ai
a
2i
2i+1
a
is greedy, and (ii) y(vi ) = 0, y(hi ) = 2 , y(ai ) = 2
, and x(vi ) − x(hi ) =
a
x(hi ) − x(ai ) = 1.
From the above indu tive hypothesis it follows that the slope of segment
vi ai is −22i /1 and the slope of its axis is 1/22i . We show step i + 1 of the
algorithm.

4i+3
Pla e vi+1 at point (x(vi ) + 2
− 2, 0), hai+1 at point (x(vi ) + 24i+3 −
4i+3
2i+2
− 4, 22i+3 ) (see Fig. 7.7(b)). Su h
3, 2
), and ai+1 at point (x(vi ) + 2
pla ements guarantee that part (ii) of the hypothesis is veried. The slope of
vi+1 ai+1 is −22(i+1) /1. Hen e, the slope of its axis is 1/22(i+1) . Su h
2i+1
). Sin e 0 < 1/22(i+1) < 1/22i ,
an axis passes through point qi ≡ (x(vi )−3, 2

segment

it follows that path (v1 , v2 , . . . , vi ) with nodes a1 , a2 , . . . , ai lie below the axis of
vi+1 ai+1 . Finally, the axis of vi ai passes through point pi+1 ≡ (x(vi ) + 24i+3 −
4, 22i +22i+3 −3/22i ). Thus, y(pi+1 ) > y(ai+1 ), sin e 22i +22i+3 −3/22i > 22i+3
4i
as long as 2
> 3, whi h holds for ea h i ≥ 1. This implies that part (i) of the
hypothesis is veried.

i

i
i

i
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When the algorithm has drawn

dn

vn

and

still have to be drawn. However, this
and

vn dn

(and symmetri ally

bn ), cn

and

an be easily done by assigning to

vn an and by pla ing them
◦
,
whi
h
is
stri
tly
greater than 180 , is split
b\
v
a
n n n
◦
into three angles stri tly greater than 60 .
We remark that cn and dn are not pla ed at points with rational oordinates.

segments

vn cn

an

the same length as segment

in su h a way that the angle

However, they still obey to any resolution rule, namely their distan e from any
node or edge of the drawing is exponential with respe t to the grid unit. Pla ing
su h nodes at grid points is possible after a s aling of the whole drawing and
some non-trivial

al ulations. However, we preferred not to deal with su h an

issue sin e we just needed to prove that a greedy drawing of

Tn

exists.

7.5 Con lusions
We have shown that

onstru ting su

in t greedy drawings in the plane, when

the Eu lidean distan e is adopted, may be unfeasible even for simple
trees. In fa t, we proved that there exist

lasses of

aterpillars requiring exponential area

in any greedy drawing, under any nite resolution rule. The proof uses a mixed
geometri -topologi al te hnique that allows us to analyze the

ombinatorial

spa e of the possible embeddings and to identify ni e invariants of the slopes
of the edges in any greedy drawing of su h

aterpillars.

Many problems remain open in this resear h eld related to the area of
greedy drawings. The most natural is summarized in the following question:

Open Problem 7.1

What are the area requirements of greedy drawings of
triangulations and tri onne ted planar graphs?
Another intriguing question arises from the dis ussion presented in this
Chapter. We have shown, in Lemma 7.4, that every greedy drawing of a tree is
planar. It would be interesting to understand whether trees are the only

lass

of planar graphs with su h a property.

Open Problem 7.2

Chara terize the lass of planar graphs su h that every
greedy drawing is planar.

i

i
i

i
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Geometri Simultaneous
Embedding of a Tree and a Path
In this

1 we deal with the problem of simultaneously drawing two planar

hapter

graphs on the same set of points in su h a way that ea h of the drawings is
planar.

In parti ular, we

onsider the most natural version of the problem,

that is, the one in whi h both the graphs have to be drawn with straight-line
edges, that is

alled

geometri simultaneous embedding.

Many results are known on this eld,
beddings for some

on erning the existen e of su h emomputational

omplexity of the

orresponding de ision problem. While it is known that two

aterpillars always

admit a geometri

lasses of graphs and the

simultaneous embedding and that two trees not always ad-

mit one, the question about a tree and a path is still open and is often regarded
as the most prominent open problem in this area.
We answer this question in the negative by providing a ounterexample. Additionally, sin e the

ounterexample uses disjoint edge sets for the two graphs,

we also negatively answer another open question, that is, whether it is possible
to simultaneously embed two edge-disjoint trees.
As a nal result of this

hapter, we study the same problem when some

onstraints on the tree are imposed. Namely, we show that a tree of depth
and a path always admit a geometri
a strong

1 Parts

onstraint is not so far from

of the

ontents of this

2

simultaneous embedding. In fa t, su h
losing the gap with the instan es not

hapter are a joint work with Markus Geyer, Mi hael

Kaufmann, and Daniel Neuwirth, appeared in [AGKN10℄ and submitted to international
onferen e.
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admitting any solution, as the tree used in our

ounterexample has depth

4.

8.1 Introdu tion
Embedding planar graphs is a well-established eld in graph theory and algorithms with a great variety of appli ations. Re ently, motivated by the need
of

on urrently represent several dierent relationships among the same set of

elements, a major fo us in the resear h lies on

simultaneous graph embedding.

In this setting, given a set of graphs with the same vertex-set, the goal is to
nd a set of points in the plane and a mapping between these points and the
verti es of the graphs su h that pla ing ea h vertex on the point it is mapped to
yields a planar drawing for ea h of the graphs, if they are displayed separately.
Problems of this kind frequently arise when dealing with the visualization of
evolving networks and with the visualization of huge and
as in the

omplex relationships,

ase of the graph of the Web.

Among the many variants of this problem, the most important and natural
geometri simultaneous embedding. Given two graphs G1 = (V, E ′ )
′′
and G2 = (V, E ), the task is to nd a set of points P and a bije tion M : P →

one is the

V

that indu e planar straight-line drawings for both G1 and G2 .
+
In the seminal paper on this topi [BCD 07℄, Brass et al. proved that ge-

ometri
of

simultaneous embeddings of pairs of paths, pairs of

y les, and pairs

aterpillars always exist.

been shown.

Brass

et al.

On the other hand, many negative results have
+
[BCD 07℄ presented a pair of outerplanar graphs

not admitting any simultaneous embedding and provided negative results for
three paths, as well. Erten and Kobourov [EK04℄ found a planar graph and a
path not allowing any simultaneous embedding. Geyer

et al.

that there exist two trees that do not admit any geometri
bedding.

However, the two trees used in the

[GKV09℄ proved

simultaneous em-

ounterexample have

ommon

edges, and so the problem is still open for edge-disjoint trees. Finally, Cabello
et al. [CvKL+ 09℄ showed a planar graph and a mat hing that do not admit
any geometri
geometri

simultaneous embedding and presented algorithms to obtain a

simultaneous embedding of a mat hing and a wheel, an outerpath,

or a tree.
The most important open problem in this area is the question whether a
tree and a path always admit a geometri
this

simultaneous embedding or not. In

hapter we answer this question in the negative.

Many variants of the problem, where some

onstraints are relaxed, have

been studied. If the edges do not need to be straight-line segments, any number

i

i
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of planar graphs admit a simultaneous embedding, sin e any planar graph

an

be planarly embedded on any given set of points in the plane [Hal91, PW01℄.
However, the same result does not hold if the edges that are shared by two
graphs have to be represented by the same Jordan
problem is

alled

urve. In this setting the
+
[Fra06, GJP 06,

simultaneous embedding with xed edges

FJKS08℄.
The resear h on this problem opened a new ex iting eld of problems and
te hniques, like ULP trees and graphs [EBFK09, FK07a, FK07b℄, olored si+
multaneous embedding [BEF 07℄, near-simultaneous embedding [FKK07℄, and
+
mat hed drawings [DDv 07℄, deeply related to the general fundamental question of point-set embeddability.
In this

hapter we answer the question about the geometri

embedding of a tree and a path in the negative by providing a
Moreover, sin e the tree and the path used in our

simultaneous

ounterexample.

ounterexample do not share

any edge, we also negatively answer the question on two edge-disjoint trees.
The main idea behind our
part of the tree to be in a

ounterexample is to use the path to enfor e a

ertain

onguration whi h

annot be drawn planar.

Namely, we make use of level nonplanar trees [EBFK09, FK07b℄, that is, trees
not admitting any planar embedding if their verti es have to be pla ed inside
ertain regions a
ample

ording to a parti ular leveling. The tree of the

ontains many

opies of su h trees, while the path is used to

regions. To prove that at least one
that determines a

ounterexreate the

opy has to be in the parti ular leveling

rossing, we need a quite huge number of verti es. However,

su h a huge number is often needed just to ensure the existen e of parti ular
stru tures playing a role in our proof. A mu h smaller
likely be

ounterexample

ould

onstru ted with the same te hniques, but we de ided to prefer the

simpli ity of the arguments rather than the sear h for the minimum size.
The

hapter is organized as follows. In Se t. 8.2 we give preliminary de-

nitions and we introdu e the
des ribe the tree

T

on ept of level nonplanar trees. In Se t. 8.3 we

and the path

P

used in the

we give an overview of the proof that

T

and

P

ounterexample. In Se t. 8.4
do not admit any geometri

simultaneous embedding, while in Se t. 8.5 we give the details of su h a proof.
In Se t. 8.6 we present an algorithm for the simultaneous embedding of a tree
of depth

2

and a path, and in Se t. 8.7 we make some nal remarks.
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Figure 8.1: (a) A tree
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Tu .
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l1

3

r3

9
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( )

(b) A level nonplanar tree

( ) A region-level nonplanar tree

T

T

whose underlying tree

whose underlying tree is

Tu .

8.2 Preliminaries
k -level tree T = (V, E, φ) on n verti es is a tree T ′ = (V, E),
alled the underlying tree of T , together with a leveling of its verti es given by
a fun tion φ : V 7→ {1, . . . , k}, su h that for every edge (u, v) ∈ E , it holds
φ(u) 6= φ(v) (See [EBFK09, FK07b℄). A drawing of T = (V, E, φ) is a level
drawing if ea h vertex v ∈ V su h that φ(v) = i is pla ed on a horizontal line
li = {(x, i) | x ∈ R}. A level drawing of T is planar if no two edges interse t
ex ept, possibly, at ommon end-points. A tree T = (V, E, φ) is level nonplanar

A (undire ted)

if it does not admit any planar level drawing.
We extend this

on ept to the one of

verti es of ea h level to lie inside a

region-level drawing

by enfor ing the

ertain region rather than on a horizontal

line. Let l1 , . . . , lk be k pairwise non- rossing straight-line segments and let
r1 , . . . , rk+1 be the regions of the plane su h that any straight-line segment
onne ting a point in ri and a point in rh , with 1 ≤ i < h ≤ k + 1, uts
all and only the segments li , li+1 , . . . , lh−1 , in this order. A drawing of a k level tree T = (V, E, φ) is alled region-level drawing if ea h vertex v ∈ V
su h that φ(v) = i is pla ed inside region ri . A region-level drawing of T is
planar if no two edges interse t ex ept, possibly, at ommon end-points. A
tree T = (V, E, φ) is region-level nonplanar if it does not admit any planar
region-level drawing.
The

4-level

tree

T

whose underlying tree is shown in Fig. 8.1(a) has been

shown to be level nonplanar [FK07b℄ (see Fig. 8.1(b)). In the next lemma we
show that

T

is also region-level nonplanar (see Fig. 8.1( )).

i

i
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Lemma 8.1 The 4-level tree T whose underlying tree is shown in Fig. 8.1(a)
is region-level nonplanar.
Proof:

Refer to Fig. 8.1( ).

T,

First observe that, in any possible region-

Q2 inside region r2 delimited
p1 = v5 , v2 , v8 and p2 = v6 , v3 , v9 , and by segments l1 and l2 , and
a polygon Q3 inside region r3 delimited by paths p1 = v5 , v2 , v8 and p2 =
v6 , v3 , v9 , and by segments l2 and l3 . We have that v1 is inside Q2 , as otherwise
one of edges (v1 , v2 ) or (v1 , v3 ) would ross one of p1 or p2 . Hen e, vertex v4 has
to be inside Q3 , as otherwise edge (v1 , v4 ) would ross one of p1 or p2 . However,
in this ase, there is no pla ement for verti es v7 and v10 that avoids a rossing
between one of edges (v4 , v7 ) or (v4 , v10 ) and one of the already drawn edges.
2
Lemma 8.1 will be vital for proving that there exist a tree T and a path
P not admitting any geometri simultaneous embedding. In fa t, T ontains
many opies of the underlying tree of T , while P onne ts verti es of T in su h
level planar drawing of

there exists a polygon

by paths

a way to

reate the regions satisfying the above

least one of su h

onditions and to enfor e at

opies to lie inside these regions a

ording to the leveling

making it nonplanar.

8.3 The Counterexample
In this se tion we des ribe a tree
simultaneous embedding.

Tree

T

and a path

P

not admitting any geometri

T
T

r and q verti es j1 , . . . , jq at distan e 1 from r, alled
jh , with h = 1, . . . , q , is onne ted to x opies B1 , . . . , Bx of
4
2
a subtree, alled bran hes, and to l := (s − 1) · 3 · x verti es of degree 1, alled
stabilizers. See Fig. 8.2(a). Ea h bran h Bi onsists of a root ri , (s − 1) · 3
verti es of degree (s − 1) adja ent to ri , and (s − 2) · (s − 1) · 3 leaves at distan e
2 from ri . Verti es belonging to a bran h Bi are alled B -verti es and denoted
The tree

joints.

ontains a root

Ea h joint

by 1-, 2-, or 3-verti es, a

ording to their distan e from their joint. Fig. 8.2(b)

displays 1-, 2-, and 3-verti es of a bran h

Bi .

Be ause of the huge number of verti es, in the rest of the
sake of readability, we use variables
size of

ertain

n , s,

and

x

hapter, for the

as parameters des ribing the

ongurations. Su h parameters will be given a value when the

te hni al details of the arguments are des ribed. At this stage we just

laim

i

i
i

i
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Bi

3
3

3

3

3
2

2

jh

3 3

3

r

2
1

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2: (a) A s hematization of the

omplete tree

T

. Joints and stabilizers

are small ir les, bran hes are solid triangles, while omplete subtrees onne ted
to a joint are dashed triangles. (b) A s hematization of a bran h

that a total number
for the

n≤

Bi .



27 ·3·x+2
of verti es (see Lemmata 8.5 and 8.4) su es
3

ounterexample.

As a rst observation we note that, despite the oversized number of verti es,
tree

T has limited depth,
4. This leads to the

that is, every vertex is at distan e from the root at

most

Property 8.1
Path

Any path of tree edges starting at the root has at most 3 bends.

P

P

Path

following property.

ti es of

is given by des ribing some basi

T

and how su h subpaths are

to partition the set of bran hes

s

bran hes ea h and to

Bi

and re urring subpaths on the veronne ted to ea h other.

jh

adja ent to ea h joint

The idea is

into subsets of

onne t their verti es with path edges, a

ording to

some features of the tree stru ture, so dening the rst building blo k,

ell.

Then,

hen e

ells belonging to dierent bran hes are

reating stru tures,

alled

formations,

for whi h we

an ensure

properties regarding the interse tion between tree and path edges.
dierent formations are
to

reate a

alled extended formations, whi
sequen e of extended formations.

All of these stru tures are
set of

ertain

Further,

onne ted to ea h other by path edges in su h a way

reate bigger stru tures,

onne ted to

alled

onne ted to ea h other,

h are, in their turn,

onstru ted in su h a way that there exists a

ells su h that any four of its

ells,

onne ted to the same joint and

being part of the same formation or extended formation,

ontain a region-level

i

i
i

i
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2

2

2

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

jh
Figure 8.3: A

ell.

B -verti

es of the head are depi ted by large white

verti es of the tail are large grey

ir les,

the tree stru ture) are small grey

B -verti

es not part of the

ir les,

B-

ell (showing

ir les and stabilizers are small white

irl es.

Tree edges are grey and path edges are bla k.

nonplanar tree for any possible leveling, where the levels
Hen e, proving that four of su h

orrespond to

ells.

ells lie in dierent regions satisfying the

properties of separation des ribed above is equivalent to proving the existen e
of a

rossing in the tree. This allows us to

instead of dealing with single

onsider only the bigger stru tures

opies of the region-level nonplanar tree.

In the following we dene su h stru tures more formally and state their
properties.

Cell:

it

The most basi

stru ture dened by

onne ts verti es of a set of bran hes

P

is dened by looking at how

onne ted to the same joint of

Assume the verti es of a level inside ea h bran h to be arbitrarily ordered.

T

.

For ea h joint jh , h = 1, . . . , q , and for ea h disjoint subset of s bran hes
Bi , i = 1, . . . , s, onne ted to jh , we onstru t a set of s ells as follows. For
ea h r = 1, . . . , s, a ell cr (h) is omposed of its head, its tail, and a number t
of stabilizers of jh .
The head of cr (h) onsists of the unique 1-vertex of Br , the rst three 2verti es of ea h bran h Bk , with 1 ≤ k ≤ s and k 6= r, that are not already
used in a ell ca (h), with 1 ≤ a < r, and, for ea h 2-vertex not in cr (h) and
not in Br , the rst 3-verti es not already used in a ell ca (h), with 1 ≤ a < r.
2
The tail of cr (h) onsists of a set of 3 ·s·(s− 1) bran hes Bk adja ent to jh .
2
This set is partitioned into 3 · (s − 1) subsets of s subtrees ea h. The verti es
of ea h of the subsets are distributed between the

ells in the same way as for

the verti es of the head.
This implies that ea h ell ontains one 1-vertex, 3 · (s − 1) 2-verti es, and
3 · (s − 2) · (s − 1) 3-verti es of the head, an additional 3 · (s − 1)2 1-verti es,
32 · (s − 1)3 2-verti es, and 32 · (s − 2) · (s − 1)3 3-verti es of the tail, plus

i

i
i

i
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32 · (s − 1)4 stabilizers.
Path P inside ell cr (h)

visits the verti es in the following order: It starts

at the unique 1-vertex of the head, then it rea hes all the 2-verti es of the head,
then all the 3-verti es of the head, then all the 2-verti es of the tail, and nally
all the 3-verti es of the tail, visiting ea h set in arbitrary order.
o

after ea h o

jh

joint

urren e of a 2- or a 3-vertex of the tail, it visits a stabilizer of

Note that, by this

onstru tion, ea h set of

s

ells

onstru ted starting from the same set of

ea h subset of size four
ell. As an example,

onne ted to the same
bran hes is su h that

orrespond to the membership of the verti es to a

onsider four arbitrary

same set, leveled in this order.
onsists of the 1-vertex

s

ontains region-level nonplanar trees with all possible

levelings, where the levels

v

After ea h

visits a 1-vertex of the tail, and

(see Fig. 8.3).

joint and

to

P

urren e of a 2- or 3-vertex of the head,

v

of the head of

c2 ,

and, for ea h of them, the 3-vertex of

to it. Other levelings are

ells

c1 , . . . , c4

the three 2-verti es of

c1

and the 3-vertex of

ells of sets

Formation:

onne ted
onne ted

ells of this set are

onne ted to other joints.

In the denition of a

through one set of bran hes

ell we des ribed how the path traverses

onne ted to the same joint. Now we des ribe how

ells from four dierent sets are

formation F (H),

c3
c4

onstru ted analogously.

We now dene two bigger stru tures des ribing how
onne ted to

belonging to the

A region level nonplanar tree as in Fig. 8.1

onne ted.

H = (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 ) is a 4-tuple of indi es of
joints, onsists of 592 ells, namely of 148 ells cr (hi ) from one set of s ells
as onstru ted above for ea h joint jhi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Path P onne ts these
37 37 4
ells in the order ((h1 h2 h3 ) h4 ) , that is, P repeats four times the following
sequen e: It onne ts c1 (h1 ) to c1 (h2 ), then to c1 (h3 ), then to c2 (h1 ), and so
on till c37 (h3 ), from whi h it then onne ts to c1 (h4 ), to c2 (h4 ), and so on till
c37 (h4 ) (see Fig. 8.4(a)). A onne tion between two onse utive ells cr (a) and
cr (b) is done with an edge onne ting the end verti es of the parts P (cr (a))
and P (cr (b)) of P restri ted to the verti es of cr (a) and cr (b), respe tively.
Namely, the unique vertex in cr (a) having degree 1 both in P (cr (a)) and in
T is onne ted to the unique vertex in cr (b) having degree 1 in P (cr (b)) but
not in T . Sin e the ells in the formation that are onne ted to the same joint
belong to the same set of s ells as onstru ted above, the following property
A

where

holds:

Property 8.2

For any formation F (H) and any joint jh , with h ∈ H , if four
ells cr (h) ∈ F (H) are pairwise separated by straight lines, then there exists a

i

i
i

i
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c37 (j4 )

c2(j1 )
jh

c1(j1 )

1

jh

c1(j4 )
jh

jh

3

2

4

r
(a)

(b)

Figure 8.4: (a) A formation. Tree edges are depi ted by grey and path edges
by bla k lines.

Please note in this gure also the bundle of tree edges

on-

ne ting the dierent ells belonging to the same bran h. (b) A subsequen e
(H1 , . . . , Hx )2 of an extended formation. Formations are inside a table to represent the

4-tuple

they belong to and to emphasize that in ea h repetition (a

row of the table) a formation at a

ertain

4-tuple

is missing.

rossing in T .

Extended Formation:

Formations are

extended formation

onne ted by the path in a spe-

EF (H), where
H = (H1 = (h1 , . . . , h4 ),
H2 = (h5 , . . . , h8 ), . . . , Hx = (h4x−3 , . . . h4x )) is a tuple of 4−tuples of disjoint
y
indexes of joints (see Fig. 8.4(b)). Let F1 (Hi ), . . . , Fy− y (Hi ) be y −
x formax
ial sequen e, dened as

and denoted by

tions not belonging to any other extended formation and

omposed of

ells of

(H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx )y ,
but in ea h of these y repetitions one Hi is missing. Namely, in the k -th repetition the path does not rea h any formation at Hm , with m = k mod x.
We say that the k -th repetition has a defe t at m. We all a subsequen e
(H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx )x a full repetition inside EF (J). A full repetition has exa tly
the same set

S.

These formations are

onne ted in the order

one defe t at ea h tuple.
Note that the size of

s

an now be xed as the number of formations reating

repetitions inside one extended formation times the number of ells inside ea h
y
2
23
of these formations, that is s := (y − ) · 37 · 4. We laim that x ≤ 7 · 3 · 2
x
2
3
26
and y ≤ 7 · 3 · 2
is su ient throughout the proofs. However, for readability

reasons, we will keep on using variables

x and y in the remainder of the

Sequen e of Extended Formation:

Extended formations are

hapter.

onne ted

i

i
i

i
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alled sequen e of extended formations and
∗
∗
where H = (H1 , . . . , H12 ) is a 12−tuple of tuples of
∗
4−tuples. For ea h tuple Hi , where i = 1, . . . , 12, onsider 110 extended for∗
∗
mations (EFi (H1 ), . . . , EFi (H12 )), with i = 1, . . . , 110, not already belonging
by the path in a spe ial sequen e,

denoted by

SEF (H),

to any other sequen e of extended formations. These extended formations are
∗
onne ted inside SEF (H) in the order (H1 , . . . ,
∗ (120)
H12 )
. There exist two types of sequen es of extended formations. Namely,
in the rst type there is one extended formation missing in ea h subsequen e
∗
(H1∗ , . . . , H12
), that we all defe t, as for the extended formations. In the se ond type, two onse utive extended formations are missing. Namely, in the
∗
k -th repetition the path skips the extended formations onne ting at Hm
and
∗
at Hm+1 , with m = k mod 12. In this ase, we say that the repetition has a

double defe t.

Sin e, for ea h set of

48x

joints,

tended formations exist, we just

(48x)!

dierent disjoint sequen es of ex-

onsider the sequen es where the order dened

by the tuple is the order of the joints around the root.

8.4 Overview
In this se tion we present the main arguments leading to the nal
that the tree
metri

T

and the path

P

on lusion

des ribed in Se t. 8.3 do not admit any geo-

simultaneous embedding. The main idea in this proof s heme is to use

the stru tures given by the path to x a part of the tree in a spe i
reating spe i

T

and of

P

shape

restri tions for the pla ement of the further substru tures of

atta hed to it.

We rst give some further denitions and basi

the intera tion among

topologi al properties on

ells that are enfor ed by the preliminary arguments

about region-level planar drawings and by the order in whi h the subtrees are
onne ted inside one formation.

Passage:

Consider two ells c1 (h), c2 (h) that an not be separated by a
′ ′
′
ell c (h ), with h 6= h. We say that there exists a passage P
′
′
between c1 , c2 , and c if the polyline given by the path of c separates verti es of
straight line and a

c1

from verti es of

c2 (see Fig. 8.5(a)).
c′ lying inside the

there is a vertex of

whi h implies the following.

Sin e the polyline

an not be straight,

onvex hull of the verti es of

c1 ∪ c2 ,

Property 8.3

In a passage between ells c1 , c2 , and c′ there exist at least two
path-edges e1 , e2 of c′ su h that both e1 and e2 are interse ted by tree-edges
onne ting verti es of c1 to verti es of c2 .

i

i
i

i
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c1(h)
e1 e2
c’(h’)
jh

jh’

jh

jh

2

r

r

(a)
Figure 8.5:

2

1

c’(h’)
jh’

c2(h)

jh’

1

(b)

(a) A passage between

ells

c1 (h), c2 (h),

and

c′ (h′ ).

(b) Two

inter onne ted passages.

P1 between c1 (h1 ), c2 (h1 ), and c′ (h′1 ), and P2 between
c3 (h2 ) , c4 (h2 ), and c (h′2 ) (w.l.o.g., we assume h1 < h′1 , h2 < h′2 , and h1 < h2 ),
′
we distinguish three dierent ongurations: (i) If h1 < h2 , P1 and P2 are
′
′
independent ; (ii) if h2 < h1 , P2 is nested into P1 ; and (iii) if h2 < h′1 < h′2 , P1
and P2 are inter onne ted (see Fig. 8.5(b)).
Doors: Let c1 (h), c2 (h), and c′ (h′ ) be three ells reating a passage. Con′
′
sider any triangle given by a vertex v of c inside the onvex hull of c1 ∪ c2
and by any two verti es of c1 ∪ c2 . This triangle is a door if it en loses neither
′
′
any other vertex of c1 , c2 nor any vertex of c that is loser than v to jh′ in
′
T . A door is open if no tree edge in ident to v rosses the opposite side of
the triangle, that is, the side between the verti es of c1 and c2 (see Fig. 8.6(a)),
otherwise it is losed (see Fig. 8.6(b)).
For two passages

′

by

by
bj’

bj

bj’

bj
bx

bx
r

r
(a)
Figure 8.6: (a) An open door. (B) A

(b)
losed door.

i

i
i

i
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jb , with h, a, h′ , b appearing in this ir
polyline onne ting the root to ja , then to jb ,

Consider two joints ja and
around the root. Any

ular order
and again

to the root, without

rossing tree edges, must traverse ea h door by rossing
′
both the sides adja ent to v . If a door is losed, su h a polyline has to bend
′
after rossing one side adja ent to v and before rossing the other one. Also,
if two passages

P1

P2

and

are inter onne ted, either all the

are traversed by a path of tree-edges belonging to

P2

P2

are traversed by a path of tree-edges belonging to

losed doors of

or all the

P1

(see Fig. 8.5(b)).

In the rest of the argument we will exploit the fa t that the
passage requires a bend in the tree to obtain the
part of

T

P1

losed doors of
losed door of a

laimed property that a large

has to follow the same shape. In view of this, we state the following

lemmata relating the

on epts of doors, passages, and formations.

Lemma 8.2 For ea h formation F (H), with H = (h1 , . . . , h4 ), there exists a
passage between some ells c1 (ha ), c2 (ha ), c′ (hb ) ∈ F (H), with 1 ≤ a, b ≤ 4.
Lemma 8.3

Ea h passage ontains at least one losed door.

From the previous lemmata we
least one

on lude that ea h formation

losed door. To prove that the ee ts of

dierent formations

an be

ontains at

losed doors belonging to

ombined to obtain more restri tions on the way in

whi h the tree has to bend, we exploit a

ombinatorial argument based on the

Ramsey Theorem [GRS90℄ and state that there exists a set of joints pairwise
reating passages.


7
Given a set of joints J = {j1 , . . . , jy }, with |J| = y := 2 ·3·x+2
,
3
there exists a subset J ′ = {j1′ , . . . , jr′ }, with |J ′ | = r ≥ 27 · 3 · x, su h that for
ea h pair of joints ji′ , jh′ ∈ J ′ there exist two ells c1 (i), c2 (i) reating a passage
with a ell c′ (h).

Lemma 8.4

Now we formally dene the
follow a xed shape by

laimed property that part of the tree has to

onsidering how the drawing of the subtrees atta hed

to two dierent joints for e the drawing of the subtrees atta hed to the joints
between them in the order around the root.

En losing bendpoints:

Consider two paths p1 = {u1 , v1 , w1 } and p2 =
v1 of p1 en loses the bendpoint v2 of p2 if v2 is
internal to triangle △(u1 , v1 , w1 ). See Fig. 8.7(a).
Channels: Consider a set of joints J = {j1 , . . . , jk } in lo kwise order
around the root. The hannel ci of a joint ji , with i = 2, . . . , k − 1, is the

{u2 , v2 , w2 }.

The bendpoint

i

i
i

i
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v1
v2

u1

w1

u2

cs1

w2

cs3 cs
4

cs2

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7: (a) An en losing bendpoint. (b) A

3-

hannel and its

hannel seg-

ments.

region given by the pair of paths, one path of

ji−1

and one path of

ji+1 ,

with

ci
x- hannel if the number of en losing bendpoints is x. Observe that, by
Property 8.1, x ≤ 3. A 3- hannel is depi ted in Fig. 8.7(b). Note that, given
an x- hannel ci of ji , all the verti es of the subtree rooted at ji that are at
distan e at most x from the root lie inside ci .
Channel segments: An x- hannel ci is omposed of x + 1 parts alled
hannel segments (see Fig. 8.7(b)). The rst hannel segment cs1 is the part of
ci that is visible from the root. The h-th hannel segment csh is the region of
ci disjoint from csh−1 that is bounded by the elongations of the paths of ji−1
and ji+1 after the h-th bend.
the maximum number of en losing bendpoints with ea h other. We say that

is an

Observe that, as the

hannels are

reated by tree-edges, any tree-edge

ne ting verti es in the

hannel has to be drawn inside the

edges

hannels.

an

ross other

between path-edges and

on-

hannel, while path-

In the following we study the relationships

hannels.

The following property des ends from the fa t that every se ond vertex
rea hed by

P

in a

ell is either a 1-vertex or a stabilizer.

Property 8.4

For any path edge e = (a, b), at least one of a and b lie inside
either cs1 or cs2 .

Blo king uts:
hannel segments by

A

blo king ut

is a path edge

utting some of the other

onne ting two

onse utive

hannels twi e. See Fig. 8.8.

Property 8.5

Let c be a hannel that is ut twi e by a blo king ut. If c has
verti es in both the hannel segments ut by the path edge, then it has some
verti es in a dierent hannel segment.

i

i
i

i
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c. In order to
v is needed in the bendpoint area of c. However, in
order to have path onne tivity between v and the verti es in the two hannel
segments, some verti es in a dierent hannel segment are needed.
2
Consider the verti es lying in the two hannel segments of

onne t them in

T

, a vertex

Figure 8.8: A blo king

ut.

In the following lemma we show that in a set of joints as in Lemma 8.4 it
is possible to nd a suitable subset su h that ea h pair of paths of tree-edges
starting from the root and

ontaining su h joints has at least two

en losing bendpoints, whi h implies that most of them

reate

2-

ommon

hannels.

Lemma 8.5

Consider a set of joints J = {j1 , . . . , jk } su h that there exists a passage between ea h pair (ji , jh ), with 1 ≤ i, h ≤ k . Let P1 = {P |
P onne ts ci and c 3k +1−i , for i = 1, . . . , k4 } and P2 = {P | P onne ts c k +i
4
4
and ck+1−i , for i = 1, . . . , k4 } be two sets of passages between pairs of joints in
J (see Fig. 8.17). Then, for at least k4 of the joints of one set of passages, say
P1 , there exist paths in T , starting at the root and ontaining these joints,
whi h traverse all the doors of P2 with at least 2 and at most 3 bends. Also, at
least half of these joints reate an x- hannel, with 2 ≤ x ≤ 3.
By Lemma 8.5, any formation atta hed to a

at least three dierent

ertain subset of joints must use

hannel segments. In the remainder of the argument we

fo us on this subset of joints and give some properties holding for it, in terms
of intera tion between dierent formations with respe t to

hannels. Sin e we

need a full sequen e of extended formations atta hed to these joints,

k

has to

be at least eight times the number of hannels inside a sequen e of extended
7
formations, that is, k ≥ 8 · 48x = 2 · 3x.
First, we give some further denitions.

Nested formations

nested in a formation F ′ if there
′
′
′
exist two edges e1 , e2 ∈ F and two edges e1 , e2 ∈ F
utting a border cb of
a hannel c su h that all the verti es of the path in F between e1 and e2 lie
A formation

F

is

i

i
i

i
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1

j1

2

jk/4

j3k/4

jk/2

jk

r
Figure 8.9: Two sets of passages

inside the region delimited by

cb

P1

and

P2

as des ribed in Lemma 8.5.

and by the path in

F′

between

e′1

and

e′2

(see

Fig. 8.10(a)).

F1 , . . . , Fk is r-nested if there exist r
Fq1 , . . . , Fqr , with 1 ≤ q1 , . . . , qr ≤ k , belonging to the same hannel
and su h that, for ea h pair Fqp , Fqp+1 , there exists at least one formation Fz ,
1 ≤ z ≤ k , belonging to another hannel and su h that Fqp is nested in Fz and
Fz is nested in Fqp+1 (see Fig. 8.10(b)).
A series of pairwise nested formations

formations

F1(J1)

F’

F1(J2)
F1(J3)

F
e’1 e1

cb

F2(J3)

e2 e’2
c

(a)
Figure 8.10:

(b)
(a) A formation

S2

F2(J2)
J1 J2 J3

r-nested

S1

F

J1

( )

nested in a formation

formations. ( ) Two independent sets

F2(J1)

S1

and

Independent sets of formations Let S1 , . . . , Sk

F ′.

(b) A series of

S2 .
be sets of formations of

Si ontains formations Fi (H1 ), . . . ,
Fi (Hr ) on the set of 4-tuples H = {H1 , . . . , Hr }, where the joints of Hi are
between the joints of Hi−1 and of Hi+1 in the order around the root. Further,
let Fa (Hc ) be not nested in Fb (Hd ), for ea h 1 ≤ a, b ≤ k, a 6= b, and 1 ≤
c, d ≤ r. If for ea h pair of sets Sa , Sb there exist two lines l1 , l2 separating the
verti es of Sa and Sb inside hannel segment cs1 and cs2 , respe tively, the sets
are independent (see Fig. 8.10( )).
one extended formation su h that ea h set

i

i
i

i
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In the following lemmata we prove that in any extended formation there
exists a nesting of a

ertain depth (Lemma 8.8). This important property will

be the starting point for the nal argument and will be deeply exploited in
the rest of the

hapter. We get to this

on lusion by rst proving that in an

extended formation the number of independent sets of formations is limited
(Lemma 8.6) and then by showing that, although there exist formations that
are neither nested nor independent, in any extended formation there exists a
ertain number of pairs of formation that have to be either independent or
nested (Lemma 8.7).

Lemma 8.6

There exist no n ≥ 222 ·14 independent sets of formations S1 , . . . , Sn
inside any extended formation, where ea h Si ontains formations of a xed set
of hannels of size r ≥ 22.

Lemma 8.7 Consider four subsequen es Q1 , . . . , Q4, where Qi = (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx ),
of an extended formation EF , ea h onsisting of a whole repetition of EF .
Then, there exists either a pair of nested subsequen es or a pair of independent
subsequen es.
Lemma 8.8

Consider an extended formation EF (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx ). Then, there
exists a k -nesting, where k ≥ 6, among the formations of EF .
On e the existen e of

2-

hannels and of a nesting of a

ertain depth in ea h

extended formation has been shown, we turn our attention to study how su h
a deep nesting

an be performed inside the

hannels.

1 ≤ a, b ≤ 4, be two hannel segments. If the
elongation of csa interse ts csb , then it is possible to onne t from csb to csa by
utting both the sides of csa . In this ase, csa and csb have a 2-side onne tion
(see Fig. 8.11(b)). On the ontrary, if the elongation of csa does not interse t
csb , only one side of csa an be used. In this ase, csa and csb have a 1-side
onne tion (see Fig. 8.11(a)).
Let

csa

and

csb ,

with

Based on these dierent ways of

onne ting distin t

hannel segments, we

split our proof into three parts, the rst one dealing with the setting in whi h
only

1-side

onne tions are allowed, the se ond one allowing one single

onne tion, and the last one ta kling the general

2-side

ase.

Proposition 8.1

If there exist only 1-side onne tions, then T and P do not
admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.

i

i
i

i
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.11: (a) A 1-side

onne tion. (b) A 2-side

We prove this proposition by showing that, in this

onne tion.

onguration, the exis-

ten e of a deep nesting in a single extended formation, proved in Lemma 8.8,
results in a

rossing in either

T

or

P

.

Lemma 8.9

If an extended formation lies in a part of the hannel that ontains only 1-side onne tions, then T and P do not admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
ase in whi h there exist 2-side
2-side onne tions, based on the fa
csa interse ting hannel segment csb

Next, we study the

onne tions. We distin-

guish two types of

t that the elongation of

hannel segment

starts at the bendpoint

loser to the root, or not. In the rst ase we have a low Interse tion
l
(see Fig. 8.12(a)), denoted by I(a,b) , and in the se ond ase we have a high
h
Interse tion (see Fig. 8.12(b)), denoted by I(a,b)
, where a, b ∈ {1, . . . , 4}. We
h
l
use the notation I(a,b) to des ribe both I(a,b) and I(a,b) . We say that two inthat is

I(a,b) and I(c,d) are disjoint if a, d ∈ {1, 2} and b, c ∈ {3, 4}.
I(1,3) and I(4,2) are disjoint, while I(1,3) and I(2,4) are not.

terse tions
example,

r

For

r
(a)

(b)

Figure 8.12: (a) A low Interse tion. (b) A high Interse tion.

i

i
i
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Sin e

onse utive

hannel segments

an not

order to explore all the possible shapes we
and high interse tions
segments

cs3

and

cs4 .

reated by

reate any

onsider all the

hannel segments

cs1

2-side

onne tion, in

ombinations of low

and

cs2

with

hannel

With the intent of proving that interse tions of dierent

hannels have to maintain

ertain

onsisten ies, we state the following lemma.

Lemma 8.10

Consider two hannels chp , chq with the same interse tions. Then,
none of hannels chi , where p < i < q , have an interse tion that is disjoint
with the interse tions of chp and of chq .
As for Proposition 8.1, in order to prove that
su ient to obtain a simultaneous embedding of

2-side onne tions are
T and P , we exploit

existen e of the deep nesting shown in Lemma 8.8.
properties relating su h nesting to

bending area b(a, a + 1)

csa

and

the

First, we analyze some

hannel segments and bending areas.

is the region between

not

csa+1

A

where bendpoints

an be pla ed. We rst observe that all the extended formations have to pla e
verti es inside the bending area of the

hannel segment where the nesting takes

pla e, and then prove that not many of the formations involved in the nesting
an use the part of the path that

reates the nesting to pla e verti es in su h

a bending area, whi h implies that the extended formations have to rea h the
bending area in a dierent way.

Lemma 8.11

Consider an x-nesting of a sequen e of extended formations on
an interse tion I(a,b) , with a ≤ 2. Then, there exists a triangle t in the nesting
that separates some of the triangles nesting with t from the bending area b(a, a+
1) (or b(a − 1, a)).
Then, we study some of the

that the
nesting
2-side

ases involving

2-side

onne tions and we show

onne tions between the bending area and the "endpoints" of the
reate a further nesting of depth greater than

6.

Hen e, if no further

onne tion is available, this se ond nesting is not drawable.

Proposition 8.2 Let t be a triangle open on a side splitting a hannel segment
cs into two parts su h that every extended formation EF has verti es in both
parts. If the only possibility to onne t verti es in dierent parts of cs is with a
1-side onne tion and if any su h onne tion reates a triangle open on a side
that is nested with t, then T and P do not admit any geometri simultaneous
embedding.

i

i
i

i
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v
cs
w

u

Figure 8.13: A situation as in Proposition 8.2. The
represented by a big bla k

ir le and is in

hosen turning vertex is

β.

onguration

The inner and the

outer areas are represented by a light grey and a dark grey region, respe tively.

e1 = (u, v), e2 = (v, w)
v is in the hannel segment cs that is
split into two parts, that we all inner area and outer area, respe tively. We
′
assume that e1 , e2 do not ut any hannel segment cs
ompletely, sin e su h
′
a ut would reate more restri tions than pla ing u or w inside cs . Consider
the path in an extended formation EF onne ting the inner and the outer area
′
through a 1-side onne tion at cs . As a generalization, onsider for su h a path
′
of EF only a vertex, alled turning vertex, whi h is pla ed in cs and for whi h
no other path in EF exists that onne ts the inner and the outer area by using
′′
′′
′′
a hannel segment cs su h that the subpath to cs interse ts either cs or its
Refer to Fig. 8.13.

reating

t

Consider the two path-edges

su h that the

ommon point

elongation. If there exist more than one of su h verti es, then arbitrarily hoose
one of them. Observe that the path

onne ting from the inner area to the outer

area through the turning vertex en loses exa tly one of

u,

it is in

paths in

onguration

α

α,

and paths in

them. Finally,

otherwise it is in

β

onsider the

u and w. If it en loses
β . If there exist both

onguration

onguration, then we arbitrarily

onsider one of

onne tions between dierent extended formations

inside a sequen e of extended formations.

Consider a turning vertex

v

in a

hannel segment cs of a hannel ch su h that the edges in ident to v ut a
′
′
hannel ch . Then, any onne tion of an extended formation of ch from the
inner to the outer area in the same onguration as ch and with its turning
v ′ in cs is su h that v ′ lies inside the onvex hull of the two edges in ident

vertex
to

v.
In the following two lemmata we show that in the setting des ribed in

Proposition 8.2 there exists a

rossing either in

T

or in

P

.

i

i
i

i
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Lemma 8.12

In a situation as des ribed in Proposition 8.2, not all the extended formations in a sequen e of extended formations an pla e turning verti es in the same hannel segment.

Lemma 8.13 In a situation as des ribed in Proposition 8.2, T and P do not
admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Based on the property given by Proposition 8.2, we present the se ond part
of the proof, in whi h we show that having two interse tions
does not help if

I(a,b)

and

I(c,d)

I(a,b)

and

I(c,d)

are not disjoint.

Proposition 8.3

If there exists no pair of disjoint 2-side onne tions, then
T and P do not admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Observe that, in this setting, it is su ient to restri t the analysis to

I(1,3)

and

I(3,1) ,

sin e the

ases involving

2

and

4

ases

an be redu ed to them.

Lemma 8.14

If a shape ontains an interse tion I(1,3) and does not ontain
any other interse tion that is disjoint with I(1,3) , then T and P do not admit
any geometri simultaneous embedding.

Lemma 8.15

If there exists a sequen e of extended formation in any shape
ontaining an interse tion I(3,1) , then T and P do not admit any geometri
simultaneous embedding.
Observe that, in the latter lemma, we proved a property that is stronger
than the one stated in Proposition 8.3. In fa t, we proved that a simultaneous
embedding

annot be obtained in any shape

ontaining an interse tion

even if a se ond interse tion that is disjoint with

I(3,1)

I(3,1) ,

is present.

Finally, in the third part of the proof, we ta kle the general

ase where two

disjoint interse tions exist.

Proposition 8.4

If there exists two disjoint 2-side onne tions, then T and
P do not admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Sin e the

ases involving interse tion

we only have to
tion is

I3,1

onsider the eight dierent

were

onsidered in Lemma 8.15,

ongurations where one interse -

I(1,3)

over the

and the other is one of I(4,{1,2}) . In the next three lemmata we
h
l
ases involving I(1,3) and in Lemma 8.19 the ones involving I(1,3) .

i

i
i

i
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csi+1 of a hannel c and
and csi+1 , say csi . We
say that e reates a double ut at c if the elongation of e uts c in csi+1 . A
double ut is simple if e does not ross csi+1 (see Fig. 8.14(a)) and non-simple
otherwise (see Fig. 8.14(b)). Also, a double ut of an extended formation EF
is extremal with respe t to a bending area b(x, x + 1) if there exists no double
ut of EF that is loser than it to b(x, x + 1).
Consider two

let

e

onse utive

be a path-edge

hannel segments

csi

and

csi

rossing the border of one of

e
csi

csi+1

e

csi+1

csi

c

c
(a)

(b)

Figure 8.14: (a) A simple double

ut. (b) A non-simple double

ut.

Property 8.6 Any edge ek reating a double ut at a hannel k in hannel
segment csi blo ks visibility to the bending area b(i, i + 1) for a part of csi in
ea h hannel chh with h > k (with h < k ).
In the following lemma we show that a parti ular ordering of extremal
double

T

or

P

of the

uts in two

onse utive

hannel segments leads to a non-planarity in

. Note that, any order of extremal double

uts

orresponds to an order

onne tions of a subset of extended formations to the bending area.

Lemma 8.16

Let csi and csi+1 be two onse utive hannel segments. If there
exists an ordered set S := (1, 2, . . . , 5)3 of extremal double uts utting csi
and csi+1 su h that the order of the interse tions of the double uts with csi
(with csi+1 ) is oherent with the order of S , then T and P do not admit any
geometri simultaneous embedding.
Then, we show that shape

h
I(1,3)
I(4,2)

rst state the existen e of double
double

h
uts in shape I(1,3)

l
I(4,2)

indu es this order. To prove this, we

uts in shape

h
h
I(1,3)
I(4,2)
.

The existen e of

an be easily seen.

i

i
i

i
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Lemma 8.17

h
h
Ea h extended formation in shape I(1,3)
I(4,2)
reates double uts
in at least one bending area.

Lemma 8.18

h,l
h
Every sequen e of extending formations in shape I(1,3)
I(4,2)
ontains an ordered set (1, 2, . . . , 5)3 of extremal double uts with respe t to
bending area either b(2, 3) or b(3, 4).
Finally, we

onsider the

ongurations where one interse tion is

h,l
the other one is one of I
(4,2) . Observe that, in both
is on the onvex hull.

ases,

l
I(1,3)

and

cs2

hannel segment

Lemma 8.19

If hannel segment cs2 is part of the onvex hull, then T and
P do not admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Based on the above dis ussion, we state the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1 There exist a tree and a path that do not admit any geometri
simultaneous embedding.
Proof:

Let

T

and

P

be the tree and the path des ribed in Se t. 8.3. Then,

by Lemma 8.5, Lemma 8.10, and Property 8.1, a part of
inside

hannels having at most four

there exists a nesting of depth at least

6

1-side

not admit any simultaneous embedding.
either one

2-side

has to be drawn

inside ea h extended formation.

By Proposition 8.1, if there exist only

P

T

hannel segments. Also, by Lemma 8.8,
onne tions, then

T

and

onne tions or a pair of non-disjoint interse tions, then

do not admit any simultaneous embedding.

there exist two disjoint

2-side

P

do

By Proposition 8.3, if there exists

interse tions, then

T

and

By Proposition 8.4, even if

T

and

P

do not admit any

simultaneous embedding. Sin e it is not possible to have more than two disjoint

2-side

interse tions, the statement follows.

2

8.5 Detailed Proofs
Lemma 8.2.

For ea h formation F (H), with H = (h1 , . . . , h4 ), there exists
a passage between some ells c1 (ha ), c2 (ha ), c′ (hb ) ∈ F (H), with 1 ≤ a, b ≤ 4.

Proof:

F (H).

Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that there exists no passage inside

First observe that, if two

ells

c1 (ha ), c2 (ha ) ∈ F (H) are separated
F (H), then either they are

by a polyline given by the path passing through
separable by a straight line or su h a polyline is

omposed of edges belonging

i

i
i

i
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ell

of four
all the

S1, S2,
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c3 (ha ) of the same joint jha . Sin e, by Property 8.2, there exists no set
ells of a given joint inside F (H) that are separable by a straight line,
ells of F (H) of a given joint an be grouped into at most 3 dierent sets
3
and S su h that ells from dierent sets an be separated by straight

lines, but

ells from the same set

these sets

an only be separated by other

an not. Therefore, the

ells inside one of

ells of the same set.
1

Sh

3

2

Sh

e1

3

3

2

Sh Sh1
1

Sh

2
2

e5

1
Sh Sh2
2

3

Sh

jh

1

Sh

e4

1

jh

3

e2

e3

1

3

3

jh

2

r
Figure 8.15: The ve path edges
b
ve ells of set Sh .
2

e 1 , . . . , e5

onne ting ve

ells of set

Sha1

with

onne tions of the path through F (H) with regard to this
y
ells. Let Sh , with x = 1, . . . , 4 and y = 1, . . . , 3, be the set
x
y
of ells belonging to set S and atta hed to joint jhx . Hen e, for any two ells
c1 (hx ), c2 (hx+1 ) there are nine possible ways to onne t between some Shy and
Consider the

notion of sets of

′

Shyx+1 .

x

P

F (H) visits 37 times ells from jh1 , jh2 , jh3 ,
in this order, there exist ve path edges e1 , . . . , e5 onne ting ve ells of set
Sha1 with ve ells of set Shb 2 , where 1 ≤ a, b ≤ 3 (see Fig.8.15). Without loss
of generality, we assume that edges e1 , . . . , e5 appear in this order in the part
a
of P through F (H). Observe that e1 , . . . , e5 , together with the ve ells of Sh
1
b
and the ve ells of Sh they onne t, subdivide the plane into ve regions.
2
Sin e the path is ontinuous in F (H), it onne ts from the end of e1 (a ell
of joint jh2 ) to the beginning of e2 (a ell of joint jh1 ), from the end of e2 to
the beginning of e3 , and so on. If in the region between edges es and es+1 ,
with 1 ≤ s ≤ 4, there exists no ell of joint jh3 , then the path through F (H)
Sin e the part of

through

i

i
i

i
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will not traverse the region between these edges in the opposite dire tion, sin e
the path

ontains no edges going from a

the start- (and end-)

ells of these edges

Furthermore, note that, in this

ell of

jh2

to a

ell of

jh1

and sin e

annot be separated by straight lines.

ase, the path- onne tion from

es

to

es+1

does

not traverse the region between the edges, therefore forming a spiral shape, in
the sense that the part of the path following
the path prior to
possible sets of

es+1

is separated from the part of
Sha1 and Shb 2 but only 3
ells on joint jh3 , at least one pair of edges exists reating an

es .

Sin e we have ve edges between

empty region and therefore a spiral separating the path.
By this argument, it follows that
repetitions of the subsequen e

ells atta hed to joint

((h1 h2 h3 )37 h37
4 )

in

F (H)

jh4

in dierent

are separated by path

edges of the spirals formed by the repeated subsequen e of visited
joints
on

jh1 , jh2 , jh3 .

jh4 ,

Sin e four repetitions

ells of the

reate four of su h separated

by Property 8.2 there exists a pair of

ells

ells that are not separable

by a straight line but are separated by the path. Sin e the path of the spiral
separating them

onsists only of

polyline leads to a

Lemma 8.3.

ells on dierent joints, any possible separating

ontradi tion to the non-existen e of a passage inside

F (H).
2

Ea h passage ontains at least one losed door.

j

h’

v

v’

Figure 8.16: There exists a

Proof:

losed door in ea h passage.

Let P1 be a passage between c1 (h), c2 (h),
v of c′ inside the onvex hull of C := c1 ∪ c2 .
Further, onsider all the triangles △(v, v1 , v2 ) reated by v with any two verti es
v1 , v2 ∈ C su h that △(v, v1 , v2 ) does not en lose any other vertex of C . The
path of tree edges onne ting v to jh′ enters one of the triangles. Then, either

and

c′ (h′ ).

Refer to Fig. 8.16.

Consider any vertex

it leaves the triangle on the opposite side, thereby reating a losed door, or
v ′ of c′ . Sin e at least one vertex of c′ lies outside the
′
onvex hull of C , otherwise they would not be separated by c , it is possible to
′
repeat the argument on triangle △(v , v1 , v2 ) until a losed door is found.
2
it en ounters a vertex

i

i
i

i
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7
Given a set of joints J = {j1 , . . . , jy }, with |J| = y := 2 ·3·x+2
,
3
there exists a subset J ′ = {j1′ , . . . , jr′ }, with |J ′ | = r ≥ 27 · 3 · x, su h that for
ea h pair of joints ji′ , jh′ ∈ J ′ there exist two ells c1 (i), c2 (i) reating a passage
with a ell c′ (h).

Lemma 8.4.
Proof:

By

onstru tion of the tree, for ea h set of four joints, there are

formations that visit only

ells of these joints. By Lemma 8.2, there exists a

passage inside ea h of these formations, whi h implies that for ea h set of four
joints there exists a subset of two joints

reating a passage. The a tual number

of joints needed to ensure the existen e of a subset of joints of size

r

su h

that passages exist between ea h pair of joints is given by the Ramsey Number

R(r, 4). This number is dened as the minimal number of verti es of a graph
G su h that G either has a omplete subgraph of size r or an independent set
of size 4. Sin e in our ase we an never have an independent set of size 4, we
on lude that a subset of size r exists with the laimed property. The Ramsey
number R(r, 4) is not exa tly known, but we an use the upper bound dire tly
extra ted from the proof of the Ramsey theorem to arrive at the bound stated
above. [GRS90℄

2
Lemma 8.5. Consider a set of joints J = {j1, . . . , jk } su h that there exists a passage between ea h pair (ji , jh ), with 1 ≤ i, h ≤ k . Let P1 = {P |
P onne ts ci and c 3k +1−i , for i = 1, . . . , k4 } and P2 = {P | P onne ts c k +i
4
4
and ck+1−i , for i = 1, . . . , k4 } be two sets of passages between pairs of joints in
J (see Fig. 8.17). Then, for at least k4 of the joints of one set of passages, say
P1 , there exist paths in T , starting at the root and ontaining these joints,
whi h traverse all the doors of P2 with at least 2 and at most 3 bends. Also, at
least half of these joints reate an x- hannel, with 2 ≤ x ≤ 3.
1

j1

2

jk/4

j3k/4

jk/2

jk

r
Figure 8.17: The two sets of passages

Proof:

P1

and

Observe rst that ea h passage of

P2

P1

des ribed in Lemma 8.5.

is inter onne ted with ea h

i

i
i

i
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passage of
nested.

P2

and that all the passages of

P1

and all the passages of

P2

are

P1 and P2 , say P1 , either for
P1 between the joints of P2 in the order around the root or for
of P1 not between the joints of P2 , there exists a path pi in T ,

By Lemma 8.3 and Property 8.1, for one of
every joint of
every joint

starting at the root and
doors of

P2

ontaining these joints, whi h has to traverse all the

by making at least

1

and at most

3

p1 , . . . , p k
4
ph
1 ≤ x ≤ 3 for ea h

bends. Also, paths

an be ordered in su h a way that a bendpoint of

pi

en loses a bendpoint of

h > i. It follows that there exist x- hannels with
′
joint. Consider now the set of joints J ⊂ J visited by these paths. We assume
′
′
′
the joints of J = {j1 , . . . jr } to be in this order around the root.
for ea h

pr

p1
e1
e2

e1
e2

p1

pr

(a)

(b)

′
Figure 8.18: (a) The separating ell c is in the outermost
′
separating ell c is in the innermost hannel.

Consider the path

p1

hannel. (b) The

whose bendpoint en loses the bendpoint of ea h of

all the other paths and the path

pr

whose bendpoint en loses the bendpoint of

none of the other paths (see Figs. 8.18(a) and 8.18(b)). Please note that either
p1 visits j1′ and pr visits jr′ or vi e versa, say p1 visits j1′ . By onstru tion, there
′
′
exists a passage between ells from j1 and ells from jr . In this passage there
′
exist either two path-edges e1 , e2 of a ell c (1) separating two ells c1 (r), c2 (r),
′
′
thereby rossing the hannel of jr , or two edges of a ell c (r) separating two
′
ells c1 (1), c2 (1), thereby rossing the hannel of j1 . We show that 1- hannels
are not su ient to draw these passages.
In the rst
path

pr

ase (see Fig. 8.18(a)), both separating edges

before and after the bend, thereby

verti es of the same

ell, say

c1 .

reating blo king

Sin e they are

e1 , e2

ross the

uts separating

onne ted by the path, by

Property 8.5, an additional bend is needed. In the other

ase (see Fig. 8.18(b)),

i

i
i

i
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onne ting verti es of

c′ (jr′ )

is not even

therefore at least another bend is needed in the

rossing any edge of

p1

and

hannel. So at least one of the

joints needs an additional bend. Sin e there are passages between ea h pair of
′
joints in J , all but one joint jq have a path that has to bend an additional
time. We note that the additional bendpoint of ea h path

pr ,

and

pq

pk

p1 ,
p1 , . . . , pk−1

aside from

has to en lose all the additional bendpoints either of

pk+1 , . . . , pr . It follows that, for at least half of the joints, there exist
2 ≤ x ≤ 3.
2
22
Lemma 8.6. There exist no n ≥ 2 · 14 independent sets of formations
S1 , . . . , Sn inside any extended formation, where ea h Si ontains formations
of a xed set of hannels of size r ≥ 22.
Proof: Assume for a ontradi tion, that su h independent sets S1 , . . . , Sn
or of

x-

hannels where

exist. By Lemma 8.2, ea h formation in ea h set will
thereby an edge

utting the

ontain a passage and

hannel border. By Property 8.4 ea h formation

in ea h set will pla e an edge to either hannel segment cs1 or cs2 . As an be
n
1
easily seen, there exists a set S of size
2 of sets of formations that will have
1
at least one ommon onne tion for a xed formation Fi in ea h set Sa ⊂ S ,
n
2
1
where 1 ≤ n. By repeating the argument we an nd a subset S ⊂ S of size 4
su h that these sets will have at least two ommon onne tions for formations
Fi , Fh in ea h set Sa ⊂ S 2 . By ontinuing this pro edure we arrive at a subset
S r of size 2nr that will have at least r ommon onne tions. Sin e all these
onne t to either cs1 or cs2 , we have identied a
n
r
size 2r of sets of formations of size at least 2 that has
2
onne tions to one spe i
hannel segment CS .

ommon
set

onne tions have to

S = {S1′ , . . . , S ′nr } of

all the

We now

onsider the

Sin e any of those
least half of the

utting edges for ea h of the formations of

an interse t the

S

in

CS .

hannel border on two dierent sides, at

onne tions for a xed formation

F r4

in all the sets will in-

terse t with one side of the hannel border, thereby rossing either all the
r
r
r
hannels 1, . . . ,
4 − 1 or all the hannels 4 + 1, . . . , 2 , assume the rst. Conr
sider now the formations F in ea h of the sets. These formations of the sets
8
S2′ , S4′ , . . . , S ′ n will be separated on CS by the edges of the formations F r
4

2r+1

of the sets

S3′ , S5′ , . . . , S ′nr −1 .
2

To avoid a monotoni

ordering of the separated

formations and thereby the existen e of an region-level nonplanar tree these
′
formations F r have to pla e verti es in an adja ent hannel segment CS . This
8
r
will reate blo king uts for either all the hannels 1, . . . , 8 − 1 or all the hanr
r
nels
8 + 1, . . . , 4 , assume the rst. Consider now the formations F1 in ea h of
′
′
′
the sets. These formations of the sets S3 , S5 , . . . , S n −2 will be separated on
2r
CS by the edges of the formations F r8 of the sets S4′ , S6′ , . . . , S ′nr −3 . By the
2

i

i
i

i
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same argument as above also these formations have to pla e verti es in an adjaent

hannel segment that are visible from some of the separated areas of

CS .

Sin e the onne tion from the formations F r are blo king for the onne tion
8
′
to CS , the formations F1 have to use the remaining adja ent hannel segment
CS ′′ , thereby blo king all the hannels 1, . . . r2 . We nally onsider the for′
′
′
mations F2 of the sets S4 , S6 , . . . , S10 . These formations are now separated in
′
CS by the blo king edges to CS of the formations F r8 and by the blo king
′′
edges to CS of the formations F1 . Therefore, these formations annot use
part of any

hannel segment (tree-)visible to the separated areas in

by Property 8.2, we identied a region-level nonplanar tree, in

CS .

So,

ontradi tion to

the assumption.

2
Lemma 8.7. Consider four subsequen es Q1 , . . . , Q4 , where Qi = (H1 , H2 , . . . ,
Hx ), of an extended formation EF , ea h onsisting of a whole repetition of EF .
Then, there exists either a pair of nested subsequen es or a pair of independent
subsequen es.

Proof:

Assume that no pair of nested subsequen es exists. We show that

a pair of independent subsequen es exists.
First, we
and

cs2 .

onsider how

Q 1 , . . . , Q4

use the rst two

Ea h of these subsequen es uses either only

only

pla e its formations. Observe that, if a subsequen e uses only
one uses only

cs2 ,

assume that all of

then su h subsequen es are

Q 1 , . . . , Q4

use a

ommon

cs1
cs1 , or both to
cs1 and another

hannel segments

cs1 ,

learly independent. So we
hannel segment, say

an

cs2 .

a

Figure 8.19: If three subsequen es use the same

hannel segment

least two of them are either nesting or separated in

Then we show that, if three subsequen es use the same
then at least two of them are separated in

cs

are not independent, then they

cs.

cs,

hannel segment

cs,

In fa t, if two subsequen es using

ontain formations on the same

that interse t with dierent hannel borders of
ontaining a formation that interse ts a

then at

cs.

a.

hannel

a

However, a third subsequen e

hannel border of

a

is su h that there

i

i
i

i
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lear separation between this subsequen e and the

other subsequen e interse ting the same

hannel border of

This fa t implies that if three subsequen es use only

cs2 ,

a

(see Fig. 8.19).

then at least two of

them are independent. From this and from the fa t that there are four subsequen es using

cs2

in

cs2 ,

we derive that two subsequen es, say

and are not separated in

cs1 .

Q1 , Q2 ,

are separated

Q3 an be
Q1 and Q2 in cs2 . However,
two of Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and in cs2 from

Then, the third subsequen e

pla ed in su h a way that it is not separated from

Q4 is separated in cs1 from
Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , whi h implies that Q4 is separated in both hannel segments
from one of Q1 , Q2 , Q3 .
2
Lemma 8.8. Consider an extended formation EF (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx ). Then,
there exists a k -nesting, where k ≥ 6, among the formations of EF .
Proof: Assume, for a ontradi tion, that there is no k-nesting among the
sequen e of formations in EF . We laim that, under this assumption, there
exist more than n sequen es of independent formations in EF from the same
22
set of hannels C , where n ≥ 2
· 14 and |C| ≥ 22. By Lemma 8.6, su h a
this implies that
two of

laim

learly implies the statement.

Consider sequen es that use some
and

cs2 .

Then, their separation in

to their separation in

ommon hannels in hannel segments

cs1

cs1

has the opposite ordering with respe t

cs2 .

Observe that, by Lemma 8.7, there exist at most
ings of subsequen es su h that there are less than

n

(n − 1) · 3

dierent nest-

independent sets of sub-

sequen es. Also note that, if some formations belonging to two dierent subsequen es are nesting, then all the formations of these subsequen es have to
be part of some nesting. However, this does not ne essarily mean for all the
formations to nest with ea h other and to build a single nesting.
Sin e the number of hannels used inside EF is greater than (n − 1) · 3 · 3,
n ≥ 222 · 14, we have a nesting onsisting of subsequen es with at least

where

3

dierent defe ts.

1
r
1
r
1
Let the nesting onsist of subsequen es Q1 , . . . , Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Q2 , . . . , Qk . . . ,
r
h
Qk , where Qi denotes the h-th o urren e of a subsequen e of EF with a de1
1
fe t at hannel i. Further, let the path onne t them in the order Q1 , Q2 , . . . ,
Q1k , Q21 , . . . , Q2k , . . . , Qrk . We show that there exists a pair of independent subsequen es within this nesting.
Consider now the rst two nesting repetitions of sequen e (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx ),
Q11 and Q12 . Let the nesting onsist of a formation F (k) from Q11
′
1
nesting in a formation F (s) from Q2 . Consider the edges e1 , e2 ∈ F (k) and
e′1 , e′2 ∈ F ′ (s) that are responsible for the nesting. Without loss of generality
that is,

i

i
i

i
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4

3 2

1

4

1 2 3 4

3 2

1

(a)

1 2 3

4

4

3

2

1

1

(b)

Figure 8.20: (a) and (b) Possible

2 3 4

4 3 2 1

( )

ongurations for

Q11 , Q12 ,

and

Q13 .

( ) The

repetitions follow the outward orientation.

4

3

2

1

1

2 3

4

4

4

3 2 1

3

2

1

1

(a)
Figure 8.21:

The

3

4

4

3 2 1

(b)

onne tion between

hannels

the following repetitions to the part of the
hannel

2 3

2

and

4

blo ks visibility for

hannel segment where verti es of

were pla ed till that repetition.

we assume the path

p

that

onne ts

e′2

and

e1

not to

e′1 , e2 .
between e1

ontain edges

Consider the two parts a, b of the hannel border of s, where a is
e′1 and b is between e2 and e′2 . Consider now the losed region delimited
′
by the path through F (s), the path p, the path through F (k), and b. Su h a

and

region is split into two

losed regions

Rin

Observe that, in order to rea h from
has to

ross both

ontaining

F (k)

a

P

by

a

(see Fig. 8.23).

ompletely

ontained in the outer region or has to

Rin

and the outer region by traversing Rnest . Similarly, the
′
starting at e1 and not ontaining F (s) either does not rea h the

outer region or has to

Rnest .

Rnest

Rin

to the outer region, any path
′
and b. We note that the part of P starting at e2 and not

is either

ross over between
the part of

and

ross over between
′′

Furthermore, any formation

F

Rin

and the outer region by traversing

on su h a path is also either

rossing

i

i
i

i
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4

Figure 8.22: All the
in a

hannels

3

2

1

1

2 3

4

4

c, . . . , x are shifted

3 2 1

and the next repetition starts

ompletely dierent region.

F’

Rnest

F
e’1 a e1 e2 b e’2

Figure 8.23: Regions

over and thereby utting both
F ′′ and F ′′ is nested in F ′ .

a

and

b,

Rin

Rin

and

Rnest .

or not. In the rst

ase

F

is nested in

Q13

of sequen e (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hx )
1
(see Figs. 8.20(a) and 8.20(b)). It is easy to see that if Q3 is nested between
1
1
Q1 and Q2 , then there exists a nesting of depth 1 be ause Q13 ontains a defe t
Consider now the third nesting repetition

at a dierent

hannel. So we have to

onsider the

ases when the repetitions

reate the nesting by stri tly going either outward or inward. By this we mean
1
1
that the i-th repetition Qi has to be pla ed su h that either Qi is nested inside
1
Qi−1 (inward) or vi e versa (outward). Without loss of generality, we assume
the latter (see Fig. 8.20( )).
Consider now a defe t in a hannel c, with 1 < c < k , at a ertain repetition
Qhi . Sin e the path is moving outward, the onne tion between hannels c −
1 and c + 1 blo ks visibility for the following repetitions to the part of the
hannel segment where verti es of hannel c were pla ed till that repetition
(see Fig. 8.21(a) for an example with c = 3).

i

i
i

i
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A possible pla ement for the verti es of

c

in the following repetitions that

does not in rease the depth of the nesting

ould be in the same part of the
′
′
hannel c , with c 6= c, were pla ed till

hannel segment where verti es of a

that repetition. We all shift su h a move. However, in order to pla e verti es
′
of c and of c in the same zone, all the verti es of c belonging to the urrent ell
′
have to be pla ed there (see dashed lines in Fig. 8.21(b), where c = c+1), whi h
implies that a further defe t in

hannel

c

at one of the following repetitions

en loses all the verti es of ea h of the previously drawn

ells, hen e separating

them with a straight line from the following ells. Hen e, also the verti es
′
′′
′′
′
of c have to perform a shift to a hannel c , with c 6= c 6= c . Again, if
′
′′
the verti es of c and of c lie in the same zone, we have two ells that are
′′
separated by a straight line and hen e also the verti es of c have to perform
a shift. By repeating su h an argument we
for not having verti es of dierent
all the

hannels

repetition in a

c, . . . , x

on lude that the only possibility

hannels lying in the same zone is to shift

and to go ba k to

hannel

1

for starting the following

ompletely dierent region (see Fig. 8.22, where the following

repetition is performed

ompletely below the previous one).

implies that there exist two repetitions in one

separated by a straight line and therefore are independent, in
our assumption.

Therefore, we

However, this

onguration that have to be

an assume that, after

ontradi tion to

3·x+1

repetitions,

we arrive at a nesting of depth 1. By repeating this argument we arrive after

3·x·6

6 laimed in the lemma.
2
Lemma 8.9. If an extended formation lies in a part of the hannel that
ontains only 1-side onne tions, then T and P do not admit any geometri
simultaneous embedding.
Proof: First observe that, by Lemma 8.8, there exists a k-nesting with
k ≥ 6 in any extended formation EF .
repetitions at the nesting of depth

F’’

F’

F

Figure 8.24: Illustration for the

ase with only

1-side

onne tions.

i

i
i

i
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Consider two nested formations

F, F ′ ∈ EF

belonging to the

k -nesting.

Su h formations, by denition, belong to the same hannel. Consider now the
′′
formation F ∈ EF belonging to a dierent hannel su h that F is nested in
′′
′′
F and F is nested in F ′ . Sin e ea h pair of hannel segments have a 1-side
′′
′
onne tion, we have that F
blo ks visibility for F on the hannel segment
′
used by F for the nesting (see Fig. 8.24). Hen e, F has to use a dierent
hannel segment to perform its nesting, whi h in reases by one the number
of used
most

4

hannel segments for ea h level of nesting. Sin e the tree supports at
hannel segments, the statement follows.

2
Lemma 8.10. Consider two hannels chp , chq with the same interse tions.
Then, none of hannels chi , where p < i < q , have an interse tion that is
disjoint with the interse tions of chp and of chq .
Proof: The statement follows from the fa t that the hannel borders of chp
and chq delimit the hannel for all joints between p and q . So, if any hannel
chi , with p < i < q , had an interse tion dierent from the one of chp and chq , it
would either interse t with one of the hannel borders of chp or chq or it would
have to bend around one of the

hannel borders, hen e

rossing a straight line

twi e.

2
Consider an x-nesting of a sequen e of extended formations
on an interse tion I(a,b) , with a ≤ 2. Then, there exists a triangle t in the
nesting that separates some of the triangles nesting with t from the bending
area b(a, a + 1) (or b(a − 1, a)).
Proof: Consider three extended formations EF1 (H1 ), EF2 (H1 ), EF3 (H1 )
lying in a hannel ch1 and two extended formations EF1 (H2 ), EF2 (H2 ) lying in
a hannel ch2 su h that all the hannels of the sequen e of extended formations
are between ch1 and ch2 and there is no formation F 6∈ EF (H1 ), EF (H2 ) nesting between EF1 (H1 ), EF2 (H1 ), EF3 (H1 ) and EF1 (H2 ), EF2 (H2 ). Suppose,
without loss of generality, that the bending point of ch1 is en losed into the
bending point of ch2 .
′
Consider a formation F1 ∈ EF1 (H1 ) nesting with a formation F1 ∈ EF1 (H2 ).
′
We have that the onne tions from F1 to hannel segment a and ba k has to go
around the vertex pla ed by F1 on hannel segment a. Therefore, at least one of
′
the onne tions of F1 uts all the hannels between ch1 and ch2 , that is, all the

Lemma 8.11.

hannels where the sequen e of extended formations is pla ed. Su h a

onne -

F2 ∈ EF2 (H1 )
on hannel segment a. Therefore, at least one of the onne tions of F2 to hannel segment a uts either all the hannels in hannel segment a or all the
hannels in hannel segment a + 1 (or a − 1), hen e be oming a blo king ut
tion separates the verti es of

F1

from the verti es of a formation

i

i
i

i
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F2 on su h
b(a − 1, a))
outside F2 .
2
Lemma 8.12. In a situation as des ribed in Proposition 8.2, not all the
extended formations in a sequen e of extended formations an pla e turning
verti es in the same hannel segment.
for su h

hannels. It follows that all the formations nesting inside

hannels

an not pla e verti es in the bending area

Proof:

same

Assume, for a

b(a, a + 1)

(or

ontradi tion, that all the turning verti es are in the

SEF and
{H1 , . . . , H4 }.

hannel segment. Consider a sequen e of extended formations

the extended formations in
We rst show that in

SEF
SEF

using one of the sets of hannels

there exist some extended formations using

α onguration and some using onne tions in β onguration
on hannels {H1 , . . . , H4 }. Consider the ontinuous subsequen e of extended
formations EF (H1 ), . . . , EF (H3 ) in SEF . Assume that all the turning verti es of these extended formations are in α onguration. Consider a further
subsequen e of SEF on the same set of hannels with a defe t at H2 . Then,
the onne tion between H1 and H3 rosses H2 , thereby blo king any further
EF (H2 ) from being in α onguration. Hen e, when onsidering another subsequen e of SEF on the same set of hannels whi h does not ontain defe ts
at H1 , . . . , H3 , either the extended formation EF (H2 ) is in β onguration or
onne tions in

it uses another
So,
mation

hannel segment to pla e the turning vertex.

onsider two

EF (H1 )

in

α

hannels

H1 , H2

su h that there exists an extended for-

onguration and an extended formation

onguration. Sin e all the extended formations

EF (H2 )

in

β

ontain a triangle open on one

t, we onsider ve of su h triangles, one for
H2 , H3 , H4 and two for set H1 , su h that four of the onsidered extended formations EF (H1 ), . . . , EF (H4 ) are ontinuous in SEF and
′
the other one EF (H1 ) is the rst extended formation on the set of hannels
H1 following EF (H4 ) in SEF .
Note that, if a triangle of an extended formation EF (Hk ) is nested in a triangle of an extended formation EF (Hs ) and the triangle of EF (Hs ) is nested
′
in a triangle of an extended formation EF (Hk ), with k < s, then EF (Hk ) has
side that is nested with triangle
ea h set of

hannels

to use a dierent

hannel segment to pla e its turning vertex (see Fig. 8.25(a)).

Hen e, the triangles have to be ordered a

ording to the order of the used

han-

nels. Also, if the ontinuous path onne ting two triangles t1 = (u, v, w), t2 =
(u′ , v ′ , w′ ) of onse utive extended formations EF (Hs ), EF (Hs+1 ) onne ts
′
′
vertex u to vertex w (or u to w) via the outer area, then a triangle of
EF (H1 ) that o urs prior to EF (Hs ) and a triangle of EF ′ (H1 ) that o urs
after

EF (Hs+1 )

are nested with the triangle given by the

onne tion of

t1

and

i

i
i

i
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.25: (a) Two triangles from the same hannel have to use dierent hannel segments if a triangle of another
are represented by bla k
the

onne tion between

EF (H2 )

t2

ir les.

EF (H1 )

hannel is between them. Turning verti es

(b) When a defe t at
and

EF (H3 )

H2

in en ountered,

does not permit the following

to respe t the ordering of triangles.

in an ordering dierent from the order of the

hannels.

having a defe t at H2 .
EF (H1 ) to EF (H3 ) in this subsequen e blo ks a ess for
the following EF (H2 ) to the area where it would have to pla e verti es in order
Consider now the following subsequen e of

The

SEF

onne tion of

to respe t the ordering of triangles (see Fig. 8.25(b)). Therefore, after 3 full
repetitions of the sequen e in
a dierent

SEF , at least one extended

formation has to use

hannel segment to pla e its turning vertex.

2
Lemma 8.13. In a situation as des ribed in Proposition 8.2, T and P do not
admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Proof: Consider two extended formations EF (Hx ), EF (H1 ) that are onse utive in SEF . First note that the onne tion between EF (Hx ) and EF (H1 )
uts all hannels 2, . . . , x − 1 in either hannel segment cs1 or cs2 . Sin e both
of these extended formations are also

onne ted to the bending area between

cs3 and cs4 , it is not possible for an extended formation
EF (s), with s ∈ {2, . . . , x − 1}, to onne t from verti es above the onne tion
between EF (Hx ) and EF (H1 ) to verti es below it by following a path to the
bending area. Note, further, that if all the extended formations EF (s), with
s ∈ {2, . . . , x − 1}, are in the hannel segment that is not ut by the onne tion
between EF (1) and EF (x), then a onne tion is needed from cs1 to cs2 in
hannel x. However, by Lemma 8.12, after three defe ts in the subsequen e of
hannel segments

i

i
i

i
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{2, . . . , x − 1} it is no longer possible for some extended formation EF (s), with
s ∈ {2, . . . , x − 1}, to pla e its turning vertex in the same hannel segment.
Therefore, dierent
tion

EF (s),

hannel segments have to be used by the extended forma-

s ∈ {2, . . . , x − 1}. However, sin e the
onne tion between EF (Hx ) and EF (H1 )

with

and sin e the

ertain number of steps, we

an follow that the path

path is

ontinuous

is repeated after a

reates a spiral. Also, we

note that, in order to respe t the order of the sequen e, it will be impossible
for the path to reverse the dire tion of the spiral.
of the spiral has been

Hen e, on e a dire tion

hosen, either inward or outward, all the

onne tions

in the remaining part of the sequen e have to follow the same. This implies
that, if a

onne tion between

EF (s)

and

that is, it is performed in a dierent

EF (s − 1)

and

EF (s),

then all the

However, when a defe t at
between

hannel

hanges

hannel segment,

onne tions of this type have to

s+1

EF (s) and EF (s + 2) has to

impossible for any future

EF (s + 1)

hannel segment than the one between
is en ountered, also the

hange

onne tion between

hange.

onne tion

hannel segment, thereby making

EF (s)

to

EF (s + 1)

to

hannel segment. Therefore, after a whole repetition of the sequen e of
ontaining defe ts at ea h

hange

SEF

hannel, all the extended formations have to pla e

their turning verti es in the same

hannel segment, whi h is not possible, by

Lemma 8.12, hen e proving the statement

2
Lemma 8.14. If a shape ontains an interse tion I(1,3) and does not ontain
any other interse tion that is disjoint with I(1,3) , then T and P do not admit
any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Proof: First observe that only the interse tions I(2,4) and I(1,4) are not
disjoint with I(1,3) and ould o ur at the same time as I(1,3) . By Lemma 8.8,
there exists at least a nesting greater than, or equal to, 6. Ea h of su h nestings
has to take pla e either at interse tions
by Property 8.4,

1-verti

es

I(1,3) , I(2,4) or at I(1,4) . Remind that,
cs1 or cs2 . Also, the sorting

an only be pla ed in

of head verti es to avoid a region-level nonplanar trees
pla ing verti es into
pla ed in

cs1

tails of other

or

cs2 .

cs3

or

cs4 .

an only be done by

This implies that the stabilizers have to be

Note that the stabilizers also work as

1-verti

es in the

ells. This means that if there exist seven sets of tails that

an

be separated by straight lines, then there exist a region-level nonplanar tree,
by Lemma 8.6.
the previous

Observe that, by nesting them a

ondition would be fullled.

ording to the sequen e,

This means that we have either a

x-nestings
I(1,3) , I(2,4) or I(1,4) .

sorting or other nestings. We rst show that there exist at most two
with

x ≥ 6.

Every

x-nesting

has to take pla e at either

We assume, w.l.o.g., to have to deal with the greatest possible number of

i

i
i

i
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interse tions.
Consider the
and

I(1,3)

every

h
I(2,4)

onne tion from
uts

Hen e, we

cs2 ,

I(1,4)

cs1 .

Also,

an

cs1

to

cs4

onsider all the
onne tion

cs2 or cs3 and, if one of these
cs1 loser to b(1, 2) has to ut
tions to cs4 as onne tions to cs2 or

utting

onne

utting a

onne tion inside the same

onsidered as one.

hannel segment

uts either

then every nesting

Also, sin e any

than a

(see Fig 8.26(a)). Observe that interse tions

are either both high or both low and use

onne tions

cs2 .
cs3 .

ase

hannel segment is more restri tive

hannel segment, su h two nestings

Finally, sin e su h a nesting

onne ts to

possible to have at the same time a nesting taking pla e at
on lude that only one nesting is possible in this

b(2,3) ,

h
I(2,4)
.

an be

it is not

Hen e, we

ase.

1
4

4

1

(a)

(b)

h
Figure 8.26: (a) Case I(1,3) I(2,4) . (b) Case

Consider the

l
I(2,4)
(see Fig
cs2 and 2-verti es
ase

pla ed at most in

l
I(1,3) I(2,4)
.

8.26(b)). Observe that

1-verti es
cs3 . This

an be pla ed at most in

an be
means

that the extended formations in every nesting have to visit these verti es.
Therefore, if there exists both a nesting at

I(1,3)

that every EF nesting at
nesting at
So we

I(1,3) .

I(1,4)

I(1,4) , then the onne b(2, 3) and b(3, 4) are su h

and at

tions to the 1- and 2-verti es in the bending areas

makes a nesting with the extended formations

Hen e, also in this

ase only one nesting is possible.

onsider the unique nesting of depth

way of sorting the nesting formations in the

x≤6

and we show that any

hannels will

ause separated

hen e proving the existen e of a nonplanar region-level tree.
onse utive repetitions of the sequen e of formations.
formations are visiting areas of

cs1

ells to be ome separated in

lear that these

and are separated by previously pla ed

formations from other formations on the same
some

It is

ells,

Consider four

cs1 .

hannels.

This will result in

Sin e, by Property 8.2, the number

i

i
i

i
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of monotoni ally separated

ells in

cs1

annot be larger than

3,

of four su h separated formations there exists a pair of formations
hange their order in
of the nesting.
dierent

cs1 .

These

for any set

F1 , F2

that

onne tions have to be made on either side

If between this pair of formations there is a formation of a

hannel, then this formation has to

hoose the other side to reorder

F1 , F2 . We further note that, if there are two su h
onne tions F1 , F4 and F2 , F3 on the same side that are onne ting formations
of one hannel, nested in the order F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 , and another onne tion on
′
′
′
′
the same side between F1 , F2 su h that F1 is nested between F1 , F2 and F2
between F3 , F4 , then this reates a 1-nesting. In the following we show that a

with a formation outside

nesting of depth at least 6 is rea hed.
Assume the repetitions of formations in the extended formation to be pla ed
in the order
the

a, b, c, d, e.

If this order is not

oherent with the order in whi h

hannels appear in the sequen e of formations inside the

already some

onne tions that are

EF ,

then we have

losing either side of the nesting for some

formations. So we assume them to be in the order given by the sequen e. Then,
onsider a repetition of formations with a defe t at some
that there exists a

onne tion

hannel

Ci .

We have

losing o at one side all the previously pla ed

formations of Ci . However, there are sequen es with defe ts also at hannels
Ci+1 and Ci−1 , whi h an not be realized on the same side as the defe ts at
Ci . We generalize this to the fa t that all the defe ts at odd hannels are to
one side, while the defe ts at even
path is

hannels are to the other side. Sin e the

ontinuous and has to rea h from the last formation in a sequen e again

to the rst one, the

ontinuation of the path

the even defe ts. This implies that, when

an only use either the odd or

onsidering three further repetitions

of formations, the rst and the third having a defe t at a
se ond having no defe t at
these three formations.

Ci ,

hannel

Ci

and the

there will be a nesting of depth one between

Sin e, by Lemma 8.9, there

depth greater than 5 at this pla e, we

annot be a nesting of

on lude that after 6 repetitions of su h

a triple of formations there will be at least two formations that are separated

7·6·2 repetitions at
cs1 and cs2 or at the

from ea h other. By repeating this argument we arrive after
either the existen e of 7 formations that are separated on

existen e of a nesting of depth 6, both of whi h will not be drawable without
the aid of another interse tion that is able to support the se ond nesting of
depth greater than 5.

2
If there exists a sequen e of extended formation in any shape
ontaining an interse tion I(3,1) , then T and P do not admit any geometri
simultaneous embedding.

Lemma 8.15.

i

i
i

i
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Consider a sequen e of extended formation in a shape

interse tion

I(3,1) .

T

We show that

and

P

ontaining an

do not admit any geometri

taneous embedding. Observe that there exist several possibilities for

cs4

segment
of one

simulhannel

to be pla ed. Either there exists no interse tion of an elongation

hannel segment with another

one of the interse tions

hannel segment or there exists at least

I(1,4) , I(4,2) , I(4,1)

or

I(2,4) .

If there are more than one

x. We
cs1 , cs2 ,

of su h interse tions, then it is possible to have several nestings of depth
note that, if there exists the interse tion
and

cs4

are part of the

I(3,1) ,

onvex hull (see Fig. 8.27).

1

1

3

3

(a)
Figure 8.27: If

cs1

or

cs2

then at least one of

(b)

hannel segment four is not part of the onvex hull then either
l
h
onvex hull. (a) Case I(1,3) . (b) Case I(1,3) .

is part of the

First, we show that there exists a nesting at I(3,1) .
h
ase I(3,1) . We have that cs2 is on the onvex hull restri ted to the
rst three hannel segments and cs4 an for e at most one of cs2 or cs1 out of
Consider

the

onvex hull. Hen e, one of them is part of the

the two

Suppose
at

onvex hull. We distinguish

ases.

I(1,4) .

cs2

From

is the one to

to be part of the

cs4

cs2 ,

onvex hull. Assume there exists a nesting

the only possible

onne tion without a

whi h, however, is on the

1-side

onne tion

onvex hull. Hen e, an argument

I(2,4) has
whi h implies that the rest of the nesting has to take

analogous to the one used in Lemma 8.14 proves that the nesting at
size smaller than

7 ∗ 12,

I(3,1) .
Suppose cs1 to be part of the

pla e at

I(2,4) .

onvex hull.

Every

onne tion from

cs4

Assume that there exists a

cs1 or to cs2 ,
cs2 is already part of the nesting, we have onne tions to
However, cs1 is on the onvex hull, hen e allowing only 1-side onne tions.

nesting at

has to be either to

by Property 8.4. Sin e

cs1 .

Therefore, an argument analogous to the one used in Lemma 8.14 proves that

I(2,4) has size smaller than
nesting has to take pla e at I(3,1) .
the nesting at

7 ∗ 12,

whi h implies the rest of the

i

i
i

i
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Consider

cs4

are. If

while if

cs1

cs4

l
I(3,1)
.

ase

is on the

is on the

cs2

Sin e

is not part of the

I(3,1)

I(3,1) ,

a nesting in the inter-

has to be performed.

Hen e, we

on lude that a nesting with a depth of

formation has to take pla e at
the same

or

onvex hull, then no reordering is possible.

Clearly, if there is no interse tion other than
se tion

cs1

onvex hull, either

onvex hull, then the same argument as before holds,

I(3,1)

(or at

I(4,1) ,

7 ∗ 12

whi h

in every extended

an be

onsidered as

ase).

By Lemma 8.11, the nesting in the bending area is limited. Every extended
formation

EF

whi h has at least one vertex either in

cs3

cs4

or in

has a

SEF

vertex in the bending area. Consider a sequen e of extended formations
whi h uses only
these
two

EF

in

hannels in this parti ular shape.

SEF

I(3,4,1) .

have to do a nesting at

It's obvious that all of
Observe that there exist

onse utive edges whi h are forming a triangle with

simply pla ing verti es inside the

hannel segments.

cs1 , cs2 ,

cs3

and

Sin e every EF

by

reates

su h triangles, there exists a triangle whi h is not in the bending area and su h
that there exists no other triangle between the bending area and this triangle.
This triangle is separating the nesting area from the bending area in all but

s

extended formations. However, sin e every EF has to use both of su h areas,
the inner area of
If

cs1

is on the

cs3

(or

cs4 )

has to

onne t to the outer area of

onvex hull, then there exist only

implies the statement, by Lemma 8.13.
the

onvex hull, then there exists

I(1,4)

cs4

onne tions are only

1-side.

cs3

(or

cs4 ).

onne tions, whi h

On the other hand, if
and

onne tions from the inner to the outer area.
onvex hull, su h

1-sided

cs1

is not on

an be also used to perform
However, sin e

cs4

is on the

Hen e, by Lemma 8.13, the

statement follows.

2
Lemma 8.16. Let csi and csi+1 be two onse utive hannel segments. If
there exists an ordered set S := (1, 2, . . . , 5)3 of extremal double uts utting
csi and csi+1 su h that the order of the interse tions of the double uts with
csi (with csi+1 ) is oherent with the order of S , then T and P do not admit
any geometri simultaneous embedding.
Proof: Suppose, for a ontradi tion, that su h a set S exists. Assume
rst that csi and csi+1 are su h that the bendpoint of hannel 5 en loses the

bendpoint of all the other
a

hannel

c

has to

hannels. Hen e, any edge reating a double
′
′
hannels c with c > c, either in csi or in

ut all the

ut at

csi+1 .

Refer to Fig. 8.28.
Consider the rst repetition
ut at

hannel

1.

(1, 2, . . . , 5).

Let

e1 be an edge

Assume, without loss of generality, that

reating a double

e1

uts

hannel

i

i
i

i
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csi . Observe that, for hannel 1, the visibility onstraints determined
2, . . . , 5 in csi and in csi+1 by the double ut reated by e1 do not

hannels

depend on whether it is simple or non-simple. Indeed, by Property 8.6, edge

e1

b(i, i + 1) for the part of csi where edges reating double
2, . . . , 5 following e1 in S have to pla e their end-verti es.

blo ks visibility to

uts at

hannels

e2
e1
e3
5

3

e3

e1

e5

e5

e’3
csi

csi+1

3

5

5

1

1

3

csi

(b)

Figure 8.28: Proof of Lemma 8.16. (a)

onsider an edge

(1, 2, . . . , 5).
uts csi (see Fig.

5

3
1

(a)

Then,

csi+1

1

e3

e3

uts

reating a double

csi .

ut at

(b)

e3

uts

hannel

3

csi+1 .

in the rst

repetition of
If

e3

double
and

8.28(a)), then it has to

ut or a simple one. However, in the latter

csi+1

in

hannel

3,

whi h

reates a blo king

reate either a non-simple
e′3 between csi
ut in hannel 2, is needed.

ase, an edge

Hen e, in both ases, hannel 2 is ut both in csi and in csi+1 , either by e3
′
or by e3 . It follows that an edge e2 reating a double ut at hannel 2 in the

(1, 2, . . . , 5) has to ut csi+1 , hen e blo king visibility to
csi+1 where edges reating double uts at hannels
it in S have to pla e their end-verti es, by Property 8.6.
Further, onsider an edge e5 reating a double ut at hannel 5 in the se ond
repetition of (1, 2, . . . , 5). Sin e visibility to b(i, i + 1) is blo ked by e1 and e3
in csi and by e2 in csi+1 , e2 has to reate a non-simple double ut (or a simple
one plus a blo king ut), hen e utting hannel 4 both in csi and in csi+1 . It
follows that, by Property 8.5, an edge e4 reating a double ut at hannel 4 in
the third repetition of (1, 2, . . . , 5) an pla e its end-vertex neither in csi nor
in csi+1 .
If e3 uts csi+1 (see Fig. 8.28(b)), then it has to reate a simple double ut.
Again, by Property 8.6, edge e3 blo ks visibility to b(i, i + 1) for the part of
se ond repetition of

b(i, i + 1) for the
3, . . . , 5 following

part of

i

i
i

i
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csi+1

where edges

reating double

e5

end-verti es. Hen e, an edge

(1, 2, . . . , 5)

repetition of
to

b(i, i + 1)

annot

e1

is blo ked by

reates a non-simple double

5,

utting either

csi

nor in

S

in

ut at

reate a simple double

csi

and by

hen e

utting

e4

It follows that, by Property 8.5, an edge

(1, 2, . . . , 5)

in the se ond repetition of

e3

e3

in

have to pla e their
hannel

csi+1 .

hannel

4

5

in the rst

ut, sin e its visibility
This implies that

ut (or a simple one plus a blo king

csi+1 ,

or

in

uts following

reating a double

both in

reating a double

e5

ut) at hannel

csi

csi+1 .
4
neither in csi
and in

ut at

an pla e its end-vertex

hannel

csi+1 .

The

ase in whi h

csi

csi+1

and

the bendpoint of all the other

are su h that the bendpoint of

hannels

1

en loses

an be proved analogously. Namely, the

playing the role of hannel 1, hannel 1
3 having the same role as before, hannel
4 playing the role of hannel 2, and hannel 2 playing the role of hannel
4. Observe that, in order to obtain the needed ordering in this setting, 3
repetitions of (1, 2, . . . , 5) are needed. In fa t, we onsider hannel 5 in the rst
repetition, hannels 3 and 4 in the se ond one, and hannels 1 and 2 in the
third one.
2
h
h
Lemma 8.17. Ea h extended formation in shape I(1,3) I(4,2) reates double
uts in at least one bending area.
same argument holds with
playing the role of

Proof:

hannel

hannel

5,

Refer to Fig. 8.29(a).

the rst bendpoint of

5

hannel

hannel

c1

Assume, without loss of generality, that

en loses the rst bendpoint of all the other

hannels. This implies that the se ond and the third bendpoints of

hannel

are en losed by the se ond and the third bendpoints of all the other

c1

hannels,

respe tively.
Suppose, for a
in

b(3, 4).

its elongation
a

3

hannel
and

4

hannels

ontradi tion, that there exists no double

Hen e, any edge

ci .

of

ch

ut ea h

e

ci whi
h < i by

hannel

hannel segments

b(3, 4)

of all the the

hannels twi e. Hen e, a

onne tion to

h en loses the bending areas
utting su h

h that

onne ting

reates a triangle together with

b(2, 3) and
e and
to b(2, 3) in

ut in

b(2, 3) (to b(3, 4)) is su

hannel on e. Consider an edge

Su h an edge

with

onne ting to

su h a bending area in one of these

hannels has to be performed from outside
h
h
the triangle. However, sin e in shape I(1,3) I(4,2) both the bending areas b(2, 3)
and

b(3, 4) are on the

onvex hull, this is only possible with a double

ut, whi h

ontradi ts the hypothesis.

Lemma 8.18.

2
h,l
I(4,2)

Every sequen e of extending formations in shape
ontains an ordered set (1, 2, . . . , 5)3 of extremal double uts with respe t to
bending area either b(2, 3) or b(3, 4).
h
I(1,3)

i

i
i

i
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2

2
1

3

c1

r

3

1
r

4

4
(a)

(b)

h
h
I(1,3)
I(4,{1,2})
has to onne
h
l
Shape I(1,3) I(4,2) has to onne t

Figure 8.29: (a) Shape

t at least one bend with

double

bend

uts.

(b)

b(2, 3)

with double

uts.

h
h
h
h
Proof: Shape I(1,3)
I(4,2)
is similar to shape I(1,3) I(4,1) , depi
with the only dieren e on the slope of

hannel segment

4,

ted in Fig. 8.29(a),

whi h is su h that

its elongation rosses hannel segment 2 and not hannel segment 1. Shape
h
l
I(1,3)
I(4,2)
is depi ted in Fig. 8.29(b).
Assume, without loss of generality, that the rst bendpoint of hannel c1 is
en losed by the rst bendpoint of all the other
se ond bendpoint of

hannel

c1

hannels. This implies that the

en loses the se ond bendpoint of all the other

hannels.
First observe that bending area b(2, 3) is on the
h
l
and in shape I(1,3) I(4,2) .

onvex hull, both in shape

h
h
I(1,3)
I(4,2)

Also, observe that all the extended formations have some verti es in
and in

b(3, 4), and hen

with path-edges.
h
In shape I(1,3)

h
I(4,2)
, by Lemma 8.17, there exist double
h
l
or in b(3, 4), while in shape I(1,3) I(4,2) there exist double
the only possible onne tions to b(2, 3) are from hannel

whi h are both
extremal double
or

b(3, 4),

say

b(2, 3)

e all the extended formations have to rea h su h verti es

reating double

b(2, 3)
b(2, 3), sin e
segments 1 and 4,
uts either in

uts in

uts (see Fig. 8.29(b)). Hen e, we

onsider the

uts of ea h extended formation with respe t to one of

b(2, 3)

b(2, 3).

However, every repetition of extended formations inside a sequen e of extended formations

ontains a double defe t at some

hannel. We show, with

an argument similar to the one used in Lemma 8.8, that the presen e of su h
3
double defe ts determines an ordering (1, 2, . . . , 5) of extremal double uts af-

i

i
i

i
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ertain number of repetitions of extended formations inside a sequen e

of extended formations.
ertain repetition. The

Namely,

performed in the same area as the
between
su h a

hannels

i

and

i+1

hannel i in a
i + 2 annot be
hannels i − 1 and i and

onsider a double defe t at

onne tion between

hannels

i−1

onne tion between

and

was performed in the previous repetition. Hen e,

onne tion has to be performed either in the same area as the

onne tion

i + 1 and i + 2 was performed (see Fig. 8.30(b)), or in hannel
h
l
segment 4 (this is only possible in shape I(1,3) I(4,2) , see Fig. 8.30( )). Observe
that, going to hannel segment 4 to make the onne tion, then to hannel segment 1, and nally ba k to b(2, 3), hen e reating a spiral, implies that the
between

hannels

onsidered double

ut is not extremal (see Fig. 8.30(d)). Therefore, the only

possibility to

onsider when

tion between

hannels

with a double
or not, the

i−1

hannel segment
and

i+2

4

is used is to make the

there and then to

ut. Hen e, independently on whether

onne tion between

hannels

hannel segment

i − 1 and i + 2 blo

following repetitions to the areas where the

onne -

b(2, 3)
4 is used

ome ba k to

ks visibility for the

onne tions between some

han-

nels were performed in the previous repetition. This implies that the ordering
(1n , 2n , . . . , 5n ) of extremal double uts annot be respe ted in the following
2
repetitions. In fa t, a partial order (i, i + 1, i + 2) is obtained in a repetition of
formations

reating extremal double

dierent double defe ts having a
of su h defe ts is
a

uts at

hannel in

ombined. Namely,

hannels

1, . . . , 5.

ommon are

onsider a double defe t at

ertain repetition. Consider two sets of extended formations

uts in

b(2, 3)

at

hannels

1, . . . , 5,

formations in these two sets
of their extremal double

Also, when two

onsidered, the ee t

respe tively.

hannel

3

in

reating double

Observe that the extended

ould be pla ed in su h a way that the ordering

uts is

(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , 5, 5).

The same holds for the

uts in b(2, 3) at
n n
n
respe tively. Clearly, in this way an ordering (1 , 2 , . . . , 5 )
3
ould be a hieved and hen e an ordered set (1, 2, . . . , 5) of double uts would

following o
hannels

urren es of extended formations

1, . . . , 5,

be never obtained (see Fig. 8.30(a)). The
blo ks visibility to the areas where the

3

and

4

reating double

hannels 2 and 5
2 and 3 and between

onne tion between

onne tion between

were performed at the previous repetitions (see Fig. 8.31(a)).

i

i
i

i
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5

5

3

3

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

(a)

(b)

5

5
3

3
1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

( )

(d)

(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , 5, 5).

Figure 8.30: (a) The ordering of the extremal double

uts is

(b) and ( ) When a double defe t is en ountered, the

onne tion between

nels

i−1

between

1

i + 2 annot be performed in the same area as the
hannels i − 1 and i and between hannels i and i + 1 was
and

han-

onne tion
performed

in the previous repetition: (b) The

onne tion is performed in the same area

as the

i+1

onne tion between

onne tion is performed in
used to spiral, the

hannels

and

hannel segment

onsidered double

4.

i+2

was performed. ( ) The

(d) If

hannel segment four is

ut was not extremal.

i

i
i

i
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5

5
3

3
1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

(a)

(b)

5

5
3

3
1

1

1

1

5
4

2

2

3
2

3

3

1
5

4

3

2
1

( )

(d)

Figure 8.31: (a) A repetition with a double defe t in
(b) A repetition with a double defe t in hannel
without any double defe t in
set

(1, . . . , 5)

hannels

1, . . . , 5

hannel

2

is

onsidered.

0 is

onsidered. ( ) A repetition

is

onsidered. (d) An ordered

is obtained.

i

i
i

i
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onne tion between

onne tion between

1 in
0 and 3

hannel

hannels

at

5.

Hen e, a double

hannel

5

an not be performed where

2 and 3 was performed in the previous repetitions, sin

su h an area is blo ked by the presen e of the
and

a following repetition. We

ut at

hannel

3

onne tion between

has to be pla ed after the double

reated in the previous repetition (see Fig. 8.31(b)).

now a further repetition with a defe t not involving any of
The region where the

onne tion from

repetitions is blo ked by the
ut at

hannel

1

to

2

ut at

ut at

5

(see Fig. 8.31(d)).

1,

ut

Consider

hannels

0

and

3

1, . . . , 5.

and hen e a double

hannel

3

reated after the one at

uts at

e

2

was performed in the previous

onne tion between

Fig. 8.31( )). Also, all the double
after the double

1

has to be pla ed after the one at

ous repetition, whi h, in its turn, was

the double

hannels

hannels

2, . . . , 5

of the previhannel

5

(see

have to be pla ed

1, . . . , 5 after
(1, 2, . . . , 5)2 is obtained

and hen e a shift of the whole sequen e

is performed and an ordered set

Observe that at most two sets of repetitions of extended

formation inside a sequen e of extended formations su h that ea h set
a double defe t at ea h

ontains

hannel are needed to obtain su h a shift. By repeating

su h an argument we obtain another shifting of the whole sequen e (1, . . . , 5),
3
whi h results in the desired ordered set (1, 2, . . . , 5) . We have that a set of
repetitions of extended formation

ontaining a double defe t at ea h hannel
2
is needed to obtain the rst sequen e (1, 2, . . . , 5) , then two of su h sets are
2
3
needed to get to (1, 2, . . . , 5) , and two more are needed to get to (1, 2, . . . , 5) ,
whi h proves the statement.
Observe that, if it were possible to partition the defe ts into two sets su h
that there exists no pair of defe ts involving a

ommon

hannel inside the same

set, then su h sets

ould be independently drawn inside two dierent areas
3
and the ee ts of the defe ts ould not be ombined to obtain (1, 2, . . . , 5) .
However, sin e ea h double defe t involves two

onse utive

hannels, at least

three sets are needed to obtain a partition with su h a property. In that ase,
3
however, an ordered set (1, 2, . . . , 5)
ould be obtained by simply onsidering

(1, 2, . . . , 5) in ea h of the sets.
2
If hannel segment cs2 is part of the onvex hull, then T and
P do not admit any geometri simultaneous embedding.

a repetition of

Lemma 8.19.
Proof:

First observe that, with an argument analogous to the one used in

Lemma 8.14, it is possible to show that there exists a nesting at interse tion

I( 4, 1, 2).

Then, by Property 8.4, every vertex that is pla ed in

to two verti es that are pla ed either in
path

onne ting to a vertex pla ed in

cs4

cs1

or in

cs2 .

cs4

is

Hen e, the

onne ted
ontinuous

reates a triangle, having one

orner

i

i
i

i
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cs4

and two

orners either in

cs1

or in its elongation, whi h

uts

cs4

into

two parts, the inner and the outer area.
By Lemma 8.11, not all of these triangles
area

b(3, 4).

an be pla ed in the bending

Hen e, every extended formation, starting from the se ond of the

sequen e, have to pla e their verti es in both the inner and the outer area of
the triangle

reated by the rst one.

Observe that, in order to

onne t the inner to the outer area, the extended

1-side onne tions. Namely, cs1 reates a 1-side onne tion. Channel segment cs2 is on the onvex hull. Sin e, by Property 8.4,
every vertex that is pla ed in cs3 is onne ted to two verti es that are pla ed
either in cs1 or in cs2 , also cs3 reates a 1-side onne tion.

formations

an only use

From this we

on lude that in this

onguration the pre onditions of Propo-

sition 8.2 are satised, and hen e the statement follows.

2

8.6 An Algorithm for the Geometri Simultaneous
Embedding of a Tree of Depth 2 and a Path
In this se tion we des ribe an algorithm for
neous embedding of any tree

T

Start by drawing the root
Choose a ray
and a ray

R2

R1

of depth

r

of

T

onstru ting a geometri

2 and any path P

on the origin in a

simulta-

. Refer to Fig. 8.32.
oordinate system.

emanating from the origin and entering the rst quadrant,

emanating from the origin and entering the fourth quadrant.

W delimited by R1 and R2 and ontaining the positive
W into t wedges W1 , . . . , Wt , in this lo kwise order around the
origin, where t is the number of verti es adja ent to r in T , by emanating t − 2
Consider the wedge

x-axis.

Split

equispa ed rays from the origin.

P1 and P2 of P starting at r. Assign an
P1 and P2 su h that the two edges (r, u) ∈ P1 and (r, v) ∈ P2
in ident to r in P are exiting r.
Finally, onsider the t subtrees T1 , . . . , Tt of T rooted at a node adja ent to
r, su h that u ∈ T1 and v ∈ Tt .
The verti es of a subtree Ti are drawn inside wedge Wi , in su h a way that:
Then,

onsider the two subpaths

orientation to

•

vertex

•

verti es belonging to

for

a

u is the vertex with the lowest x-

oordinate in the drawing, ex ept

r;
P1

are pla ed in in reasing order of

ording to the orientation of

x-

oordinate

p1 ;

i

i
i

i
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R1

y

W1

W2

u
r

x

W3

v
R2
Figure 8.32:

A tree with depth two and a path always admit a geometri

simultaneous embedding.

•

vertex

•

verti es belonging to
a
of

•

v

is the vertex with the highest

P2 \ r

p2 ,

T

has depth

2,

ea h subtree

an be drawn inside its own wedge

Wi

x-

oordinate

in su h a way that the leftmost vertex

is to the right of the rightmost vertex of

no vertex is pla ed below segment

Sin e

oordinate in the drawing;

are pla ed in de reasing order of

ording to the orientation of

P2 \ r

x-

P1 ;

and

rv .

Ti ,

with

without

i = 1 . . . , t,

is a star. Hen e, it

reating any interse tion among

Tt , where the wedge
Wt above segment rv .
Sin e P1 and P2 \ {r} are drawn in monotoni order of x- oordinate and
are separated from ea h other, and edge (r, v) onne ting su h two paths is on
tree-edges. Observe that the same holds even for subtree

to

the

onsider is the part of

onvex hull of the point-set, no interse tion among path-edges is

reated.

From the dis ussion above, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 8.2

A tree of depth 2 and a path always admit a geometri simultaneous embedding.

i

i
i

i
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8.7 Con lusions
In this

hapter we have shown that there exist a tree

T

and a path

same set of verti es that do not admit any geometri

P

on the

simultaneous embed-

ding, whi h means that there exists no set of points in the plane allowing a
planar drawing of both

T

and

P

. We obtained this result by extending the

on ept of level nonplanar trees [FK07b℄ to the one of region-level nonplanar
trees. Namely, we showed that there exist trees that do not admit any planar
embedding if the verti es are for ed to lie inside parti ularly dened regions.
Then, we

onstru ted

T

and

P

so that

P

reates these parti ular regions and

at least one of the many region-level nonplanar trees

omposing

T

has its ver-

ti es for ed to lie inside them in the desired order. Observe that our result also
implies that there exist two edge-disjoint trees that do not admit any geometri
simultaneous embedding, whi h answers an open question posed in [GKV09℄,
where the

ase of two non-edge-disjoint trees was solved.

It is important to note that, even if our
number of verti es, it

an also be

depth of the tree is just
depth

2,

4.

ounterexample

onsists of a huge

onsidered as simple, in the sense that the

In this dire tion, we proved that, if the tree has

then it admits a geometri

simultaneous embedding with any path.

This gives raise to an intriguing open question about whether a tree of depth

3

and a path always admit a geometri

simultaneous embedding or not.

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 9

c-Planar Clustered Graphs
In this
A

hapter we deal with

lustered graph

lustered graphs and their drawings.

is a graph together with a hierar hy tree des ribing how

verti es are grouped into

lusters. Clustered graphs are widely used in appli-

ations where it is needed at the same time to represent relationships between
entities and to group entities with semanti

anities. For example,

onsider

the graph representing the Internet network, where the verti es are the routers
and the edges are the links among them. In this
graphi ally

ase it is useful to group geo-

lose routers into areas, whi h in turn

Autonomous Systems. Also, the

an be further grouped into

lustered model

an be ee tively applied to

represent graphs at dierent levels of abstra tions, showing semanti

relations

between verti es and making easy the navigation of large graphs.
When

onsidering the problem of drawing a

lustered graph, not only the

pla ement of the verti es and the drawing of the edges have to be de ided, but
also the drawing of the

lusters, whi h are usually represented as

en losing all and only the verti es belonging to the
the

on ept of planarity has to be extended to the one of

to deal with the representation of the

lusters.

losed regions

luster they represent. Then,

c-planarity

in order

It is interesting to observe

that, while testing the planarity of a given graph is a linear-time solvable
problem, testing whether a given
still a problem of unknown

lustered graph admits a

c-planar

drawing is

omplexity and represents one of the most studied

problems in Graph Drawing in the last years.
In this

hapter we introdu e denitions about

lustered graphs (Se t. 9.1)

and their drawings (Se t. 9.2), and we present the state of the art about

c-

planarity testing (Se t. 9.3). Also, in Se t. 9.3, we des ribe a generalization of
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testing problem, in whi h it is possible to split a

lusters whenever a non-c-planarity of the input

luster into

lustered graph

is found. Then, the su h a problem asks for the minimum number of splits to
make the

lustered graph

c-planar.

9.1 Clustered Graphs
lustered graph is a pair C(G, T ), where G is a graph, alled the underlying
graph, and T is a rooted tree, alled the in lusion tree. The leaves of T are the
verti es of G, while ea h internal node µ of T orresponds to the subset ( alled
luster ) of the verti es of G that are leaves of the subtree of T rooted at µ.
A lustered graph C(G, T ) with its in lusion tree T are depi ted in Fig. 9.1.
An edge (u, v) of G is in ident to a luster µ of T if u belongs to µ and v
does not belong to µ. We denote by σ(u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) the smallest luster of T
ontaining verti es u1 , u2 , . . . , uk of G, i.e., the node of T ontaining all verti es
u1 , u2 , . . . , uk and su h that none of its hildren in T , if any, ontains all verti es
u1 , u2 , . . . , uk . A luster is minimal if it ontains no luster. A luster µ is an
an estor (des endant ) of a luster ν if µ is an an estor (des endant) of ν in T .
A

(a)
Figure 9.1: (a) A
represent

lustered graph

lusters, while small

dot alternated
lusters.

(b)

C(G, T ).

ir les des ribe the

Su h a

(b) The in lusion tree

T.

Big

ir les

ir les represent verti es. Dashed, dotted, dashorresponden e of the nodes of

orresponden e is des ribed only for the

T

with the

lusters that are

hildren of the root.

A

C(G, T ) is maximal if G is
C(G, T ) is internally-triangulated
3- y le.

lustered graph

lustered graph
delimited by a

a maximal planar graph. A
if every internal fa e of

G

is

i

i
i

i
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Families of Clustered Graphs
Besides the sub-families of

lustered graphs that

an be dened by simplify-

ing the graph stru ture, that is, by restri ting the underlying graph to belong
to a simpler family of graphs, other interesting sub- lasses
onsidering limitations in the

C(G, T )

is

at

if any path from the root to a leaf of

nodes, that is, ea h luster of
type of

onstraints that

tered graphs is the one
indu ed by the
if ea h

T , ex

T

indu es a

c-

onne ted and the

subgraph of

lustered graph

ontains at most three

ept for the root luster, is minimal. Another

on erning the degree of

lasses of

lus-

onne tivity of the subgraphs

C(G, T ) is - onne ted
G, and non- - onne ted
ompletely onne ted [CW06℄ if it
luster of T indu es a onne ted

lustered graph

onne ted subgraph of

otherwise. Further, we say that
is

T

an be added in order to dene simpler

lusters. We say that a

luster of

an be dened by

luster hierar hy. We say that a

C(G, T )

is

omplement of ea h

G.

9.2 Drawing Clustered Graphs
A drawing

Γ

of a

C(G, T ) onsists of a drawing of G and of
T as a simple losed region ontaining all
to µ. In this thesis, when we say  luster,

lustered graph

a representation of ea h node

µ

and only the verti es belonging

of

we refer both to the set of verti es belonging to the
representing the
the

luster and to the region

luster in a drawing, the meaning of the word being

lear from

ontext.

G and a node µ of T . If e rosses the boundary
µ in Γ more than on e, we say that Γ ontains an
edge-region rossing between e and µ. Further, onsider two nodes µ and ν of
T . If the boundaries of the regions representing them in Γ have an interse tion,
we say that Γ ontains an region-region rossing between µ and ν . We say that
a drawing Γ of a lustered graph C(G, T ) is -planar if G is drawn as a plane
graph in Γ and if Γ ontains no edge-region rossings and no region-region
rossings. A lustered graph is c-planar if it admits a c-planar drawing.
A c-planar embedding of a c-planar lustered graph C(G, T ) is an equivalen e lass of c-planar drawings of C , where two c-planar drawings are equivConsider an edge

e

of

of the region representing

alent if they have the same order of the edges in ident to ea h vertex and the
same order of the edges in ident to ea h
The resear h on
the Graph Drawing

luster.

lustered graphs has been quite intense in the last years in
ommunity, mainly dealing with the following two prob-

lems:

i

i
i

i
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lustered graph

C,

respe ting some aestheti
2. Given a

lustered graph

CLUSTERED GRAPHS

onstru t a

c-planar

drawing of

C

riteria.

C,

test whether

C

admits a

c-planar

drawing.

We rst give some results on the state of the art for the former problem.
Among the aestheti
for a drawing of a

riteria that are

ommonly requested to be respe ted

lustered graph (for a drawing of a graph, in general) to be

readable, one of the most important is the one of having a small area. Con ernet al. showed in [EFN99℄ how to onstru t O(n2 )-area
c-planar orthogonal drawings and O(n2 )-area c-planar polyline drawings of cing this subje t, Eades

planar

lustered graphs with

Di Battista

et al.

small-area drawings of

c-planar

In [HN09℄, the problem of

C(G, T ) su

lusters drawn as axis-parallel re tangles. Also,

[DDF07℄ showed algorithms and bounds for

c-planar drawing of a lustered graph
G is represented as a onvex polygon is studied.

onstru ting a

h that ea h fa e of

When dealing with

lustered drawings, another very important issue to

onsider is the one of providing a ni e and readable geometri
for the

onstru ting

lustered trees within several drawing styles.

representation

lusters, other than for the edges. In this area, the strongest result is

perhaps the one that Eades
show an algorithm for

et al.

present in [EFLN06℄. Namely, the authors

onstru ting

lustered graphs in whi h ea h

c-planar

straight-line drawings of

luster is drawn as a

a paper of Nagamo hi and Kuroya [NK07℄).

c-planar

onvex region (see also

Su h an algorithm requires, in

general, exponential area. However, in [FCE95a℄ Feng

et al.

su h a bound is asymptoti ally optimal in the worst

ase. In Chapter 10 of

have shown that

this thesis we show an improvement of su h a result by presenting an algorithm
for

onstru ting

whi h ea h

c-planar straight-line

drawings of

c-planar

lustered graphs in

luster is drawn as an axis-parallel re tangle.

The state of the art on the

c-planarity

testing problem is presented in the

following se tion.

9.3 Testing c-Planarity of Clustered Graphs
In this se tion we deal with the problem of testing

c-planarity

of a given

lus-

tered graph. Despite of the many resear h eorts spent in the last fteen years
on this problem, the question whether the

c-planarity testing

in polynomial time or not is still open, as its

omputational

an be performed
omplexity is un-

known.

i

i
i

i
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However, many interesting results have been proved on erning the c-planarity
testing of simpler families of

lustered graphs obtained by adding

both on the graph stru ture and on the

onstraints

lustering stru ture.

A survey on the problem of testing the

c-planarity

of

lustered graphs

an

be found in [CB05℄.
Con erning the possibility of
to obtain e ient
obtained.

lusters,

ple

c-planarity

onsidering simpler families of graphs in order

testing algorithms, only few results have been

In fa t, a polynomial-time algorithm is known only for

that is, at

y le and the

y les of

lustered graphs in whi h the underlying graph is a sim-

lusters are arranged in a

was then improved to work for

y le [CDPP05a℄. Su h a result

lustered y les,

in whi h the underlying graph is a simple

that is, at

y le and the

lustered graphs

lusters are arranged

into an embedded plane graph [CDPP05b℄. If the embedding is xed and the
fa es are small, that is, ea h fa e

ontains at most ve verti es, a

ization and an e ient testing algorithm exist [BF07℄.
shown a polynomial-time algorithm for

hara ter-

Further, it has been

k -rib Eulerian graphs,

tered graphs su h that the underlying graph is Eulerian and

that is,

lus-

an be obtained

3- onne ted graph on k verti es, for some onstant k , by multiplying
+
and subdividing some edges [JKK 07℄. Finally, a polynomial-time test exists

from a
if the

lusters have at most four in ident edges [SJTV08℄.

On the other hand, from the simpli ation of the
of view, espe ially

on erning the

lusters, the families of

lustering stru ture point

onne tivity of the graphs indu ed by the

lustered graphs for whi h the problem

an be solved

is a bit wider.
If the

lustered graph is

c-

onne ted, a rst polynomial-time testing al-

gorithm has been presented in 1995 [FCE95b℄, then improved in 1998 to a
linear-time testing algorithm [Dah98℄.

A hara terization and a onsequent
+
linear-time testing algorithm have been shown in [CBF 08℄. Noti e that every

c- onne ted. Namely, Feng et al. proved
C(G, T ) is c-planar if and only if edges
′
′
an be added to G so that the resulting lustered graph C (G , T ) is c-planar
and c- onne ted. As no edge an be added to a maximal c-planar lustered
graph without losing c-planarity, every maximal c-planar lustered graph is
c- onne ted.
In 2008, Jelinek et al. [JJKL08℄ proved that the c- onne tivity onstraint
maximal

c-planar

lustered graph is

in [FCE95b℄ that a

lustered graph

an be slightly relaxed while maintaining the possibility of performing e ient

c-planarity

testings. Namely, they showed that a polynomial-time testing al-

gorithm exists for embedded
subgraph of

G with

lustered graphs su h that ea h

at most two

onne ted

omponents. If the

luster indu es a
lustered graph

i

i
i

i
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almost onne ted, there exists a polynomial-time testing algorithm [GJL+ 02℄.

A

lustered graph is almost

non- onne ted
most

onne ted if either all the nodes

lusters are on the same path in the

ea h non- onne ted
onne ted

luster its parent and all its siblings are

extrovert

to the graph indu ed by the parent
ompletely

G

is

onne ted.

ν

of

luster

µ

µ

in the

Finally, if the

is

Al-

onne ted

onne ted by an edge

luster hierar hy and the

C(G, T ) is
c-planar if and only

lustered graph

onne ted, it has been shown [CW06℄ that

C

is

is planar.

Generalization of the

C(G, T )

Let

onne ted.

onne ted

lustered graphs are su h that ea h

omponent of the graph indu ed by ea h

ν

c-

lustered
3
lustered graphs [GLS05℄, for whi h a O(n ) time

algorithm is known. Extrovert

graph indu ed by

orresponding to

luster hierar hy, or for

lustered graphs are a generalization of

graphs, so as the

if

CLUSTERED GRAPHS

be a

c-Planarity

Testing

lustered graph and suppose that a

-planar drawing of

impossible or very di ult to nd. A natural question is whether
drawing where ea h
instead of a single

luster is represented by a small set of

C

C

is

admits a

onne ted regions

onne ted region of the plane. In [AFP09℄ we formalize this

split operation, that repla es a luster µ of T with
µ1 and µ2 with the same parent as µ, and distributes the hildren
of µ between µ1 and µ2 . An example of split is depi ted in Fig. 9.2. We sear h
for the minimum number of splits turning C into a -planar lustered graph.
on ept by introdu ing the

two

lusters

Formally, the

orresponding de ision problem is as follows:

Problem 9.1

Split-C-Planarity

Given a lustered graph C = (G, T ) and an integer k ≥ 0, an C(G, T ) be
turned into a -planar lustered graph C(G, T ′ ) by performing at most k split
operations?
Split-C-Planarity is motivated not only by the pra ti al need of drawing
non- -planar
theory.
ular

lustered graphs, but also by its impli ations on the

In fa t, the long-standing problem of testing

ase of Split-C-Planarity, where zero splits are allowed.

Split-C-Planarity extends the

-planarity

-planarity is a parti Therefore,

-planarity testing problem to a more gen-

eral setting, where we are able to show the NP-hardness even for at
graphs whose underlying graphs are paths or

lustered

y les.

Also, we show that Split-C-Planarity is NP-hard even for at - onne ted
lustered graphs whose underlying graph is tri onne ted (hen e even for at

i

i
i

i
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µ

µ2

µ1

(a)
Figure 9.2:

(a) A

257

(b)

C(G, T ) with a luster µ ontaining two
c-planar, as µ ontains two verti es that are

lustered graph

verti es. Observe that

C

is not

separated by a

y le and it does not ontain any vertex of su h a y le. (b)
′
′
lustered graph C (G, T ) obtained by splitting µ into two lusters µ1 and
′
µ2 . Observe that C is c-planar, as ea h luster ontains only one vertex.
The

- onne ted embedded

lustered graphs).

On the other hand, we show that

Split-C-Planarity is polynomial-time solvable for at - onne ted lustered
graphs whose underlying graph is a bi onne ted series-parallel graph (both if
the underlying graph has xed or variable embedding) if the splits are assumed
to preserve the

- onne tivity of the graph.

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 10

Straight-Line Re tangular
Drawings of Clustered Graphs
In this

1

hapter

we deal with a problem related to the resear h of ni e and

readable drawings of

lustered graphs. Namely, we study a problem posed by

Eades, Feng, Lin, and Nagamo hi [EFLN06℄:

Problem 10.1

Does every c-planar lustered graph admit a straight-line cplanar drawing in whi h ea h luster is represented by an axis-parallel re tangle?
We answer this question in the armative by showing an algorithm to
onstru t a

straight-line re tangular drawing

of every given

c-planar

lustered

graph. This result improves a result of the same authors, stating that every

c-planar

lustered graph admits a straight-line

luster is represented by a
Sin e the
the shape we

onstru tion used in this

hapter is independent on the fa t that
lusters are

onvex shape xed in advan e. This result allows us to

c-planarity of

representation of the
an be

in whi h ea h

onsider is re tangular, the same property holds if

represented by any
lude that the

c-planar drawing

onvex polygon [EFLN06℄.

on-

lustered graphs is independent on the geometri al

lusters. In some sense, the main theorem of this

hapter

onsidered as the analogous of Fary's Theorem [Far48℄, whi h states

that the planarity of graphs is independent on the geometri al representation
of the edges.

1 Part

of the work presented in this

hapter is a joint work with Fabrizio Frati and Mi hael

Kaufmann, appeared in [AFK09℄ and submitted to journal.
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10.1 Introdu tion
Suppose that a

c-planar

embedded

lustered graph

C

is given. How

an the

graph be drawn? Su h a problem has been intensively studied in the literature
onstru ting c-planar drawings
c-planar lustered graphs within many drawing onventions.
2
Eades et al. show in [EFN99℄ how to onstru t O(n )-area c-planar or2
thogonal drawings and O(n )-area c-planar polyline drawings of c-planar lustered graphs with lusters drawn as axis-parallel re tangles. Di Battista et
al. [DDF07℄ show algorithms and bounds for onstru ting small-area drawings
of c-planar lustered trees within several drawing styles. The strongest result
in the area is perhaps the one that Eades et al. present in [EFLN06℄. Namely,
the authors show an algorithm for onstru ting c-planar straight-line drawings
of c-planar lustered graphs in whi h ea h luster is drawn as a onvex region
and a number of papers have been presented for
of

(see also a paper of Nagamo hi and Kuroya [NK07℄). Su h an algorithm requires, in general, exponential area. However, in [FCE95a℄ Feng
shown that su h a bound is asymptoti ally optimal in the worst
In this

hapter we address a problem posed by Eades

Fen97, EFLN06℄, namely whether every

line re tangular drawing,

i.e., a

c-planar

c-planar

et al.

c-planar

in [EFL96,

lustered graph has a

straight-

An example of a straight-line

lustered graph is given in Fig. 10.1. Eades

observe how pleasant and readable straight-line re tangular drawings are;

however, they provide eviden e that their algorithm [EFLN06℄ for

c-planar

straight-line

onvex drawings of

in order to get re tangular
We show that every
drawing.

lustered graphs

onstru ting

annot be modied

lusters without introdu ing edge-region

c-planar

rossings.

lustered graph has a straight-line re tangular

A tually, we prove a stronger theorem stating that a straight-line

re tangular drawing of a c-planar lustered graph exists for an arbitrary

separated
of

have

straight-line drawing in whi h ea h

luster is drawn as an axis-parallel re tangle.
re tangular drawing of a

et al.

et al.
ase.

onvex-

drawing of its outer fa e, that is, a drawing satisfying some properties

onvexity and of visibility among verti es and

lusters.

Su h a stronger result is proved by means of an indu tive algorithm reminis ent of Fary's drawing algorithm for planar graphs [Far48℄.
algorithm
graph

C

onsists of three indu tive

ases.

Ea h

and performs an operation (removal of a

3- y le, or
C ′ for whi h

orresponden e of a separating
into a smaller

lustered graph

an be indu tively

ase

lustered

luster, split of the graph in

ontra tion of an edge) turning

C

a straight-line re tangular drawing

onstru ted. Then, su h a drawing

to a straight-line re tangular drawing of

Namely, the

onsiders a

an be easily augmented

C.

i

i
i

i
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Figure 10.1: A straight-line re tangular drawing of a

When none of the three indu tive

c-planar

ases applies, every

vertex in ident to the outer fa e. We use the term

lustered graph.

luster

ontains a

outer lustered graph

for a

lustered graph satisfying this property. We prove that every outer lustered
graph admits a straight-line re tangular drawing even if a

onvex-separated

drawing of its outer fa e is arbitrarily xed, thus providing a base
the above indu tive algorithm for general
an outer lustered graph

graphs

C,

we split it into three

(an even more restri ted family of

su h graphs, and we

ase for

lustered graphs. In order to draw

linearly-ordered outer lustered

lustered graphs), we separately draw

ompose the obtained drawings to get a drawing of

C.

A linearly-ordered outer lustered graph is an outer lustered graph in whi h
all the verti es of the underlying graph belong to a path in the in lusion tree.
A drawing algorithm is provided for

onstru ting a straight-line re tangular

drawing of any linearly-ordered outer lustered graph

C(G, T )

for an arbitrary

onvex-separated drawing of its outer fa e. Su h an indu tive algorithm nds a
subgraph of

G (a path

plus an edge) that splits

G into smaller linearly-ordered

outer lustered graphs and draws su h a subgraph so that the outer fa es of
the smaller linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs are

onvex-separated, thus

allowing the indu tion to go through.
The rest of the

hapter is organized as follows.

du e some denitions about
graphs, and

In Se t. 10.2 we intro-

lustered graphs, linearly-ordered outer lustered

onvex-separated drawings; in Se t. 10.3 we show an algorithm for

linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs; in Se t. 10.4 we show an algorithm for
outer lustered graphs; in Se t. 10.5 we show an algorithm for general
graphs; nally, in Se t. 10.6 we

lustered

on lude and present some open problems.

i

i
i

i
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10.2 Preliminaries
In this

hapter we are interested in

tered graphs, i.e.,

c-planar

straight-line segment and ea h
angle. From now on,

straight-line re tangular drawings

of

lus-

drawings su h that ea h edge is represented by a
luster is represented by an axis-parallel re t-

lustered graphs will be assumed to be

c-planar,

while

drawings will be assumed to be straight-line re tangular.
In order to prove that every

lustered graph admits a straight-line re tan-

gular drawing, it su es to prove that every maximal

lustered graph admits

c-planar lustered
C(G, T ) an be augmented in linear time to a maximal c-planar lustered
′
′
graph C (G , T ) by adding dummy edges to G [JLP02℄. We remark that every
maximal c-planar lustered graph is c- onne ted.
a straight-line re tangular drawing, as every non-maximal

graph

From now on, we will always assume that the embedding (that is, the order
of the edges in ident to ea h vertex) and the outer fa e of any

G

is xed in advan e. We denote by

o(G)

the outer fa e of

Fig. 10.2.a shows a bi onne ted internally-triangulated

(a)

onsidered graph

G.
lustered graph.

(b)

Figure 10.2: (a) A bi onne ted internally-triangulated

lustered graph. (b) A

bi onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered graph.

Let C(G, T ) be a lustered graph. Let f be any fa e of G. Denote by
Cf (Gf , Tf ) the lustered graph whose underlying graph Gf is the y le indu ed
by the verti es in ident to f and whose in lusion tree Tf is the subtree of
T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es in ident to f . In parti ular,
the outer fa e of C(G, T ) is the lustered graph Co(G) (Go(G) , To(G) ), that is
simply denoted by Co in the following. In Se t. 10.3, Se t. 10.4, and Se t. 10.5,
we will prove that a drawing of a

lustered graph

an be

onstru ted for an

i

i
i

i
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arbitrary drawing of its outer fa e that satises some geometri

properties to be

des ribed below. Then, we say that a straight-line re tangular drawing

C ompletes a straight-line re tangular drawing Γ(Co )
Γ(C) representing Co oin ides with Γ(Co ).
of

In order to prove that every

of

Co

Γ(C)

if the part of

lustered graph admits a straight-line re tan-

gular drawing, it will be useful to study the

lass of

lustered graphs that is

dened below (see Fig. 10.2(b)).

Denition 10.1

A c-planar lustered graph C(G, T ) is outer lustered if:

• O1: every luster ontains at least one vertex in ident to o(G);
• O2: the boundary of every luster µ that does not ontain all the verti es
in ident to o(G) interse ts o(G) exa tly twi e, that is, it interse ts exa tly
two edges e1 (µ) and e2 (µ) in ident to o(G); and
• O3: every edge (u, v) with σ(u) = σ(v) is in ident to o(G).
Let
and let

C(G, T ) be a bi
C be any simple

onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered graph
y le in

G su

h that the boundary of every

luster in

T

ontaining some but not all the verti es of C interse ts C exa tly twi e. Denote
′
′
′
′
by C (G , T ) the lustered graph su h that G is the subgraph of G indu ed
′
by the verti es in ident to and internal to C , and su h that T is the subtree of
′
T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es of G .

Lemma 10.1

graph.

Proof:

C ′ (G′ , T ′ ) is a bi onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered

′
is bi onne ted and internally-triangulated, G is bi on′
ne ted and internally-triangulated, as well. We prove that C satises Property
O1 of Denition 10.1. Suppose that there exists a luster µ in T ′ that does not
′
′
ontain any vertex in ident to o(G ). Then, µ ontains a vertex internal to G ,
′
otherwise it would not be a luster in T . Also, µ ontains a vertex in ident to
Sin e

G

o(G), otherwise C would not be an outer lustered graph. Sin e the boundary
of µ is a losed urve ontaining a vertex inside C and a vertex outside C , then
either µ ontains a vertex of C or it interse ts twi e the same edge of C , in both
′
ases ontradi ting the c-planarity of C . Clustered graph C satises Property
′
O2 by hypothesis. We prove that C satises Property O3. Suppose that there
′ ′
′
′
′
exists an edge (u , v ) su h that σ(u ) = σ(v ) and u is an internal vertex of
′
′
G . Then, u is an internal vertex of G, as well, and C is not an outer lustered
graph, a ontradi tion.
2

i

i
i

i
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An interesting sub lass of the outer lustered graphs is

onsidered in the

following (see Fig. 10.3).

Denition 10.2 A bi onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered graph C(G, T )
is linearly-ordered if there exists a sequen e µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk of lusters in T and
an index 1 ≤ h ≤ k , su h that:
• LO1: for ea h vertex vj of G, σ(vj ) = µi , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k ;
• LO2: let vi and vj be any two verti es in ident to o(G) su h that σ(vi ) =
µ1 and σ(vj ) = µk ; then o(G) is delimited by two monotone paths P1 =
(vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj−1 , vj ) and P2 = (vi , vi−1 , . . . , vj+1 , vj ), i.e., paths su h
that, if σ(vt ) = µa and σ(vt+1 ) = µb , then a ≤ b if (vt , vt+1 ) ∈ P1 and
b ≤ a if (vt , vt+1 ) ∈ P2 ; and
• LO3: µi+1 is the parent of µi , for ea h 1 ≤ i < h, and µi+1 is a hild of
µi , for ea h h ≤ i < k .

µ1

µ3
µ2

vi+1

µ6

µ5

µ4

µ7
µ8

µ9
vx
µ10

vi

µ11
µ12

vi−1

vj−1
vj
v j+1

vy

Figure 10.3: An outer lustered graph that is linearly-ordered a
luster sequen e

Let

C(G, T )

µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µ12 .

lusters of

the vertex set

T.

ording to the

h = 6.

be a bi onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered graph

and suppose that
of

Noti e that

C

Let

is linearly-ordered a

vi ∈ µ1

and

vj ∈ µk .

ording to a sequen e
Then, denote by

ontaining all the internal verti es of

P1

V1

(resp. of

µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk
(resp. by V2 )
P2 ).

i

i
i

i
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In Se t. 10.3 we will prove that a drawing of any linearly-ordered outer lustered graph

C(G, T )

an be obtained even if the drawing of

xed. However, we will deal with a

Co

is arbitrarily

onstrained version of straight-line re tan-

gular drawings that is dened below (see Fig. 10.4).

Denition 10.3

A straight-line re tangular drawing Γ(Co ) of Co is a onvexseparated drawing if:
• CS1: the polygon P representing o(G) is onvex;
• CS2: there exist two verti es vi and vj , with σ(vi ) = µ1 and σ(vj ) = µk ,
su h that the angle of P in ident to vi and the angle of P in ident to vj
are stri tly less than 180◦ ; and
• CS3: for every pair of lusters µ and ν su h that µ is the parent of ν in
T and su h that µ is not an an estor of the smallest luster ontaining
all the verti es of o(G), there exists a onvex region R(µ, ν) su h that:
(i) R(µ, ν) is entirely ontained inside µ ∩ (P ∪ int(P )), where int(P )
denotes the interior of polygon P; (ii) for any luster µ′ 6= µ and any
hild ν ′ of µ′ , R(µ, ν) interse ts neither R(µ′ , ν ′ ) nor the boundary of µ′ ;
(iii) R(µ, ν) ∩ P onsists of two polygonal lines l1 (µ, ν) and l2 (µ, ν) su h
that l1 (µ, ν) belongs to the polygonal line representing P1 in Γ(Co ) and
l2 (µ, ν) belongs to the polygonal line representing P2 in Γ(Co ); further,
at least one endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) (resp. of l2 (µ, ν)) lies on e1 (ν) (resp. on
e2 (ν)).
C(G, T ) be an outer lustered graph with outer fa e o(G) delimited
C = (vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj−1 , vj , vj+1 , . . . , vi−1 , vi ). Suppose that C is
linearly-ordered a ording to a sequen e Σ = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk of lusters in T .
1
1
1
Let (vx , vy ) be a hord of C . Consider the lustered graphs C (G , T ) and
2
2
2
1
2
C (G , T ) su h that G (resp. G ) is the subgraph of G indu ed by the
1
verti es in ident to and internal to y le C = (vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy−1 , vy , vx ) (resp.
2
1
2
to y le C = (vy , vy+1 , . . . , vx−1 , vx , vy )), and su h that T (resp. T ) is the
1
2
subtree of T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es of G (resp. of G ).
Let

by a

y le

Lemma 10.2

graphs.

Proof:

C 1 (G1 , T 1 ) and C 2 (G2 , T 2 ) are linearly-ordered outer lustered

We prove the statement for

C 1,

the proof for

C2

being analogous.

Refer to Fig. 10.5.

i

i
i

i
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µ3

µ4
µ5

µ2

e1(µ6 ) µ

µ1

6

R( µ5,µ6 )

vi

µ7

vj
e2(µ6 )

Figure 10.4: A

onvex-separated drawing of the outer fa e of a linearly-ordered

outer lustered graph.

µ8

µ1
µ9
vx
µ10

µ 11
µ12

µ2

µ3

v i+1

µ6

µ5

µ4

2

vx−1 µ 7

µ8
µ9

vi

vx
vi−1

vx+1
1

vj

vy+1

v y−1
vy

vy
(a)

(b)

Figure 10.5: The linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs obtained by splitting
the linearly-ordered outer lustered graph of Fig. 10.3 by
C 1 (G1 , T 1 ). (b) C 2 (G2 , T 2 ).

We

laim that

C1

hord

(vx , vy ).

(a)

is a bi onne ted internally-triangulated outer lustered

graph. In order to prove the laim, by Lemma 10.1, it su es to show that no
1
1
luster in T exists that ontains some but not all the verti es of C and that
1
does not interse t C exa tly twi e. Namely, the boundary of every luster µ
1
is a simple losed urve, and hen e it interse ts C an even number of times.
1
Suppose that the boundary of µ does not interse t C . Then, sin e µ ontains

i

i
i

i
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Suppose that

µ

interse ts

C1

at least four times. At most two of su h interse tions an be on the edges
C 1 \ (vx , vy ), sin e C is an outer lustered graph. Then, the boundary of µ

of

(vx , vy ) at least twi e, ontradi ting the c-planarity of C .
1
Consider the subsequen e Σ1 of Σ indu ed by the lusters in T . Obtain a
′
sequen e Σ1 by removing from Σ1 all the lusters that ontain all the verti es of
G1 and that are dierent from σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ), if any su h a luster exists.
1
′
We laim that C is linearly-ordered a ording to Σ1 .
1
We prove that C satises Property LO1 of Denition 10.2. By deni′
1
1
tion, Σ1 ontains all the lusters of T
that ontain verti es of G , ex ept
1
for ea h luster µ that ontains all the verti es of G and that is dierent
1
from σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ). However, for any vertex v of G , σ(v) 6= µ, be ause
interse ts

σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy )

is a des endant of µ and ontains v .
C 1 satises Property LO2. Sin e

C is linearly-ordered,
o(G) is delimited by two monotone paths P1 = (vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj ) and P2 =
(vi , vi−1 , . . . , vj ). Suppose that (see Fig. 10.6(a)) both vx and vy belong to P1
and vx pre edes vy in P1 (the other ases in whi h both vx and vy belong to
P1 or both belong to P2 being analogous); then, the subpath of P1 between vx
1
and vy and edge (vx , vy ) are monotone paths delimiting o(G ); further, P2 and
the path obtained from P1 by repla ing the subpath between vx and vy with
2
edge (vx , vy ) are monotone paths delimiting o(G ). Suppose that vx belongs to
P1 and vy belongs to P2 . If σ(vx ) pre edes σ(vy ) in Σ (see Fig. 10.6(b)), then
1
the two monotone paths delimiting o(G ) are (i) the subpath of P1 between
vx and vj and (ii) edge (vx , vy ) plus the subpath of P2 between vy and vj ;
2
the two monotone paths delimiting o(G ) are (i) the subpath of P1 between
vi and vx plus edge (vx , vy ) and (ii) the subpath of P2 between vi and vy . If
σ(vy ) pre edes σ(vx ) in Σ, then the two monotone paths delimiting o(G1 ) are
(i) edge (vy , vx ) plus the subpath of P1 between vx and vj and (ii) the subpath
2
of P2 between vy and vj ; the two monotone paths delimiting o(G ) are (i) the
subpath of P1 between vi and vx and (ii) the subpath of P2 between vi and vy
plus edge (vy , vx ).
1
We prove that C satises Property LO3. Sin e C is linearly-ordered a ′
ording to Σ and Σ1 is a subsequen e of Σ, it su es to show that any two
′
1
onse utive lusters µx and µy of Σ1 are adja ent in T . Suppose, for a on1
tradi tion, that µy and µx are not adja ent in T . First, onsider the ase in
whi h µx and µy are omparable, that is, µy is either an an estor or a des endant of µx . If µy is an an estor of µx (the ase in whi h µx is an an estor of
µy being analogous), onsider the parent µx+1 of µx . Su h a luster ontains
′
all the verti es ontained in µx , hen e either µx+1 belongs to Σ1 , ontradi ting
We prove that

i

i
i

i
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µ1

µ2

µ4 µ5

µ3

1

vx+1

µ6

G1

vx

vy

vi+1
G

vi

µ7
vy+1 µ

2

µ1

µ8

µ2

µ4 µ5

µ3

1

vx+1

µ6
µ7

vx

µ8
vy+1 µ

vi+1
G1

9

µ10

9

µ10

vi

vj

G

2

vj

vj+1

vj+1
vy
2

2

(a)

C 1 and C 2
pre edes vy in P1 . (b) vx
σ(vy ) in Σ.
Figure 10.6:

(b)
satisfy LO2.
belongs to

(a)

P1 , vy

vx

and

vy

belongs to

P1 , and vx
σ(vx ) pre edes

belong to

P2 ,

and

′
the fa t that µx and µy are onse utive in Σ1 , or µx+1 ontains all the verti es
1
of G and is dierent from σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ). However, this would imply that
1
also µy ontains all the verti e s of G and is dierent from σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ),
′
a ontradi tion to the fa t that µy is in Σ1 . Se ond, onsider the ase in whi h

µx

µy are in omparable, that is, µy is neither an an estor nor a des enµx . Again, onsider the parent µx+1 of µx . Su h a luster ontains
′
all the verti es ontained in µx , still not being in Σ1 . Hen e, µx+1 ontains
1
all the verti es of G and is dierent from σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ); this implies that
µx = σ(vx , vx+1 , . . . , vy ), hen e µy is a des endant of µx , a ontradi tion. 2
1
1
1
2
2
2
Let C(G, T ), C (G , T ), and C (G , T ), Σ, vx , and vy be dened as
above. Let Γ be any onvex-separated drawing of Co and let P be the polygon
representing o(G) in Γ; let vi and vj be any two verti es with σ(vi ) = µ1
and σ(vj ) = µk su h that the angle of P in ident to vi and the angle of P
◦
in ident to vj are stri tly less than 180 (su h verti es exist by Property CS2
of Denition 10.3). Suppose that vx and vy are not ollinear with any vertex
1
2
of o(G). Let Γ1 and Γ2 be the drawings of Co and Co obtained by drawing
1
(vx , vy ) in Γ as a straight-line segment. Denote by P and P 2 the polygons
1
2
representing o(G ) and o(G ) in Γ1 and in Γ2 , respe tively.
and

dant of

Lemma 10.3
Proof:

Γ1 and Γ2 are onvex-separated drawings.

We prove the statement for

Γ1 ,

the proof for

Γ2

being analogous.

Refer to Fig. 10.7. The drawing is straight-line and re tangular by

onstru tion.

i

i
i

i
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µ4
µ5

µ6

µ7

vj−1
µ3

µ2
µ1

vx

vj

vy=vj+1

vi+1
vi

vi−1
(a)

µ4
µ5

µ6 µ7

vj−1

µ4

µ3

µ5

vx

vy

vj
µ2

µ3

µ1

vx

vi+1
vi v

vy=vj+1

i−1

(b)

( )

Figure 10.7: (a) A onvex-separated drawing

Γ of the outer fa

e

Co of a linearly-

ordered outer lustered graph C . (b) and ( ) Convex-separated drawings Γ1 and
Γ2 of the outer fa es Co1 and Co2 of the linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs
C 1 and C 2 .

Γ is a onvex-separated drawing, by Property CS1 of Denition 10.3, the
P representing o(G) in Γ is onvex. Further, by hypothesis, ux and
uy are not ollinear with any vertex of G. Hen e, P 1 is onvex, thus satisfying
Sin e

polygon

Property CS1.
Drawing
in

Γ1

Γ1

has no region-region

by the same re tangle as in

rossings.

Refer to Fig. 10.8.

We prove that

Γ1

luster is represented
has no edge-region

Suppose that an edge-region

and a

luster

ν.

Then,

e

rossing exists

(vx , vy ), otherwise Γ would
not be c-planar. Cluster ν does not ontain both of vx and vy otherwise, by
the onvexity of ν , e would be internal to ν ; further, ν does not ontain exa tly
one of vx and vy otherwise, by the onvexity of ν , e would ross ν exa tly on e.
It follows that ν ontains neither vx nor vy . Consider the parent µ of ν in T1 .
between an edge

e

rossings, sin e ea h

Γ.

is edge

i

i
i

i
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ν would be the root of T , ontradi ting the
vx nor vy . Sin e Γ satises Property CS3, there
R(µ, ν) with the properties des ribed in Denition 10.3

Su h a parent exists, otherwise
fa t that
exists a

ν

ontains neither

onvex region

whi h separates

ν
e

from the rest of the drawing, thus avoiding an edge-region

Γ satises Property O2 of
e1 (ν) and e2 (ν) belonging
to o(G). Denote by u(e1 (ν)) and u(e2 (ν)) the endverti es of e1 (ν) and e2 (ν)
belonging to ν . Denote by p(l1 ) the endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) that lies on e1 (ν) (if
both endpoints of l1 (µ, ν) lie on e1 (ν), then p(l1 ) is the one that is loser to
u(e1 (ν))). Note that an endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) lying on e1 (ν) exists as Γ satises
Property CS3. Analogously dene p(l2 ). Then, segment p(l1 )p(l2 ) splits P into
′
′′
′
two disjoint onvex polygons P and P , where P
ontains all and only the
′′
verti es in ν and P
ontains all and only the verti es not in ν , a s Γ satises
′
′′
′′
Property CS3. By the onvexity of P and P , e is internal to P , while the
′
part of ν inside P is internal to P . Hen e, e does not ross ν .
rossing between

Denition 10.1,

ν

and

ν.

More pre isely, sin e

has exa tly two in ident edges

µ

p(l1)
e1(ν )

vx
R(µ ,ν)
P’’

e

ν

u(e1(ν ))

vy

P’

u(e2(ν ))
Figure 10.8:

Drawing

Γ1

has no

p(l 2 )
e2 (ν )

rossing between an edge

ontaining none of the endverti es of

e.

e

and a

luster

The thi k line represents segment

p(l1 )p(l2 ).
Γ1 satises Property CS2. First, observe that the angles
vi and vj in P 1 are stri tly less than 180◦ , sin e they are stri tly
◦
1
less than 180 in Γ; further, the angles in ident to vx and vy in P are stri tly
◦
less than 180 , sin e they are stri tly less than the angles in ident to vx and
vy in P , that are at most 180◦ , by the onvexity of P . Suppose that σ(vx )
pre edes σ(vy ) in Σ, the opposite ase being analogous. It su es to observe
1
′
that: (i) if C
ontains both vi and vj , then Σ1 = Σ; hen e, vi and vj are
1
verti es satisfying the desired properties; (ii) if C
ontains neither vi nor vj ,
We prove that

in ident to

i

i
i

i
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Σ′1 is the subsequen e of Σ that starts at σ(vx ) and ends at σ(vy ); hen e,
vx and vy are verti es satisfying the desired properties; (iii) if C 1 ontains vj
′
and does not ontain vi (as in Fig. 10.7), then Σ1 is the subsequen e of Σ that
starts at σ(vx ) and ends at σ(vj ) = µk ; hen e, vx and vj are verti es satisfying
then

the desired properties.
We prove that Γ1 satises Property CS3. The existen e of regions R(µ, ν)
P 1 , for every luster ν , is easily dedu ed from the existen e of regions

inside

R(µ, ν)
R(µ, ν)

inside

P,

whi h is guaranteed as

is not interse ted by

e,

Γ

satises Property CS3. Namely, if
R(µ, ν) inside P 1 an be on-

then a region

oin ident with the same region inside P . Further, if R(µ, ν) is ut
1
2
reated, one inside P and the other one inside P .
1
The properties that have to be satised by R(µ, ν) inside P easily des end

stru ted
by

e,

then two regions are

from the analogous properties satised by

R(µ, ν)

inside

When dealing with outer lustered graphs and general
su ient to

onsider

P.

2

lustered graphs, it is

lustered graphs whose underlying graphs have triangular

outer fa es. This leads us to the following rened denition (see Fig. 10.9):

Denition 10.4

Let C(G, T ) be a lustered graph su h that G is a 3- y le
(u, v, z). A straight-line re tangular drawing Γ(C) of C is a triangular- onvexseparated drawing if:
• TCS1: for every pair of lusters µ and ν su h that µ is the parent of
ν in T and su h that µ is not an an estor of σ(u, v, z), there exists a
onvex region R(µ, ν) su h that: (i) R(µ, ν) is entirely ontained inside
µ ∩ (P ∪ int(P )), where P is the triangle representing G in Γ(C); (ii)
for any luster µ′ 6= µ and any hild ν ′ of µ′ , R(µ, ν) interse ts neither
R(µ′ , ν ′ ) nor the boundary of µ′ ; (iii) R(µ, ν)∩P onsists of two polygonal
lines l1 (µ, ν) and l2 (µ, ν) su h that at least one endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) (resp.
of l2 (µ, ν)) belongs to e1 (ν) (resp. to e2 (ν)).
The interplay between a triangular- onvex-separated drawing of a
3- y le and a

lustered

onvex-separated drawing of a linearly-ordered maximal outer-

lustered graph is

laried in the following lemma.

Lemma 10.4

Let C(G, T ) be a linearly-ordered maximal outer lustered graph.
Then, a triangular- onvex-separated drawing of Co is a onvex-separated drawing of Co .

Proof:
prove that

Consider any triangular- onvex-separated drawing

Γ(Co )

is a

Γ(Co ) of Co .

We

onvex-separated drawing. Properties CS1 and CS2 of

i

i
i

i
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z

u

v

Figure 10.9: A triangular- onvex-separated drawing of a
underlying graph is a

3-

Denition 10.3 easily des end from the fa t that, sin e
represented as a
Property CS3

lustered graph whose

y le.

onvex polygon

P

o(G)

is a

3-

y le, it is
180◦ .

whose internal angles are smaller than

oin ides with Property TCS1.

Finally, we dene a

2

lass of drawings in whi h the properties of

and visibility among verti es and

onvexity

lusters are imposed on all the internal fa es

rather than on the outer fa e.

Denition 10.5

Let C(G, T ) be an internally-triangulated lustered graph. A
drawing Γ(C) of C is an internally- onvex-separated drawing if, for every internal fa e f of G, the part Γ(Cf ) of Γ(C) representing Cf is a triangularonvex-separated drawing.

10.3 How to Draw Linearly-Ordered Outer lustered
Graphs
In this se tion we show how to

onstru t an internally- onvex-separated draw-

ing of any linearly-ordered outer lustered graph
onvex-separated drawing of the outer fa e

Co

C

for an arbitrary triangular-

of

C.

This is done by means

of an indu tive algorithm that uses the following lemma as the main tool (see
Fig. 10.10):

Lemma 10.5

Let C(G, T ) be an internally-triangulated tri onne ted outerlustered graph. Suppose that C is linearly-ordered a ording to a sequen e
µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk of lusters of T . Let vi and vj be any two verti es su h that
σ(vi ) = µ1 and σ(vj ) = µk . Let V1 (resp. V2 ) be the set of verti es between vi
and vj (resp. between vj and vi ) in the lo kwise order of the verti es around
o(G). Then, if V1 6= ∅, there exists a path Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) su h that:

i

i
i

i
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• P1: u1 and ur belong to V2 ∪ {vi , vj };
• P2: ui is an internal vertex of G, for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1;
• P3: if σ(ui ) = µj1 and σ(ui+1 ) = µj2 , then j1 < j2 , for ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ r−1;
• P4: there exists exa tly one vertex ux , where 2 ≤ x ≤ r − 1, that is
adja ent to at least one vertex vx in V1 ;
• P5: there exist no hord among the verti es of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) and
no hord among the verti es of path (ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur ).

Proof:

Pu in several steps. At step s + 1 a path P s+1 is
s
found by modifying the path P obtained at the previous step. At the last step
m of the algorithm, a path Pu an be obtained as a subpath of P m satisfying
We derive path

the properties required by the lemma. A path satisfying properties P1P5 is
shown in Fig. 10.10.

V1
vx
C2

C1
vi

u x−1 ux

u2

ux+1
C3

u1

vj
ur

V2
Figure 10.10: A path satisfying properties P1P5.

More in detail, at ea h step

s ≤ m,

a path

P s = (us1 , us2 , . . . , usr(s) )

is found

satisfying the properties des ribed below (see Fig. 10.11).

P1 = (vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj−1 , vj ) and P2 = (vi , vi−1 , . . . , vj+1 , vj ) the
V1 ∪{vi , vj } and of V2 ∪{vi , vj }, respe tively,
o(G).

Denote by

monotone paths on the verti es of
delimiting

us1 = vi

•

PP1:

•

PP2: ea h vertex
for ea h

and

usr(s) = vj ;

ust is either
2 ≤ t ≤ r(s) − 1;

an internal vertex of

G

or a vertex of

P2 ,

i

i
i

i
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•

PP3: if

•

PP4: there exists no

σ(ut ) = µj1
r(s) − 1; and

and

σ(ut+1 ) = µj2 ,

hord inside

y le

then

j1 ≤ j2 ,

for ea h

1≤t≤

P s ∪ P1 .

P 1 = P2 . Path P 1 satises Property PP1 and PP2
by denition, Property PP3 sin e C satises Property LO2 of Denition 10.2,
and Property PP4 be ause G is tri onne ted.
At the rst step, set

1

vi =u1s

u2s

u3s

s
ur−1
s

vj =u rs (s)

2

Figure 10.11: A path

P

s

satisfying properties PP1PP4.

P s has been found at step s of the algorithm. We
s+1
show how to determine P
at step s + 1 of the algorithm.
s
s
s
Consider any edge (ut , ut+1 ) of P . Su h an edge is in ident to a fa e
s
∗
s
internal to y le P ∪ P1 . Let z1 be the third vertex of su h a fa e. As P
∗
s
satises Property PP4, z1 is neither a vertex of P1 nor a vertex of P . Hen e,
z1∗ is internal to P s ∪ P1 .
s
s
s
∗
Denote by ua and by ub the rst and the last vertex of P adja ent to z1 .
Suppose that a path

We distinguish two

ases.
s
∗
s
In the rst ase, σ(ua ), σ(z1 ), and σ(ub ) appear in this order in Σ. Then,
s+1
s
s
s
is obtained by repla ing the subpath of P between ua and ub with
path P
s
∗
s
path (ua , z1 , ub ). An example of this ase is shown in Fig. 10.12.
∗
Suppose that z1 is adja ent to at least one vertex in V1 . Sin e the rst
s+1
(that are vi and vj , respe tively) belong to P2 ,
and the last vertex of P
s+1
s+1
the verti es shared by P
and P2 partition P
into subpaths, where the

internal verti es of ea h subpath are internal to P1 ∪ P2 . Let Pu be the one of
∗
su h subpaths ontaining z1 . Path Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur ) dened
∗
as above is easily shown to satisfy properties P1P4 (where ux = z1 ). In pars+1
ti ular, noti e that Pu satises Property P3 sin e P
satises Property PP3

i

i
i

i
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1

vi =u1s

s+1

z1*

ubs
usa

vj =usr (s)

u ts
ust+1
2

Figure 10.12: Obtaining
this order in

Σ.

P s+1

from

Ps

Dashed lines show the

σ(usa ), σ(z1∗ ), and σ(usb ) appear in
s
s+1
subpath of P not belonging to P
.
if

Pu have the same smallest ontaining luster,
C satises Property O3 of Denition 10.1. Further, if there exists a hord
(ua , ub ) among the verti es of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) (resp. among the verti es
of path (ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur )), then repla e the subpath of (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) (resp.
of (ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur )) between ua and ub with su h a hord. The repetition of
su h an argument eventually leads to a path Pu also satisfying Property P5.
and no two adja ent verti es of
as

Hen e, the algorithm stops be ause a path with the properties required by the

lemma has been found.
∗
s+1
Suppose that z1 is not adja ent to any vertex in V1 . Then, P
is easily
shown to satisfy properties PP1PP4. Hen e, the algorithm ontinues with
step

s + 2.

σ(z1∗ ), σ(usa ), and σ(usb ) appear in this order in Σ,
s
s
∗
∗
s
or they appear in the order σ(ua ), σ(ub ), σ(z1 ). Suppose that σ(z1 ), σ(ua ), and
s
σ(ub ) appear in this order in Σ, the other ase being analogous. See Fig. 10.13.
s
s
s
Consider edge (ua−1 , ua ) of P . Su h an edge is in ident to a fa e internal
s
∗
to y le P ∪ P1 . Let z2 be the third vertex of su h a fa e. By Property PP4,
z2∗ is neither a vertex of P1 nor a vertex of P s . Hen e, z2∗ is internal to P s ∪ P1 .
∗
s
Further, σ(z2 ) is not the same luster of σ(ua ) (sin e C satises Property O3 of
∗
s
s
∗
Denition 10.1), and σ(z2 ) does not follow σ(ua ) in Σ, otherwise edge (ua , z2 )
s
would ross twi e the boundary of σ(ua ) or the boundary of the luster oming
s
s
before σ(ua ) in Σ (depending on whether σ(ua ) is a hild or is the parent of
s
∗
s
the luster oming before σ(ua ) in Σ). Hen e, σ(z2 ) pre edes σ(ua ) in Σ.
s
Then, the whole argument an be repeated, namely denote by uc and by
s
∗
s
ud the rst and the last vertex adja ent to z2 in P . Sin e C satises Property
s
∗
∗
s
s
O3, then σ(uc ) 6= σ(z2 ); sin e σ(z2 ) pre edes σ(ua ) in Σ and sin e σ(ua ) does
In the se ond

ase, either

i

i
i

i
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σ(usd ) in Σ, then σ(z2∗ ) pre edes σ(usd ) in Σ. Then, either σ(usc )
∗
∗
s
s
∗
pre edes σ(z2 ) in Σ or σ(z2 ) pre edes σ(uc ) in Σ. If σ(uc ) pre edes σ(z2 ),
s+1
s
s
then a path P
is found by repla ing the subpath of P between uc and
usd with path (usc , z2∗ , usd ); then, either a path Pu satisfying properties P1P5
s+1
s+1
an be derived from P
or P
satises properties PP1PP4, depending on
∗
∗
whether z2 is adja ent to at least one vertex in V1 or not. If σ(z2 ) pre edes
s
s
s
∗
σ(uc ), then edge (uc−1 , uc ) and the vertex z3 in ident to the fa e (usc−1 , usc , z3∗ )
s
internal to y le P ∪ P1 are onsidered and the argument is repeated again.
∗
The repetition of su h an argument eventually leads to nd a vertex zf that is
s
s
∗
s
s
in ident to a fa e (uy−1 , uy , zf ) and su h that, denoting by up and uq the rst
∗
s
s
∗
s
and the last neighbor of zf in P , σ(up ), σ(zf ), and σ(uq ) appear in this order
in Σ. Namely, at every repetition of su h an argument, the onsidered edge
s
s
s
s
(that is equal to (ut , ut+1 ) at the rst repetition, to (ua−1 , ua ) at the se ond
s
s
s
s
repetition, to (uc−1 , uc ) at the third repetition, and to (uy−1 , uy ) at the last
s
repetition) gets loser to vi in P ; then, after a ertain number of repetitions
s
of the algorithm, vertex uy−1 eventually belongs to luster µ1 and no luster
pre edi ng µ1 exists in Σ.
not follow

1

vi =u1s

z1*

z3*
z2*

s

usa
u se

s
u sc−1 uc u sa−1

vj =ur (s)
s
ust u t+1 us
b
2

∗
Figure 10.13: Three repetitions of the argument for the ase in whi h σ(z1 )
∗
∗
(resp. σ(z2 ) and σ(z3 )) pre edes the smallest lusters ontaining the rst and
∗
∗
∗
s
s
last neighbor of z1 (resp. of z2 or of z3 ) in P . Thi k segments represent P .
ertain number m of steps of the algoPu satisfying properties P1P5 an be derived from P m . Namely,
s
the number of verti es internal to y le P ∪ P1 de reases at every step of the
∗
algorithm, hen e a vertex z adja ent to a vertex in V1 is eventually added to
m−1
m
a path P
to form a path P , from whi h a path Pu satisfying properties
∗
m
P1P5 an then be derived. Noti e that z is the only vertex of P
adja ent
m−1
to a vertex in V1 , sin e no vertex of P
is adja ent to a vertex in V1 , as
It remains to observe that, after a

rithm, a path

i

i
i

i
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satises Property PP4.

2
Pu satisfying
V1 6= ∅) is presented in

A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for nding a path

the properties required by Lemma 10.5 (supposing that
Algorithm 7.

A lemma similar to Lemma 10.5 is presented in the following. The proof of
su h a lemma

V1

repla es

V2

an be obtained analogously to the one of Lemma 10.5, where
and vi e versa.

Lemma 10.6

Let C(G, T ) be an internally-triangulated tri onne ted outerlustered graph. Suppose that C is linearly-ordered a ording to a sequen e
µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk of lusters of T . Let vi and vj be any two verti es su h that
σ(vi ) = µ1 and σ(vj ) = µk . Let V1 (resp. V2 ) be the set of verti es between vi
and vj (resp. between vj and vi ) in the lo kwise order of the verti es around
o(G). Then, if V2 6= ∅, there exists a path Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) su h that:
• P1: u1 and ur belong to V1 ∪ {vi , vj };
• P2: ui is an internal vertex of G, for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1;
• P3: if σ(ui ) = µj1 and σ(ui+1 ) = µj2 , then j1 < j2 , for ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ r−1;
• P4: there exists exa tly one vertex ux , where 2 ≤ x ≤ r − 1, that is
adja ent to at least one vertex vx in V2 ;
• P5: there exist no hord among the verti es of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) and
no hord among the verti es of path (ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur ).
We now present the main theorem of this se tion.

Theorem 10.1

Let C(G, T ) be a linearly-ordered internally-triangulated trionne ted outer lustered graph. Then, for every onvex-separated drawing Γ(Co )
of Co , there exists an internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C ompleting
Γ(Co ).

Proof:

We prove the statement by indu tion on the number of internal

G. First observe that, sin e G is tri onne ted, o(G) has no hords.
Hen e, if G has no internal verti es, then Co and C are the same graph and the
statement trivially follows. Otherwise, G has internal verti es. Denote by C
the y le delimiting o(G). We show how to split C into smaller linearly-ordered
verti es of

internally-triangulated tri onne ted outer lustered graphs.

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 7 Paths in Linearly-Ordered Outer lustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ), Σ, V1 6= ∅, P1 , and P2 , as in Lemma 10.5.
Ensure: A path Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) satisfying Properties P1P5 of
Lemma 10.5.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

s ← 1; P s ← P2 ; path_found ← false; e ← any edge (ust , ust+1 ) of P s ;
while path_found = false do
i ← 1;
zi∗ ← the vertex reating a fa e with e inside P s ∪ P1 ;
usL ← the rst vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;
usR ← the last vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;
if σ(usL ), σ(zi∗ ), and σ(usR ) do not appear in this order in Σ then
while σ(zi∗ ), σ(usL ), and σ(usR ) appear in this order in Σ do
e ← edge (usL−1 , usL ) of P s ; i ← i + 1;
zi∗ ← the vertex reating a fa e with e inside P s ∪ P1 ;
usL ← the rst vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;
usR ← the last vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;

end while
while σ(usL ), σ(usR ), and σ(zi∗ ) appear in this order in Σ do
e ← edge (usR , usR+1 ) of P s ; i ← i + 1;
zi∗ ← the vertex reating a fa e with e inside P s ∪ P1 ;
usL ← the rst vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;
usR ← the last vertex of P s adja ent to zi∗ ;

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

end while
end if

z ∗ ← zi∗ ;
P s+1 ← the path obtained from P s by repla ing the subpath between
usL and usR with path (usL , z ∗ , usR );
if z ∗ is adja ent to at least one vertex in V1 then
m ← s + 1;
m
m
partition P
into subpaths, based on the verti es of P
∩ P2 ;
m
∗
Pu ← the subpath of P
ontaining z ;
while (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux = z ∗ ) has a hord (ua , ub ) do
repla e the subpath of Pu between ua and ub with (ua , ub );

end while
while (ux = z ∗ , ux+1, . . . , ur ) has a
repla e the subpath of

end while

path_found ←

true;

s ← s + 1; e ←

any edge

else

end if
end while
return Pu ;

Pu

hord

between

(ust , ust+1 )

of

ua

(ua , ub ) do
ub with (ua , ub );

and

P s;

i

i
i

i
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Γ(Co )

be an arbitrary

the polygon representing

o(G)

onvex-separated drawing of
in

Γ(Co ).

Sin e

Γ(Co )

Co .

Denote by

P

satises Property CS1 of

P is onvex. Suppose that C is linearly-ordered a ording to
Σ = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µh , . . . , µk of lusters of T . Let vi and vj be two
verti es of C with σ(vi ) = µ1 and σ(vj ) = µk su h that the angle of P in ident
◦
to vi and the angle of P in ident to vj are stri tly less than 180 . Su h verti es
exist sin e Γ(Co ) satises Property CS2 of Denition 10.3.
Denition 10.3,

a sequen e

We distinguish two

ases:

Case 1 applies when
su h a

ase,

V1 6= ∅,

ollinear. Hen e, a path
Let

vx

be any vertex of

Lemma 10.7
Proof:
ur

V1 ∪ {vi , vj }

are not all

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur )
V1 adja ent to ux .

ollinear. In

V1 ∪ {vi , vj }

would be

an be found as in Lemma 10.5.

Vertex vx does not lie on the line l(u1 , ur ) through u1 and ur .

Denote by

ontaining

the verti es of

otherwise the only two verti es of

vx .

P(u1 , vx , ur )

the subpath of

C

between verti es

Su h a path is hen e part of the boundary of

o(G).
u1 ur ,

u1

and

If there

P(u1 , vx , ur ) lying on the segment
then all
lie on u1 ur , otherwise polygon P would not be
onvex (see Fig. 10.14(a)). However, P(u1 , vx , ur ) ontains all the verti es of
V1 ∪ {vi , vj }, that are not all ollinear, by hypothesis. Now suppose that vx lies
on the half-line that is part of l(u1 , ur ), that starts at u1 , and that does not
ontain ur (the ase in whi h vx lies on the half-line that is part of l(u1 , ur ),
that starts at ur , and that does not ontain u1 being analogous). By the
onvexity of P , all the verti es in the path between vx and ur ontaining u1 lie
on l(u1 , ur ) (see Fig. 10.14(b)). However, sin e vx ∈ V1 and sin e vi and vj are
the rst and the last vertex in the path between u1 and ur not ontaining vx ,
it follows that vi is one of the internal verti es of su h a path, thus its in ident
◦
angle in P is exa tly 180 , ontradi ting the hypothesis.
2
Consider the triangle T (vx , u1 , ur ) with verti es vx , u1 , and ur . By Lemma 10.7,
su h a triangle is non-degenerate and, by the onvexity of P , it is entirely ontained inside P (observe that parts of triangle T (vx , u1 , ur ) and of polygon P
′
ould oin ide). Denote by σ (ui ) any luster in Σ whi h is a hild of σ(ui ),
for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.

exists an internal vertex of
the verti es in

P(u1 , vx , ur )

Lemma 10.8 There exists a small disk D entirely ontained inside int(T (vx , u1, ur ))∩
R(σ(ux ), σ ′ (ux )).
Proof:

in

Σ,

Let

µj1 , µj2 , µj3 , and µj4 be lusters σ(u1 ), σ(ux ), σ(ur ), and σ(vx )
µ′j any luster in Σ whi h is a hild of µj . Sin e

respe tively. Denote by

i

i
i

i
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(u1,vx ,ur )

(u1,vx ,ur )
u1

vi

l(u1,ur)

vj

vx

vj

ur

ux
l(u1,ur)

ux

vx

vi

ur

u1

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.14: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 10.7. (a) Vertex

u1 ur . (b) Vertex vx lies on the half-line
u1 , and that does not ontain ur .

that is part of

l(u1 , ur ),

vx

lies on

that starts at

2 ≤ x ≤ r − 1 and sin e σ(ui ) = µl1 and σ(ui+1 ) = µl2 implies l1 < l2 , we have
j1 < j2 < j3 . Sin e C satises Property O3 of Denition 10.1, σ(ux ) 6= σ(vx )
and hen e j2 6= j4 . Suppose that j2 < j4 , the ase j2 > j4 being analogous.
′
′
We laim that s1 = R(µj2 , µj ) ∩ u1 ur and s2 = R(µj2 , µj ) ∩ u1 vx are
2
2
straight-line segments.

The

laim implies the lemma, as if the

laim holds,

then the interior of the quadrilateral having s1 and s2 as opposite sides entirely
′
belongs to int(T (vx , u1 , ur ))∩R(µj2 , µj ) and any disk entirely ontained inside
2
su h a quadrilateral satises the requirements of the lemma. See Fig. 10.15.

µ3
µ2 =µj1

µ4

µ5
µ6 =µj2

R( σ (ux ),σ’(ux ))

µ

vx

µ7 =µj4

s2

1

v

l1(µj2 ,µ’j2 )

i

µ8 =µj3
µ9
µ10

D
u1

vj
T(vx ,u1 ,ur )

s1

ur

l2 (µj2 ,µ’j2 )

Figure 10.15: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 10.8.

′
By Property CS3 of Denition 10.3, R(µj2 , µj ) ∩ P
onsists of two line
2
′
′
segments l1 (µj2 , µj ) and l2 (µj2 , µj ). Sin e j2 6= j1 , j3 , j4 , none of verti es u1 ,
2
2
ur , and vx belongs to R(µj2 , µ′j2 ). Consider the two line segments la and lb

i

i
i

i
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′
′
obtained by removing l1 (µj2 , µj ) and l2 (µj2 , µj ) from
2
2
it su es to show that

u1

is in

la

and

ur

is in

lb ,

P.

Sin e

P

is

onvex,

or vi e versa, in order to

s1 is a straight-line segment; analogously, it su es to show that u1
vx is in lb , or vi e versa, in order to prove that s2 is a straight-line
′
segment. However, this follows from the fa t that one of the sides of R(µj2 , µj )
2
separates the verti es whose smallest ontaining luster is µj , with j < j2 , from
the verti es whose smallest ontaining luster is µj , with j > j2 .
2
Pla e ux at any point inside D . Draw edge (ux , vx ) as a straight-line segment. Consider the straight-line segment u1 ux and onsider any luster µj su h
′
that j1 < j < j2 . Then, R(µj , µj ) ∩ u1 ux is a straight-line segment, namely one
′
of the sides of region R(µj , µj ) separates the verti es whose smallest ontaining
∗
luster is µj ∗ , with j < j , from the verti es whose smallest ontaining lus∗
ter is µj ∗ , with j > j . Analogously, onsider the straight-line segment ux ur
′
and onsider any luster µj su h that j2 < j < j3 . Then, R(µj , µj ) ∩ ux ur is
′
a straight-line segment, namely one of the sides of region R(µj , µj ) separates
∗
the verti es whose smallest ontaining luster is µj ∗ , with j < j , from the
∗
verti es whose smallest ontaining luster is µj ∗ , with j > j . Draw ea h ver′
tex ui , with 2 ≤ i ≤ x − 1, at any internal point of u1 ux ∩ R(σ(ui ), σ (ui )).
Analogously, draw ea h vertex ui , with x + 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, at any point of
ux ur ∩ R(σ(ui ), σ ′ (ui )). Denote by Γ the onstru ted drawing. The onstru tion of Γ is depi ted in Fig. 10.16.
prove that

is in la and

µ3

µ5

µ4

µ6

µ2

µ8

vi

C2

ux
u2

ux−1

C1

be the

y le

and of the path between

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur )

omposed of path

u1

and

vx

in

C

µ9
µ10

ur

C3

Figure 10.16: Drawing path

vj

u x+1

u1

Let

µ7

vx

C1

µ1

and edge

(ux , vx ).

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ), of edge (ux , vx ),
ontaining ur . Let C2 be the

not

i

i
i

i
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(ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur ), of edge (ux , vx ), and of the path
vx and ur in C not ontaining u1 . Let C3 be the y le omposed
of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) and of the path between u1 and ur in C not
ontaining vx . Let T1 , T2 , and T3 be the subtrees of T indu ed by the lusters
ontaining verti es of C1 , C2 , and C3 , respe tively. Denote by G1 , G2 , and G3
the subgraphs of G indu ed by the verti es inside or on the border of C1 , C2 ,
and C3 , respe tively. Finally, let C1 , C2 , and C3 be the lustered graphs whose
underlying graphs are G1 , G2 , and G3 , respe tively, and whose in lusion trees
T1 , T2 , and T3 are the subtrees of T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es
of G1 , G2 , and G3 , respe tively.
y le

omposed of path

between

Lemma 10.9
Proof:

C1 , C2 , and C3 are linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.
C1,2
u1

y le omposed of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur )
ur in C ontaining vx . Let C1,2 be the lustered
graph whose underlying graph G1,2 is the subgraph of G whose verti es are
in ident to or internal to C1,2 , and whose in lusion tree T1,2 is the subtree of T
indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es of G1,2 . It su es to prove that C1,2
and C3 are linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs. Namely, by Lemma 10.2,
if C1,2 is a linearly-ordered outer lustered graph, then C1 and C2 are linearlyDenote by

and of the path between

the

and

ordered outer lustered graphs, as well.
Sin e
and

P2 ,

C

is linearly-ordered,

where

verti es.

P1

(resp.

P2 )

o(G)

is delimited by two monotone paths

has the verti es in

V1

(resp. in

V2 )

P1

as internal

Σ = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk a ording to whi h C is linearlyΣ3 the subsequen e of Σ that starts at σ(u1 ) and ends at
σ(ur ). We prove that C1,2 is an outer lustered graph linearly-ordered a ording
to Σ and that C3 is an outer lustered graph linearly-ordered a ording to Σ3 .
Ea h luster µi that is not rossed by path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) has two
interse tions with C1,2 and none with C3 . Consider any luster µi that is rossed
by path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ). Sin e C satises Property O2, the boundary
B(µi ) of ea h luster µi interse ts C exa tly twi e. One of su h interse tions
belongs to C1,2 , the other one to C3 . Hen e, ea h of C1,2 and C3 rosses B(µi )
exa tly twi e. Then, Lemma 10.1 ensures that C1,2 and C3 are bi onne ted
Consider the sequen e

ordered. Denote by

internally-triangulated outer lustered graphs.
We prove that

P1
ur

C1,2

and

C3

satisfy Property LO2 of Denition 10.2. Path

and the path obtained by repla ing the subpath of
with path

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur )

P2

between

are monotone paths delimiting

u1 and
o(G1,2 ).

i

i
i

i
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(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) and the subpath of P2 between u1 and
o(G3 ).
We prove that C1,2 and C3 satisfy Property LO1. Sin e C is linearlyordered, the smallest luster ontaining ea h vertex in G (and ea h vertex in
G1,2 ) is a luster µi , that by hypothesis belongs to Σ. Con erning C3 , observe
that o(G3 ) is delimited by two monotone paths. Hen e, if the smallest luster
ontaining a vertex in G3 does not belong to Σ3 , then su h a vertex is outside
o(G3 ), a ontradi tion.
We prove that C1,2 and C3 satisfy Property LO3. Sequen e Σ for C1,2
oin ides with sequen e Σ for C , hen e the property follows. Con erning C3 ,
the existen e of an index h su h that (i) µi+1 is the parent of µi , for ea h i < h
su h that µi belongs to Σ3 , and (ii) µi+1 is a hild of µi , for ea h i ≥ h su h
that µi+1 belongs to Σ3 , easily des ends from the existen e of index h for the
sequen e Σ of C and from the fa t that Σ3 is a subsequen e of Σ.
2
Further, path

ur

are monotone paths delimiting

We turn our attention to the geometry supporting the above topologi al results.

Lemma 10.10

The onstru ted drawings of (C1 , T1 ), (C2 , T2 ), and (C3 , T3 ) are
onvex-separated drawings.

Proof:

Drawing

ux

Γ

is straight-line and re tangular by

onstru tion.

By

int(T (vx , u1 , ur )) that in turn is entirely ontained in
int(P ). By the onvexity of P , straight-line segments an be drawn from ux
to any vertex of P (and hen e to u1 , vx , and ur ) not ausing rossings; hen e,
the drawings of C1 , C2 , and C3 have no edge rossings. Sin e Γ(Co ) has no
region-region rossings, Γ has no region-region rossings (namely, ea h luster
has the same drawing in Γ and in Γ(Co )).
We prove that Γ has no edge-region rossing. Suppose that there is an
edge-region rossing between an edge e and a luster ν . Then, e is either an
edge of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ), or an edge of path (ux , ux+1 , . . . , ur ), or edge
(ux , vx ). Namely, all other edge- luster pairs have the same drawings in Γ and
in Γ(Co ), hen e they do not ross more than on e by hypothesis. Suppose that
e = (ui , ui+1 ) is an edge of (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ), the other ases being analogous. If
both ui and ui+1 belong to ν then, by the onvexity of ν , e is internal to ν . If
exa tly one of ui and ui+1 belongs to ν then, by the onvexity of ν , e rosses
ν exa tly on e. It follows that ν ontains neither ui nor ui+1 . Consider the
parent µ of ν in T . Su h a parent exists sin e otherwise ν would be the root
of T , ontradi ting the fa t that ν ontains neither ui nor ui+1 . By denition
of onvex-separated drawing, there exists a onvex region R(µ, ν) with the
properties des ribed in Denition 10.3 whi h separates ν from the rest of the
onstru tion,

lies in

i

i
i

i
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drawing, thus avoiding an edge-region rossing between

ν

e and ν .

More pre isely,

e1 (ν)
e2 (ν) belonging to o(G). Denote by u(e1 (ν)) and u(e2 (ν)) the endverti es
of e1 (ν) and e2 (ν) belonging to ν . Denote by p(l1 ) the endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) that
lies on e1 (ν) (if both endpoints of l1 (µ, ν) lie on e1 (ν), then p(l1 ) is the one that
is loser to u(e1 (ν))). Note that an endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) lying on e1 (ν) exists as
Γ satises Property CS3. Analogously dene p(l2 ). Then, segment p(l1 )p(l2 )
′
′′
′
splits P into two disjoint onvex polygons P and P , where P
ontains all
′′
and only the verti es of o(G) and of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) in ν and P
ontains
all and only the verti es of o(G) and of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux ) not in ν , as Γ
′
′′
′′
satises Property CS3. By the onvexity of P and P , e is internal to P ,
′
while the part of ν inside P is internal to P . Hen e, e does not ross ν .
We prove that Γ satises Property CS1 of Denition 10.3. Denote by Pi
the polygon representing Ci in Γ, for ea h i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Every angle that is
in ident to a vertex in C dierent from u1 , ur , and vx in P1 , P2 , or P3 is no
◦
more than 180 , sin e it is the same angle as in P . Every angle that is in ident
to a vertex in the path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) dierent from u1 , ux , and ur in P1 , P2 ,
◦
or P3 is exa tly 180 , by onstru tion. Every angle in ident to u1 , vx , and
ur in P1 , P2 , or P3 is stri tly less than 180◦ , sin e it is stri tly less than an
◦
angle that is at most 180 (namely the angle in ident to the same vertex in
P ); nally, the three angles u\
1 ux vx , u\
1 ux ur , and u\
r ux vx in ident to ux are all
◦
stri tly less than 180 , sin e they are angles in the non-degenerate triangles
T (u1 ux vx ), T (u1 ux ur ), and T (ur ux vx ), respe tively.
We prove that Γ satises Property CS2. Con erning the drawing of C1 (the
arguments for the drawing of C2 being analogous), observe that C1 is linearlyordered a ording to the subsequen e Σ1 of Σ that starts at σ(vi ) = µ1 and
ends at the one of σ(ux ) and σ(vx ) that omes after in Σ. The angle in ident to
vi in P1 is stri tly less than 180◦ , by hypothesis; further, as proved above, the
◦
angles in ident to ux and vx in P1 are stri tly less than 180 . Con erning the
drawing of C3 , observe that σ(u1 ) and σ(ur ) are the rst and the last luster
in Σ3 . Further, the angles in ident to u1 and to ur in P3 are stri tly smaller
◦
than 180 , as proved above.
We prove that Γ satises Property CS3. For ea h i = 1, 2, 3, let µj be
by denition of outer lustered graph,

has exa tly two in ident edges

and

any

luster (ex ept for the rst and the last one) belonging to the sequen e
Ci is linearly-ordered and let µ′j be any hild of µj . The
′
existen e of a region R(µj , µj ) inside Pi is easily dedu ed from the existen e
′
′
of region R(µj , µj ) inside P . Namely, either R(µj , µj ) inside P is interse ted
a

ording to whi h

neither by path
R(µj , µ′j ) inside

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) nor by
Pi an be onstru ted

edge

(ux , vx ),

implying that a region

oin ident with the same region inside

i

i
i

i
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R(µj , µ′j ) inside P is interse ted by one or both of path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur )
′
and edge (ux , vx ), that thus split R(µj , µj ) into two or three regions inside the
′
polygons Pi . The properties that have to be satised by R(µj , µj ) inside Pi
′
easily des end from the analogous properties satised by R(µj , µj ) inside P . 2
Graphs C1 , C2 , and C3 are, in general, not tri onne ted; namely, there
ould exist hords between any vertex in (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux−1 ) and any vertex in
(ux+1 , ux+2 , . . . , ur ), or hords between any vertex in (u1 , u2 , . . . , ur ) and any
vertex in the path of C onne ting u1 and ur and not ontaining vx , or hords
between ux and any vertex in the path of C onne ting u1 and ur and ontaining
vx . By Lemma 10.2, ea h of these hords splits a linearly-ordered outer lustered
P,

or

graph into two smaller linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs. Further, by
stru tion the endverti es of ea h of su h
vertex of the

hords are not

y le. Hen e, by Lemma 10.3, drawing the

segments splits the drawings of
Lemma 10.10, into

C1 , C2 ,

and

C3 ,

on-

ollinear with any other
hords as straight-line

that are

onvex-separated by

onvex-separated drawings. When all the

hords have been

added, the underlying graphs of the resulting internally-triangulated linearlyordered outer lustered graphs are all tri onne ted. Hen e, the indu tion applies
and an internally- onvex-separated drawing of ea h of su h linearly-ordered
lustered graphs

an be

onstru ted inside the

orresponding outer fa e, thus

obtaining an internally- onvex-separated drawing of

C.

A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for drawing a linearly-ordered

V1 =
6 ∅) is presented in Algorithm 8.
V2 ∪ {vi , vj } are not all ollinear.
ase, V2 6= ∅ and a path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) an be found as
10.6. Analogously to Case 1, C is de omposed into smaller tri-

outer lustered graph

Case 2

In su h a
in Lemma

C

(supposing that

applies when the verti es of

onne ted internally-triangulated linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs; path

(u1 , u2 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) and all the edges
verti es of C an be drawn so that the
er lustered graphs are represented by

onne ting verti es of su h a path with
outer fa es of the

orresponding out-

onvex-separated drawings. Hen e, the

indu tion applies and an internally- onvex-separated drawing of ea h of su h
linearly-ordered

lustered graphs

an be

onstru ted inside the

orresponding

outer fa e, thus obtaining an internally- onvex-separated drawing of

C.

It remains to prove that one out of Case 1 and Case 2 applies. If Case 1
does not apply, then the verti es of
does not apply, then the verti es of
implies that all the verti es of
is a

C

are

onvex-separated drawing. This

V1 ∪ {vi , vj } are
V2 ∪ {vi , vj } are

ollinear,

ollinear, and if Case 2
ollinear. However, this

ontradi ting the fa t that

Γ(Co )
2

on ludes the proof of Theorem 10.1.

i

i
i
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Algorithm 8 Drawing Linearly-Ordered Outer lustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ), Γ(Co ), Σ, V1 6= ∅, P1 , and P2 .
Ensure: An internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C ompleting Γ(Co ).
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Pu = (u1 , . . . , ux , . . . , ur ) ← the path obtained from Algorithm 7 with
∅, P1 , and P2 ;
Σ hild of σ(ui );
vx ← any vertex in V1 adja ent to ux ;
D ← disk in the interior of T (vx , u1 , ur ); pla e ux at any point inside D;
for 2 ≤ i ≤ x − 1 do
′
pla e ui at any internal point of u1 ux ∩ R(σ(ui ), σ (ui ));

input C(G, T ), Σ, V1 6=
σ ′ (ui ) ← any luster in

end for
for x + 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 do
pla e

ui

at any internal point of

ux ur ∩ R(σ(ui ), σ ′ (ui ));

10:

end for

11:

draw ea h edge between two verti es among the ones in
straight-line segment;

C

and in

Pu

as a

12:

apply Algorithm 8 on ea h resulting linearly-ordered outer lustered graph

13:

Γ(C) ←

ompleting a drawing of the

14:

orresponding outer fa e;

the resulting internally- onvex-separated drawing of

return Γ(C);

C;

10.4 How to Draw Outer lustered Graphs
In this se tion we generalize from linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs to
general outer lustered graphs. In order to show that any maximal outer lustered graph has an internally- onvex-separated drawing

ompleting an arbi-

trary triangular- onvex-separated drawing of its outer fa e, we show how to
redu e the problem of drawing an outer lustered graph to the one of drawing
some linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.
First, we need the following preliminary results.

Lemma 10.11

Let C(G, T ) be a maximal outer lustered graph and let u, v ,
and z be the verti es in ident to o(G). Let ui 6= u be any internal vertex of G
su h that σ(ui ) ontains u and ontains neither v nor z . Then, there exists an
edge (ui , ui+1 ) in G su h that σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ).

Proof:

Refer to a

c-planar

embedding of

C

and to Fig. 10.17. Let

µi+1

i

i
i

i
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z
µ i+1

p1
e* e1e p2
2
e3 p3
e p
ui
e4 4
e65 p5
e7 p6
p7

u

σ (ui)

v
Figure 10.17: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 10.11.

be the only
exists.

luster

hild of

Namely, if su h a

this would imply that

c-planarity
not

σ(ui )

and

ontaining

u.

hild does not exist, then

ui = u,

σ(u)

sin e

and the maximality of

C,

Noti e that su h a

σ(ui ) = σ(u);

indu es a

hild

however,

onne ted graph, by the

and sin e an outer lustered graph does

ontain two adja ent verti es having the same smallest

ontaining

luster

if one of them is internal, by Property O3 of Denition 10.1. Suppose, for a

µi+1 . By Property O3,
σ(vj ) = σ(ui ). It follows that
ea h edge el in ident to ui interse ts the boundary B(σ(ui )) of σ(ui ) in a point
pl belonging to the line segment l(σ(ui )) that is the part of B(σ(ui )) lying in
the interior of o(G). Order the points pl as they are en ountered walking on
l(σ(ui )) from one endpoint to the other one. Denote by p1 , p2 , . . . , pm su h
points. By the maximality of G, m ≥ 3 and there exists an internal fa e
delimited by a 3- y le ontaining edges e1 and em . However, the third edge
e∗ of su h a y le rosses twi e l(σ(ui )) and hen e B(σ(ui )), ontradi ting the
c-planarity of the onsidered embedding.
2
ontradi tion, that

ui

ui

is not adja ent to any vertex in

is not adja ent to any vertex

vj

su h that

Corollary 10.1 Let C(G, T ) be any maximal outer lustered graph and let u, v,
and z be the verti es in ident to o(G). Suppose that σ(u) 6= σ(v), σ(z). Let u1
be any internal vertex of G su h that σ(u1 ) ontains u and ontains neither v
nor z . Then, there exists a hordless path (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) in G su h that uk = u
and su h that σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ), for ea h i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.
Proof:

Suppose that a path (u1 , u2 , . . . , ui ) has already been determined
uj+1 is a des endant of uj , for ea h j = 1, 2, . . . , i−1. By Lemma 10.11,
exists an edge (ui , ui+1 ) in G su h that σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ).

su h that
there

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 9 Chordless Paths in Outer lustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ), u, and u1 , as in Corollary 10.1.
Ensure: A path (u1 , u2, . . . , uk ) su h that uk = u and su h that σ(ui+1 ) is a
des endant of
1:
2:
3:

uj ← u1 ;

while uj 6= u do

ui ← uj ;
(ui , ui+1 ) ← an edge
add (ui , ui+1 ) to the
uj ← ui+1 ;

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

σ(ui ).

in

G

su h that

σ(ui+1 )

is a des endant of

σ(ui );

urrent path;

end while

(u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) ← the path obtained by Algorithm 10 on G and the

urrent

path;
9:

return (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk );

Algorithm 10 Repla e Chords in Paths
Require: A graph G and a path (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) in G.
Ensure: A hordless path in G whose verti es are a subset of {u1 , u2, . . . , uk }
in the same order as in

1:

while the

urrent path

repla e the subpath

2:

(u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ).
(u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) has a hord (ui , uj ) in G do
of (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) between ui and uj with

edge

(ui , uj );

3:
4:

end while
return the obtained path;

hoose a vertex uk in σ(u).
σ(u) 6= σ(v), σ(z), then, by Property O3 of Denition 10.1, u is the only
vertex in σ(u). It follows that uk = u. The obtained path Pu may have hords.
l
l
l
l
Suppose that the urrently onsidered path Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ) has a hord
l
l
1
l+1
(ui , uj ), with j > i+1 and with Pu = Pu . Obtain a new path Pu by repla ing
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
the subpath (ui , ui+1 , . . . , uj ) of Pu with the hord (ui , uj ). Clearly, σ(uj ) is a
l
l+1
l
des endant of σ(ui ). Further, Pu
has at least one hord less than Pu whi h
implies that, after a ertain number of steps, the urrent path is hordless. 2
Repeating su h an argument eventually leads to

Sin e

A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for nding a path satisfying the
requirements of Corollary 10.1 in a maximal outer lustered graph is presented

i

i
i

i
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in Algorithm 910.
Let

C(G, T )

u, v , and z be
σ(u) 6= σ(v), σ(u) 6= σ(z),

be a maximal outer lustered graph and let

the verti es in ident to

o(G).

Suppose that: (i)

σ(v) 6= σ(z); (ii) if there exists a luster ontaining exa tly two verti es
o(G), then su h verti es are u and v ; (iii) if the smallest ontaining
luster of one of u and v ontains the other one, then σ(v) ontains u; and
(iv) G has internal verti es. The following lemma states that in a maximal
and

in ident to

outer lustered graph some edge-disjoint paths

an be found satisfying

properties of monotoni ity with respe t to the

ertain

luster hierar hy. After the

lemma, it will be shown how su h paths, together with their

hords, split

C

into linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.

Lemma 10.12

One of the following holds:

1. There exist three paths Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uU ), Pv = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vV ), and
Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ) su h that (see Figs. 10.18.a10.18. ):
a) uU = u, vV = v , zZ = z , and u1 = v1 = z1 ;
b) the verti es of Pu \ {u1 }, Pv \ {v1 }, and Pz \ {z1 } are distin t;
) ea h of paths Pu \ {u1 }, Pv \ {v1 }, and Pz has no hords;

d) σ(ui ) ontains neither v nor z , for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ U ; σ(vi ) ontains
neither u nor z , for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ V ; σ(zi ) ontains neither u nor v ,
for ea h Z ∗ ≤ i ≤ Z , where Z ∗ is an index su h that 1 ≤ Z ∗ ≤ Z ;
e) σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ U − 1; σ(vi+1 ) is
a des endant of σ(vi ), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ V − 1;

f ) σ(z1 ) is either a luster ontaining z and not ontaining u and v
(then Z ∗ = 1 and σ(zi+1 ) is a des endant of σ(zi ), for ea h 1 ≤
i ≤ Z − 1), or σ(u, v, z) (then Z ∗ = 2 and σ(zi+1 ) is a des endant
of σ(zi ), for ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1), or a luster not ontaining z
and ontaining u and v . In the latter ase Z ∗ ≥ 2, σ(zi+1 ) is an
an estor of σ(zi ), for ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ Z ∗ − 2, σ(zi+1 ) is a des endant
of σ(zi ), for ea h Z ∗ ≤ i ≤ Z − 1, and either σ(zZ ∗ ) is a des endant
of σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) (if σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) = σ(u, v, z)), or σ(zZ ∗ ) is not omparable
with σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) (if σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) ontains u and v and does not ontain
z ).

g) G ontains an internal fa e having in ident verti es u1 , u2 , and v2 .

i

i
i

i
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z=zZ

σ(u,v,z)

z3
z

z2

z=zZ

σ(u,v,z)

u1=v1 =z1=zZ*

z

z2=z Z*

z3

u1=v1 =z1
v2

v

u

v2

v

u

u2

u2

u3

u3

v3 v4
v=vV

u=u U

v3 v4
v=vV

u=u U

(a)

(b)

z=zZ

σ(u,v,z)

z

z=u1=v1

z3

µz

σ(u,v,z)

z2=z Z*
u1=v1 =z1
v2

v

u

u3
u=u U

u2
u3

µu

v3 v4
v=vV

v2

v

u

u2

µv

v3 v4
v=v V

u=uU

( )

(d)

Figure 10.18: (a)( ) Three paths satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12. In

σ(z1 ) is a
σ(u, v, z); in (
(a)

luster
)

ontaining

σ(z1 ) is

a

z

and not

luster not

ontaining

ontaining

z

and

u

and

v;

σ(z1 ) =
u and v . (d)

in (b)

ontaining

Two paths satisfying Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12.

2. There exist two paths Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uU ) and Pv = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vV )
su h that (see Fig. 10.18.d):
a) uU = u, vV = v , and u1 = v1 = z ;
b) the verti es of Pu \ {u1 } and Pv \ {v1 } are distin t;

) ea h of paths Pu \ {u1 } and Pv \ {v1 } has no hords;

d) σ(ui ) ontains neither v nor z , for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ U ; σ(vi ) ontains
neither u nor z , for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ V ;
e) σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ U − 1; σ(vi+1 ) is
a des endant of σ(vi ), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ V − 1;
f ) G ontains an internal fa e having in ident verti es u2 , v2 , and z .

i

i
i

i
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Proof:

Consider the biggest

Noti e that su h a

µu
σ(u)

luster

luster exists, as

ontaining
does not

u

291

and not

ontain

v

ontaining

v.

by hypothesis.

luster µv ontaining v and not ontaining u, if any su h
µv exists, let E ′ be the set of edges whose end-verti es are
′
one in µu and one in µv . If µv does not exist, let E be the set of edges in ident
to v whose other end-vertex is in µu . In both ases, there exists at least one
′
of su h edges, in fa t (u, v). Order the edges in E as they are en ountered
when walking on the part l(µu ) of the border B(µu ) of µu that is internal to
G, starting from the interse tion of (u, v) with B(µu ). See Fig. 10.19.
Consider the biggest

a

luster exists. If

z

z

z’

z’

µu

u

u’

4

3

2

µv

µu

v

u

v’

5

1

4

u’

3

v=v’

2
1

(a)
Figure 10.19: The edges in

(b)

E

′

. The numbers on su h edges indi ate the order in

B(µu ) internal
µv exists. (b) µv

whi h su h edges are en ountered when walking on the part of
to

G,

starting from the interse tion of

(u, v)

with

B(µu ).

(a)

does not exist.

′ ′
′
′ ′ ′
Consider the last edge (u , v ) in E and onsider the internal fa e (u , v , z )
′ ′
′ ′
su h that (u , z ) is the edge following (u , v ) in the order in whi h the edges

µu are en ountered when walking on the part of B(µu ) that is
G, starting from the interse tion of (u, v) with B(µu ). Let Pu =
(u1 , u2 , . . . , uU ) be a path su h that u1 = z ′ , u2 = u′ , and (u2 , u3 , . . . , uU ) is
a hordless path su h that uU = u and σ(ui+1 ) is a des endant of σ(ui ), for
2 ≤ i ≤ U − 1. Su h a path exists by Corollary 10.1 (noti e that σ(u2 ) ontains
u and ontains neither v nor z ). Further, let Pv = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vV ) be a path
′
′
su h that v1 = z , v2 = v , and (v2 , v3 , . . . , vV ) is a hordless path su h that
vV = v and σ(vi+1 ) is a des endant of σ(vi ), for 2 ≤ i ≤ V − 1. Noti e that if
µv exists, then su h a path exists by Corollary 10.1 (noti e that σ(v2 ) ontains
v and ontains neither u nor z ). Otherwise, v2 = vV = v .
′
Suppose that z = z (see Fig. 10.20). Then, G ontains an internal fa e
having in ident verti es u2 , v2 , and z . By onstru tion, paths Pu and Pv
in ident to

internal to

satisfy Condition 2 of the lemma.

i

i
i

i
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’
z=z=u
1=v1

µz

σ(u,v,z)

v

u

µu

’
u=u
2

u3

If

z′ = z,

µv

v3 v4
v=v V

u=uU

Figure 10.20:

’
v=v
2

then paths

Lemma 10.12.

Pu

and

Pv

satisfy Condition 2 of

′
′
Suppose that z 6= z . Vertex z belongs neither to µu nor to µv , otherwise
′ ′
′
′
′ ′
′
edge (z , v ) or edge (z , u ) would follow (u , v ) in E , a ontradi tion. Hen e,
′
σ(z ) is either a luster ontaining z and not ontaining u and v , or is σ(u, v, z),
or is a

•

luster

ontaining

u

and

v

and not

ontaining

z.

σ(z ′ ) ontains z and ontains neither u nor v (see Fig. 10.21).
Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ) be a hordless path su h that z1 = z ′ , zZ = z ,
and σ(zi+1 ) is a des endant of σ(zi ), for 2 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1. Su h a path exists by Corollary 10.1 (noti e that σ(z1 ) ontains z and ontains neither
u nor v ). By onstru tion, paths Pu , Pv , and Pz satisfy Condition 1 of
Suppose that

Let

the lemma.

z=zZ

µz

σ(u,v,z)

z3
z

u

u3
u=uU

v

’
v=v
2

v3 v4
v=vV

µv

z ′ 6= z and σ(z ′ ) ontains z and ontains neither u
and Pz satisfy Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12.

Figure 10.21: If

Pu , Pv ,

*
’
z=u
1=v1 =z1=zZ

’
u=u
2

µu

paths

z2

nor

v,

then

i

i
i

i
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Suppose that

µz

σ(z ′ ) = σ(u, v, z).

be the biggest

luster

z

and

c-planar embedding of C . Let
ontaining neither u nor v .

ontradi tion, that µz does not
z also ontains one between u and v ;
therefore, any su h a luster ontains both u and v , by the assumptions of
′
the lemma. Hen e, σ(z) = σ(u, v, z) = σ(z ), and σ(u, v, z) is the smallest
′
ontaining luster of at least two verti es, namely z and z . We prove

We

laim that

µz

Refer to a

ontaining

293

exists. Suppose, for a

exist. Then, every

luster

ontaining

that there exists an edge between two verti es whose smallest
luster is

σ(z),

thus

and hen e proving that
First, suppose that a

µz

ontaining both

u

p1

µ (u,v)

e1

e6
p4

and

v

and not

and not

ontaining

p6

p5
e4

e3

e5

µv

v’

u’
u

z ′ 6= z ,

v

e*

z’

p2 p3
e2

Figure 10.22: If

and

z

σ (u,v,z)

µu

satises Property O3,
′
Consider the edges in ident to z .

exists.

luster

ontaining

C

ontradi ting the fa t that

v

σ(z ′ ) = σ(u, v, z), and if
ontaining z exists, then µz exists.
if

a

luster

ontaining both

u

z exists (see Fig. 10.22). Let µu,v
u and v and not ontaining z .
as smallest
boundary

l(µu,v )

ontaining

B(µu,v )

of

be the biggest luster ontaining both
′
′
Then, if no neighbor of z has σ(z )
′
luster, ea h edge el in ident to z interse ts the

µu,v

that is the part of

the points

pl

in a point

B(µu,v )

pl

belonging to the line segment

o(G). Order
l(µu,v ) from one

lying in the interior of

as they are en ountered when walking on

p1 , p2 , . . . , pm su h points. By the
G, m ≥ 3 and there exists a fa e delimited by a 3- y le
∗
ontaining edges e1 and em . However, the third edge e of su h a y le
rosses twi e l(µu,v ) and hen e B(µu,v ), ontradi ting the c-planarity of

endpoint to the other one. Denote by
maximality of

the

onsidered embedding.

both

u

and

v

and not

Se ond, suppose that a

ontaining

luster

ontaining

z

does not exist (see Fig. 10.23). Then,
′
′
if µv exists and if no neighbor of z has σ(z ) as smallest ontaining

i

i
i

i
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z

σ(u,v,z)

e*

z’
e1
e2
e3

µu

e6
e4

e5

Figure 10.23: If
and

v

and not

z ′ 6= z ,

µv

v’

u’
u

v

σ(z ′ ) = σ(u, v, z), and if a luster
ontaining z does not exist, then µz exists.
if

luster, ea h edge

el

in ident to

z′

ontaining both

u

is also in ident either to a vertex

or to a vertex belonging to µv ; if µv does not exist and
′
′
if no neighbor of z has σ(z ) as smallest ontaining luster, ea h edge
′
el in ident to z is also in ident to a vertex belonging to µu . By the
c-planarity of the embedding, the order of the edges in ident to z ′ is a
belonging to

µu

(e1 , e2 , . . . , ei , ei+1 , . . . , em ) so that: (i) ej is in ident to a vertex
j = 1, 2, . . . , i, (ii) ei = (z ′ , u′ ), (iii) ei+1 = (z ′ , v ′ ), and (iv) ej
is in ident to a vertex in µv , for j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , m. Observe that, if
µv does not exist, ei+1 = (z ′ , v) and m = i + 1. By the maximality of G,
m ≥ 3 and there exists a fa e delimited by a 3- y le ontaining edges e1
∗
and em . However, the third edge e of su h a y le is an edge between
a vertex in µu and a vertex in µv (if µv exists) or is an edge between
a vertex in µu and v (if µv does not exist), ontradi ting the fa t that
(u′ , v ′ ) is the last edge in E ′ . This ompletes the proof of the laim that
µz exists.
sequen e
in

µu ,

for

z ′ and to a vertex
µz . The proof of su h a laim an be done analogously to
the proof that µz exists, namely by supposing, for a ontradi tion, that
′
no edge in ident to z is in ident to a vertex belonging to µz , and by
showing that this implies that the onsidered embedding is not c-planar
(if a luster ontaining both u and v and not ontaining z exists), or that
(u′ , v ′ ) is not the last edge in E ′ (if a luster ontaining both u and v and
not ontaining z does not exist).
Next, we

laim that there exists an edge in ident to

belonging to

Then, there exists an edge

(z ′ , z2 )

in ident to

z′

su h that

z2

belongs

i

i
i

i
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(z2 , z3 , . . . , zZ ) be a hordless path su h that zZ = z and
zi , for 2 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1, whi h exists by Corollary 10.1 (σ(z2 ) ontains z and ontains neither u nor v ). Consider path
(z1 , z2 , z3 , . . . , zZ ). For ea h hord (z1 , zj ), with j > 2, repla e the subpath of the urrent path with (z1 , zj ), resulting in a hordless path Pz .
By onstru tion, paths Pu , Pv , and Pz satisfy Condition 1 of the lemma.
•

Let

a des endant of

σ(z ′ )

ontains u and v and does not ontain z . In the
1
following we show how to nd a path Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ∗ ) su h that:
′
(i) z1 = z , (ii) σ(zi ) ontains u and v and does not ontain z , for 1 ≤
i ≤ Z ∗ − 2, (iii) σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) is either σ(u, v, z) or a luster ontaining u
Suppose that

and

v

and not

an estor of

ontaining

σ(zi ),

z , (iv) zZ ∗ belongs
1 ≤ i ≤ Z ∗ − 2.

to

µz ,

and (v)

σ(zi+1 )

is an

for ea h

1
Assume that Pz has already been determined till a vertex zi . We laim
that there exists an edge in ident to zi and to a vertex zi+1 su h that

σ(zi+1 ) is an an estor of σ(zi ) ontaining u and v and not
σ(zi+1 ) = σ(u, v, z), or σ(zi+1 ) ontains z and does not
u and v .
either
ing

z,

ontain-

or

ontain

zi is in ident to
µv , or to a vertex
belonging to a luster that ontains u and v , that does not ontain z , and
that is a des endant of σ(zi ). Observe that vertex zi is not adja ent to
any vertex vj su h that σ(vj ) = σ(zi ), by Property O3 of Denition 10.1.
Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that every edge in ident to

a vertex belonging to

First,
hild

onsider the

µ(u, v, ¬zi )

of

µu ,

or to a vertex belonging to

ase in whi h

σ(zi )

in

T

z.

Then, ea h edge in ident to

to

µ(u, v, ¬zi ).

σ(zi ) 6= σ(u, v), that is, there exists a
u and v and not ontaining

ontaining

zi

is also in ident to a vertex belonging

Analogously as above, a ontradi tion an be rea hed
∗
by proving that there exists an edge e that rosses twi e the boundary

B(µ(u, v, ¬zi ))
Se ond,

of

µ(u, v, ¬zi ).

onsider the

ase in whi h

σ(zi ) = σ(u, v).

Then, a

ontradi tion

an be rea hed by proving that: (i) if all the edges in ident to

µu

zi

are also

zi are
µv ), then there exists an edge that
rosses twi e the boundary B(µu ) of µu (resp. the boundary B(µv ) of
µv ); (ii) if some edges in ident to zi are also in ident to verti es in µu
and some edges in ident to zi are also in ident to verti es in µv , then
(u′ , v ′ ) is not the last edge in E ′ .

in ident to verti es belonging to

(or if all the edges in ident to

also in ident to verti es belonging to

i

i
i

i
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laim, namely that there exists an edge in ident to zi
zi+1 su h that either σ(zi+1 ) is an an estor of σ(zi )
ontaining u and v and not ontaining z , or σ(zi+1 ) = σ(u, v, z), or
σ(zi+1 ) ontains z and does not ontain u and v . The repetition of su h
an argument eventually leads to the hoi e of a vertex zZ ∗ that belongs
to µz or to the hoi e of a vertex zZ ∗ −1 su h that σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) = σ(u, v, z).
1
If zZ ∗ belongs to µz , then Pz has already been determined satisfying the
desired properties. If σ(zZ ∗ −1 ) = σ(u, v, z) then the same argument as
above shows that there exists an edge (zZ ∗ −1 , zZ ∗ ) su h that zZ ∗ belongs
1
to µz , thus obtaining a path Pz satisfying the desired properties.
This proves the

and to a vertex

Pz2 = (zZ ∗ , zZ ∗ +1 , . . . , zZ ) be a hordless path su h that zZ = z , and
zi+1 is a des endant of zi , for Z ∗ ≤ i ≤ Z − 1. Su h a path exists by
Corollary 10.1 (σ(zZ ∗ ) ontains z and ontains neither u nor v ).

Let

Pz1 and Pz2 . Su h a
path may eventually have hords. For ea h hord (zi , zj ), with j > i + 1,
repla e the subpath of the urrent path with (zi , zj ), whi h results in
a hordless path Pz . By onstru tion, paths Pu , Pv , and Pz satisfy
Finally,

onsider the path obtained by

on atenating

Condition 1 of the lemma.

2
A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for nding three paths satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12 or two paths satisfying Condition 2 of
Lemma 10.12 is presented in Algorithm 11.
As in Lemma 10.12, let C(G, T ) be a maximal outer lustered graph, let u,
v , and z be the verti es in ident to o(G), and suppose that: (i) σ(u) 6= σ(v),
σ(u) 6= σ(z), and σ(v) 6= σ(z); (ii) if there exists a luster ontaining exa tly
two verti es in ident to o(G), then su h verti es are u and v ; (iii) if the smallest
ontaining luster of one of u and v ontains the other one, then σ(v) ontains
u; and (iv) G has internal verti es.
Suppose that Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12 holds (see Fig. 10.24).

Cu,v , by Cu,z , and by Cv,z the lustered graphs whose underlying
Gu,v , Gu,z , and Gv,z are the subgraphs of G indu ed by the verti es
in ident to and internal to y le Cu,v ≡ (u, v)∪(Pu \{u1 })∪(u2 , v2 )∪(Pv \{v1 }),
in ident to and internal to y le Cu,z ≡ (u, z) ∪ Pu ∪ Pz , and in ident to and
internal to y le Cv,z ≡ (v, z) ∪ Pv ∪ Pz , and whose in lusion trees Tu,v , Tu,z ,
and Tv,z are the subtrees of T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es of
Gu,v , of Gu,z , and of Gv,z , respe tively.
Denote by

graphs

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 11 Two or Three Paths in Outer lustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ), as in Lemma 10.12.
Ensure: Paths Pu , Pv , and Pz satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12,
paths

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

37:
38:
39:
40:

Pu

and

Pv

µu ← biggest luster ontaining u and not
µv ← biggest luster ontaining v and not
if µv exists then
E ′ ← set of edges whose end-verti es are

else

E′ ←

end if

or

satisfying Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12

set of edges in ident to

v

ontaining
ontaining
one in

µu

v;
u (if

it exists);

and one in

whose other end-vertex is in

µv ;

µu ;

(u′ , v ′ ) ← last of the edges in E ′ in ident to l(µu ) starting from (u, v);
z ′ ← vertex forming a fa e with (u′ , v ′ );
Pu ← edge (z ′ , u′ ) plus the path obtained by Algorithm 9 on C and u′ ;
Pv ← edge (z ′ , v ′ ) plus the path obtained by Algorithm 9 on C and v ′ ;
if z ′ = z then
return Pu and Pv ;

else
if σ(z ′ )

Pz ←

ontains

z

and

ontains neither

u

nor

the path obtained by Algorithm 9 on

return Pu , Pv , and Pz ;
end if
if σ(z ′ ) = σ(u, v, z) then

v then
C and z ′ ;

(z ′ , z2 ) ← edge su h that z2 is in a luster ontaining z and neither u
nor v ;
(z2 , z3 , . . . , zZ ) ← path obtained by Algorithm 9 on C and z2 ;
Pz ← the path obtained by Algorithm 10 on G and (z ′ , z2 , z3 , . . . , zZ );
return Pu , Pv , and Pz ;

end if
if σ(z ′ )

ontains u and v and does not ontain z then
zj ← z ′ ;
while σ(zj ) ontains u and v and does not ontain z
zi ← zj ; (zi , zi+1 ) ← edge su h that σ(zi+1 ) is not
σ(zi );
add (zi , zi+1 ) to the urrent path; zj ← zi+1 ;

do
a des endant of

end while
if σ(zi ) = σ(u, v, z) then
(zi , zi+1 ) ← edge su
add (zi , zi+1 ) to the

end if

h that

σ(zi+1 )

ontains

z

and neither

u

nor

v;

urrent path;

Pz1 = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ∗ ) ← the urrent path;
Pz2 = (zZ ∗ , zZ ∗ +1 , . . . , zZ ) ← path obtained by Algorithm 9 on C
zZ ∗ ;
Pz ← the path obtained by Algorithm 10 on G and Pz1 plus Pz2 ;
return Pu , Pv , and Pz ;

and

end if
end if

i

i
i

i
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µz σ(z)

σ(u,v,z)

z
u1=v1=z1
Cv,z

Cu,z
σ(u,v)
µu

u

Figure 10.24: Graphs

v2

u2

σ(u)

σ(v)

Cu,v

µv

v

Cu,v , Cu,z , and Cv,z when Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12
Pu , Pv , Pz , and edges (u, v), (u, z), (v, z), and

holds. Thi k edges show paths

(u2 , v2 ).

Lemma 10.13
Proof:

Cu,v , Cu,z , and Cv,z are linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.

Cu,v , the proofs for Cu,z and Cv,z being
c-planar embedding of Cu,v and to Fig. 10.25. The outer
fa e of Gu,v is delimited by a simple y le Cu,v . We prove that the boundary of
ea h luster µ ontaining verti es of Cu,v and not ontaining all the verti es of
Cu,v interse ts Cu,v exa tly twi e. By onstru tion, ea h luster ontaining both
u and v ontains all the verti es of Gu,v and ea h luster ontaining neither u
nor v does not ontain any vertex of Gu,v . Finally, ea h luster µ ontaining
u and not ontaining v (the arguments for ea h luster µ ontaining v and not
ontaining u being analogous) interse ts edge (u, v) exa tly on e, interse ts
path (Pu \ {u1 }) ∪ (u2 , v2 ) exa tly on e, and does not interse t path Pv \ {v1 }.
It follows that µ interse ts Cu,v twi e. By Lemma 10.1, Cu,v is a bi onne ted
We prove the statement for

analogous. Refer to a

internally-triangulated outer lustered graph.

Σ = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk su h that: (i) µ1 =
µi in Tu,v , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h − 2, (iii) µh−1 is
the biggest luster ontaining u and not ontaining v , (iv) µh is σ(u, v), (v)
µh+1 is the biggest luster ontaining v and not ontaining u, (vi) µi+1 is the
only hild of µi in Tu,v ontaining v , for i = h + 1, h + 2, . . . , k − 1, and (vii)
µk = σ(v). Noti e that, if a luster ontaining v and not ontaining u does not
exist, then µh = µk . In the following we prove that Cu,v is linearly-ordered
a ording to Σ.
We prove that Cu,v satises Property LO1 of Denition 10.2. Ea h vertex
x in Gu,v either belongs to µh−1 , or to µh+1 , or is su h that σ(x) = σ(u, v).
Consider the sequen e of

σ(u),

(ii)

µi+1

lusters

is the parent of

i

i
i

i
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σ (u,v)= µ4

µ5
µ
v2 6µ7
µ8
µ9

µ3

µ2 u
2

µ1

u

v

Cu,v

σ (u,v)= µ5

µ1

µ3
µ2 u2

ontaining
ontaining

v
u

loser look to

and not

µ4

u

(a)
Figure 10.25: A
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Cu,v

v=v2

(b)

Cu,v . Cluster sequen e Σ is shown. (a) A luster
u exists. (b) A luster ontaining v and not

ontaining

does not exist.

o(Gu,v ) either belong to
Gu,v belong to the
smallest luster ontaining both µh−1 and µh+1 , that is σ(u, v), and do not
belong to any luster ontaining neither u nor v . If µv does not exist, then all
the verti es in ident to o(Gu,v ), ex ept for v , belong to µh−1 and v belongs to
σ(u, v); hen e, all the verti es of Gu,v belong to the smallest luster ontaining
both µh−1 and v , that is σ(u, v), and do not belong to any luster ontaining
neither u nor v . Further, Σ in ludes all and only the lusters ontaining at least
one of u and v , ex ept for the lusters ontaining both u and v and an estors of
σ(u, v); however, ea h luster ontaining both u and v , and an estor of σ(u, v)
is dierent from σ(x), for any vertex x of Gu,v , sin e x is also ontained in
σ(u, v). Sin e, for ea h internal vertex x of G, σ(x) is a luster ontaining at
least one out of u and v , then σ(x) = µi , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k .
We prove that Cu,v satises Property LO2. Edge (u, v) and the path obtained by on atenating Pu \ {u1 }, (u2 , v2 ), and Pv \ {v1 } are monotone paths
delimiting o(Gu,v ).
We prove that Cu,v satises Property LO3. By onstru tion, µi+1 is the
parent of µi , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h − 2, and µi+1 is a hild of µi , for i = h +
1, h + 2, . . . , k − 1. Hen e, in order to prove that Cu,v satises Property LO3,
it su es to show that µh is the parent of µh−1 and that µh is the parent of
µh+1 . By onstru tion, µh−1 (resp. µh+1 ) is the biggest luster ontaining u
and not ontaining v (resp.
ontaining v and not ontaining u). Hen e, the
parent of µh−1 (resp. of µh+1 ) is σ(u, v), that by denition is µh .
2
Namely, if

µh−1

or to

µv exists,
µh+1 , by

then all the verti es in ident to

onstru tion; hen e, all the verti es of

Suppose that Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12 holds (see Fig. 10.26).

Cu,v , by Cu,z , and by Cv,z the lustered graphs whose underlying
Gu,v , Gu,z , and Gv,z are the subgraphs of G indu ed by the verti es

Denote by
graphs

i

i
i

i
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µz

σ(u,v,z)

u1=v1=z

σ(z)

Cu,z

Cv,z

u2

v2

σ(u,v)
µu

σ(u)

σ(v)

u

Figure 10.26: Graphs
holds.

C u,v

Cu,v , Cu,z ,

Thi k edges show paths

(u2 , v2 ).

µv

v

and Cv,z when Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12
Pu , Pv , and edges (u, v), (u, z), (v, z), and

Cu,v ≡ (u, v)∪(Pu \{u1 })∪(u2 , v2 )∪(Pv \{v1 }),
Cu,z ≡ (u, z) ∪ Pu , and in ident to and internal
to y le Cv,z ≡ (v, z)∪Pv , and whose in lusion trees Tu,v , Tu,z , and Tv,z are the
subtrees of T indu ed by the lusters ontaining verti es of Gu,v , of Gu,z , and
of Gv,z , respe tively. We have the following lemma, whose proof is analogous
in ident to and internal to

y le

in ident to and internal to

y le

to the one of Lemma 10.13.

Lemma 10.14

Cu,v , Cu,z , and Cv,z are linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.

We are now ready to exhibit the main theorem of this se tion.

Theorem 10.2 Let C(G, T ) be a maximal outer lustered graph. Then, for every triangular- onvex-separated drawing Γ(Co ) of Co , there exists an internallyonvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C ompleting Γ(Co ).
Proof:

Let

u, v , and z

be the verti es in ident to

internal verti es, otherwise

Co

and

C

o(G).

Suppose that

G has

are the same graph, and the statement

trivially follows.
If

σ(u) = σ(v),

then we

laim that

C is a linearly-ordered outer lustered
C is a maximal outer lustered graph

graph. Refer to Fig. 10.27. Observe that
by hypothesis, hen e

G

is bi onne ted and internally-triangulated.

Dene the sequen e of

σ(u) = σ(v),

(ii)

is the biggest

µi+1

luster

Σ = µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µk su h that: (i) µ1 =
µi in T , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h − 2, (iii) µh−1
u and v and not ontaining z , if any su h a

lusters

is the parent of
ontaining

i

i
i

i
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µ4
µ5

µ6

µ7

µ8

301

z

µ3
µ2
µ1

u

Figure 10.27: If

σ(u) = σ(v),

v

then

C

is a linearly-ordered outer lustered graph.

µh = σ(u, v, z), (v) µh+1 is the biggest luster ontaining z
u and v , if any su h a luster exists, (vi) µi+1 is the only
hild of µi in T ontaining z , for i = h + 1, h + 2, . . . , k − 1, and (vii) µk = σ(z).
We laim that C is linearly-ordered a ording to Σ.
We prove that C satises Property LO1 of Denition 10.2. By onstru tion,
Σ in ludes all the lusters ontaining at least one out of u, v , and z , with the
ex eption of the lusters that ontain all of u, v , and z and that are an estors
of σ(u, v, z); however, ea h luster ontaining all of u, v , and z and an estor of
σ(u, v, z) is dierent from σ(x), for any vertex x of G, sin e x is also ontained
in σ(u, v, z). Sin e, for ea h vertex x of G, σ(x) is a luster ontaining at least
one out of u, v , and z , by denition of outer lustered graph, then σ(x) = µi ,
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k .
We prove that C satises Property LO2. Path (u, v, z) and edge (u, z) are
monotone paths delimiting o(G).
We prove that C satises Property LO3. By onstru tion, µi+1 is the parent
of µi , for i = 1, 2, . . . , h−2, and µi+1 is a hild of µi , for i = h+1, h+2, . . . , k−1.
Hen e, in order to prove that C satises Property LO3, it su es to show that
µh is the parent of µh−1 and that µh is the parent of µh+1 . By onstru tion,
µh−1 (resp. µh+1 ) is the biggest luster ontaining u and v and not ontaining
z (resp. ontaining z and not ontaining u and v ). Hen e, the parent of µh−1
(resp. of µh+1 ) is σ(u, v, z), that by denition is µh .
Analogously, if σ(u) = σ(z) or if σ(v) = σ(z), C is a linearly-ordered
luster exists, (iv)

and not

ontaining

outer lustered graph. By Lemma 10.4, a triangular- onvex-separated drawing
of

Co

is also a

onvex-separated drawing of

Co , hen

e in su h

ases the theorem

dire tly follows from Theorem 10.1.
Now suppose that

σ(u) 6= σ(v), σ(u) 6= σ(z),

and

σ(v) 6= σ(z).

Suppose

i

i
i

i
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also that, if there exists a

o(G), then su
z , or v and z
ontaining

u.

The

h verti es are

luster

ontaining exa tly two verti es in ident to

u and v .

The

ases in whi h su h verti es are

u and

an be treated analogously. Suppose nally that if the smallest

luster of one of

ase in whi h

σ(u)

u

and

v

ontains

ontains the other one, then

v

σ(v)

ontains

an be treated analogously.

By Lemma 10.12, there exist three paths Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uU ), Pv =
(v1 , v2 , . . . , vV ), and Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ) satisfying Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12,
or there exist two paths Pu = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uU ) and Pv = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vV ) satisfying Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12.

Suppose that Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12 holds. By Lemma 10.13, Cu,v (Gu,v , Tu,v ),
Cu,z (Gu,z , Tu,z ), and Cv,z (Gv,z , Tv,z ) are linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.
Refer to Fig. 10.28. Suppose that U > 2 and that V > 2. Consider a hild
σ ′ (z1 ) of σ(z1 ) su h that: (i) if σ(z1 ) ontains z and does not ontain u and v ,
′
′
then σ (z1 ) is the unique hild of σ(z1 ); (ii) if σ(z1 ) = σ(u, v, z), then σ (z1 ) is
the unique hild of σ(z1 ) ontaining z ; (iii) if σ(z1 ) ontains u and v and does
′
not ontain z , then σ (z1 ) is the unique hild of σ(z1 ) ontaining u. The existen e of su h

lusters in ea h of the three

ases

an be proved as in the proof of

Lemma 10.12. Noti e that, in any

ase, one of the two polygonal lines obtained
′
as interse tion of the triangle representing (u, v, z) and R(σ(z1 ), σ (z1 )) lies on
′
edge (u, z). Consider a point p(z1 ) of int(R(σ(z1 ), σ (z1 ))) arbitrarily lose to

(u, z). Pla e u1 = v1 = z1 at p(z1 ).
σ ′ (zi ) be any hild of σ(zi ) su h that the border of σ ′ (zi ) has interse tion
with (u, z), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1. Noti e that su h a hild is unique, ex ept
for the ase in whi h σ(zi ) = σ(u, v, z), in whi h σ(zi ) may have two hildren
satisfying the required properties, namely the biggest luster ontaining u and
not ontaining z and the biggest luster ontaining z and not ontaining u.
Draw a straight-line segment p(z1 )z and pla e zi at any point of the segment
int(R(σ(zi ), σ ′ (zi ))) ∩ p(z1 )z , for ea h 2 ≤ l ≤ Z − 1.
Denote by T (u, v, p(z1 )) the triangle with verti es u, v , and p(z1 ). Denote
by H(l(z, p(z1 )), u) (by H(l(z, p(z1 )), v)) the open half-plane delimited by the
ontaining v ). Consider
line through z and p(z1 ), and ontaining u (resp.
′
the unique hild σ (u2 ) of σ(u2 ). One of the two polygonal lines obtained as
′
interse tion of the triangle representing (u, v, z) and R(σ(u2 ), σ (u2 )) lies on
edge (u, z). Consider a point p(u2 ) in H(l(z, p(z1 )), u) ∩ int(T (u, v, p(z1 ))) ∩
int(R(σ(u2 ), σ ′ (u2 ))) arbitrarily lose to edge (u, p(z1 )). Pla e u2 at p(u2 ).
′
Let σ (ui ) be the unique hild of σ(ui ), for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ U − 1. Draw a
straight-line segment p(u2 )u and pla e ui at any point of the segment int(R(σ(ui ),
σ ′ (ui ))) ∩ p(u2 )u, for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ U − 1.
Denote by T (p(u2 ), v, p(z1 )) the triangle having p(u2 ), v , and p(z1 ) as veredge

Let

i

i
i

i
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H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) the open half-plane delimited by the
p(u2 ), and ontaining v . Consider the unique hild σ ′ (v2 )
of σ(v2 ). Consider any point p(v2 ) in H(l(z, p(z1 )), v) ∩ H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) ∩
int(T (p(u2 ), v, p(z1 ))) ∩ int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))). Observe that, sin e p(z1 ) and
p(u2 ) are arbitrarily lose to edge (u, z), both half-planes H(l(z, p(z1 )), v)
and H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) entirely ontain triangle T (u, v, z), ex ept for an arbitrarily small strip lose to edge (u, z). This guarantees that H(l(z, p(z1 )), v) ∩
H(l(u, p(u2 )), v)∩int(T (p(u2 ), v, p(z1 )))∩int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))) is a onvex nonempty region. Then, pla e v2 at p(v2 ).
′
Let σ (vi ) be the unique hild of σ(vi ), for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ V − 1. Draw a
′
straight-line segment p(v2 )v and pla e vi at any point of int(R(σ(vi ), σ (vi )))
∩ p(v2 )v , for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ V − 1. Straightforward modi ations make the
des ribed algorithm work also for the ases in whi h U = 2 and/or V = 2.
ti es.

Denote also by

line through

u

and

Su h modi ations are des ribed in Algorithm 13 below.

z2=zZ−1

z=z Z

H(l(u,p(u2)),v)

p(u1)=p(v1 )=p(z1)
Cu,z
Cv,z
p(u2)

p(v2 )

u3
u=uU u U−1
H(l(z,p(z1)),u) H(l(z,p(z1)),v)
Figure

10.28:

Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z )

Constru tion

of

C u,v

drawings

v V−1

v=v V

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ),

and

when Condition 1 of Lemma 10.12 holds.

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), by Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ), and by Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ) the onstru ted
(Cu,v , Tu,v ), of (Cu,z , Tu,z ), and of (Cv,z , Tv,z ), respe tively. We have

Denote by
drawings of

the following:

Lemma 10.15

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ), and Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ) are onvex-separated
drawings of the outer fa es of Cu,v (Gu,v , Tu,v ), Cu,z (Gu,z , Tu,z ), and Cv,z (Gv,z , Tv,z ),
respe tively.

i

i
i

i
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Proof:
and

We prove the statement for

Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z )

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), the proof for Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ),
P , Pu,v , Pu,z , and Pv,z the polyand Cv,z , respe tively. The drawing is

being analogous. Denote by

gons representing

y les

C , Cu,v , Cu,z ,

straight-line and re tangular by
easily des ends from the

onstru tion. The absen e of edge

rossings

onstru tion. The absen e of region-region

rossings

des ends from the fa t that no
We prove that

luster is drawn by the algorithm.

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v )

has no edge-region

ontradi tion, that there is an edge-region
luster

ν.

If both endverti es of

is internal to

e

rosses

of

e

ν

belong to

if one endvertex of

exa tly on e; hen e, it

do not belong to

verti es of

e.

ν;

e

Gu,v ,

ν.

Any

hen e it

e

rossings.

Suppose, for a

rossing between an edge

ν

belongs to

then, by the

ν

e

and a

onvexity of

then, by the

ν, e
ν,

onvexity of

an be assumed that both the endverti es

luster

ontaining both

ontains all the drawing of

u and v
Cu,v and

ontains all the
does not

ross

ν ontains u and does not ontain v , or
vi e versa. Suppose that ν ontains u and does not ontain v , the other ase
being analogous. Consider the parent µ of ν in Tu,v . Su h a parent exists sin e
otherwise ν would be the root of T , ontradi ting the fa t that ν does not
ontain v . By denition of triangular- onvex-separated drawing, there exists a
onvex region R(µ, ν) with the properties des ribed in Denition 10.4; one of
the sides of su h a region separates ν from the rest of the drawing, thus avoiding
an edge-region rossing between e and ν . More pre isely, sin e C(G, T ) is an
outer lustered graph, ν has exa tly two in ident edges e1 (ν) and e2 (ν) in ident
to o(G). Denote by u(e1 (ν)) and u(e2 (ν)) the endverti es of e1 (ν) and e2 (ν)
belonging to ν . Denote by p(l1 ) the endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) that lies on e1 (ν) (if
both endpoints of l1 (µ, ν) lie on e1 (ν), then p(l1 ) is the one that is loser to
u(e1 (ν))). Note that an endpoint of l1 (µ, ν) lying on e1 (ν) exists as Γ satises
Property CS3. Analogously dene p(l2 ). Then, segment p(l1 )p(l2 ) splits P into
′
′′
′
two disjoint onvex polygons P and P , where P
ontains all and only the
′′
verti es belonging to ν and P
ontains all and only the verti es not belonging
′′
to ν , as Γ(Co ) satises Property CS3. By onvexity, e is internal to P , while
′
the part of ν inside P is internal to P . Hen e, e does not ross ν .
We prove that Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ) satises Property CS1 of Denition 10.3. The
angles u
[
[
2 uv and v
2 vu in ident to u and v inside Pu,v are stri tly less than
180◦, sin e they are respe tively less than angles zd
uv and zd
vu, that are angles
of P , whi h is a triangle. By onstru tion, v2 is ontained inside triangle
T (p(u2 ), v, p(z1 )), hen e u\
2 v2 v is the angle of a triangle having u2 , v2 , and v
◦
as verti es, hen e it is less than 180 . Finally, angle u
\
u2 v2 is less than 180◦ ,
sin e by onstru tion v2 is pla ed in the half-plane H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) delimited
by the line through u and p(u2 ), and ontaining v .
Hen e, it

an be assumed that

i

i
i

i
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We prove that Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ) satises Property CS2. Observe that σ(u) and
σ(v) are the rst and the last luster in Σ, respe tively, and that the angles
◦
u[
[
2 uv and v
2 vu in ident to u and v inside Pu,v are stri tly less than 180 , as
proved above.

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ) satises Property CS3. The existen e of reR(µ, ν) inside Pu,v des ends from the existen e of regions R(µ, ν) inside
P , where ν is any hild of µ in Tu,v . Namely, the drawn edges ut ea h onvex
region R(µ, ν) into two or three onvex regions. Su h regions satisfy the properties that have to be satised by R(µ, ν) inside Pu,v , as an be easily dedu ed
from the fa t that the same properties are satised by R(µ, ν) inside P .
2
Graphs Cu,v , Cu,z , and Cv,z are, in general, not tri onne ted sin e there
ould exist hords: (i) in Cu,v between any vertex in Pu \ {u1 } and any vertex
in Pv \ {v1 }; (ii) in Cu,z between vertex u1 and any vertex in Pu \ {u1 }, and
between any vertex in Pu \{u1 } and any vertex in Pz \{z1 }; (iii) in Cv,z between
vertex v1 and any vertex in Pv \ {v1 }, and between any vertex in Pv \ {v1 } and
any vertex in Pz \ {z1 }. By Lemma 10.2, ea h of su h hords splits a linearlyWe prove that

gions

ordered outer lustered graph into two smaller linearly-ordered outer lustered
graphs. Further, by

onstru tion the endverti es of ea h of su h

ollinear with any other vertex of the
the

hords as straight-line segments into drawings

and

Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ),

that are

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ),

onvex-separated by Lemma 10.15, splits them into

onvex-separated drawings. When all the
ing graphs of the resulting

hords are not

y le. Hen e, by Lemma 10.3, inserting

hords have been added, the underly-

lustered graphs are all tri onne ted and internally-

triangulated. Hen e, Theorem 10.1 applies and an internally- onvex-separated
drawing of ea h of su h linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs
stru ted inside the

an be

on-

orresponding outer fa e, thus obtaining an internally-

onvex-separated drawing of

C.

Now suppose that Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12 holds.
By Lemma 10.14,

Cu,v (Gu,v , Tu,v ), Cu,z (Gu,z , Tu,z ), and Cv,z (Gv,z , Tv,z ) are

linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs.
Refer to Fig. 10.29. Suppose that U
′
hild σ (ui ) of σ(ui ), for ea h

the unique

> 2 and that V > 2.
2 ≤ i ≤ U − 1. Noti e

Consider
that one

of the two polygonal lines obtained as interse tion of the triangle represent′
ing (u, v, z) and R(σ(u2 ), σ (u2 )) lies on edge (u, z). Consider a point p(u2 )
′
of int(R(σ(u2 ), σ (u2 ))) arbitrarily lose to (u, z). Pla e u2 at p(u2 ). Draw a
straight-line segment p(u2 )u and pla e ui at any point of the segment int(R(σ(ui ),
σ ′ (ui ))) ∩ p(u2 )u, for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ U − 1.
Denote by T (p(u2 ), v, z) the triangle having p(u2 ), v , and z as verti es. De-

i

i
i

i
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H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) the open half-plane delimited by the line through
p(u2 ), and ontaining v .
′
Let σ (vi ) be the unique hild of σ(vi ), for ea h 2 ≤ i ≤ V − 1. Consider
′
any point p(v2 ) in H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) ∩ int(T (p(u2 ), v, z)) ∩ int(R(σ(v2 ), σ (v2 )))
and pla e v2 at p(v2 ). Draw a straight-line segment p(v2 )v and pla e vi at any
′
point of the segment int(R(σ(vi ), σ (vi ))) ∩ p(v2 )v , for ea h 3 ≤ i ≤ V − 1.
note also by

u

and

Straightforward modi ations make the des ribed algorithm work also for the
ases in whi h

U = 2

V = 2

or

simultaneously when Condition

(noti e that

U = 2

and

V = 2

do not hold

2 of Lemma 10.12 holds, otherwise

G

would

not have internal verti es). Su h modi ations are des ribed in Algorithm 14
below.

z=z Z

H(l(u,p(u2)),v)

Cu,z

Cv,z

p(u2)

p(v2 )

u3
C u,v

u=uU u U−1

Figure

10.29:

Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z )

Constru tion

of

drawings

v V−1

v=v V

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ),

and

when Condition 2 of Lemma 10.12 holds.

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), by Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ), and by Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ) the onstru ted
(Cu,v , Tu,v ), of (Cu,z , Tu,z ), and of (Cv,z , Tv,z ), respe tively. We have

Denote by
drawings of

the following lemma, whose proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 10.15.

Lemma 10.16

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ), and Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ) are onvex-separated
drawings of the outer fa es of Cu,v (Gu,v , Tu,v ), Cu,z (Gu,z , Tu,z ), and Cv,z (Gv,z , Tv,z ),
respe tively.
Cv,z are, in general, not tri onne ted, sin e there
Cu,v between any vertex in Pu \ {u1 } and any vertex
Pv \ {v1 }; (ii) in Cu,z between vertex u1 and any vertex in Pu \ {u1 }; (iii)
Cv,z between vertex v1 and any vertex in Pv \ {v1 }. By Lemma 10.2, ea h
Graphs

ould exist
in
in

Cu,v , Cu,z ,

and

hords: (i) in

i

i
i

i
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hords splits a linearly-ordered outer lustered graph into two smaller

linearly-ordered outer lustered graphs. Further, by
ti es of ea h of su h

hords are not

onstru tion, the endver-

ollinear with any other vertex of the

y le.

Hen e, by Lemma 10.3, inserting the hords as straight-line segments into drawings

Γ(Cu,v , Tu,v ), Γ(Cu,z , Tu,z ),

and

Lemma 10.16, splits them into

Γ(Cv,z , Tv,z ),

that are

onvex-separated by

onvex-separated drawings.

have been added, the underlying graphs of the resulting

When all

hords

lustered graphs are

all tri onne ted and internally-triangulated. Hen e, Theorem 10.1 applies and
an internally- onvex-separated drawing of ea h of su h linearly-ordered outerlustered graphs

an be

onstru ted inside the

orresponding outer fa e, thus

obtaining an internally- onvex-separated drawing of

C.

2

A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for drawing a maximal outerlustered graph

C

(supposing that, if there exists a

two verti es in ident to
smallest
ontains

ontaining

u)

o(G),

then su h verti es are

luster of one of

u

and

v

luster

u

and

ontaining exa tly

v,

and that, if the

ontains the other one, then

σ(v)

is presented in Algorithms 1215.

10.5 How to Draw Clustered Graphs
In this se tion we prove that every lustered graph
onvex-separated drawing
drawing

Γ(Co )

of

Co .

Γ(C)

C(G, T ) admits an internally-

ompleting an arbitrary triangular- onvex-separated

The result is a hieved by means of an indu tive algo-

rithm, where the indu tion is on the number of verti es plus the number of
lusters of

C.

In the base

ase,

C

is an outer lustered graph and the statement

follows from Theorem 10.2. Consider any maximal

lustered graph

C(G, T ).

Case 1: There exists a minimal luster ontaining exa tly one
internal vertex and no external vertex. Refer to Fig. 10.30. Let µ be a
minimal

luster

ontaining exa tly one vertex

v

internal to

G

and

ontaining

no vertex in ident to o(G). Remove µ from T obtaining a lustered graph
C ′ (G, T ′ ). Observe that Co and Co′ are the same graph, sin e µ does not
ontain verti es in ident to o(G). The number of verti es plus the number
′
of lusters of C is one less than the number of verti es plus the number of
lusters of

C.

Hen e, the indu tive hypothesis applies and, for an arbitrary

triangular- onvex-separated drawing Γ(Co ), there exists an internally- onvex′
′
′
separated drawing Γ(C ) of C
ompleting Γ(Co ). In Γ(C ) a small disk D an
be drawn with the following properties: it is
the boundary of any

v,

luster, it does not

entered at

v,

it does not interse t

ontain any vertex of

and it has interse tion only with the edges in ident to

v.

G di

erent from

For ea h edge

ei

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 12 Drawing Outer lustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ) and Γ(Co ).
Ensure: An internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:
16:
17:

18:

if

G has no internal
Γ(C) ← Γ(Co );

21:
22:

Γ(Co ).

then

else
if σ(u) = σ(v) or σ(u) = σ(z) or σ(v) = σ(z) then
Γ(C) ←
Γ(Co );

C , obtaining
Pu and Pv ;
for 2 ≤ i ≤ U − 1 do
σ ′ (ui ) ← the unique hild of σ(ui );
apply Algorithm 11 on

Pz ,

C

and

Pu , Pv ,

and

the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 8 on

else

either three paths

or two paths

end for
for 2 ≤ i ≤ V
σ ′ (vi ) ←

−1

do

the unique

end for
if Algorithm

hild of

σ(vi );

11 on C returns three paths Pu = (u1 , . . . , uU ), Pv =
(v1 , . . . , vV ), and Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ) then
for 1 ≤ i ≤ Z − 1 do
if U > 2 then
σ ′ (zi ) ← any hild of σ(zi ) whose border has interse tion with
(u, z);

else

σ ′ (zi ) ←
(v, z);

19:

20:

vertex

ompleting

any

hild of

σ(zi )

whose border has interse tion with

end if
end for

Γ(C) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 13
C , Pu , σ ′ (u2 ), . . . , σ ′ (uU−1 ), Pv , σ ′ (v2 ), . . . , σ ′ (vV −1 ), Pz ,
σ (z1 ), . . . , σ ′ (zZ−1 ), and Γ(Co );

on
′
23:
24:

25:

26:
27:
28:
29:

end if
if Algorithm 11 on C
(v1 , . . . , vV ) then

returns two paths

Pu = (u1 , . . . , uU )

and

Pv =

Γ(C) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 14 on C , Pu ,
σ ′ (u2 ), . . . , σ ′ (uU−1 ), Pv , σ ′ (v2 ), . . . , σ ′ (vV −1 ), and Γ(Co );

end if
end if
end if
return Γ(C);

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 13 Drawing Outer lustered Graphs with
Require: C , Pu = (u1 , . . . , uU ), σ′ (u2 ), . . . , σ′ (uU−1 ), Pv

Three Paths

= (v1 , . . . , vV ),
σ ′ (v2 ), . . . , σ ′ (vV −1 ), Pz = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zZ ), σ ′ (z1 ), . . . , σ ′ (zZ−1 ), and Γ(Co );
Ensure: An internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C ompleting Γ(Co ).
1:
2:
3:

4:

5:

6:
7:

8:

9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:

16:

17:
18:
19:
20:

if

U > 2 then
p(z1 ) ← point of int(R(σ(z1 ), σ ′ (z1 ))) lose to (u, z); pla e z1 at p(z1 );
H(l(z, p(z1 )), u), H(l(z, p(z1 )), v) ← the open half-planes delimited by
the line through z and p(z1 ), and ontaining u and v , respe tively;
p(u2 )
← point of H(l(z, p(z1 )), u) ∩ int(T (u, v, p(z1))) ∩
int(R(σ(u2 ), σ ′ (u2 ))) lose to (u, p(z1 )); pla e u2 at p(u2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pu \ {u1 }, R(σ(u3 ), σ (u3 )), R(σ(u4 ), σ (u4 )), . . . ,
′
R(σ(uU−1 ), σ (uU−1 )), and p(u2 )u;
if V > 2 then
H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) ← the open half-plane delimited by the line through
u and p(u2 ) and ontaining v ;
p(v2 )
← point of H(l(z, p(z1)), v) ∩ H(l(u, p(u2)), v) ∩
int(T (p(u2 ), v, p(z1 ))) ∩ int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))); pla e v2 at p(v2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pv \ {v1 }, R(σ(v3 ), σ (v3 )), R(σ(v4 ), σ (v4 )),
′
. . . , R(σ(vV −1 ), σ (vV −1 )), and p(v2 )v ;

end if
else
if V > 2 then

p(z1 ) ← point of int(R(σ(z1 ), σ ′ (z1 ))) lose to (v, z); pla e z1 at p(z1 );
H(l(z, p(z1 )), v) ← the open half-plane delimited by the line through
z and p(z1 ), and ontaining v ;
p(v2 )
← point of H(l(z, p(z1 )), v) ∩ int(T (u, v, p(z1))) ∩
int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))) lose to (v, p(z1 )); pla e v2 at p(v2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pv \ {v1 }, R(σ(v3 ), σ (v3 )), R(σ(v4 ), σ (v4 )),
′
. . . , R(σ(vV −1 ), σ (vV −1 )), and p(v2 )v ;

end if
end if
if U = 2 and V
p(z1 ) ←

= 2 then
int(R(σ(z1 ), σ ′ (z1 )));

point of

pla e

z1

at

p(z1 );

21:

end if

22:

apply

23:

draw ea h edge of

24:

apply Algorithm 8 on ea h resulting linearly-ordered outer lustered graph

25:

Γ(C) ←

Pz , R(σ(z2 ), σ ′ (z2 )), R(σ(z3 ), σ ′ (z3 )), . . . ,
p(z1 )z ;
G between two verti es belonging to Pu , to Pv , or to Pz

Algorithm 15 on
R(σ(zZ−1 ), σ ′ (zZ−1 )), and
as a straight-line segment;

ompleting a drawing of the

26:

orresponding outer fa e;

the resulting internally- onvex-separated drawing of

return Γ(C);

C;

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 14 Drawing Outer lustered Graphs with Two Paths
Require: C , Pu = (u1 , . . . , uU ), σ′ (u2 ), . . . , σ′ (uU−1 ), Pv = (v1 , . . . , vV ),
σ ′ (v2 ), . . . , σ ′ (vV −1 ),

Ensure:
1:
2:
3:

4:
5:

6:

7:

8:
9:
10:
11:

if

and

Γ(Co );

An internally- onvex-separated drawing

U > 2 then
p(u2 ) ← point

Γ(C) of C

ompleting

Γ(Co ).

int(R(σ(u2 ), σ ′ (u2 ))) lose to (u, z); pla e u2 at p(u2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pu \ {u1 }, R(σ(u3 ), σ (u3 )), R(σ(u4 ), σ (u4 )), . . . ,
′
R(σ(uU−1 ), σ (uU−1 )), and p(u2 )u;
if V > 2 then
H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) ← the open half-plane delimited by the line through
u and p(u2 ), and ontaining v ;
p(v2 )
← point of H(l(u, p(u2 )), v) ∩ int(T (p(u2 ), v, z)) ∩
int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))); pla e v2 at p(v2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pv \ {v1 }, R(σ(v3 ), σ (v3 )), R(σ(v4 ), σ (v4 )),
′
. . . , R(σ(vV −1 ), σ (vV −1 )), and p(v2 )v ;
of

end if
else

int(R(σ(v2 ), σ ′ (v2 ))); pla e v2 at p(v2 );
′
′
apply Algorithm 15 on Pv \ {v1 }, R(σ(v3 ), σ (v3 )), R(σ(v4 ), σ (v4 )), . . . ,
′
R(σ(vV −1 ), σ (vV −1 )), and p(v2 )v ;
p(v2 ) ←

point of

12:

end if

13:

draw ea h edge of

G

between two verti es belonging to

straight-line segment;

Pu

or to

Pv

as a

14:

apply Algorithm 8 on ea h resulting linearly-ordered outer lustered graph

15:

Γ(C) ←

ompleting a drawing of the

16:

orresponding outer fa e;

the resulting internally- onvex-separated drawing of

return Γ(C);

C;

Algorithm 15 Drawing Path in Outer lustered Graphs
Require: Px = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xX ), R(σ(x2 ), σ′ (x2 ))), R(σ(x3 ), σ′ (x3 ))),
R(σ(xX−1 ), σ ′ (xX−1 ))),

1:
2:
3:

for 2 ≤ i ≤ X − 1 do
pla e

end for

xi

and

at any point of

...,

p(x1 )xX .

int(R(σ(xi ), σ ′ (xi ))) ∩ p(x1 )xX ;

i

i
i

i
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1
2
1
in ident to v , hoose two points pi and pi inside D , where pi is loser to v than
2
pi . For ea h two edges ei and ei+1 onse utively in ident to v denote by fi the
fa e of G in ident to edges ei and ei+1 , and denote by R(µ, i) the quadrilateral
1
2
1
2
′
having pi , pi , pi+1 , and pi+1 as verti es. Finally, insert a drawing of µ in Γ(C )
1 1
1 1
as a re tangle ontaining v and ontained inside the polygon (p1 , p2 , . . . , pk , p1 ),
thus obtaining a drawing

Γ(C).

p42
p41
v

p32 1
p3
p22 p1
2

D

p11
p12

Figure 10.30: Illustration for Case 1 of the algorithm for drawing

lustered

graphs.

Lemma 10.17
Proof:

Γ(C) is an internally- onvex-separated drawing of C .

Γ(C)

has no edge

rossing sin e any

rossing, by indu tion.

luster dierent from

µ

has no

Γ(C)

has no edge-region

rossing with any edge by

µ does not interse t any edge not in ident to v , be ause it
D. Γ(C) has no region-region rossing sin e the boundaries of any two lusters dierent from µ have no rossing by indu tion, and
sin e the boundary of µ does not interse t the boundary of any luster, beause it ompletely lies inside D . The drawing is straight-line and re tangular by onstru tion. Further, every internal fa e of G not in ident to v
is triangular- onvex-separated by indu tion. Finally, for ea h fa e fi , region
R(ν, µ) ≡ R(µ, i), where ν is the parent of µ in T , satises Property TCS1 of
indu tion, and sin e

ompletely lies inside

a triangular- onvex-separated drawing, due to the fa t that su h a region is
ompletely

ontained inside

D,

and that

D

is

ompletely

Case 2: There exists a separating 3- y le.
3G1

(u′ , v ′ , z ′ ).

a separating

y le

Let

as follows.

is the subgraph of

C 1 (G1 , T 1 ) be
G indu ed by

ontained inside

Suppose that

the

G

ν. 2

ontains

lustered graph dened

all the verti es external to

i

i
i

i
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(u′ , v ′ , z ′ ),

u′ , by v ′ , and by z ′ . T 1 is the subtree of T whose lusters ontain
1
1
at least one vertex of G . Observe that Co and Co are the same graph. Further,
2
2
2
2
let C (G , T ) be the lustered graph dened as follows. G is the subgraph
′ ′ ′
′
′
of G indu ed by all the verti es internal to (u , v , z ), by u , by v , and by
′
2
z . T is the subtree of T whose lusters ontain at least one vertex of G2 .
′ ′ ′
Sin e (u , v , z ) is a separating 3- y le, the number of verti es plus the number
1
2
of lusters of ea h of C and C is stri tly less than the number of verti es
plus the number of lusters of C . Hen e, the indu tive hypothesis applies
and, for an arbitrary triangular- onvex-separated drawi ng Γ(Co ), there exists
1
1
an internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C ) of C
ompleting Γ(Co ). Cy le
′ ′ ′
1
(u , v , z ) is a fa e f of G . By denition of internally- onvex-separated drawing
1
of a graph, the drawing Γ(Cf ) of Cf in Γ(C ) is a triangular- onvex-separated
2
drawing. Observe that Cf and Co are the same graph. Hen e, the indu tive
2
hypothesis applies again and an internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C )
2
2
1
an be onstru ted ompleting Γ(Co ). Plugging Γ(C ) into Γ(C ) provides a
drawing Γ(C) of C .
by

Lemma 10.18
Proof:

Γ(C) is an internally- onvex-separated drawing of C .

1
rossing. Namely, any edge belonging to G (resp.
1
2
to G ) does not ross any edge belonging to G (resp. to G ) by indu tion.
1
2
Further, any edge belonging to G and not belonging to G does not ross any
2
1
edge belonging to G and not belonging to G sin e su h edges are separated by
′ ′ ′
y le (u , v , z ). Γ(C) has no edge-region rossing. Namely, any edge belonging
1
2
1
to G (resp. to G ) does not ross the boundary of any luster of T (resp.
2
1
of T ) by indu tion. Further, any edge belonging to G (resp. to G2 ) and
2
1
not belonging to G (resp. to G ) does not ross the boundary of any luster
2
1
1
2
belonging to T (resp. to T ) and not belonging to T (resp. to T ), sin e
′ ′ ′
su h an edge and su h a luster are separated by y le (u , v , z ). Γ(C) has

Γ(C) has no edge

2

no region-region rossing. Namely, the boundary of any luster belonging to
2
1
(resp. to T ) does not ross the boundary of any luster belonging to T
2
(resp. to T ) by indu tion. Further, the boundary of any luster belonging
1
2
2
1
to T (resp. to T ) and not belonging to T (resp. to T ) does not ross the
2
1
boundary of any luster belonging to T (resp. to T ) and not belonging to
T 1 (resp. to T 2 ), sin e su h lusters are separated by y le (u′ , v ′ , z ′ ). Γ(C)

T1

is straight-line and re tangular by

onstru tion. Further, the drawing of any

f of G is triangular- onvex-separated sin e it is triangular1
1
2
in Γ(C ) (if f is also a fa e of G ) or in Γ(C ) (if f is also a

internal fa e

onvex-

separated
G2 ).

fa e of

2

i

i
i

i
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Case 3: There exists no separating 3- y le and there exists an edge
not in ident to o(G) su h that σ(u′ ) = σ(v′ ). Refer to Fig. 10.31.

(u′ , v ′ )

Suppose that

G

ontains an edge

(u′ , v ′ )

with

σ(u′ ) = σ(v ′ )

su h that

u′

is

internal and suppose that there exists no separating 3- y le ontaining edge
(u′ , v ′ ). Sin e G is internally-triangulated, u′ and v ′ have exa tly two ommon
′
′
′ ′
′
neighbors z1 and z2 . Contra t edge (u , v ) to a vertex w , that is, repla e ver′
′
′
′
ti es u and v with a single vertex w that is onne ted to all the verti es u and
′
′
′
v are onne ted to. Vertex w belongs to luster σ(u ) and to all the an estors
′
′
′
′
of σ(u ) in T . The resulting lustered graph C (G , T ) is easily shown to be

c-planar lustered graph. In parti ular, the absen e of separating
G guarantees that G′ is simple and internally-triangulated. Observe
′
that Co and Co are the same graph. Hen e, the indu tive hypothesis applies
and, for an arbitrary triangular- onvex-separated drawing Γ(Co ), there exists
′
′
an internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C ) of C
ompleting Γ(Co ). Then,
′
′
onsider a small disk D entered at w and onsider any line l from w to an
′
′
′
′
′
interior point of the segment between z1 and z2 . Repla e w with u and v so
′
′
that su h verti es lie on l and inside D . Conne t u and v to their neighbors,
obtaining a drawing Γ(C) of C .
a maximal

3-

y les in

z’2

z2’

l

z’1

l
u’

w D
’

z1’

v’ D

Figure 10.31: Illustration for Case 3 of the algorithm for drawing

lustered

graphs.

Lemma 10.19

Γ(C) is an internally- onvex-separated drawing of C .

Proof:

In [Far48℄ the following property of planar straight-line drawings
′
has been proved. In a planar straight-line drawing, for any vertex w , there
′
′
exists a disk D entered at w su h that moving w to any point inside D leaves
the straight-line drawing planar. The proof of this property takes into a

ount

i

i
i

i
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the set of points from whi h all the neighbors of
line segments

an be drawn without

ausing

w′

are

visible,

i.e., straight-

rossings. This property of planar

straight-line drawings has been exploited in [Far48, DT88, DFP08℄ to argue
G with no separating 3- y le, an edge (u′ , v ′ ) that has been
′
′
′
ontra ted to a single vertex w (obtaining a graph G ) an suitably repla e w

that, in a graph

so that the resulting straight-line drawing of

G

is planar. Here the

arguments used in [Far48℄ to prove the existen e of

ontinuity

D

are still valid; however,
′
′
the visibility between any point p of D and any neighbor z of w means that
′
it is possible to draw a straight-line segment from p to z not rossing any edge
of

G

and not

rossing twi e the boundary of the same

luster; further,

to be so small that it does not interse t the boundary of any luster.
′
′
Then, the pla ement of u and v guarantees that Γ(C) has no edge
and no edge-region

rossing. Further,

Γ(C)

has no region-region

D

has

rossing

rossing, by

Γ(C) is a straight-line re tangular drawing, by onstru tion. Finally,
′
′
for ea h internal fa e f of G not in ident to u and v regions R(µ, ν) an be
′
′
drawn as in Γ(C ), sin e f has the same drawing in Γ(C) and in Γ(C ); for ea h
′
′
internal fa e f of G in ident to u and not to v , or vi eversa, regions R(µ, ν)
′
′
an be drawn similarly to Γ(C ), sin e the drawings of f in Γ(C) and in Γ(C )
′
dier for an arbitrary small displa ement of an in ident vertex (in C , fa e f
′
′
′
is in ident to vertex w , that repla es the one out of u and v that is in ident
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
to f in C ); fa es (u , v , z1 ) and (u , v , z2 ) are so thin that no vertex of any
re tangle representing a luster lies inside su h fa es, hen e regions R(µ, ν) an
indu tion.

easily be drawn.

2

It remains to prove that the
the base

ase in whi h

C

is an outer lustered graph is

ase.

Lemma 10.20

Suppose that none of Cases 1, 2, and 3 applies. Then C is an
outer lustered graph.

Proof:
and that

C

Suppose, for a

ontradi tion, that none of Cases 1, 2, and 3 applies,

G, o(G) is
c-planarity of C , ea h luster that ontains
ident to o(G) interse ts o(G) exa tly twi e,

is not an outer lustered graph. By the maximality of

delimited by a

3-

y le.

By the

some but not all the verti es in

thus proving Property O2 of Denition 10.1.
ontains a luster µ not ontaining any vertex in ident
′
ontains a minimal luster µ not ontaining any vertex
′
′
in ident to o(G), namely µ = µ if µ is minimal, and µ is any minimal luster
′
′
des endant of µ, if µ is not minimal. If µ ontains exa tly one vertex v , then µ
′
is a minimal luster ontaining only v , and Case 1 applies. If µ
ontains more
Suppose that

to

o(G).

Then,

C
C

i

i
i

i
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Algorithm 16 Drawing Clustered Graphs
Require: C(G, T ) and Γ(Co ).
Ensure: An internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C
1:

2:
3:

4:

5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:

14:
15:

16:
17:
18:

19:
20:

21:
22:
23:

24:
25:

26:
27:

28:
29:
30:
31:

if

a minimal

luster

µ

exists

then

ompleting

Γ(Co ).
v

and

C′

and

ontaining exa tly one internal vertex

no external vertex
C ′ ← the graph obtained from C by removing µ;
Γ(C ′ ) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 16 on

Γ(Co );
Γ(C) ← the drawing obtained by inserting µ in Γ(C ′ ) as a small re
ontaining v ;

else
if there exists a separating 3-

y le

f = (u′ , v ′ , z ′ )

1

G ←

tangle

then

the subgraph of G indu ed by the verti es external to or be′ ′ ′
longing to (u , v , z );
1
T ← the subtree of T whose lusters ontain verti es of G1 ;
C 1 ← (G1 , T 1 );
G2 ← the subgraph of G indu ed by the verti es internal to or belong′ ′ ′
ing to (u , v , z );
2
T ← the subtree of T whose lusters ontain verti es of G2 ;
C 2 ← (G2 , T 2 );
Γ(C 1 ) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 16 on C 1 and

Γ(Co );
Γ(Cf ) ← the drawing of Cf in Γ(C 1 );
Γ(C 2 ) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 16 on C 2
Γ(Cf );
Γ(C) ← the drawing obtained by plugging Γ(C 2 ) into Γ(C 1 );

else
if an edge (u′ , v′ ) exists not in
then

ident to

o(G)

su h that

and

σ(u′ ) = σ(v ′ )

z1′ and z2′ ← the ommon neighbors of u′ and v ′ ;
G′ ← the graph obtained from G by ontra ting (u′ , v ′ ) to a vertex
w′ ;
T ′ ← the tree obtained from T by assigning w′ to σ(u′ );
C ′ ← (G′ , T ′ );
Γ(C ′ ) ← the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 16 on C ′ and
Γ(Co );
l ← a line from w′ to an interior point of z1′ z2′ in Γ(C ′ );
Γ(C) ← the drawing obtained from Γ(C ′ ) by repla ing w′ with u′
′
′
′
′
and v so that u and v lie on l inside a small disk entered at w ;

else

Γ(C) ←
Γ(Co );

the drawing obtained by applying Algorithm 12 on

C

and

end if
end if
end if
return Γ(C);

i

i
i

i
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c- onne tivity of C , there exists at least one edge
σ(u) = σ(v) = µ′ . If (u, v) is an edge of a separating 3- y le,

than one vertex, then, by the

(u, v)

su h that

then Case 2 applies. Otherwise, Case 3 applies. This proves Property O1.

C

Suppose that

ontains an edge

that at least one out of
to a separating

3-

u and v

(u, v)

su h that

σ(u) = σ(v) and suppose
G. If edge (u, v) belongs

is an internal vertex of

y le, then Case 2 applies. Otherwise, Case 3 applies. This

proves Property O3.

2

Hen e, we get the following:

Theorem 10.3

Let C(G, T ) be a maximal c-planar lustered graph. Then,
for every triangular- onvex-separated drawing Γ(Co ) of Co , there exists an
internally- onvex-separated drawing Γ(C) of C ompleting Γ(Co ).
A pseudo- ode des ription of the algorithm for drawing a

C

lustered graph

is presented in Algorithm 16.

10.6 Con lusions
In this

hapter we have shown that every

c-planar

lustered graph admits a

c-

planar straight-line re tangular drawing. A tually, the algorithms we proposed
do not exploit at all the fa t that

lusters are drawn as re tangles. The only

property that must be satised by ea h region representing a

luster for the

algorithm to work is that any edge between a vertex inside the
a vertex outside the

luster should

the algorithm we proposed

an be modied in order to

straight-line drawing of a given
onvex shapes to the

luster and

ross its boundary exa tly on e.
onstru t a

Hen e,

c-planar

lustered graph for an arbitrary assignment of

lusters (a tually,

star-shaped polygons are more generally
alled kernel, from whi h it is

feasible, i.e., polygons that have a set of points,

possible to draw edges towards all the verti es of the polygon without

rossing

its sides).
The algorithm we des ribed uses real oordinates, hen e it requires exponential area to be implemented in a system with a nite resolution rule. However,
this drawba k is unavoidable, sin e it has been proved by Feng
that there exist

et al.

[FCE95a℄

lustered graphs requiring exponential area in any straight-line

drawing in whi h

lusters are represented by

of interest studying the same problem for at

onvex regions. We believe worth
lustered graphs.

Open Problem 10.1

What are the area requirements for onvex (re tangular) lustered drawings of at lustered graphs?

i

i
i

i
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Chapter 11

Other Resear h A tivities
Simultaneously with the resear h for the development of this thesis, other topi s
in the area of Graph Drawing have been dealt with:

• Right-Angle Crossing Drawings.

Right Angle Crossing (RAC) drawings

are polyline drawings where ea h

rossing forms four right angles. RAC

drawings have been introdu ed in [DEL09℄ be ause, even if experimental results show that the human performan e in path tra ing tasks is
negatively

orrelated to the number of edge

WPCM02℄, further

eviden e that the number of
of the drawing if the edges
As the

rossings [Pur00, PCA02,

ognitive experiments in graph visualization provided
rossings does not de rease the readability

ross at right angles [Hua08, HHE08℄.

lass of graphs that

ludes the

an be drawn with right-angle rossings in+
lass of planar graphs, in [ACD 09℄ we investigate to what

extent RAC drawings

an help in over oming the limitations of widely

adopted planar graph drawing

onventions, providing both positive and

negative results. First, we prove that there exist a y li

planar digraphs

not admitting any straight-line upward RAC drawing and that the

or-

responding de ision problem is NP-hard. Also, we show digraphs whose
straight-line upward RAC drawings require exponential area.

Se ond,

we study if RAC drawings allow to draw bounded-degree graphs with
lower
ing

urve

omplexity than the one required by more

onstrained draw-

onventions. We prove that every graph with vertex-degree at most

6 (at most 3) admits a RAC drawing with
and with quadrati

area. Third, we

urve

omplexity 2 (resp. 1)

onsider a natural non-planar gen-

319
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eralization of planar embedded graphs. Here we give bounds for

urve

omplexity and area dierent from the ones known for planar embeddings.

• A y li 3-Coloring of Planar Graphs. A oloring of a graph is an assignment of olors to the verti es su h that no two adja ent verti es have
the same olor. A k- oloring is a oloring using k olors. Planar graph
olorings have been widely studied from both a
algorithmi

ombinatorial and an

point of view. The existen e of a 4- oloring for every planar

graph, proved by Appel and Haken [AH77, AHK77℄, is one of the most
famous results in Graph Theory.
An a y li
k - oloring

oloring

is a

is an a y li

oloring with
oloring using

no bi hromati y le. An a y li
k olors. A y li olorings have

been deeply investigated in the literature.

From an algorithmi

point

of view, Kosto hka proved in [Kos78℄ that de iding whether a graph admits an a y li

3- oloring is NP-hard.

From a

ombinatorial point of

view, the most interesting result is perhaps the one proved by Alon

al.

et

in [AMR91℄, namely that every graph with degree ∆ an be a y li4/3
ally olored with O(∆
) olors, while there exist graphs requiring
√
4/3 3
Ω(∆ / log ∆) olors in any a y li oloring. A y li olorings of planar graphs have been rst

onsidered in 1973 by Grünbaum, who proved

in [Gru73℄ that there exist planar graphs requiring

5

olors in any a y li

oloring. The same lower bound holds even for 3-degenerate bipartite planar graphs [KM76℄. Su h a bound is tight, as proved by Borodin [Bor79℄.
In [AF10℄, we study the planar graphs that admit an a y li
We show that testing a y li
graphs of maximum degree
of

ubi

3- oloring.

3- olorability is NP-hard, even for planar

4, and we show that there exist innite

lasses

planar graphs that are not a y li ally 3- olorable. Further, we

show that every planar graph has a subdivision with one vertex per edge
that admits an a y li

3- oloring.

parallel graph admits an a y li

Finally, we show that every series3- oloring and we give a linear-time

algorithm for re ognizing whether every 3- oloring of a series-parallel
graph is a y li .

i

i
i

i
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